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Preface

Books on the subjectof Adolf Hitler are legion. As much as a decade
ago some fifty thousand serious studies of the Second World War

had already been published. Yet there have been comparatively few

actual biographies. Too much in Hitler's life has hitherto been

regarded as unascertained or unascertainable.His biographers have,

according to taste, either passed over in silence important stretches of
his career,or have used their imagination to fill in the gaps and

contented themselves with placing new interpretations and different

emphases on already familiar details. Neither the documents in the
Federal Archives at Coblenz nor the other Hitleriana to which most
authors have had recourse can supply what is missing.Othersources
very seldom come to light. Some were believedto beinaccessibleif
not actually lost - as, for instance,the completetextof the

depositions made by Hitler's medical advisers, which is not to be found in

any archive. Former members of his entourageremained silent -

often with good reason - as did his sister, his half-brother and half-
sister,his cousinsand his nephews and nieces, all of whom were in a
positionto help the historian.The publication of my books Die

Fr\303\274hgeschichte der NSDAP, Hitlers Weg bis 1924 (1965) and Hitlers
Mein Kampf (1966) was to open up a veritable goldmine of

information.Important witnesses came forward - school-fellows,childhood

and army friends, comrades from the days of political struggle,
opponents and enemies, relations and heirs. In the attic of one of

Hitler's cousins I discovered,neglectedand forgotten, some of the

material whichbiographershad been seeking in vain for closeon half a

century. For the first time large numbers of letters and notes in
Hitler'sown hand have been made available for study, as have the

depositions and statements made by his doctors.
The entire course of Hitler's life can now be tracedwithout

interruption. Much of what is already known I have either omitted or merely
mentioned in passing,goinginto greater detail only where the material
servedto shed additional light on the new portrait here presented.





CHAPTER ONE

Family and Antecedents

On a dull and cloudyEasterSaturday a son was born to Klara and Alois

Hitler at the Gasthaus zum Pommer in the small Austrian town of

Braunau am Inn. Two days later, on Easter Monday, Father Ignaz

Probst christened the child Adolf.

The Braunau parish register, Volume xix, 30 June 1881-91,
contains two entries relating to Adolf Hitler madeby Catholic priests of

two successive generations,onerecordinghis birth, the other his death.
From the first entry we learn that he was born at 6.30 p.m. on 20

April 1889, that he was helped into the world by his aunt, Johanna
P\303\266lzl, that he was a Catholic and the legitimate offspring of Alois

Hitler, a customs official, and Klara, daughter of Johann P\303\266lzl,farmer,

of Spital, Lower Austria, and Johanna, neeH\303\274ttler.

The second entry, relating to his suicideon30April 1945, was made

twelve years after the event by the then parish priest, Father Ludwig.
It reads:'Declared dead, in fid. publ., in accordance with the ruling

made by the Berchtesgaden District Court on 25 October1956,II
48/52.Parish Presbytery, Braunau, n January 1957. Johann Ludwig.'

HadHitlerbeenan ordinary run-of-the-mill Catholic like countless
others this latter entry would hardly be a matter for comment, nor

would any interest attach to the particulars relating to Alois Hitler

which were subsequently appendedtohisson'sregistration of birth in

the Braunau parish register,namely:

The certificate of baptism issued in respect of Alois Hitler by the D\303\266ller-

sheim Presbytery on 7 June 1876and signed by Father Josef Zahnschirm
statesthat the said Alois Hitler was born on 7 June 1837,the legitimate son

of Georg Hitler of Spital and Maria Anna, his wife, legitimate daughter of
Johann Schicklgruber,farmer, of Strones, and his spouse Theresia,nee
Pfeisinger, all being of the Catholic faith. Alois Hitler was born in Strones 3

and was baptized on the day ofhis birth by Father Ignaz Rueskuefer in the

presence of Johann Trummelschlager and his spouseJosefa as godparents.
First marriage to Anna, n\302\243eGlassl-H\303\266rer, deceased 6 April 1883 in this

parish. Second marriage to Franziska Matzelsberger,solemnized 22 May
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1883. MarriageRegister XIII in Ranshofen 268. Third marriage to Klara
P\303\266lzl,solemnized on 7 January 1885,1 MarriageRegister T. XIII. P. 68,
p. 281.

From the outset Hitler's originshave been shrouded in obscurity,
for certain of the entriesin the Braunau Catholic parish register are

distinctly misleading. Alois was not born legitimate. Maria Anna's
husbandwas called Hiedler, not Hitler, and he was not the father of

her child. Indeed - and this despiteagreatdealofresearchon the part

of numerous historians, genealogistsand biographers- the identity of

Alois's father has hitherto remaineda mystery.1 Various candidates

have been suggested, among them ac Graz Jew' by the name of Fran-
kenberger,a scionof the seigneurial house of Ottenstein and even a
Baron Rothschildof Vienna. But if there is one fact on which at least

some biographers are agreed, it is that Adolf's paternal grandfather
was not the man officially regarded as such,namely the journeyman

miller Johann Georg Hiedler. It has further been established that

Adolf's father, Alois,didnot adopt the surname Hitler until 1876 when
he was already thirty-nine years old.

Hitler's paternal grandmother,Maria Anna Schicklgruber, has

remained till now a figure hardly less shadowy than the man who

fathered her son. Indeed nothing has been known about her save for

the information contained in the church records,namely that she was

born in 1795, that at the age of forty-two, as yet unmarried, she gave
birth in Strones to her only child, Alois (Adolf's father), that she

married Johann Georg Hiedler five years later and died five years after
that.2 According to most of Hitler's biographers her life with Johann

Georg Hiedler was a wretchedone.3But in fact there was nothing
wretched or pitiableabout Maria Anna. After her mother's death in
November 1821,74-25 gulden became due to her from the parental
estate.According to handwritten documents which wrongly describe
her as 'A.Maria',4she left this sum in the Orphans' Fund until 1838.

Here it earned five per cent interestso that by 1838, shortly after the
birth of her sonAlois, it had increased to 165 gulden, morethan twice

the original amount.5 At that time a cow, for instance, would have cost

10 to 12 gulden, a brood sow 4 gulden, a bed with bedding 2 gulden
and an inn with stabling from 450 to 500 gulden.

Maria Anna's parents(Adolf Hitler's great-grandparents), Johannes

and Theresia Schicklgruber, came of peasant stock and, like their
daughter, were of a determined disposition. The Lordshipof Otten-
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stein's business records for 17936 contain their marriage contract,
drawn up in January of that year, whereby they bound themselves
until' solemnconsummation'to abideby the following terms.

1. If so be the bride weds her betrothed she is to provide along with

proper love and fidelity the portion inherited from her mother viz. 100
florins. Next from her father she shall receivean unencumbered dowry: 200

florins therewith goods and chattels viz: 1 bed 20 fl., 1 chest 7 fl., 1 coffer
1 florin 30 kr, 1 cow 20 fl.,70skeinsof flax @ 6 kr. 7 fl. In all 355 fl. 30 kr.

Against which 355 florins 30 kronen
2. The bridegroom shall set the unencumbered marriage apportionment

from his parents viz. 100fl. and their savings of 100 fl., in all 200 fl. so that

everything they presently bring together along with any wealth that may by
God's Grace accrueto them in marriage shall be their common property and
shall sobe termed and so remain.

3. In the event of death and failing the existence of heirs between them

two begotten, the nearest kith shall receive a third part of the full

inventory; and if there be issue, one or more, one half.7

By 1788, at the age of twenty-four, Johannes Schicklgruber had

already taken over the housein Strones(No.1)previously held in fee

by his father, JakobSchicklgruber.8In 1817,when his wife Theresia

(nee Pfeisinger) inherited 210guldenout ofherfather's total estate of

1054 gulden,9 he felt prosperous enough to retire although only fifty-

three years old at the time. He thereforesoldthe farm to his son Josef
for the sum of 3000gulden.According to the contract of sale, the

propertycomprised
' a yoke of oxen, a plough, a harrow, a shed and

implements, therewith i\302\243yokes arable land in Franzen [a village

near Strones]'. In return for this Josef Schicklgruberundertook to

provide his parents with free flour, straw, potatoes and other stores,
and also with services in the form of manual labour and the provision
of draught animals.A further condition was that the purchaser should
set asidea plot of land and build thereon a chamberto serveas a free

lodging for the vendors for the remainder of their days.10
By all accounts their daughter,Maria Anna, was a thrifty, reserved

and exceptionally shrewd peasantwoman. Yet not even the most
exhaustiveresearchhas succeeded in bringing her properly into focus.
When her son Alois was born she did not reveal the identity of the
child's father, nor would she do so at the christening,thus obliging the

priest to baptize the childAlois Schicklgruber and to enter the word
c

illegitimate' in place of the father's name in the baptismal register.
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HadJohann Georg Hiedler been the father, Maria Anna would

certainly have named him as such on the occasionoftheirmarriageifnot
before.But she did not do so, for the simplereasonthat he was not

the father. An entry made much later in the D\303\266llersheim baptismal

register according to which the *
child's mother' named Johann Georg

Hiedler as the father casts an unjustifiable slur on her; for it was not

she, already thirty years dead at the time, who was responsiblefor the

untruth, but her brother-in-law Johann NepomukH\303\274ttler and the

illiterate witnesses at Alois's legitimation in 1876.And if, despite her

relative affluence, Maria Anna allowed her son to be brought up in her
brother-in-law'shouseholdinstead of keeping him with her, it may
well have been because her husband, who spent his days loafing about

at home, objected to the presence in the houseof a childthat was not

his own.

Though shorter-lived than her forebears, Maria Anna Schicklgruber
must haveremainedin passable health at least until 1837 for in that year

she gave birth to her only child at the then unusually advanced age of

forty-two. She died on 7 January 1847, not in Strones, but in the

neighbouring village of Klein-Motten where she and her husband,
having no house of their own, had been living with the related Sillip

family.
Hitler himselfwas always notably reticent about his own family, and

he never complied with the clause in the NSDAP programme11
stipulating that all Germans must provide documentary evidence
about their ancestry

- a clause which was to have such tragic

consequences for those of Jewish extraction. Among close associates he

would often speak of his mother but seldom alluded to his father and

never, exceptindirectly, to Johann Nepomuk H\303\274ttler, the brother of

his' official' grandfather, GeorgHiedler.Virtually the only information

he vouchsafes about his parents in Mein Kampf is that his father was

an Austrian customs official,'a dutiful civil servant' and 'the son of
a poorcottager'.12Ofhis mother, he says that she was a devoted wife

and a kindly and self-sacrificing parent whom he had loved.13 All else

is devoid of substance,its sole intention being to promote the growth

of the legend and to serve the purposeof National Socialist

propaganda.14

From 1921 onwards Hitler consistently obscured and
misrepresented his origins in a deliberate attempt to detachhimself from his

immediate family background. In this way he hoped to appear both as
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the emissary of history and asthe incarnation of what in his view was
the 'commendableand legitimate desire' of the German people. He
was remarkably aufait with the history and culture of antiquity and

the numerous gods and heroes of its mythology. He also knew his

Bible, being particularly well versed in the Old Testament. Among

close associates, and this more especially during the SecondWorld

War, he would hark back to certain aspectsof his past in a manner

calculated to awaken a sympathetic response in an already appreciative
and devoted audience.Ingeniously he presented his own person, his
antecedentsand his social background within a framework that lent

itself readily to adaptation as 'history'. Thisimage was reinforced by
the leading men of his entouragewho systematically evoked the great

figures ofhistoryand mythology to create a veritable fabric ofanalogies.
ThoughHitlerwould sometimes protest that, unlike the mythological
figures of Greek and Roman antiquity, he was not endowed with

supernatural powers, he made no effort to prevent the embarrassingly

vociferous attempts of a Hess, a Goebbelsor a Himmlerto ascribe
these to him. In a context of this nature small purpose would have been
servedby entering into the minutiae of family relationships, evenwhere
thesecomprised-asthey did in Hitler's case - connectionswith figures

well known in the world of literature and scholarship.* Indeed

circumstances would hardly have permitted more than the passing
allusions he accorded his father and paternal grandfather. This was quite
sufficient for Hitler's purposes.A man of power, he wove his own

legend in accordancewith well-thought-out principles, and woe

betide any objective historian who sought to demolishit.
Hismore immediate relations were expected to keep well in the

background,as his nephew, Patrick Hitler, the son of his half-brother

Alois and an Irishwoman, discovered after he had given

unauthorizedinterviews to the British Press about the unclehethen still greatly

admired. The resulting fracas was later described by Patrick in an
article in Paris-Soirof 5 September 1939, from which we learn that,

after furiously denouncing his nephew's indiscretion, Hitler
exclaimed :

I've always taken such careto keep my private affairs out of the press!These
people are not to know who I am. They're not to know where I come from

* E.g. the genealogist, Rudolf Koppensteiner and the Austrian poet,

Robert Hamerling.
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or what my family background is. Even in my book I never mention a word
about thesethings, not a word! And now they've gone and lit on my nephew.
Inquiriesare set on foot and people sent to pry into our past!

If we read between the lines of Patrick's article it becomes evident

that he was something of a thorn in hisuncle'sflesh. On one occasion,

no doubt in the hopeof ridding himself once for all of his importunate
nephew,Hitlertold him angrily that they were in no way related, since

Alois (Patrick's father) had beenmerely adopted into the family. But
Patrick was not to be so easily shaken off. In the summer of 1933he
went to Austria to search for proof of their relationship,and returned

triumphant. 'There could be no doubt,' he writes. 'I was indeed
Adolf Hitler's nephew.'On another occasion, when he asked his uncle
for money, Hitler replied

*
that he could not give help to everyone who

happened to bear his name Thoughamerewave of the hand would

have sufficedto fill the pockets of his immediate relations, he didn't so
much as lift a finger.' Nevertheless he would appear to have made

Patrick at least two presents of money - oneof 100and one of 500
marks - and to have continued to tolerate his importunities and feck-
lessnessuntil 1938 when he insisted that his nephew should settle

down to work. 'I was to earn 125 marks a month,' the young man

writes, 'not a starvation wage, but not a living wage either ... [by]
working in a bank.But I couldn't send any money to my mother [in

England] since German regulations forbadeit. . .. At last I wrote to
Hitler personally. ... He replied: \"I regret that I cannot accordyou

any privileges.\"
'

Whereupon Patrick left Germany for good.

Hitler had another nephew towards whom his feelings were much

more avuncular. This was Leo Raubal, the son of his half-sister
Angela. Indeedwhen Leo, then a second lieutenant in the engineers,
was captured after the fall of Stalingrad, Hitler so far forsook his

policy of withholding favours from his family as to propose an exchange
for Stalin'ssonJakob,who had been in German hands since 1941.But

Stalin refused. In 1967 Stalin's daughter, Svetlana Alliluyeva, wrote

in her book Twenty Letters to a Friend: 'After Stalingrad, in the winter

of 1943-44, my father said to me suddenly during one of our rare

meetings: \"TheGermanshave proposed that we exchange one of their
prisonersfor Yasha. They want me to do a deal with them! But I

won't do it. War is war!\"' Svetlana could not have guessedthat' one
oftheir prisoners' was Hitler's favourite nephew, nor did LeoRaubal
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himself know anything about this episode until told by the author in

1967.

Hitler was always at pains to eschewnepotism which he considered

to have been oneofNapoleon'sgravest shortcomings.15 This explains
at least in part why, after becoming committed to politics in 1919, he
tendedto keephis family at arm's length, though he had previously

enjoyed frequenting his relations in the Waldviertel (known after the

Anschluss as 'the ancestral region'). Before1914he had sometimes

stayed with them for his summer holidaysand during the war he spent

two periods of leavein Spital- the second, in September 1918, being
the last occasiononwhich he visited his Waldviertel relations. The few

members of his family who had accessto him thereafter were - apart
from his nephewsPatrick and Leo - his half-sister Angela Raubal and

her daughter Geli, the great love of his life. Also his younger sister
Paula.None,save Patrick, made any demands on him though towards

the end of her life, Paula -
by then his sole legatee- hoped to benefit

under the terms of his will. 'My dearestwish',she was to write on
10 January i960, 'is that I may at long last get the probatecertificate

which would enable me to move into a nice, sunny flat so that for the

remainder of my days I couldperhaps enjoy the warmth and comfort
I have so long craved in vain.'16 She diedthe following June without

ever entering into possessionof the two-thirdsshareof his estateto
which she was entitled.17 The wheel had turned full circle.

The only places associated with Hitler's childhood for which he felt

any real affection were Linz and the neighbouring hamlet of Leonding

where his parents lay buried in the Catholiccemeteryalmostopposite
their former home. He often referred in glowing terms to this village,

which he revisited three times in all, actually spending the night there

in 1938.18 A well-known picture-postcard of the time depicts him

standing pensivelybesidehis parents' grave. Even in private
conversationhe never showed any interest in the other haunts of his boyhood.
On entering Braunau after the invasion of Austria in March 1938he
gave no indication of a desire to seethehousewherehehad been born.

Nor did he ever visit Strones near D\303\266llersheim, the birthplace of his

paternal grandmother.
There is, however, no foundation whatever for Franz Jetzinger's

suggestionthat Hitler himself may have ordered the destructionofthe
village of D\303\266llersheim,19 where his father had been baptized in June
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1837, because documentsrelating to his origins were stored there.
Fancifully Jetzinger asserts that:

D\303\266llersheim and many of the surrounding localities [including Strones

where Alois Hitler wasborn in June 1837] no longer exist. The whole of this

once flourishing and fertile region was turned into a military exercise area
and is today a ghastly desert where malevolent death lurks in the form of

unexploded shells.Its former inhabitants have been dispersed to all points
of the compass.For several years Hitler was able to gloat over the fact that

the place where his father had been born and his grandmother buried was

being pounded and crushedby the Wehrmacht. Whether the choice of this

particular spot was dictated by military considerations may be doubted,
more especially since the Land Registry offices in Allentsteig and Weitra

received instructions to value the land in mid-May 1938, barely two months
after the occupation ofAustria It looks very much as though D\303\266llersheim

was destroyed on the direct ordersof the F\303\274hrer - out of insane hatred for
his father, whose father before him may have been a Jew.20

Far from being a 'fertile, flourishing region' the country round

D\303\266llersheim, with its heavy soil, producedwretched harvests, while

in spring and autumn it became virtually impassable. Nor is it correct

to say that the plan to turn the locality into an exercise areawas
adumbrated as early as 1938. In the Register of Austrian Parishes21 there is

specific referenceto a specialissueof the Lower Danube Region's

Official Gazette:22 cThe former D\303\266llersheim military training area

was established in 1941.On the authority of the then governor of the
Lower Danube,the following parishes and parts of parishes were
declaredto beWar Department property with the name \"D\303\266llersheim

Military Training Area \".'23 Up till 1945 many of the individual houses
and farms purchased in the villages by the German Resettlement
Associationon behalf of the Wehrmacht24 remained virtually intact.

It was only after Hitler's death that they were stripped of all usable
building material by the inhabitants of the surroundingcountryside.

The final work of destruction was carriedout by the Russians in the
course of their occupation,which lasted until 1955. During this time
a number of Hitler'smalerelatives, unmistakably peasants, who bore

only a superficial likenessto him and had never derived any benefit
from the connection,werearrestedand deported to Russia.25 The full

absurdity of Jetzinger's allegations becomes manifest when we
consider that after the Anschluss Maria Anna Schicklgruber's grave was

adorned with a memorial stone and cross bearing the legend:'Here
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lies the grandmother of the F\303\274hrer - Maria A. Hitler, nee Schickl-
gruber.526 The burial-place was invariably tended with special care

and was much visited by schoolsand Hitler Youth groups.27 In
D\303\266llersheim party officials carried hero worship to such lengths that a

plaque was affixed to the schoolbuilding,proudly but untruthfully

proclaiming that cAlois Hitler, the Fiihrer's father', had been to

school there.

In 1941the inhabitants of D\303\266llersheimand Strones were removedto
other districts28suchasKrenglbachin UpperAustria where Hitler's

relatives, the Sillip family, were resettled.29 Before the evacuation,
instructions weregiven for the removal of all church, localgovernment

and court records from D\303\266llersheim and the other villages involved.
The baptismal registercontaining the entry relating to Alois Schickl-
gruber(after 1876 Alois Hitler) was first lodged in the LowerAustrian

Provincial Archives in Vienna and later transferred to Rastenfeld, a
small village not far from the former parish of D\303\266llersheim. The

register recording Adolf Hitler's baptism always remained at Braunau

am Inn.

Again there is no substance in the much canvassedview that after

1938 the original entries were tampered with, even to the extent of

removing whole pages from the register. The recordsremained
unaltered excepting for one addition: the registration, in compliancewith

a court order, of Adolf Hitler's death.
It has been suggested that Hitler may have beenanxious to cover up

his genealogical traces becausehe had Jewish blood in his veins.

Already in the early twenties, when he was scoring the first decisive

victories of his political career,anumber ofhismoreingenious political

opponents were loudly demanding where this self-styled' apostle of

the purity of the German race' had actually come from, who his
paternalgrandfather was and whether he could prove that he was not partly

Jewish. Those hostiletoHitler and his rabid antisemitism would have
been only too delighted to find incontrovertible proof of his father's
Jewish descent. Shortly before he took over the party30 in late July

1921 (when Hermann Esserintroducedhim as
' our F\303\274hrer') a number

of the NSDAP chiefs put it about that he had Jewish antecedents.

Ernst Ehrensperger, one of the first party members, wrote a leaflet
which was reproducedin the M\303\274nchner Post with a ten-line

commentary.Part of this leaflet reads:' He [Hitler]believes the time has come

to introduce disunity and dissensioninto our ranks at the behest of
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his shady backers .. . and thus to promotethe interestsof Jewry and

its henchmen.... And how is heconductingthis struggle? Like a real

Jew.'31 BetweenJuly and December 1921 there were frequent rumours
in Munich about Hitler's Jewish descent. After 30 January 1933,by
which time he had seized power and was systematically consolidating
it, hisoriginsnecessarily ceased to be a matter for publicconjecturein
Germany.32 Nevertheless articles and rumours concerninghisJewish
provenance continued to be surreptitiously circulated, among them a

story from the Daily Mirror of 14 October1933which was

accompanied by a picture of a grave whoseheadstonewas inscribed with

Hebrew characters and the name *
Adolf Hitler'. Some ingenious

journalists had discoveredthe existenceof this grave (no. 9, row 7,
section 18)33in the Jewishcemetery in Bucharest and had at once

jumped to the conclusionthat its occupant was the grandfather of the
F\303\274hrer and Reich Chancellor. The Mirror's allegation that the grave

belonged to c
the grandfather of Germany's antisemitic chancellor,34

wastaken up by the PolishJewish newspaper Haynt and the American

JewishForward.
Neitherthe fabricators of this story nor those desirous of believing

them were troubled by the real facts, namely that the man, whose
Jewish name was Avraham Eyliyohn, had been buried at the expense

of the Jewish Filantropia Societyin 1892and that, since both

headstone and death certificate gave his date of birth as 1832(thus making

him only five years older than Adolf's father), he could not possibly
have been the F\303\274hrer's grandfather. Forward's comment on the story
wasasfollows:* A short time ago we receiveda cablefrom our Warsaw

correspondent informing us that the local Jewish newspaper Haynt
had publisheda photograph of the grave of Hitler's Jewish
grandfather. ... It is now clear that the story about the Jewish origins of
this latterday Haman, Adolf Hitler, was not incorrect.'35 ThoseJews
who happened to be called Hitler - no rarity in Eastern Europe

- were
filled with dismay. A number of them followedthe exampleofAbraham

Hitler, a Polish Jew from Sosnowice,and adoptedanother surname.36

None of this escaped the noticeof his fellow National Socialists.

Thus on 19 September 1934the training officer of the National

Socialist Women's Organization (Weser-Ems region), sent a copy of
the Daily Mirrorarticleto the NSDAP Reich Training Office with

the comment that it might be of'some value to the Party archives'.37

Highly placed and influential members of the party grew restive,
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among them Himmler who, even at this early stage, had alreadyopened
a highly confidentialcF\303\274hrer file' containing information which he

thought might one day come in useful.38 He was to have recourse to

that file years later when he was planning to arrest Hitler with the help

of the S S beforeoffering his services to the Western Allies for a joint

war against the Soviet Union.39
Eighteen months after Hitler's death the old allegations were

resuscitatedby fresh evidence plausible enough to convince even

serious historians and biographers. The source of this material was

Hans Frank, Hitler's sometime legaladviser,who had been a National

Socialist Reichstag deputy in 1930and Governor-General of Poland

from 1939 to 1945.In his final speech at Nuremberg Frank assuredthe
International Military Tribunal that he did not wish to leave behind

him any 'secret and unatoned guilt'.40Shortly before this Frank had

written a document in hisprisoncellwith thec invaluable help' of an
American Franciscanarmy chaplain, Sixtus O'Connor,41 a document

which, sinceits publication in 1953, ^as presented students of Hitler
with an almost insoluble problem. Frank, who embraced Catholicism
while in Nuremberg, handed his manuscript to the priest,requesting
him to pass it on to the archives of a monastery. Part of the document
runs as follows:

One day, it must have been towards the end of 1930, Hitler sent for me.

... He showed me a letter which he described as a 'disgusting piece of
blackmail' on the part of one ofhismost loathsome relatives and said that it

concerned his, Hitler's, antecedents. If I am not mistaken it was a son ofhis
half-brother, Alois (born of Hitler's father's second marriage), who was

gently hinting that 'in view of certain allegations in the Press it might be
better if certain family matters weren't shouted from the roof-tops'. The

Press reports in question suggested that Hitler had Jewish bloodin his veins

and hence was hardly qualified to be an antisemite. But they were phrased
in such general terms that nothing could be done about it. In the heat of the

political struggle the whole thing died down. All the same, this threat of

blackmail by a relative was a somewhat tricky business. At Hitler's request
I made some confidential inquiries. Intensive investigation elicited the

following information: Hitler's father was the illegitimate son of a woman

by the name of Schicklgruberfrom Leonding near Linz who worked ascook
in a Graz household. In accordance with the law which laid down that an

illegitimate child must bear its mother's surname, he was called
Schicklgruber up to the age of fourteen.But when his mother (Adolf Hitler's
grandmother) married a Herr Hitler, he was formally legitimated as the offspring
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of the Hitler-Schicklgruber marriage, by means of the instrument per

matrimonium subsequens. Up to this point all is perfectly clear and really
nothing out of the usual. But the most extraordinary part of the story is this:
when the cook Schicklgruber (Adolf Hitler's grandmother) gave birth to

her child, shewas in service with a Jewish family called Frankenberger. And

on behalf of his son, then about nineteen years old, Frankenberger paid a

maintenance allowance to Schicklgruber from the time of the child's birth
until his fourteenth year. For a number of years, too, the Frankenbergers
and Hitler's grandmother wrote to each other, the general tenor of the

correspondence betraying on both sides the tacit acknowledgement that

Schicklgruber's illegitimate child had been engenderedunder circumstances

which made the Frankenbergers responsiblefor its maintenance. For years
this correspondence remained in the possession of a woman living in

Wetzelsdorf near Graz who was related to Hitlerthrough the Raubals... .Hence

the possibility cannot be dismissedthat Hitler's father was half Jewish as a

result of the extra-marital relationship between the Schicklgruberwoman

and the Jew from Graz. This would mean that Hitler was one quarter
Jewish.42

It has often been suggested that, had Frank's story becomegenerally

known in 1930, it would have put an end to Adolf Hitler's career as

leader of the party. This is exceedingly improbable, even though the

NSDAP programme laid down that Jews and 'persons of Jewish
descent' wereto be denied German citizenship (Point 4), that their

status in Germany was to be merely that of
*

visitors' (Point 5) and

that they were to be debarredfrom public office
'
irrespective of its

nature, whether in Reich,province or parish' (Point 6). When Konrad
Heiden,himselfthe sonofa Jewess,suggested in his widely read and

highly thought-of biographies of 1932 and 1936that certain evidence

pointed to Hitler's Jewish descent,nothing whatever came of it.

Hans Frank's allegations (and the deductionsdrawn from them)

presuppose firstly that there was a Jew by the name of Frankenberger
living in Graz in 1836, secondly that in 1930 there was' a woman living

in Wetzelsdorf near Graz who was related to Hitler through the

Raubals', and thirdly that Hitler's grandmother, Maria Anna

Schicklgruber, had been employed in Graz in 1836. None of these
things is demonstrable.

The assertion that Hitler's grandmother had corresponded with a

Frankenberger family for a number of years and that their letters had

subsequently been in the keepingofa woman related to Hitler through
the Raubals,43is dismissed by the Raubal family as pure fantasy.44
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Moreover none of the Frankenbergersknown to have lived in Graz
could have been the father of Alois Schicklgruber, nor does there
appear to be any trace of a GermanJew bearing this name or any
variant thereof in the nineteenth century.45 Indeed, from the end of

the fifteenth century until a decade after Maria Anna Schicklgruber's
death, no Jewswereresidentin Graz.46 Under the terms of the treaty
concluded on 19March 1496 between the Emperor Maximilian I and
the Styrian towns,47 all Jews were to be expelled from the province by
6 January 1497,in return for which the Emperor was to receive from

the Landtag a first and final indemnity of 38,000 gulden. Not until 1781

in the reign of Joseph II were they allowed to re-enter the Duchy of

Styria and then only for a few weeks at a time, at mid-Lent and the

Feast of St Giles,when they were admitted to the annual fairsin Graz,
Klagenfurt, Laibach and Linz, against payment of a fixed sum. But as

early as 9 September1783the rights of the Jews were again curtailed,
ameasurethat was reinforced by further discriminatory regulationsin

1797,1819,1823and 1828. This situation remained unchanged until

the beginning of the 186o's, savefor the period of the Napoleonic Wars
when a number of Jewish army contractors resided temporarily in

Graz in order to tradewith Jewish merchants from Munich, Augsburg,
Stuttgart and Amsterdam.

Thereis,ofcourse,no reason why a Frankenberger should not have

attended the 1836 September Fair in Graz and theremet Maria Anna

Schicklgruber. Alois Schicklgruber (later Hitler) was born on 7 June
1837.Hence there might conceivably have been an encounter in

Septemberof the previous year but this would seem unlikely in view

of the fact that Maria Anna did not live in Graz. Neither, evidently,

did she visit the town at this time. From 1821to 1838the Allentsteig

area court,48 whose authority extended to Strones where her child
wasbornin 1837,kept a record of the interest accruingto her from her

parents' estate. Yet the booksof the Orphans'Fund show no change of

address either in 1836or 1837.49Moreover,asa subjectofthe *

Lordship of Ottenstein', she could not have absentedherselffor any length

of time in order, say,to makeherway to Graz for the purpose ofkeeping
an assignation. Finally, since she was not working in Graz in 1836,she
could not possibly have entered into a relationship suchas Frank

describes. Her name does not appear either in the town'sdomesticservice
registeror in the municipal register.50

Hans Frank's account has not only preoccupied a -whole generation
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of biographersbut has also succeeded in firing their imaginations. For

instance we might cite Franz Jetzinger's allegation that in his Paris-Soir
articlePatrick Hitlerdescribedhis uncle as the grandson of a Graz Jew
calledFrankenreither.Paris-Soirno longer exists; the 1939 article has
not beenreprintedelsewhere,and none of Hitler's biographers (Jet-
zinger included)has probably ever set eyes on it. Duringa visit to Paris

in 1969 I succeeded in unearthing that particular issue of the paper
which devoted two pages of text and six illustrations to Patrick Hitler's
story. It contains no allusion whatever to the possibihtythat Hitler

might have had Jewish antecedents nor, sinceMaria Anna Schickl-

gruber is not evenmentioned,tohersupposed employer, one

Frankenreiter, of Graz.51 There was, it is true, a forty-two-year-old butcher

and tripe-boiler called Frankenreither resident therein 1836.A native

of Stadtberg near Passau, he wasthe sonofJosefFrankenreither,

shoemaker, and Margarethe Frankenreither of Tiefenbach, whose names
appear in the Tiefenbach parish register.52 But there isnoproof
whatever that Maria Anna Schicklgruber was ever acquainted with this

Frankenreither or, indeed, with any other.

All this inevitably raises the questionwhy, on the eve of his

execution, Frank should have made such momentous allegations.While in

Nuremberg under the tutelage of Father O'Connor, Frank was

patently remorseful and devout.53 Hence he may conceivably have

been seeking, not only to disembarrasshis fellow Catholics for all times
of Adolf Hitler, the Catholicmass-murderer,but also to foment

unrest, anxiety and a lasting senseof guilt among 'the Jews'. The

assertions he made]'faceto facewith the gallows' were so confident as
to disarmmostsceptics.Yet a comparison with established facts reveals
that none of his statements withstands close analysis.Indeedthe

extent of their reliability can be gaugedfrom the following example.
At the time of the blackmail attempt, he maintains, Hitler told him
that from conversationswith his father and grandmother he knew ' his
father had not been born as a resultofsexualintercoursebetween the

Schicklgruber woman and the Jew in Graz'. The suggestion that

Adolf Hitler had ever conversed with his grandmother is utterly
absurd since she had already been dead for forty-two years by the
time he was born. When his father died he was not yet fourteen years

old.

Since, then, all suppositions regardingHitler'sJewish provenance

can be shown to be unfounded, we must look elsewhereif we are to
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solvethe puzzle of the identity of his paternal grandfather. That puzzle
is inextricably linked with the question of his father's legitimation.

By his own account, Alois had been legitimated when his mother

married Johann Georg Hiedler,who had then officially acknowledged
him ashischild.54Thisiswholly untrue. Nor is there any justification
for the assumptionthat Alois Schicklgruber sought legitimation in

1876 because, as a Catholic and a publicservant, he could not afford

the taint of illegitimacy. His careerup to that time shows plainly

enough that such was not the case.Moreover he himself was by no
means narrow-mindedwheremorality was concerned, as is evident
from his conduct towards his first and second wives, and from his

willingness to accept as his sonthe childborntohimoutofwedlock by

Franziska Matzelsberger.

At the time of his legitimation, some twenty years after his putative
father'sdeath,hewas, as we have seen, already thirty-nine years old.
The fact that he now signed himself Hitler would seemto have

signified more than just a change of name, for within a year he broke off
all relations with the Schicklgruber family. We know, however,that he
had still been using his old name in 1874for on 21 September ofthat

year he actedaswitness at the wedding of Karl Fischer, aseniorrevenue
official, and signed his name Alois Schicklgruber in the Braunau

parish register.55 But a later volume of the sameregisterreveals that

by June 1876 he had alreadychangedhis name to Hitler.56

There was nothing fortuitous about Alois's failure to adopt the

name his mother had acquired thirty-five years previously by her

marriage to Georg Hiedler.In the autumn of 1876 his name was
recordedas Alois Hitler in the D\303\266llersheim parish register. This was

done either with the assent or at the instance of Johann Nepomuk

H\303\274ttler, Georg Hiedler's brother, by Father Josef Zahnschirmwho

had only recently moved to the parish.Thepriestappended neither

signature nor date to the entry which reads :

The father, entered as GeorgHitler,who is well known to the competent
witnesses,has acknowledged that he is the father of the child Alois, as
claimedby the child's mother, Anna Schicklgruber, and has appliedfor his

name to be recorded in this baptismal register. Attested by the competent
witnesses:JosefRommeder, witness Johann Breiteneder (his mark),
EngelbertPaukh (his mark).

Being illiterate these witnessesdid not notice the priest's mistake in

entering Alois'sfather'snameas Hitler instead of Hiedler. Obviously
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Johann Nepomuk did not say 'Hiedler' as his brother had always

done, but' H\303\274ttler', intending that Alois should call himself by that

name, a variant which Zahnschirm might easily have misheard as

Hitler.

Admittedly there is nothing, either in the entry or in the choice
of witnesses, to betray the identity of the personbehind this move.

What is indubitable, however, is that both Johann Nepomuk H\303\274ttler

and Alois himself had decided on the change of name in compliance
with the wishes of Maria Anna who had died in 1847.For in 1876

Franz Schicklgruber, the administrator of his sister Maria Anna's

estate, made over to his nephewAlois what was then the considerable
sum of 230gulden.57It is no longer possible to ascertain what family

discussions had preceded this event; but in view of the interesttaken

by the Schicklgrubers in Alois, of whosesuccessfulcareerthey had

good reason to be proud, thereis every likelihood that at an early stage
somehard and fast agreement would have been reachedby Johann

Nepomuk H\303\274ttler, his brother, Georg Hiedler, Alois Schicklgruber,
his mother, Maria Anna Schicklgruber, and other members of her
family.

Bracher is wrong in assuming that Alois Schicklgruber's
*

retrospectivelegitimation' had been brought about' by the illegalmachinations

of his step-uncle with the aid of a gulliblevillage priest'.58 It is true

that the applicants failed to comply with the official regulations which

required that either Johann Georg Hiedler should appear in person
or that a legally binding document signed by him be produced;59
for Hiedler had died in 1857 without ever having recognized Alois as
his child,and since the legitimation took place so long after his death

there seems no good reasonto regardit as the posthumous execution

of his will. Nevertheless the authorities duly approved the priest's

procedure. The documentsshow that having been promptly informed
of the legitimation the district commissioner's office in Mistelbach
notified the Braimau finance department; they also wrote to the

episcopalsecretariatin St Polten and the governor's office in Vienna

requesting confirmation of the legality of the procedurein D\303\266llersheim.

In both cases an affirmative answer was received.A communication

addressed to the Governor's Officein Vienna dated 6 October 1876
reads: 'On 6 September 1876we addressed an inquiry to the

Imperial DistrictFinanceDepartment in Braunau as to whether the
customsofficial Alois Schicklgruber should be permitted to adopt
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the name of \"Alois Hitler\".'60 The Governor'sOffice forwarded the

letter on 16 October to the EpiscopalAdministration in St Polten,

having appended a minute in which they asked for written proof
of the legitimation and sought an assurance that the procedure adopted

by the priest concernedhad been 'in accordance with the regulations
laid down on 12September1868by the Minister of the Interior'.61
The reply dated 25 November and signed by Bishop Matthaeus

Josephreads:
In reply to your esteemed minute... the EpiscopalAdministration has the

honour to . .. inform you that the registration of the legitimation of Alois

Schicklgruber, born 7 June 1837to Georg Hitler and his spouse M. Anna

Hitler nee Schicklgruber ... was entered in the baptismal register of the

parish of D\303\266llersheim by the parish priest within his competence and in

accordance with ... the regulations laid down on 12 September1868by
the Minister of the Interior.62

On 30 NovembertheGovernor'sOffice wrote to the Mistelbach

District Commissioner's Office:

In accordance with the minute of 25 November 1876from the Episcopal

Administration in St Polten... and by virtue of the registration of

legitimation,the customs official Alois Schicklgruber is fully entitled to bear his
father's surname, 'Hitler'. The matters raised in your letters of 6 October
and 2 November of this year are herebysettledand we would request you to
communicate the sameto the party concerned.63

On 8 December, however, the Mistelbach District Commissioner's

Office sent a further inquiry to the Governor's Office seekingguidance
as to whether the name on Alois Schicklgruber's papersmight now be

amended to 'Alois Hitler'. In reply they received a communication

dated 27 Decemberto the effect that 'the questions raised yet again
in your letter of 8 December1876... were answered on 30 November

1876 \\64 The matter was now closed.
The real motive behind Alois Schicklgruber's legitimation has

hitherto remaineda mystery. The key to that mystery is alsothe key

to the identity of Adolf Hitler's grandfather.

It has sometimes been suggested that this man was the illegitimate
son of a Stronesfarmer called Trummelschlager, since it was in his
house and not in her parental home that Maria Anna Schicklgruber

gave birth to her son. G\303\266rlitz, for example, writes:' While still a child
Alois Schicklgruber went to live with Johann Georg's brother [Johann

Nepomuk H\303\274ttler]. .. . Was his brother the father of Maria Anna's
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child... or couldit have been the peasant Trummelschlager in whose
housein Stronestheageingspinster gave birth to her baby ?'65

Koppen-

steiner may have been hinting at the same thing when in 1937he
suggested that 'the child's mother had been in servicewith its

godfather'.66 Trummelschlager did indeed stand godfather at the child's
baptism and, being illiterate, appended his mark to the baptismal
register,but there are no grounds whatsoever for supposingthat he

was Alois's father. In his will he left nothing either to the mother or to

her child. There is a moreplausible explanation for the fact that Alois
was bornin hishouse.Twenty years earlier, as we have already seen,
Maria Anna's parents had sold their holding to their son Josefand

gone to live in the' free lodging'provided for them under the contract
of sale.Therewould have been no room in this tiny dwelling for the

forty-two-year-old mother and her new-bornchild,and she was thus

compelled to seek asylum elsewhere. Again it must be said that there

is no substance whatever in the theory, first propounded by Frank, that

Maria Schicklgruber did not return to Stronesuntil just before the

birth of her child.
In this context particular significance attaches to the fact that in

Mein Kampf Hitler's father is describedas 'the son of a poor
cottager',67 a description which has misled unsuspecting National

Socialist biographers to describe Alois Hitler as the son of a Spital

farmer. Hitler paid several visits to Spital- in 1905, 1906 and 1908,
and againwhen on leave during the First World War. He knewa great
deal about his family history and his allusion to the 'small cottager'
was patently neither a mistake nor an accident.Indeedhis relations in

Spital have stated that, during his last visit there, a discussion took

place in the course of which it transpired that Johann Nepomuk
H\303\274ttler was their common forebear.68

H\303\274ttler died in 1888 and today not even his direct descendants know

what he looked like.69 The most that can be said is that there is a
distinct family resemblance between Hitler's relations in Spital,
Mistelbach and Langfeld, the Schmidts and Koppensteiners, who can be

shown beyond doubt to be directly descended from Johann Nepomuk.
The fact that some of them look surprisingly like Adolf Hitler is

readily explicable, for his mother, Klara P\303\266lzl,70 was a granddaughter
of Johann Nepomuk H\303\274ttler and the sister of Theresia Schmidt, a
P\303\266lzlfrom Spital and the forebear of the presentWaldviertel Hitlers.

Again, Leo Raubal, born in 1906to Adolf Hitler's half-sister Angela,
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herselfthe issueof her father'ssecondmarriage to the (wholly

unrelated) Franziska Matzelsberger, bears an astonishing likenessnot only

to Adolf Hitler who, through his mother, was descendedfrom Johann

Nepomuk, but also to the latter's proven descendants in the Wald-

viertel. This fact must be regarded as one of the most important links

in the chain of evidence; for the resemblance can only be traced back
to a commonancestor- in the case of Leo Raubal through Adolf's
father, Alois Hitler, and in the caseof the Waldviertel Hitlers, through

Adolf's maternal grandmother, Johanna P\303\266lzl, nee H\303\274ttler. That

ancestor was Johann Nepomuk H\303\274ttler.

A careful evaluation of all the relevant documents- most of them as

yet unpublished - and of the information supplied by Hitler's

relations, has made it possible to determine the identity of Adolf's paternal

grandfather with some degree of certainty. Here again all the evidence

points to Johann Nepomuk H\303\274ttler, the brother of Adolf's putative
grandfather, GeorgHiedler.In other words Johann Nepomuk was not

only Adolf's paternal, but alsohis maternal great-grandfather, while

Adolf himself was the issueof a union between Alois Hitler and the
womanwho was both the latter's niece andthe daughterofhishalf-sister.

If, then, Johann Nepomuk was the father of Alois Schicklgruber

there is a perfectly plausible explanation for the otherwise inexplicable

postponement of the latter's legitimation until the ripe age of thirty-
nine. Sucha stepwas clearly out of the question during the lifetime of

H\303\274ttler's wife, Eva Maria, a domineering, matriarchal peasantwoman

whom he had married in 1829 when hewas twenty-two and she thirty-
seven. Until this woman's death, therefore,Alois had to retain his

mother's name. Yet it might well be asked how Alois was ableto live

in the H\303\274ttler household until the age of sixteen without its mistress

either suspecting or discoveringthat he was her husband's illegitimate
offspring, and adulterously engendered at that - a fact galling to any

wife, even one living in Lower Austria where forty per cent of all

children were born out ofwedlock.71This question is easily answered.

There can be no doubt that Eva Maria H\303\274ttler believed Alois to be

the child of her fifty-year-old brother-in-law, Georg Hiedler, who

cohabited with Maria Anna Schicklgruber, first in Strones and then
in Klein-Motten.Shecould not have known that her husband had
urged his brother to marry Alois's mother so that he, Johann

Nepomuk, could without difficulty introduce the child into his own

household on the pretext that he was his nephew.
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During his thirty-five years of prosperous retirement in Spital,
H\303\274ttler furthered the fortunes of his family by an astute policy of

marriage alliancesand the acquisitionof the only inn in the village.72
When he died on 17September1888his heirs were surprised to find

their expectations disappointed, for the executor's statement simply

contained the entry, 'Liquid assets: none to hand'.73The cash had

presumably been made over a short while previously to Alois Hitler,

the man who, by 1876 at the latest,had come to be regarded as sole
heir by Nepomuk's daughter, Walburga, and her husband Josef
Rommeder amongst others. But there is no reliableevidenceto show

whether in fact he received the money as Johann Nepomuk's
descendants suppose

- no doubt correctly, for in the year of Hiittler's death
Aloiswasabletopurchasewhat was, even by present standards, a
comparatively imposing dwelling in W\303\266rnharts, a hamlet tucked away in a

valley not far from Spital. He acquired this substantially built house
with large courtyard, stables, barn, garden and additional land from

Franz Weber, a farmer, for the price of some 4500 gulden.74
Nowit canbe shown that, until the windfall of 1888,Alois Hitler

had not possessed any private means. True, he was a comparatively

well-paid official, but the vicissitudes of family life had constituted a

steady drain on his earnings.At the time of his early retirement on

groundsofhealth,seven years after Hiittler's death, his annual salary
was 1100gulden,75 together with a local allowance of 220guldenin
Passauand 250 gulden in Linz. He continued to live in rented premises
until 1892, for he did not move to W\303\266rnharts on acquiring the house

there in 1888.Howmuchrenthepaid is not known but it was probably
between8 and 10 gulden a month, which would have left him about

1000 gulden a year.Taxationwas negligible.76 In 1895 Alois, with his

wife and two children, Alois and Angela, were able to live comfortably
on his salary, which was a good deal higher that that, for instance, of

the headmaster of a private school, who was then regarded as typical

of the prosperous upper middle class. Neverthelesshis expenses
between 1884 and 1888 must have made heavy inroads into whatever

savings he may havehad.Duringthis period his second wife, Franziska

Matzelsberger,fell ill and died. He also lostthreeofhischildren-Gustav

and Ida, both at the age of two and, shortly before Adolf was born, a
baby son, Otto.The undertakers' bills,77 combined with the cost of
medicalattendance,medicaments and hospital treatment, must have

completelyswallowedup the 230guldenAlois had received from his
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uncle Franz Schicklgruber in 1876.For by 1888 he would seem to have
found it necessary to borrow 800 gulden from the trust fund of his

children, Alois and Angela.78 It was only after Hiittler's death that his

situation changed dramatically. Thenceforward Alois never wanted

either for money or for property. In addition to the house at W\303\266rnharts

he also acquired houses and land at Lambach and Leonding.79 In

October 1892,threeyears before his retirement at the ageof fifty-eight,

he was in a position to offer a mortgage of 4000 gulden to Johann
Hobiger,the farmer who bought his W\303\266rnharts property for 7000

gulden.
Thus Alois,whoseHitler and Schicklgruber forebears had all been

of peasant stock,was the first of his line to seekto risein the world and

to escape from a tradition which continues to this day in the ancestral

village of the Hitler family.



CHAPTER TWO

Childhood and Youth

Theconditions in which Adolf Hitler grew up differedmaterially from

those experienced by his father, whom in other respects he so much
resembled.Both were of a markedly domineering disposition which,
however, manifested itself differently in either case; both possessed
exceptionalcharisma;both ruthlessly cast off their origins. Again, the
son - like his father - was singleminded, extremely intelligent,
impatient, restlessand endowed with an intellectual curiosity which
enabledhim to acquire with ease a fund of knowledgethat astonished

laymen and specialists alike. Both were consistent in the pursuit of

their aimsand both exercisedanauthority that was cold and calculating;
they knew how to gain power and how to wield it; knew, too,
how to make a convincing and lasting impression on their immediate
associateswhom at the same time they despised. Both were
outstanding, successful. Alois, the illegitimate son of a middle-aged
peasant-woman, started life in a small villagewhereonly a few of the

inhabitants could so much as write their own names. At first

handicapped by an inadequate education, he rose to becomea respected
official who could afford to disregard the socialconventions of the

localities where he lived and to ignorethe opinions of his neighbours.

Adolf, the civil servant's son, born in a small frontier town, and

likewise inadequately educated, was to becomefor a time the most

powerful man in the world.
But during their earliest years - a periodpsychologists hold to be of

supreme importance in a child'sdevelopment
- the influences at work

in either casecouldhardly have been more different. Until his fifth

year, Alois lived in the tiny village of Strones, where he waslookedafter

by a grandfather in his seventiesand a mother in her early forties. On

reaching schoolagehe moved to Spital and a more normal life in

Johann Nepomuk's family.
The circumstances in which Adolf grew up were totally different.

His mother was only twenty-nine years old when he was born and her

love for him wasdeepand tender. In Strones, Alois had felt himself an
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outsider in a middle-agedworld, whereas in Braunau Adolf was

cosseted, the apple of his mother's eye - a comparatively young mother

who, having lost three ofher childreninasingleyear,1 concentrated all

her devotion on this one child.Always alert and intelligent, he soon
discoveredhow to twist her round his little finger.

For Alois,the move from Strones to Spital marked a happy turning-

point. There for the first time he experienced the warmth of a home
and the loving guidance of Johann Nepomuk, a man only thirty years

his senior who, to his sorrow,had no legitimate male heir to

perpetuate his name, but only three daughters. In hishouse,Alois enjoyed

the stimulating company of young playmates while the pretty village

provided him with opportunities for self-development. All these

advantages his son enjoyed from birth. BelievingAdolf to be sickly and

delicate, his mother watched over and protected him with anxious

solicitude.2 If his father sometimeslet fly and if, on occasion, his hand
was heavy, this in no way signified any deprivation of love. Alois

himself had learnt early on how to hold his own against an elderly and

not very flexibleworld,against his old grandfather, against his middle-
agedmother and latterly, at Strones, against an embittered, frustrated

stepfather, forty-five years his senior. His early years had been spent

among illiterates, but he had eagerly taught himself reading and

writing, eventually becoming proficient in both, whereas Adolf was

only six years old when he learnt to read and write. His father read
books and newspapers and was fond of discussingthe technicalities of

bee-keeping. He is even said to have contributed to professional

journals, though there is no documentary evidence for this. His relations

in Spital and Linz know of it only by 'hearsay'. Even as a young boy,

Adolf used to hear about 'what was going on in the world', and his
father'sdogmatic pronouncements stimulated him to interpret events
after his own fashion.

The family, consisting of the baby Adolf, his elder half-brother,

Alois, and his half-sister,Angela, enjoyed almost ideal conditions. They
occupied the upper part of the Gasthaus Zum Pommer the most
imposinghousein that part of Braunau. Behind the building there was
a large openspacefor the children to romp in, while the banksof the
River Inn provided yet another playground. The houseitselfwas so

solidly built that none of the noisefrom the public rooms below could

penetrate to the Hitlers' living quarters. Yet it would not appear that

Braunau exerted any lasting influence on Adolf, despite the opening
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words of MeinKampf: 'Today it seems to me providential that Fate

should have chosen Braunau on the Inn as my birthplace. For this

little town lies on the boundary betweentwo German states which, we
of the younger generation,at least, have made it our life work to
reunite by every means at our disposal.'3

Until 1892 nothing of note happenedin theHitlerhousehold.Then,
in May of that year when Adolf was just three, his father went to

Vienna4 and remained there until 6 June. There are no documents or
witnessesto tell us what he was doing there, and his journey was,

perhaps, less significant than the fact that at this time he borrowed 600
gulden,or nearly half a year's salary, his collateralbeinghis property

in W\303\266rnharts.5 Now, besides his wife, Alois always kept amistress,and

it seems probable that he handed over this sum to Therese Schmidt,
his illegitimatedaughter,on the occasionof the birth at Schwertberg
of her son,Fritz Rammer who, incidentally, bore a striking resemblance
to Alois junior.6 It is conceivable, of course, that his visit to the capital
may have had someconnectionwith his promotion to the rank of
CustomsOfficer Grade I (Acting) in August ofthat year. Sincethere
was no provision for that grade in Braunau wheretwenty-one years of

his life had been spent, this entailed a move to Passau in Bavaria.
While serving in Braunau he had occasionallyabandonedhis family

for a month or more during the summer and stayed in lodgings in

Braunau Altstadt so as to be within easy reach of his hives in the
valley nearby.7 In Passau, too, he spent little time at home, for he
made daily excursions to Hailbach in Austria where his bees were
kept, returning home late at night. Adolf cannot have seen very much

of his father. Indeedit may have been at this time that Klara adopted
the habit, noted by August Kubizek after Alois'sdeath,ofemphasizing

her words and injunctions by pointing to a rackofherhusband'spipes
which stood on the kitchen shelf.8

Another son, Edmund,was born on 24 March 1894,not l\302\260n\303\237before

Adolf's fifth birthday. The arrival of this younger brother may for a

time have oustedhim from the centre of the stage. A week later his

father was again transferred, this time to Linz, while the family

remained behind in Passau, no doubt becauseKlarawas unwilling to

travel with so young a baby.
Forawhole year the Hitler children were virtually deprived of their

father's company, seeing him only during his rare visits. This meant
that Adolf was removed from his immediate sphere of influence.
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Young Alois and Angela, now in the seniorclassesat school, were

expected to help with the household chores under their stepmother's
supervision,while Adolf was left to do very much as hepleased.To
this period spent on German soil can be attributed his predilection for

the Austro-Bavarian dialect, a form of speech with which he was later

to hold millions literally spellbound. His use of local idioms when

talking to Bavarian building workers some forty years later was no

affectation designed to curry favour, but a completely natural and

spontaneous relapseinto his' home' dialect.

In April 1895 the Hitler family were reunited in Linz before
moving to Hafeld near Lambach on Traun9 whereAlois had bought

a house and nine acresofland.10Thismarked an important stepping-
stone in Adolf's life, for on 1 May of that year he entered the single
classprimary school at Fischlam near Lambach.1 x

This meant not only
a perceptible curtailment of his independence but also his submission
to disciplineoutsidethe parental home, as well as the acceptance of
other childrenon an equal footing. Another change was the premature
retirement of his father as a result of ill-health on 25 June, after forty

years of service. Despite his bee-keepingand farming, Alois now had

far more time to devote to his son who, he hoped, would one day
acquire sufficient qualifications to enter the civil service.12These
ambitions were encouraged by Adolf's undoubted aptitude at school.

His teacher, Karl Mittermaier, awarded him top marks. In 1896 he
entered the secondclassof the denominational school of the ancient

Benedictine foundation at Lambach, where he was to remain until

the spring of 1898. Here again he invariably got top marks from his

teacher, Franz Rechberger. He was, as he later likedto recall,alsoa
choir-boy in the Junior Choral Institute where hejoinedin thesinging
lessonsin his spare time.13 As a server and a memberof the
foundation's boys' choir he must have heard a great dealabout Abbot Hagen

who was well known to everyone in Lambach. The abbot's coat of
arms,liketheringonhis finger, contained a stylized swastika which he
had also had carved on the pulpit. In Mein Kampf Hitler states that
the refinement and solemnsplendour of the glittering church festivals
led him to believethat the Catholic priesthood was 'the highest and
most desirableideal'.14Someofhis fellow pupils and school friends in
fact followed the career to which Adolf had briefly aspired, among

them Balduin Wiesmayr who subsequentlybecameabbot of Withering

near Linz, and Johann Haudumwho officiated at Leonding from 1938
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to 1943.The latter was responsible for looking after Hitler's parents'
grave which had been purchased

' in perpetuity' and hencewas exempt

from levelling.15
The family home in Hafeld, sold in the spring of 1897 t0 the

Viennese nobleman Ritter Conrad von Zdekauer, was an imposing one
and as its owner Alois Hitler was treated with awe and respectby the

villagers; indeed the whole family was held in high esteem. At the

same time, Adolf's own attainments had earnedhim the praise of his

school teachers at Fischlam and Lambach. All this gave him an early

insight into the important political role played by factors such as

property, attainments, influence, appearances and prestige. In later

years HitlerseldomreferredtoLambach,but he always retained a soft

spot for Fischlam where, between 1895 and 1896,he had first learned

to read and write. In 1939he revisited the place, sat at his old deskand

subsequently bought the school house so that a new building might
be erected in its stead.16

On 21 January 1896 Adolf's sister Paula was born, thus ousting
Edmundfrom his position as youngest child, a change that can only

have been beneficial to Adolf'sdevelopment. Throughout his life he

remained singularly attached to this sister.Helookedafter her during

his mother's illness in 1907and later made over to her the whole of
the monthly orphans' pension of 25 kronen. His paternal interestin
her affairs persisted, even though in later years,when he was the most

powerful man in Germany, she would covertly, and within the limit

of her meagreresources,help those who had been condemned in his
name.17Under the pseudonym 'Paula Wolf' she was in charge of
Hitler'shouseholdfrom 1936 onwards.

By 1896 there were five children in the Hitler menage - seven people

in all - which must have meant a lively existence for young Adolf. His
father often took refuge at the local inn where he would sit drinking

wine or beer, reading the newspapers,and enjoying the pleasures of an

early retirement after his forty years of successful service. A selfmade

man he proudly sported moustachesmodelledonthoseofhisemperor.
In carving out his own career he had sparedneitherhimselfnor his
family, and his resulting self-confidence was reflected in his speech,
which was interlarded with foreign terms. Like many selftaught and

selfmade men with pretensions to learning, he believed it necessaryto
make known his attainments by using Latinisms. His son, however,

with his fine ear for dialect and idiosyncraticturns of speech, never
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and then only for the sake of precision, as an alternative to the vague
circumlocutions often found in German.

Alois's holding in Hafeld amounted to nine acres.Farming it was

no easy task, since for thirty-five years or more he had had little direct

connection with the land, and hischildrenwerestill too young to be of
much help. Consequently, during Adolf's first years at school, his
father grew increasingly short-tempered. Indeed he made life such a

misery for his fourteen-year-old son Alois that in 1896 the boy was
finally driven away from home. Thereafter Adolf, though not the

eldest of the Hitler children,was treated as such by his father, who

feared he might turn into a good-for-nothing likehishalf-brother.18
As the centre of his father's attention he was subjected to ceaseless

pressure. Yet it would seemimprobable that the boy was influenced
in any way by his father's criticismof political developments in

Austria at a time when the Germansliving there were beginning to

feel anxious about their status.

There is little to indicate what part was played by Angela and her
brotherAlois in young Adolf's development. Angela, whose daughter

Geli was later to become the love of his life, continued for some thirty

years to enjoy his confidence. Indeed shewas to be his unobtrusive and

self-effacinghousekeeperfrom 1928 until 1935 when she disappeared
from his entourage as it were overnight, having, it would seem,

blotted her copybook by helping Goringto acquirea plot of land

opposite Hitler's in Berchtesgaden.19 Adolf had never felt any affinity
for his halfbrother, Alois, who had become a waiter on leaving the
family fold. After a chequered career,* he settledin Berlinwhere he

opened a restaurant, the *
Alois \\ Hitler, by this time in power, refused

to have anything to do with him and forbade all mention of his name.

In July 1897Hitler's father sold his property in Hafeld and settled
in Lambach am Traun, a place of some 1700inhabitants.20 He and

his family lived for about six months at No. 58 (later the Leingartner
Inn), and then moved into a house belonging to Zoebl,the miller,
where they remained until 1898. Next door werethe premisesof the

* Between 1900 and 1902 he was twice imprisoned for theft and eventually

left Germany for Paris. In 1909he went to Ireland, married and later moved
to Liverpoolwhere his son William Patrick was born. Back in Germany
during the twenties he was convictedofbigamy and again went to prison, after
which he returned to England.
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blacksmith,Preisinger,21sothat every day young Adolf was subjected
to the noiseand bustle of the mill and to the din from the smithy. The

new surroundings may have suitedhis father who now embarked on a
life of sociability,though he probably missed his bee-keeping. But

Adolf, sensitive as he always was to noise, does not appear to have

retained particularly happy memories of this period. Whether these

circumstances were responsible for his lifelong and otherwise

inexplicable aversion to horses and horse-riding can only be surmised.

It was at this time that Hitler, to quote his own words,
*

became more

and more enthusiastic about everything that was in any way connected

with war or military affairs'.22 Kubizek'sassertion,that Hitler as a

youth was utterly averse to anything connected with war or even
soldiers,23was a pieceof propaganda intended to present his former
friend as a peace-lover.Hitler'sown recollection is corroborated by a

classmate, Balduin Wiesmayr, who said: 'What he liked best was

playing at war.'24 After 1939 his school friend of Leonding days,

Franz Winter, would often recall that 'as a boy he used to chase
us,and now he's doing it again'.25 Another of hisclassmates,Johann
Weinberger, also testified to Hitler's boyhood predilection for warlike

games. On these occasions he would initiate 'wars' between the boys
of Leondingand thoseofUntergaumberg when, said Weinberger,' we

Leondingers, with Hitler for our captain, were the Boerswhile the

Untergaumbergers were the English'.26 There can belittle doubt that

even in those days Hitler was consciousof his magneticpersonality.

His allusions to his outstanding gift for oratory when still a

schoolboy are corroborated without exception by his fellow pupils. He
writes in Mein Kampf:' I believe that even then my oratorical talent

was being developed in the form of more or less violent arguments
with my schoolmates. I had become a little ringleader.'27

In November 1898 Alois bought a housecloseto the cemetery at

Leonding near Linz.* At the end of the following February the whole
family moved in. Adolf was then not quite nine years old, and soon

after the move he started going to the Leonding- his third - primary

school, which he continued to attend until September 1900.

*After the Anschluss in 1938 an American wanted to buy the Leonding
housein order to transport it to the United States and put it on exhibition

there. For the placewas long regarded as the Fuhrer's parental home and after

1938 the 'Hitler House* became an object of pilgrimage for thousands of

people from all over the world.
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On 2 February Edmund diedofmeasles.Adolf was now Alois's only

surviving son by Klara and he thereafter concentrated all his hopes
on the boy.In September1900he began attending the state secondary
school in Linz. Therearein existence two school photographs from
which we can deduce how greatly this new turning-point affected
Adolf. Oneis of the fourth form at the Leonding Primary School,the
other of the first form at the Linz Secondary School. In the Leonding
picturewe see a very self-possessed, almost' F\303\274hrer-like' young Hitler,

evidently anxious to attract attention. He is standing above and behind
his teacher,proud and erect in the middle of the back row, his arms

crossed over his chest, with a hint already of his famous quiff of hair.

Little of this self-confidence is to be seenin the Linz photograph in

which he is again standing in the back row, but this time at the far end,

with a sulky expression on his face. He lookshunchedup, as though

not really caring whether he is noticedornot.
During the first years of his attendance at the secondary school

Hitler continued to live at home in Leonding. Then his father died

suddenly and quite unexpectedly in January 1903,and in the spring of

that year Adolf went to live in the school hostel in Linz.Herehemade
friends with Fritz Seidl, later to be a civil servant, and with the Haudum

boys, oneof whom eventually became priest of Leonding. Together
they used to concoct 'epics'28 which, twenty years later, Hitler

described in Mein Kampf as the typical expressionofhischaracter.29
Until the endofhis life he continued to make appreciative remarks

about Leonding,that extraordinarily compact agricultural village with

its mill and its smithy, situated in closecountry some three miles from

Linz. On moving there, Alois thought he had at last attained his heart's

desire. Not only was he within easy distance of a town but in addition

possesseda fine house and a pretty garden and wasno longercompelled,
asinPassauand Braunau, to walk miles in order to visit his hives which

could now be kept almost underneath his bedroom window. He also
had a lodger,Elizabeth Pl\303\266ckinger,30 whose rent helped to pay his
monthly household bills.

Many of Hitler's remarks in later years reveal the fact that his

critical attitude towards the Church originated at this time when he

began to sharehis father's view of certain of its aspects which, in
Lambach,had commanded his awe and admiration.

In his primary schools at Fischlam, Lambach and Leonding he had

done exceptionally well, and when he joined the first form at the
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secondaryschoolin Linzhemadegood progress in history, geography
and drawing, at all of which, according to his master Sixtl,he was a

good deal more proficient than many a teacher.31 Nevertheless at

the end of the year he did not move up into the next class.Forty years

later, in the Wolfsschanze, he saidwith reference to Sixtl:

I was fifteen or sixteen, an age at which one still writes poetry. I used to go

to all the shows and soon labelled'Adults Only'. There's a time when you're
curious about everything. Then, one evening, I went to the cinema in the
S\303\274dbahnhof at Linz. Absolute rubbish! It was a charity show put on by the
Red Cross- dubious films. Nothing but filth, really. Oddly broadminded,
the Austrian government, in some respects! My teacher,Sixtl,was there too.
' So you're spendingin a good cause, too, are you?' he askedme. 'Yes,sir!'
I answered and he laughed. But I felt a bit uncomfortable in that murkey
spot.32

The move from a small, familiar school in a village to a large,

strange one in a town did not suit Hitler. The only thing he liked about

it was the walk of four or five miles between his homeand the school

in the Steingasse.33 From his report at the end of his first school year
both Adolf and his parents learnt that his work had been *

uneven' and

that he had not donewell enough in mathematics and natural history
to move up into the next class. He therefore had to remain in the first

form. In Mein Kampf he writes of this period:

My reportcardsat this time, depending on the subject and my estimation of

it, showed nothing but extremes. Side by side with' laudable' and' excellent',
stood 'adequate' or even 'inadequate'. But far my best accomplishments
were in geography and even more so in history. These were my favourite

subjects, in which I led the class.

His explanation for this is perfectly straightforward and probablytallies

with the facts:
*

What gave me pleasure, I learned. ... What seemed

to me unimportant... or wasotherwiseunattractive to me, I sabotaged

completely.'34
Alois Hitler, having made his own way up in the world and been

disappointed in his eldest boy (Alois jun.), who had shown himself

neither able nor willing to follow in his father's footsteps, now put so
much pressureon his intelligent younger son that he killed what

pleasure in his work the boy might have had.
' It was decided that I

should go to high school,' Hitler later wrote in Mein Kampf.

From my whole nature, and to an even greaterdegreefrom my

temperament,my father believed he could draw the inference that the humanistic
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Gymnasium would represent a conflictwith my talents. A Realschule seemed
to him more suitable. In this opinion he was especiallystrengthened by

my obvious aptitude for drawing; a subject which in his opinion was
neglected in the Austrian Gymnasiums. Another factor may have been his own

laborious career which made humanistic study seem impractical in his eyes,
and thereforelessdesirable. It was his basic opinion and intention that, like

himself, his son would and must become a civil servant. It was only natural

that the hardship of his youth should enhance his subsequent achievement
in his eyes, particularly since it resulted exclusively from his own energy and

iron diligence. It was the pride of the selfmade man which made him want

his son to rise to the sameposition in life or, of course, even higher if possible.

... It was simply inconceivable to him that I might reject what had become
the content of his whole life.Consequently my father's decision was simple,
definite, and clear; in his own eyes I mean, ofcourse.Finally, a whole

lifetime spent in the bitter struggle for existence had given him a domineering
nature, and it would have seemed intolerable to him to leave the final

decision in such matters to an inexperienced boy, having as yet no sense of
responsibility.... This would have seemed a sinful and reprehensible
weakness in the exercise of his proper parental authority and responsibility....

I was forced into opposition for the first time in my life. Hard and determined
asmy father might be in putting through plans and purposes once conceived,
his son was just as persistent and recalcitrant in rejecting an idea which

appealed to him not at all, or in any case very little. I did not want to become

a civil servant.... All attempts on my father's part to inspire me with love

or pleasure in this profession by stories from his own life accomplished the
exactopposite.I yawned and grew sick to my stomach at the thought of

sitting in an office deprived of my liberty; ceasing to be master of my own

time.35

Twenty years later Hitler was to declarethat he deliberately did

badly at school in order to frustrate his father's wishes, for only

downright failure would enable him to gethisown way and obtain permission
to become an artist. 'I believed', he writes, 'that oncemy father saw

how little progress I was making at the Realschule, he would let me
devote myself to my dream, whether he likedit ornot.'36

Alois Hitler's insistence that his son should becomea successful

civil servant like himself had the effect, as Adolf was later to point out,
of forcing him, at the age of eleven, into 'opposition' and

recalcitrance.37 Whatever he himself may have had to sayabout the matter -

and it was certainlynot for want of intelligence or talent that he failed

to earn better marks at school - all the circumstances go to show that

young Hitler already regardedsystematic and intensive study, unless
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self-appointed,as an intolerable imposition. Hence he never shone at

subjects requiring a combination of talent and solid spadework, but

only in those which demanded no initial effort. His achievements were

determined solely by his inclinations, his interests and passing
enthusiasms.

During his year in the second form at Linz, Adolf losthis father.

Alois had been carried home after collapsingat the inn. In Mein Kampf
Adolf Hitlerwrites that, despite tensions and squabbles, he was very

fond of his father.38 Beside his bierhebrokedown and sobbed

uncontrollably.39 Subsequently, in compliance with his mother's advice,
proffered out of a desire to fulfil her husband's last wishes,40 Adolf
continued to go to school,but in his own mind he was more than ever

determined to become an artist rather than a civil servant. Shortly

before his death, Alois had accompaniedAdolf to Linz and shown him
round the Central CustomsOffice where he intended his son to work
one day.41 The pointlessness of that visit was now more than ever

apparent to the boy. It seemsclearthat in many ways Adolf was
liberated by his father's death. He grew lazy and was sometimes

uncooperative in class.At home in Leonding he was the only 'man' in

a house full of women - his mother, his aunt, Johanna P\303\266lzl,the lodger

Elizabeth Pl\303\266ckinger, and his sister Paula.

Klara attempted to solaceher grieffor the loss of her husband by
paying a visit to her parents in Spital and by busying herselfwith her

beloved children, Adolf and Paula. Fate had not treated Frau Hitler

very kindly, nor had her marriage to her cousin,a childhood friend

and neighbour twenty-three years her senior,comeup to expectations.

Clever, vigorous and domineering, Alois had completely

overshadowed the young peasant girl so that her own personality had

never had a chanceto develop.Kubizek describes her manner as

modest and reserved.When he first met her she was in her middle
forties and only recently widowed. She had borneAlois six children,

of whom only Adolf and Paula had survived. Her son's friend noted
that her features were careworn and that she seemed very tired.42

In April 1904, at the age of fifteen, Adolf was in his final term in the
third form at secondary school.On 22 May he was confirmed and

afterwards saw a film show for the first time in his life. Being
determined always to remain 'his own master' he was not interested in the

fact that in Austria four years' attendance at secondaryschoolentitled

a pupil to a state grant enabling him to enter an officer cadet training
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college.As before, he went unwillingly to school, his most hated

subject being French. His total lackofinterestinevitably affected the

quality of his work and, in orderto qualify for entry into the fourth

form at the beginning of the new schoolyear, he had to retake the
French examination. This he did in the autumn of 1904 under the

supervision of Dr Eduard Huemer. Although this teacher regarded
Hitler as' distinctly talented', he made him promise that, after passing
hisexamination, he would enter the fourth form at a different school.43

Huemer had taught him German aswell as French and knew his pupil
well,asis shown by his testimony at Hitler's trial in Munich in 1924.
The boy, he said, had been *

distinctly talented, if in a rather narrow

sense, but he lacked self-discipline,being generally regarded as

obstinate, high-handed, intransigent and fiery-tempered.It was

obviously difficult for him to fit in at school. He was not a hard worker,
for otherwise, with his undoubted gifts, he couldhardly have failed to

do well. '44
Why he changed schools long remained a secretupon which

the wildest rumours thrive. Thus in 1923certain political opponents
maintained that Hitler had been expelled because, at a school

Communion service, he had spat out the Host and put it in his pocket. Three

days after this allegation had appeared in the M\303\274nchner Post, on 27
November 1923, the BayerischerKurier added the highly fanciful

comment that the occurrence had createda *
considerable uproar in

Linz'.45

In September 1904Hitler enteredthe fourth form of the Steyr
Senior SecondarySchoolunder the headship of Alois Lebeda. He

lodgedin a housein the 'Thursday Market'(later the Adolf Hitler

Platz), where his landlord was ConradEdler von Cichini.46 Thirty

years after leaving schoolhe describedhis lodgings:

To me, Steyr seemed a horrible place.Linz was national [Pan-German],

Steyr red and black [Socialistand Clerical]. I shared a small room at the
back with a schoolmate called Gustav; what his surname was I don't
remember.The room was nice enough, but the courtyard was a sinister

spot. I used to take pot shots at the rats there. Our landlady was very fond

of us; actually she always seemed to like us better than her own husband. It
wasn't him that wore the trousers. She'd go for him like a hellcat. Once there
was a real row. I'd already asked her if she would mind not giving me such
hot coffee,as I was always in such a hurry in the morning that I couldn't
drink it. One morning I pointed out that, though it was already half past the
hour, I still hadn't got my coffee. She told me it wasn't half past yet, where-
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upon her husband said: 'It's true, Petronella, it was half past five minutes

ago.' Then she really flew off the handle. Things had just begun to simmer

down that evening when the real disaster happened.He had to go outside.

... While he was out she bolted the door.We looked at each other and said:
'Now there'llbe a rumpus!' We quite liked her. He shouted:'Petronella,
open the door!' She laughed, and wandered up and down humming to

herself but did nothing. Having tried exhortation he fell to beseeching her.
'

Petronella, do please open the door! Petronella,you wouldn't do a thing
like that to me, would you?' - 'Wouldn't I just!' And then he changedhis
tune.'Adolf! You're to open the door at once!' -' I forbid you to!' she told
me. 'Your wife has forbidden me to!' I replied.Sheleft him out there until

seven in the morning. All he did, when he came in with the milk, was to look

reproachful.We didn't half despise him. She was about thirty-three. As for

him, his beard made it difficult to tell, but I'd put him at about forty-five.
He cameof impoverished aristocratic stock.. . . Austria's positively crawling
with impoverished aristocrats. . . . His wife was always giving us little

extras. In Austria the students' landladieswere called Crux. Ah, those were
the days!But it wasn't all jam for me. Wriggling out of my work at schoolwas

pretty difficult, especially when exam time cameround.... I learnt how to

ski on the Damberg. At the end of term we always used to have a big
celebration. They were pretty riotous affairs with a lot of drinking. On one of

these occasions I got drunk for the first and last time in my life. We'd been

given our reports and weresupposedto leave for home. Now that term was

over, our landlady got a bit smarmy. We went out on the sly to a country inn

where we drank and had a high old time. Just what happened I don't know,

I had to piece it together afterwards.... I'd been carrying my report in my

pocket. The next day I was woken by a dairymaid, who found me lying

beside the road. I must have looked a dreadful sight because when I got home

my landlady exclaimed:' For goodness sake, Adolf, what a pickle you're in!'
I had a bath and she gave me someblackcoffee to drink. Then she said:
'Tell me,what was your report like?' I felt in my pocket. The report wasn't
there!' Heavens!'I said to myself,' I've got to have something to show my
mother!' And then I thought,' You can tell her you showed it to someone on
the train and the wind blew it out of your hands.' But my landlady was

insistent: 'Where can it have got to?' 'Someone must have pinchedit!' I
said. 'Then there's only one thing to be done. You must go backand get a

duplicate. Have you any money left ?'' Not a bean!' Shegave me five gulden.
I went to see the head, who kept me waiting for quite a while. Then he told

me that in the meantime the reporthad been returned to the school torn into

four pieces. In a fit of absent-mindedness I'd mistaken it for toilet paper. It

really rattled me. What the headmaster said is unrepeatable. It was awful.

And I swore by all that was sacred I would never touch drink in my life
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again. I was given the duplicate. ... I was horribly embarrassed! When I

got back my landlady said: 'And what did he sayto you?'' I'm afraid I can't

tell you that. But there's something else I can tell you. I shall never drink

again in my life.' It certainly taught me a lesson and I neverdid drink again.

Then, light at heart, I set off for home. Not really light at heart, though,
because that report wasn't all it should have been.47

To say that his report of 11 February 1905was'not all that it should

have been*was grossunderstatement. His work in German, French,
mathematics and shorthand had beendeemed'notsatisfactory'. With

the exception of freehand drawing (commendable)and gymnastics

(excellent) the report contained nothing above 'fair' or 'satisfactory'.48

During his first six months at the schoolhewas'absent without reason'

for thirty days in all. On3March 1942, talking to his companions in the
Wolfsschanze, he repeated the sentiments he had expressedearlierin
Mein Kampf:

On the whole I probably didn't learn a tenth of what the others did. My
preparation was always very quickly done. All the same, I got on all right in

history. I often felt sorry for my schoolmates. 'Coming out to play?' 'No,
still got work to go.' They sit the exam.They pass! But what indignation if
someone comes in by the back door! What's this? We're the ones who

worked! -
Well, that's how it is. Either you've got it in you or you haven't.49

In SteyrHitler'sconduct was no less rebellious and disrespectful
than it had been in Linz. Reminiscingon the night of 8 January 1942,
he said:

If we hadn't had a few teachers who were prepared to speak up for me, I
might have fared badly. . . . One of the masters, K\303\266nig, who taught us

French, had been an official inspector of boilers. ... An explosion had left

him with a speech impediment so that there were certain things he found

difficult to say. At the first class he took with us I was sitting at the front. He

began reading out our names. When he got to mine I didn't budge,just sat

and looked at him. Angrily he took me to task. 'My name is not Itler, sir,'
says I, 'my name is Hitler!'50

Nevertheless,in the autumn of 1905 K\303\266nig's assessment of his

attainments in French was no longer 'unsatisfactory', as in February,but

'fair'. On 16 September 1905 Hitler's end of term report was as

follows:

Moral behaviour, satisfactory. Application, adequate. Religious instruction,

fair. Mathematics, fair. Chemistry and physics, fair. Geometricaldrawing
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and descriptive geometry, fair (after retaking the examination). Freehand
drawing, excellent. Gymastics, excellent. Singing, satisfactory.51

And with this he seems to have beenwell content.

As a young child Hitler had had his adenoids removed and had also

had measles, but in generalhis health had been reasonably good.52
During his year at this school his teachers noted that he looked unwell,
as though

*
sickening for something', and that he remained an outsider.

On 29 January 1941 Professor Gregor Goldbacher, the geometry and
geometrical drawing teacher, stated that 'no doubt as a resultof his
father's death and because he was away from home.. .Hitlerappeared

somewhat timid and depressed', and further that 'the young student

seemed unwell at the time'. As a newcomer to the town and school,

Goldbacher went on, he was evidently finding it difficult to find his

feet.53

What he looked likethen can beseenfrom a sketch made by Sturm-

lechner, oneofhisschoolfriends, who drew him in profile. The facein
this portrait seems much too old and grave for a boy of fifteen. Here we
have a slim adolescent with a high, recedingforehead,a sharply jutting

nose, and a distinctly prominent chin.The eye is the most dominant
of these asceticlooking features. The ill-combed hair, parted on the

right, hangs down over the forehead. Kubizek's pen portrait of Hitler
as an adolescent,

' a remarkably pale, skinny youth... with glistening

eyes',54 corresponds closely to Sturmlechner's amateurish effort.

Despite his reluctance to continue at school, Adolf could do little
else but obey his mother and try for matriculation. That, at least, is
what he promised to do, though it may be doubtedwhether he took his

promise seriously. When he finally left school in the autumn of 1905it
was on account of an ailment which has remainedunspecified but was

undoubtedly genuine. As he himselfsignificantly wrote in Mein Kampf:

Then suddenly an illness came to my help and in a few weeks decided my
future and the eternal domestic quarrel. As a result of my serious lung

ailment, a physician advised my mother in most urgent terms never to send
me into an office. My attendance at the Realschulehad furthermore to be

interrupted for at least a year. The goal for which I had so long silently

yearned, for which I had always fought, had through this event suddenly
becomereality almost of its own accord. Concernedover my illness, my
mother finally consented to take me out of the Realschule and let me attend

the Academy.55
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Hitlerwas overjoyed. In the meantime he and hismother,herselfnot

in the best of health, travelledby train to Gm\303\274nd where they were met

at the station by their Spitalrelations in an ox-cart.56

While in Spital he wasattendedby Dr Karl Keiss of Weitra. He ate
well,drank plenty of milk,57 and made a quickrecovery. But he kept
himself to himself and spent his time playing the zither, drawing,

painting, exploring the beautiful countryside and watching his relations
at work in the fields,though never offering to help them. He felt drawn

neither to his aunt (on his mother's side)nor to the village children

whose interest in the' grammar schoolboy' from the city he in no way

reciprocated.58

He had finally left behind him the school for which (as we learn

from Kubizek's account of their many conversations) he nourished so

profound ahatred.59However his education and his final school report

entitled him to apply for entrance to the Vienna Academy of Fine
Arts. But now, having at last attained at the age of sixteen the end for

which he had vainly striven during his father's lifetime, he was in no

hurry to make his application. Nor, because he had been ill,did his

mother at first bring any pressure to bear on him. Indeed even if he

had wanted to take the entrance examination in the autumn of 1905 it
was too late for him to do so. Meanwhile he consideredsitting for the

next one in the following autumn, and, during May and June of that

year, spent some time in Vienna visiting museums and other places of
note in the capital.60But he did not remain there long enough to take
the examination, a step which he put off until the following year. On

7 May he wrote to Kubizek: 'Well, I have arrived safely .. . and am

busy exploring.Tomorrow I am going to the Opera to see Tristan and

the day after that The Flying Dutchman etc. Although I find everything

very beautiful, I am homesick for Linz. .. .'61 His confidence may

perhaps have been shaken by the worksof art he saw in Vienna.62 But
it would seemmoreprobable that he was reluctant to give up his
leisurely existence so soon in order to submit, as at school, to a

programme that was not self-appointed.
After selling the housein Leondingin June1905,Frau Klara had

moved to Linz where she lived with her two children at No. 31
Humboldtstrasse. Thus Adolf no longer had to walk to town, as he had been
doingup till the spring of 1903. In Linz he joinedthe libraries run by

the Volksbildungsverein and the Musealverein ;63 from 2 October 1906
until 31 January 1906 he took piano lessonswith the former military
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bandmaster, Prewatzky-Wendt;64 he regularly attended the theatre65
where he never missed a performance of Wagner's operas; he drew,

painted, wrote poetry, composed music, designed bridges,streets,
theatres and other buildings, and discussed grandiose and fantastic

projects with his friend Kubizek. No longer subjectto an imposed

routine, he could decide for himself what and what not to do.
Meanwhilehismother'shealth was deteriorating and she had aged

visibly. On 18January 1907 she entered the Hospital of the Sistersof
Mercy where she underwent an operation for cancerof the breast.66
Though she appeared to recover she was to survive for only eleven

months, a period made wretchedby the knowledge that her son would
continue on his way as ruthlessly and pig-headedly as if'he was alone
in the world'.67Meanwhile Adolf left for Vienna in the hope of
entering the Academy of Fine Arts. When Kubizek went to seeher in
the autumn of that year he was shocked by her appearance.

*
Frau

Klara,' he wrote,

seemed more depressedthan usual. Her face was deeply lined, her eyes
were lifeless and her tone of voicewas weary and resigned. She gave me the
impression,now that Adolf was no longer living with her, of having
completely let herself go, and she lookedolderand more of an invalid than before.
To make it easier for her son to goshe had undoubtedly concealed her

condition from him.... But now that she was on her own she seemed to me an
old and ailing woman.68



CHAPTER THREE

Artist and Architect

In September1907,when his mother's health seemed to improve a
little, Hitler left for Vienna 'armed with a pile of drawings'to sit the
examination for the General School of Painting at the Academy of

Fine Arts - an examination which, he felt convinced, wouldbe' child's
play'.1Hewas then eighteen years old.

Unlike the majority of the hundred and twelve other candidates2
with whom he foregathered at the Academyin the Schillerplatzonthe
appointed day, Adolf was full of optimism. Becauseof the high
standards it set the examination was rightly regarded by most entrants as
an ordeal. A glance at the truly formidable list of setthemessuffices to

show that the traditionally minded Academydemandedof its aspirants

not only considerable promise but alsoa high degreeoftechnicalskill.
The candidates had to choose two subjects for compositionto be
executedin two sessions of three hours each.3

Onthe first day of the examination they were required to selectfrom

the following:

1. Expulsion from Paradise, The Chase,Spring, Building Workers,

Death, and Rain.
2. The Return of the Prodigal Son, Flight, Summer, Woodcutters,

Mourning,and Fire.

3. Cain killing Abel, The Return, Autumn, Carters, Joy and

Moonlight.

4. Adam and Eve discovering Abel's Body,Farewell,Winter,

Shepherds, and Dance and Thunderstorm.

The second day'ssubjectswere:
1. An Episode during the Flood, The Ambush, Morning,

Mercenaries, Music, and Prayer.
2. The Magi, Flight (pursuit),Midday, The Beggar, The

Fortuneteller, and Shipwreck.

3. The Good Samaritan, Pilgrims,End of the Day's Work, The

Fisherman, The Story-Teller,and The Treasure Hunters.
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4. The Binding of Sampson, An Excursion, Night, Slaves,Peace,and

The Teacher.4

There is no documentary evidenceto show which of the themes

Hitler chose nor who his examiner was. More significant than either
of thesequestions is the fact that Hitler succeededwherethirty-three

of his fellow candidates failed. Having got over the first hurdle, an

entrant had then to presentwhat were known as 'sample drawings';
in other wordshe had to give proof of his abilities other than in the

examination room. Hitler showed his 'pile of drawings' made in

Urfahr and Linz. This contained relatively few heads, a shortcoming
which decided the examining professor to exclude him from the
Academy. His discomfiture on this occasion may have prompted his
remark many years later to the effectthat' only a genius can get inside
the skinof another genius'.5

Hitler failed this examination in companywith fifty-one other fellow

candidates. One of them, Robin ChristianAndersen, was later to have

a distinguished careerin art and to hold leading positions in the very

Academy that had once rejected him.
Ofthe 113candidates only twenty-eight passed both sections of the

entrance examination. In Mein Kampf Hitler writes: ' Downcast,I
left von Hansen's magnificent building on the Schillerplatz.... For

what I had just heard about my abilities seemed like a lightning flash

suddenly revealing a conflict with which I had long been afflicted,
although until then I had no clear conceptionof its why and

wherefore.'6 What the world might have been sparedif Hitlerhad included

a few more 'heads' in his portfolio can only be conjectured. Today
there still exist portraits and studies for portraits drawn at this

period which would undoubtedly have satisfied the Academy's

requirements.
When Hitler went to see the Rector of the Academy, Siegmund

l'Allemand, he was told, he relates, that the work he had submitted

showed beyond all doubt that he had little aptitude for painting, and
that his ability clearly lay in the fieldof architecture.7This judgement

is borne out by his surviving drawings. His streetscenes,often

technically excellent and clearly owing much to the work of the Austrian

landscape artist, Rudolf von Alt, contain practicallyno human figures.

Those he does include are not intrinsic to the picture. They stand
stiffly and unnaturally in the street likedummiesin ashopwindow. By

comparison with Rudolf von Alt, whose streets and buildings form a
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background to an animated scene peopled by dogs, horse-drawn

vehicles and striding figures, Hitler depicts only the buildings. His

evident pastiche of Alt's style may well have focused the examining
professors' attention on the comparative lack of animation in his work.
After his rejection by the Academy's General Schoolof Painting,

Hitler applied for admission to the Architectural School, although

lacking the necessary qualifications,one of which was matriculation -

a fact which he wasto lament sixteen years later in Mein Kampf.8Thus
his plans were temporarily thwarted. Moreover it would appear that

the acquaintances with whom he was staying were urging him to

return to Linz in order to try for his matriculation.9 Whether Hitler in
fact ever seriously contemplated doing so would seem unlikely in view

of his profound hatred of school,his aversion to systematic work and

his distaste for certain school subjects. However it may have been,he
remained in Vienna for a few weekslonger,visiting the city's buildings
and museums, an activity he found much more congenial than

attendingcompulsory lessons.

In November 1907 he returnedto Urfahr near Linz to look after his
mother whoselife was now despaired of by her Jewish physician,Dr
Eduard Bloch. Hitler took charge of the household,supervised his

sister Paula's homework, washed, scrubbed and cookedfor the three of

them and at the sametimeassumed the position of head of the family.

Dr Bloch, who was personally acquainted both with Adolf and with his

mother, declared in November 1938:'His attachment to his mother

was deep and loving. He would watch her every movement so that he

might anticipate her slightest need. His eyes, which usually gazed

mournfully into the distance, would light up whenever she was
relieved of her pain.'10On 23 December,the day before Christmas

Eve, Hitler accompaniedhismotheronher last journey to the cemetery
at Leonding, where she was laid to rest beside Alois. Bloch recalls:
*

In all my forty odd years of practiceI had never seen a young man so
brokenby grief and bowed down by suffering as young Adolf Hitler
was that day.'11 The faire part was printedby the Linz firm of Koln-
dorffer at Hitler's behest:

We, Adolf and Paula Hitler, herebyannounce, both in our own names and
thoseof her other relatives, the passing away of our deeply loved, never-to-
be-forgottenmother, and/or stepmother, grandmother and sister, Frau
Klara Hitler, Senior Customs Officer's widow, who fell asleep ... on 21

December 1907 at two o'clock in the morning.12
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Adolf and Paula were now orphans in the full sense of the term. But
Hitler was exaggeratingwhen helaterwrote in Mein Kampf:' Poverty
and hard reality now compelled me to take a quickdecision.What

little my father had left had been largely exhausted by my mother's

grave illness; the orphan'spensionto which I was entitled was not

enough for me even to live on, and so I was faced with the problem of
somehow making my own living.'13 After describing the years in
Vienna as a time 'of study and suffering',14hewrote:* I owe it to that

period of my life that I grew hard and am still capable of beinghard.
And even more I exalt it for tearing me away from the hollowness of

that comfortable life.'15 Now, certain self-styled witnesseswould have

us believe that Hitler's years in Vienna, which he himself described

as the 'most thorough school of my life',16 were aimlessly frittered

away among tramps and petty thieves, the down-and-out flotsam and

jetsam of humanity
- and this story has been uncritically adopted by

all his biographers.17 Kubizek, too, advanced the same thesis when

writing of the period after 1908, although he had ceasedto keep
company with Hitler in the autumn ofthat year when he himself was
called up. Hencehe knew nothing of his friend's subsequent existence
savefor what he learnt at second hand. Hisphrase,'Itwas the road into

the wilderness',18 bears the stamp of indirectreportage.Nordid Hitler

himself ever disclose the truth of the matter.

In the first place his assertion that what little money his father had
left had been largely exhausted as a resultofhis mother's illness is quite
untrue.19 Moreover he neglectedto mention the appreciable sum

inherited from his mother in 1908.In June 1905, two and a half years
beforeher death, Klara Hitler had sold the house in Leonding for
10,000kronen,ofwhich she in fact received only 7,480 kronenbecause
of the mortgage still outstanding on the property.20 Even when
depletedby Adolf 's and Paula's share of the inheritance,21this still left

her with 5500 kronen, yielding an annual interest of at least 220

kronen, besides which, since 1903,shehad been drawing an annual

widow's pension of 1200kronen.Henceshe had more than enough
cash in hand to cover the cost of supporting herself and her two

children. The sum at the disposal of Frau Hitlerand her children, Adolf and

Paula,(discounting the proceedsfrom the sale of the house) was some
120kronen a month,22 to which must be addedtheinterestshewould

have been receiving on the capitalinheritedfrom her aunt, Walburga

Rommeder, nee Hitler, of Spital.23
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After her marriage in 1853,Walburga had lived at No. 36 Spital
where,wealthy and childless, she eventually died. Her handwritten

will,24 drawn up between 1897 ^d 1903by a clerk of the court at
Weitra in the Waldviertel, was discovered (and identified by the author)
in August 1969 in the possession of one of Adolf Hitler's cousins. In

this will the testatrix left her entire estate to her sisterJohanna (born

1830). She further directed that, in the event of this sister predeceasing

her, the estate should pass to Johanna's three daughters, Klara,
Johanna and Theresia. When Walburga's sole heir, Johanna, diedon
8 February 1906, her three daughters inherited the estate.Oneofthe
beneficiaries, Klara, died in 1907 so that her part of the inheritance fell
to Adolf and Paula Hitler.

Adolf's share of his father's inheritance produced a monthly income
of58kronen,in addition to which he was receiving an orphan's pension
of25kronen.With the large amounts also coming in from Walburga,
(Hitler's legacy through his mother and his aunt Johanna P\303\266lzl), he

was thus very comfortably off. The rent he paid in Vienna amounted

on average to some10kronen a month.

At that time a lawyer'ssalary, after one year's practice in court, was

70 kronena month, that of a teacher during the first five years of his
career,66 kronen. A post office official earned 60 kronen while an

assistant teacher in a Vienna secondary schoolbefore 1914 received a

monthly salary of 82 kronen.25Benito Mussolini who in 1909 lived in
Trentino (then Austrian territory) and was both editor oiUAvenire del
Lavoratore and secretary to the Chamber of Labour,receiveda
combined salary of 120 kronen.26 Thus *

the hard fate' so often mentioned
by Hitlerwhen referring to his years in Vienna can have had nothing

to do with straitened circumstances.

The house in which Klara had lived with her two children till the

time of her death wasownedby a well-to-do woman who began to take
an interest in Hitler when, at the beginning of 1908,hewas concerning

himself with the affairs of his inheritance.Ofher own accord, she

offered to secure him an introduction to the well-known stagedesigner,
ProfessorAlfred Roller of the Vienna Handicrafts School (now the
Academy of Applied Arts), with whose brother her mother was

personally acquainted. The resulting letter is of interestbecauseof the

light it sheds on Hitler's character at the time: 'My Dear Mother,' it

runs,
I am going to ask you a favour and hope you will forgive me if it is too much
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of an imposition. I should be immensely grateful if you could write a letter

of recommendation to Professor Alfred Roller on behalf of the son of one of

my tenants. He wishes to becomea painter and has been studying in Vienna

since the autumn. He had intendedto enter the Academy of Fine Arts but,

not having been accepted there,he had recourse instead to a private
establishment He is a serious and ambitious young man of nineteen, mature
and sensible beyondhisyears.Heis nice, steadygoing, and comes of a very

respectable family. His mother died just before Christmas.... The family

name is Hitler and the son on whosebehalf I am writing to you is called

Adolf.

Not long ago we werediscussingart and artists and he happened to
mention the reputation enjoyed by Professor Roller in the artistic world, a

reputation which, he said, was not confined to Vienna alone but could

almost be describedas worldwide . . . and he went on to speak of his own

admiration for the professor and his work.
Hitler had no ideathat Roller's name was familiar to me, and when I told

him I had known the great man's brother and asked whether it would be a

help if he was given a letter of recommendation to the stagedirector at the

Hofoper, the young man flushed deeply and his eyesgrew bright I would

very much liketo helpthis boy; there is no one, you see, to put in a good word
for him or to adviseand encourage him. When he went to Vienna he was a

stranger and entirely on his own. He had no guide or mentor and had to

conduct all his own negotiations when he was trying to find a place that would

accept him. He is firmly determined to undertake a regular course of study.

From what I know of him so far he won't fritter away his time, since his aim
is a seriousone.I feel sure that you won't be putting yourself out in an

unworthy cause. Indeed you may be doing something really worthwhile.

If you feel able to do so, mother darling, I do beg you to write a few

lines of recommendationto Alfred Roller... and hope that you will not be
vexed if the favour I ask is burdensome to you He is now waiting for the

Board of Guardians to confirm the pension due to him and his sister.27

Her request wasgranted and in duecourseProfessorRoller declared

himself willing to receive Hitler. On8 February the daughter wrote to

thank her mother:

You would have thought yourself well rewarded for your pains if you could
have seen the boy's radiant face when I sent for him and told him that you

had recommended him to Professor Rollerand that he would now be able
to call on him.

I gave him your card and allowed him to read ProfessorRoller'sletter. I
wish you could have seen him! He was beaming as he read the letter in

silence and almost with awe, lingering over every word as though he wanted
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to learn it by heart. Then, thanking me sincerely, he returned it to me and

asked whether he might write to you to express his gratitude. I toldhim that

he might.

May heaven reward you for your kindness!. . . Although nothing has yet
been decided by the Board of Guardians, Hitler is determinedto wait no

longer and will be returning to Vienna in a week's time. His official guardian

is a simple-minded innkeeper, a good enough fellowbut, I believe, somewhat

limited. He doesn't live here but in Leonding. The boy has to attend to all

the business that really should be dealt with by his guardian. I return

Professor Roller's letter herewith. If you should happen to see him, please
tell him how grateful I am for his kindness in agreeing, despite his busy
life and important engagements, to see young Hitler and give him his advice.

Such good fortune does not befall every young man, a fact which I feelsure
Hitler fully appreciates.28

No more than two days later Adolf wrote to thank the old lady.
I wish to offer you, dear madam, my most sincere thanks for your

intervention in securing an introduction for me to the great master of stage

design, Professor Roller. It was, I feel sure, overbold on my part to expect
you to put yourself out like this for a complete stranger. So I would beg you

to accept my heartfelt thanks for the steps taken by you which have met with

such success, and also for the card which your much respected daughter was
kind enough to put at my disposal. I will at once take advantage of this most

happy opportunity.
Once again, therefore, with my sincerest thanks, I sign myself very

respectfully yours.

Adolf Hitler29

A few days later he again left for Vienna, having regulated at least

part of his affairs in Linz by signing a probatedocument at the behest

of his officialguardian JosefMayrhofer, the burgomaster of Leonding.
From this time until September he and his friend August Kubizek

lodged at No. 29 Stumpergasse with their Polish landlady, Frau

Zakreys. In MeinKampf Hitler relates that his mood was defiant and

that he was determined to becomean architect.30That this was no

mere bombast can be shown from other documentary sources.

At nineteen, therefore, Adolf still cherished his dream of one day

making his mark in the world of art, despitehis failure to pass the 1907
entrance examination. He now undertook what he had deliberately
shunned while at school - a bout of hard, unremitting, and single-

minded work. With the intention of putting his time to profitableuse
beforesitting the next entrance examination to the Academy,he took
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painting lessons from the Viennesesculptor Panholzer, an art master

at a senior secondaryschooland a very experienced teacher.31 How he
madePanholzer'sacquaintance, we do not know. Perhaps he had been
sent to him by Roller whom he mentioned some thirty years later as

having been one of his teachers.32Early in 1942, when Hitler learned
that Roller's son had been killed on the Eastern Front, he remarked

that artists were irreplaceable and reproached Baldurvon Schirach for

having allowed the young stage designerto be sent into action. 'To

think of such a man having his head blown off by someidiot of a
Russian!' he said angrily. 'A chap like that'sirreplaceable!'33

In the autumn of 1908 he again sat the entrance examination to the

Academy. Neither the Rectornor any of the other faculty members had
changedsincethe previous year, and their recollection of his earlier
attempt would have impaired rather than favoured his chances.This
timehefailed in the first part of the examination, the part he had

successfully completed in 1907. Hence he was not allowed to show the
work he had done with such painstaking care and enthusiasm during
his year under Panholzer. According to the classifyinglist for the year

1908-9, he 'was not admitted for the test'.34

The abrupt changes that had taken place in his family circumstances

since December 1907 had not left him unscathed. The death of his
mother while still relatively young had meant that he had 'suddenly'
and almost unexpectedly had to '

growup' and become' independent',

assuming responsibility both for himself and for his sister Paula, seven

years his junior.Moreover he had deliberately repudiated the rest of
his family and thereby completely isolated himself. The emotional

strain of all this profoundly affectedthe quality of his work and during
the examinationhewent to pieces. Another contributory factor wasthe

unwontedly rigorous and conventional training he had receivedin
Panholzer's studio, which had held back rather than developed his natural

artistic talent. His bent for architecture, noted by the Academy
professors in 1907 as being worthy of encouragement, was now more

apparent than ever, both in his line-drawing and in hiscompositions.
Nevertheless,Hitler did not allow himself to become discouraged

either by the cruel blow fate had meted out to his family or by his more

recent personal failure. On the contrary, his faith in himself was

unimpaired, nor did it so much as occurto him to change his lodgings

although he must have realizedthat, in the eyes of his landlady, he
would necessarily forfeit some of the prestige he had enjoyed as a
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comfortably-ofF 'young gentleman' from the provinces. It was only

when his room-mate, August Kubizek, was about to return from his

brief spell of military service that Hitler moved away from the Stum-

pergasse.Having suffered such a traumatic experience, he obviously

felt reluctant to face a friend who knew so much about his innermost

ideas and ambitions. He didnot even leave an address,35 but fled the
world that had known him and hid himselfwherenonecouldfind him -

not least the Austrian military authorities who were thus unable to

conscripthim into the army.36
The setbacks he had suffered did not prevent Hitler from

confidently setting up as an 'academic painter', tout court. From 1909
onwards he also did a certainamount of writing.37 His drawings and

paintings weresoldin Vienna - a city which, throughout his life, he
never ceased to detest. Not until 1913 did he move to Munich where,
sixyears later, he was to embark on his astonishing career.

Up till the middle of 1910hepainted countless small pictures,
sometimes as many as six or seven a week,38 mostly of buildings39 which he
would copyfrom postcards and old prints. Besides these he also
produced landscapes and portraits in oil, ink or watercolour and even

undertook technically difficult work for reproduction in print (usually
engravings), mainly for posters or illustrations for advertisements of

cosmetics, face powder, footwear, shoe polish and ladies'underwear.
Hitler'sfacile but not unpleasing drawings and paintings -

mostly

watercolours - were sold to dealers and private individuals by
Reinhold Hanisch whom he had met during a short stay in a dosshouse

in Meidling. The takings were shared equally between the two of

them.40 In Mein Kampf Hitler relates: 'In the years 1909-10 my

own situation had changed somewhat in so far as... I was... working
independently as a small draughtsman and painter of watercolours.'41

This is borneout by Hanisch's remark that he' managed to get quite a
lot of custom', thus enabling them both to live not 'too badly'.42

The partnership lasted for eight months, to their mutual profit.

Hanisch relates:

Since he [Hitler]told me he'd been to the Academy I told him he ought to

paint picture postcards. I went out selling them. He painted views of Vienna

as well and I sold them to picture dealers and interior decorators. I managed
to get quite a lot of custom so that we didn't live toobadly.But the better

businesses in the art trade always refused to buy any pictures. I went on at
Hitler about working harder. To help him get on weusedto visit museums.
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It was architecture he really got worked up about. I couldhave stood and

listened for hours when he talked about Gottfried Semper.43

Hitler, however, did not mean to become a painter but an architect.

As business prospered, so his work grew carelessand superficial
- in

fact, he let himselfgo.Hewould draw and paint merely to supplement
his already ample resources. Meanwhile Hanisch, with no kind of

private income to fall back on, urged his partner to stepup his artistic

output. But his plea fell on deafears.Hitlershowed no compunction

whatever for his plight and finally Hanisch was driven to seek other
means of sustenance.* About this time,' he was to write later, 'I was

given a few commissions for engravingsand decidedto try doing them

myself since Hitler had given up working altogether.'44 Eventually in

the summer of 1910their association came to an abrupt end. At the

beginning of August Hitler went to the Brigittenau police station in

Vienna to lodge a complaint against his partner, whom he accused of

having illicitly made off with a picture and of having withheld his

(Hitler's) share of the takings.45 He maintained that Hanisch had

embezzled nineteen kronen due from the sale of a watercolour of the
Parliament building, 'a painting executed with photographic exactitude

which lends a three-dimensional effect to the architectural and

decorativedetail'. He further accused his partner of purloining another

watercolour valued at nine kronen. These misdemeanoursearned
Hanischa week in jail.46 In May 1933 he wrote: 'I didn't deny the

allegation because the private customerwho bought \"Paliament\" had

given me a commissioncovering several weeks and this would have
gonetoHitlerifI said where I'd sold the picture.'47 It is an

unconvincingexplanation and almost undoubtedly untrue.48
Hitler signedhispicturesina number of different ways

-' A. Hitler','A.H.','Hitler Adolf or just plain' Hitler'. From the time ofhisbreak

with Hanisch, he often delivered his work personallyto his clients,
many of whom were intellectuals or Jewish businessmen.49He also
solda number of his pictures through the agency of a dealercalled
Neumann, a Hungarian Jew who from time to time lodgedinthehostel
in the Meldemannstrasse. Now that he no longer had a partner Hitler
painted less and read far more than hitherto, devoting to politics an

increasing amount of what had once been his working time. As a result
his output declined even further, though it did not dry up altogether.

In 1913,while Hitler was delivering a watercolour to a customer,a
chanceencounter took place between the two former partners.50It was
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to be their last. Subsequently, in the years before 1933, Hanisch was
to take a cheaprevengefor his eight days in prison and the lossofhis
job as middleman by spreading libellous stories about his one-time
associate.Thesewere concocted out of the man's experiences as a
tramp and were sold to Konrad Heiden and Rudolf Olden, as well as to
the innumerable journalists who subsequently wrote about Hitler. In
an undated letter to Franz Feiler, with whom he had been friendly

since 1924, Hanisch complains of being down and out, with only a

pittance to live on and nothing over for the rent. How it would all end,

he went on, he did not know *
and anyhow, what does it matter where a

blokepegsout?'51But hardly had Hitler seized power in May 1933
than Hanisch began to approach prominent NSDAP members,
insinuating that, in return for a suitable reward,he could help them

'please the F\303\274hrer by airing first hand knowledge' about the latter's
artistic tastes and more especially his admiration for Gottfried

Semper.52 Hanisch had prostituted himself in vain. In 1936hewas brought

to book by the Gestapo for his earlier tittletattle about the F\303\274hrer, being

arrested on Bormann's instructions immediately after the Wehrmacht

had marched into Austria. On 11 May 1938 Feiler, in a courageous
endeavour to save his friend'sgoodname,wrote to the authorities,

asserting that Hanisch had died of pneumonia while on remand.53
(Bormann'sversion, however, put out on 17 February 1944,wasthat

'Hanisch hanged himself after the annexation of Austria'.54)'I knew,

of course,' Feiler's letter continues,
*

that Hanisch was often

questioned about Adolf Hitler by certain journalists who then proceeded to

fill out the true facts with such lies as they thought fit. And now,
because of all this, Hanisch has been compelled to forfeit his good

name.'

Nevertheless, most of the lies about Hitler's life in Vienna before

1913can be tracedback to Reinhold Hanisch who, after Hitler's rise
to fame, also palmed off his own pictures as the work of his former

partner. It was he who was responsible for the dissemination of
tendentious stories which were taken up, not only by journalists, but also
by biographers and historians.55

*

Hitler was later to develop certain traits which can be attributed, at

least in part, to these years in Vienna: hispredilectionfor ostentatious

displays of power, for instance,or for the commissioning of monumental
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buildingsand works of art, his habit of impatiently brushing aside the

views of experts in favour of his own, his excessive meticulousnessin
matters of secondaryimportanceand, last but not least, his ruthless-

ness, cruelty and malevolence towards other people. Though his
Weltanschauung had already been largely determined by the time he left

Linz, it acquired a negative orientation whenhishopesof embracing
an artistic career were so rudely shattered - a trauma for which he held

Vienna responsible. His reactionto that culturally selfconscious and

much stratified city, contemptuously describedin Mein Kampf as

'Phaeacian',56 was not primarily that of a politically committed young

bourgeois but rather the reaction of an unsuccessfulart student who,

while aware of his temporary loss of caste, refuses to lookdisagreeable
facts in the face and lays the blamefor his predicament on others. After

he had failed his examinations in 1907 and 1908hebeganto nurture an

articulate hatred for the imperial capital, as though it alone were to

blame for his lack of success in the enterprise on which, as a childwith

illusions as yet intact, he had sethisheartinthefaceofparental

opposition. He still hoped, however, to follow a regular courseof study for

which he prepared after his own particular fashion by concerning
himself with literature, art and architecture.' In this period there took
shapewithin me', he was to write in Mein Kampf,

' aworld picture and

a philosophy which became the granite foundation of all my acts.'57

He felt convinced that the world had failed to appreciate his gifts.
*

If

our schoolmasters generally fail to detect incipientgenius,'heremarked

on 10 May 1942, 'it is becausegeniusis evident only to people of equal
stature.'58 His beliefthat he had been wrongfully rejected by the
Academy appeared, moreover, to be justified by his discovery that he

could, if needs be, live on the saleof what were mere ephemera. The

unpalatable fact that reputable dealers would often refuse to buy his
carelessand amateurish work was never really brought home to him
becausemiddleman such as Hanisch and Neumann acted as buffers.
Thus hedeveloped an attitude of wishful thinking. Later on, when he
had the means and the power to do so,he sought to demonstrate that

he could build asnooneelsehad ever built. In the Austrian capital he
had discoveredthat neither his artistic attainments nor his educational

qualifications sufficed for the realization of his dream.A quarter of a

century later he set out to show that he, and he alone,knew 'best*.

When, in 1942, he expressed the view that 'real artists' are not the

product of traditional academic schooling but of training in the work-
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shops of the great masters,59hewas harking back to his experiences in
Vienna.No historian can determine whether his more ignoble
manifestations were merely deepseated reactions to his experiencesin Vienna

and elsewhere or whether ,\"as variations of a substitute satisfaction, they
also betrayedtraumatic prenatal disturbance resulting in a character
narcissisticallydistorted in early childhood.

The nature of what he once called his 'bread-and-butter
occupation' inevitably led him to regard himself asa painter,if only a minor

one.60 Like so many other artists since the turn of the century,

particularly those living in Paris and Vienna, he adopted a highly

unconventional mode of existence as a token of his refusal to conform to the

established order. Hitler, the self-styled 'academic painter', now

openly demonstrated his unwillingnessto identify with a society which

he despised asretrogradeand outmoded.61 But as regards his personal
appearance,he never went to the extremes described by Hanisch and
Greiner, who allege that at this time Hitler epitomizedeverything

which in the eyes of the respectableworld goes to make up an artist -

unruly locks, hirsute and unwashed countenance, dirty and

dilapidated clothing.62

From December 1909 to May 1910Hitler lived in a men's hostel

where he drewand painted during the daytime. When at work on his
pictureshe habitually wore a shabby suit, thus presenting an
appearancewhich in no way conformed to the real state of his finances.63 An

artist who works for preference in oil and watercolour is unlikely to

dress smartly at all times and on all occasions. And even if he had
wishedto beasstylishly dressed as his father or, for that matter, as he

himself had always been in Linz, completewith cane, top-hat, frock

coat and kid gloves, his occupationwould seldom have permitted it.

During these early days in Vienna when Hitler, now twenty years old,
was busily engagedin painting, he continued to regard himself as an

aspiring architect, a fact which he not only willingly divulged to anyone
who asked him about his plans for the future, but alsosought to convey

by his manner and bearing in general. In May 1913, when he moved to

Munich, he took lodgings with a Herr Popp who, beinga tailor,noted
with satisfaction that his new lodger was far from shabby. Both Popp
and his wife recall that Hitler's frock coat, overcoat,suitsand personal

linen were in impeccable order.
By August 1914, if we are to judge by his subsequent comments on

the subject, he felt himself to beontheeveof attaining the goal he had
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keptin view throughout his time in Vienna and Munich.In his

headquarters on io May 1942 he declared that, had it not been for the war,
' I should certainly have become an architect, perhaps even one of the

leading architects, if not the foremost in Germany'.64Thiscareer,he

thought, would wipe out all memory of his setbacks in Vienna, a city
towards which his attitude always remained negative. Thus, even after

1938,he had very few changes in mind for the Austrian capital. His

remark of 26 April 1942 that he had no intention of' reducingVienna's

status' was unequivocal enough, even if he had not endorsed it two
weeks later when he said that the Viennese had no reason to be
concerned about their monopolistic position and their cultural tutelage

of the Alpine and Danubian regions.65On the other hand, when

speaking of the German capital on 11March 1942,he said:'Berlin
will become a world capital comparable only to ancient Egypt,
Babylonor Rome',66 the tacit assumption being that it would become so

only with the realization of his plan for a vast monumental building

for which he had madea sketchin 1924.67Theonly city ever to tug at

his heartstrings, and to do so right up to his dying day,68 was Linz,
which he planned to make into the most beautiful town on the Danube

within ten years of winning the war.69Ever sincehistimein Vienna -

during which, incidentally, he becamean antisemite despite the fact

that many of his customersand patrons were Jews70 - he had

constantly proclaimed his intention of performing great things.
Underlying that intention were hatred and rejection, an unbounded will to

power, and a craving for ostentatious display, all of which are
discernible in his urge to reshape reality in so far as he had not already
succeededin doingso.When Hitler moved to Munich in May 1913at

the age of twenty-four his Weltanschauung was already firmly

entrenched.

In this German city for which, as an artist, he felt an understandable

attraction, Hitler was for a time quite on his own.He was no longer

living in a hostel with a perhaps distasteful routine imposed on him by

both management and inmates, but was free to do as hepleased;he

could come and go, burn the candle at both ends, work, read or simply
loaf about.Thosewho had immediate contacts with him - the tailor,
HerrPoppand his family

- could see *
with their own eyes' that their

uncommunicative lodgerwas a 'serious artist' who sold his pictures,
but until August 1914 they did not know whether this was his sole
means of livelihood. He would sit by the window overlooking the
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school playground on the oppositeside of the Schleissheimerstrasse
and copy photographs, usually in watercolour but sometimes alsoin
oils.71Theresulting pictures he sold with some success-

mostly to the

Kunsthandlung Stuffle in the Maximilianstrasse. His taxable income

of 100 marks a month testifiesmore,perhaps,tohis artistic ability than

to his business acumen.72
He still preferred architectural themes and in Munich these

necessarily differed from the subjects of his Vienna paintings. What

particularly attracted him, he tells us in Mein Kampf, was
'
this wonderful

marriage of primordial powerand fine artistic mood, this single line,
from the Hof br\303\244uhaus to the Odeon, from the October Festival to the

Pinakothek'.73

It has not beenpossibleto ascertainprecisely how many pictures he

painted and sold over this period of approximately thirteen months.
More than two dozen survived the days of their creator'sobscurity.

On 12 March 1944 Hitler told HeinrichHoffmann: 'I didn't want to
becomea painter.I only produced these things so that I could earn my

keep and go on with my studies. ... I only painted as much as I did
in orderto obtain a bare living.'74 It is no coincidencethat few of the

pictures found on the wallsof Hitler'scustomerswereof architectural

subjects. He treasured these drawings as his 'most valuable

possessions'75 and refused to dispose of them along with his other pictures

which, as their dimensionsclearly show, were produced expressly for
sale.76

After 1918 Hitler's work was sometimes sold for him by his former

army friend, HansMend,ashad been done by Hanisch and Neumann
in Vienna before 1913.77 In 1942, by order of the Ministryof the
Interior,his pictures were declared 'works of art of national

importance' and made subject to registration. This meant that they could not

be sold abroadwithout the express permission of the Minister of the
Interior.78

Nothing of the slightest value on Hitler as an artist is to be found in

any of his biographies,whether these are full length works or brief
thumbnail sketches. Accounts range from fulsome adulation to
untutored criticism, and the judgements they express are far too sweeping

to be admissible. Oneor two typical examples will suffice to demonstrate
this. For instance, Hermann Nasse, lecturer at the Academy of Fine
Arts in Munich, writing in 1936 about the watercoloursHitler painted

while serving in France, declared that they 'testify to his artistic gifts,
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not only as a draughtsman but also as a painter'. He singledout for

special commendation two paintings done in 1914, 'DefilenearWyt-

schaete' and'Ruined Monastery, Messines':' Here we find the

powerfulexperience of destruction translated into colourful vision. This is
not the romanticism of ruins or of war but rather, because of its fluid

and painterly treatment, a most grave and moving memorial.'79 Some

of Hitler's other front line aquarelles,published in full colour by
Professor Hoffman, 'Reich Photographer to the NSDAP', are indeed
undeniably good. Of these Nasse writes:

The painting 'Dressing Station, Fromelles' belongs to the year 1915. It is
renderedin light, sparkling pigment and the buildings with their

overhangingeaves are depicted in the most delicateshadesand gradations of colour.
The watercolour 'Haubourdin' of 1916 is truly entrancing. Seen through

the eyes of a German painter, the foreign landscape is experiencedas
something intimate, familiar and animate, indeed evenpoetic.One is as if

transported to the walls of Nuremburg or Rothenburg. The painting here is

exceptionally easy,fluid and full of movement. His superbpencildrawing

'Ardoye in Flanders' belongs to the summer of 1917.Besides these dated

pictures there are two undated ones,
*

Dugout at Tournes' and *
House with

a White Fence'. All these pieces betray the hand of a trained and naturally

gifted architect. The master builder of the Third Reich puts to shame the
Vienna Academy ofthat day. What moves us aboveall in every one of these

picturesis the genuine German sense of dedication, upright, honest and

loving, both to the whole and to every minutest detail.80

Some twenty years later Franz Jetzingerwas to write of Hitler's work
in Vienna that his 'drawings and paintings were not original, but

copies',and that there was no evidence that he ever painted from life.81

The implication is unjust.Hitlermadecopies,not because he lacked

talent, but simply because he was too lazy to go outdoors and paint.
He was taking the easiest course although well aware that 'pictures

painted in a studio ... are worthless by comparison with those painted
in the openair'.82And in fact the few paintings he madefrom nature

betray quite uncommon talent. But this was a matter of comparative

indifference to him. His assertionthat he did not want to be a painter
but an architect, and that he painted only in order to earn extra money
is undoubtedly true. Moreover, as others besides Heinrich Hoffmann

have confirmed, he himself often said that he was not a good painter.
Thus in 1941-2,Hitlertold the well-known German stage designer,
Siewert, how much he admired his work. Its excellence, he went on
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to say, put his own pre-1914 efforts to shame, despite the fact of his
having been Roller's pupil. Nevertheless his best watercolours,which

were not copies but painted from nature, are thoroughly competent,

if not outstanding, as he himselfwas undoubtedly aware.83 Indeed he

sometimes speculated about what he might have achieved as an artist -

emulating Rudolf von Alt, for instance, whom he looked on as his
master - if he had seriously taken up painting after 1907, despite his

rejection by the Vienna Academy.

That those who write about Hitler show small concern for a proper
evaluation of their subject'sartistic talent is evident from the works
they select for reproduction. An instance of this can be seenin Joseph

Wulf's book, Die Bildenden K\303\274nste im Dritten Reich {The Fine Arts in

the Third Reich) in which two drawings are reproduced.Thesein fact

were mere ephemera. The drawing of a head designated by Wulf (and

numerous other writers) as a 'portrait', was scribbled on a scrap of

paper while he was telephoning. When bored by telephone
conversationshe would distract himself by drawing heads, many of them,

surprisingly enough, in the Cubist manner. These might be caricatures

of Richard Wagner, Heinrich Schliemann,Wallenstein or of Hitler

himself, sometimes bearded.84 The second drawing reproduced in Wulf's

book is of an S A man. This again was merely a rough sketch,drawn

to show his subordinates what he thought an S A man should look like.
Thefact that works by Hitler painted before 1914have survived for

decades is evidence enoughof their presentabilityand,indeed,a
number of them were acquired by connoisseurs and collectors.Again, we

may be sure, that the Jewish physician,Dr Bloch,who had been

presented with several watercolours after attending Hitler's mother,

did not retain them for some thirty years simply because Adolf and
Klara Hitlerhad been his patients until 1907. Gordon Craig,thewriter,

theatrical designer and producer, was particularly interestedin Hitler
as an artist. After studying his First World War paintings he described

them in his unpublisheddiary as remarkable artistic productions.85
Alfred Rosenberg, who had studied architecture in Moscow, wrote of
these watercolours while in Nuremberg: 'They betrayed an innate

talent, an understanding of essentials and a markedfeelingfor

painting.'86 Indeed not a few great painters have left behind pictures
inferior to those of Hitler, who is nevertheless debarred from a
permanent place in the history of art by the fact that he never produced
one really major work.
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From 1907 onwards he took an increasing interest in historical

buildings, their relative architectural merits and the techniques and

craftmanship they embodied. His intensive study of the subjecthelped
to broadenand consolidate his knowledge of architectural detail, the
moreso sincehecopiedthe same picture or photograph many times
over. Someideaofhis work in this respect can be gained from a

catalogue of the pictures owned by a Dr Alfred Detig of Vienna in 1939,
namely Heiliger Kreuzerhof, Rotenturmtor, Michaeler-Platz and

Dreilauferhausy Hofburg and Old Passageway1890,Michaelerkirche,

Minoriten-Kirche, Fisherman's Gate and K\303\244rntnerthortheater. Other

examples are the Alte Burgtheater, the Auersperg Palais and the

Sch\303\266nbrunner Linie, all of which belonged to Dr Walter Lohmann of

Vienna, who worked for the Central Archives of the NSDAP.87 So
often did Hitler depict the Parliament building in Vienna and the
Munich Hofbr\303\244uhaus that he was finally able to draw them from

memory, in photographicdetail.One result of this practice was his

ability to reel off the dimensions of famous bridges, towers, gateways

and facades, a fact confirmed not only by Speer but by men such as
Arno Breker. Between 1924 and 1934 Breker, a sculptor,architectand

connoisseur of French art, had spent much of his timein Pariswhere
heproduced some of his most important work. In 1937hewas elected

by international vote to the jury of the World Exhibition. When
summoned to Paris by the F\303\274hrer in June 1940 to act as his artistic

guide and mentor, Breker was amazed by Hitler's extensive

knowledge of architecture :

We drove round the Opera [he recalls] and drew up beside the steps
in front of the main facade. As a result of his concentrated studies,Hitler

was intimately acquainted with the stylistic elements of Garnier's Second

Empire building. We at once began our tour. . .. We walked round the

exterior of the building before going inside. ... Hewas familiar with the

ground plan and knew the measurements both of major features and

of details ... a Baedekercould hardly have been more informative and

precise. ... We were treated to one long hymn of praise to Gamier. This
was not the raving of an enthusiastic layman; rather, it was the voice of
one who is thoroughly conversant with the problems of architecture.88

Breker goes on:

As we passed the Hotelde Cluny, Hitler pointed at a dome on the left and
asked me whether it belonged to the Chamber of Commerce.I said no,

thinking it was the dome ofthe Institut de France. A few minutes later, when
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we drove past the actual building, Hitler turned towards it remarking
smugly: 'There you are! It says \"Chambre de Commerce\"!'I, an old

Paris hand, had been put right by someone whose knowledge of the city

derived solely from books!89

While touring the Opera with his retinue of Germanand French

experts, Hitler asked to be shown the' Oval Salon' and was in no way

deterred when told that such a 'salon' didnot exist.Fromhis reading

on the subject he was sure that it did, and when he actually indicated
the spotwherethe doorto the Salonshould have - and indeed once
had- been,his companions were thunderstruck.Neither Germans nor
French knew that the 'Oval Salon' described in Hitler's out-of-date
textbooks,had since been subdivided and the doorinquestionwalled up.

There is ample evidence to showthat his knowledge was not

confined to Parisian architecture. After the Anschluss, for instance,when

Dr Martin, the Nuremberg police chief,returnedfrom Austria, he told

Hitler about a visit he had made to the theatre in Graz.Thoughhehad

never been to the town, the F\303\274hrer was able to point out a defect in the
theatre's planning known only to a few experts, namely the

unsatisfactory nature of the transition from stage to auditorium.90 The

following ancedote shows Hitler's extensive knowledge of such matters

(as also the store he set by suchknowledge).Duringabanquet in March

1938 Neubacher, the Burgomaster of Vienna, was asked by another

guest how wide the Danubewas at a certain point in the city. Neu-
bacher said he did not know, whereas Hitler immediately came out

with the correct answer. But the Burgomaster'signorancehad

dispelled the F\303\274hrer's high spirits and, although he had just received
confirmation of political victory, he remained in a badmoodfor the rest of

the evening.91
Hitler's dreamsofbecomingan architect went back at least as far as

the autumn of 1907 when his lackof the necessary qualifications had

debarred him from a regular courseof study. Thereafter his ideas were

mainly concerned with structures of a massive and monumental kind.
Till1945his designs followed the neoclassical style of nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century architecture in Europe, but transposed on to a
vastly magnified scale which represented an extreme expressionofthe
alienation of man from nature then so prevalent in contemporary

building.

His point of departurewas neither the groundplan nor the
organizationof space, but rather the exterior of the building,itselfdominated
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by the symmetry of the ClassicalOrders.In his treatment of individual

features he favoured the purely geometrical at the expense of the

organic. Straight lines, broad planes and a formal austerity
characterize his elevations. Movement and ornamentation played little part

in his ideas. It is significant that it should have been Austria, in the
personofAdolf Loos, which gave birth to the axiom that ornaments are

a 'crime' indicative of csexualperversion'.92Hitler's'romantic-

classical ^rationalism (an all-embracing term for his ideas)reflects the

rebellion against the Jugendstil* then fashionable in Viennese

architectural circles. Hitler was never to outgrow this phase, even after

becoming the *
patron-in-chief of Germany's best architects'.93

Human beings,inhis view, were no more than the uncritical, obedient
slaves of the lone genius, puppets without any will of their own. Typical
of his ideas are the designsmade during his time of detention in

Landsberg, for a triumphal arch and great assembly hall in Berlin.

Speer, who from 1933 onwards was in charge of Hitler's architectural

projects, said of these two designs some forty years after their

conception:
'

I thought them both a bit overpowering, though not in the

sense of their cost or - to use an overworked expression
- of their

monumental size. There have been monumental buildings at every

period of architectural history.'94
c

The true value of every era', Hitlerwas to declare when he opened
the Exhibition of GermanArchitecture, Arts and Crafts in 1938,

finds definitive expression in its buildings. For a great era has to be

experienced inwardly by a people if they are to give it outward form, when it

will speak more convincingly than language itself. It is the word made
stone.... This exhibition coincides with the turning-point of an era and
records the beginning of a new age.. .. Forthe first time since the building

of our cathedrals we see on display a truly great architecture, in other

words not an architecture expendingitself on commonplace tasks and needs,
but an architecture which goes far beyond thosetasksand needs. It can claim
that it will withstand the critical scrutiny of millennia and that, for millennia,
it will remain the pride of the peoplewho created such works.... There are

things that do not admit ofdiscussionand among these are the eternal values.
Who could presume to apply his puny, commonplace intellect to the

creations of truly great, divinely endowed natures! Great artists and master

builders are entitled to exemptionfrom the critical scrutiny of their lesser

contemporaries.In the final analysis their work will be judged in the light

*The German and Austrian equivalent of Art Nouveau.
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of centuries and not in that of unimportant and transitory phenomena... .
This is the hour when the curtain is drawn aside to reveal for the first time

to the eyes of the generalpublic works which are destined to leave their

imprint, not just on tens of years,but on hundreds of years! For them this

will be a moment of consecrationlike that so beautifully conveyed in the

Meistersinger:' Herea child was born.' These are architectonicachievements

which possess enduring value and which, by human standards, will last for

ever, strong, immutable and imperishablein their beauty and their
harmonious proportions.95

Hitler wielded a unique power and,likemost dictators, experienced

the need to express it symbolicallyin architecture.By thus realizing

his early architectural projects he felt he was asserting himself as an
artist and making up for what he had missed in the years before1933.
But since he was not in a position to carry out his plans in person he
had, as he wryly put it, to resign himself to the roleof *

patron-in-chief

of Germany's best architects'.96 He drew no distinction between

power and its reflection in a work of art - itself a reflection of reality.
Schopenhauer'sdictum that art should represent the nature of
existence in such a way as to proclaim:'Look!That is how life is!' was,
like many another philosophical, historical and biological doctrine

adoptedand reformulated by Hitler. In his view it was the task of art

to express with photographic exactitude the lawsof nature or whatever

he himself might chooseto designateas such. It was primarily to these
'eternally valid Laws' that he appealed when justifying the claim to
'
immortality' of certain worksof art and architecture. He believed that

life could be maintained only by dint of ruthless struggle, brute force
and consistently unscrupulous brutality, and regarded these as natural

laws which could not be floutedwith impunity. Thus it was only logical
that he shouldrequirethe visual arts to confine themselves to a
faithful rendering of readily assimilable norms. He would not allow the

existence of contradications. In 1933,for instance, at the cultural

conference of the N S D A P rally in Nuremberg, he said:

Just as the preservation of any human society is dependenton the

observationof certain principles, regardless of whether they are accepted by all, so
too a people'scultural image has to be shaped in accordance with its best
elements and with those who, by reason of their nature, are the only born

representatives of culture.97

Architecture was clearly the medium best suitedto the
disseminationof Hitler's ideas, and one which enabledhimto imposethem on
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all and sundry. Hence he regarded it as the highest form of art.
Sculptureand painting followed in that order, and here again

Schopenhauer's influence is discernible.

Hitler also shared Schopenhauer'sview that, like a prince, a work of
art should be approached humbly and should be lookedupon as a
revelation of existence; in other words the individual should wait and

see what a given work of art has to say to him.Becausehehad always

felt himself to be an artist, Hitler had from the beginning regarded
this 'response' as the very cornerstone of artistic creation. He wanted
to be both Atlas and master of the world, to carry the globeon his
shouldersand to shape it in accordance with his own ideas. Indeed

Albert Speer has rightly pointed out that, as F\303\274hrer and Reich

Chancellor, Hitler saw in politics and politicalpowera means of putting his

artistic ideas into practice.98Thus at the opening of the Exhibition of
GermanArt in 1939 he declared:

The monuments of architecture today bear powerful witness to the

strength of the new Germanphenomenon which is making itself felt in the

political as well as the cultural field. In the same way that political
malcontentswere eliminated with each successivestageof our national resurgence,
whose proud culmination was the creation of the Greater GermanReich,

so too cultural malcontents will be eliminated with the building of the new

Reich's imperishable edifices.But there can be no disputing the fact that

sculpture and painting are coming to play an increasingly valuable role as

complements of architecture.\"

BecauseHitlerregarded power as a tangible reflection of natural

laws he rejected abstract painting, a branch of creativity diametrically

opposed to architecture. Dictators have never tolerated attempts at

individual self-expression. People who inquire into the meaning of the
shadowsonthewall, as did the prisoners in Plato's allegoryof the cave,
have invariably acted as grit in the rigidly controlled machinery of

power apparatuses. Hitler officially designated them 'consumptive
aesthetes',100whose opinions must without exception be eradicated.
His own personal view, which he would occasionallyvoicewhen under
no compulsion to influence anybody, was not always in strict accord
with his official and semi-official pronouncements made for propaganda

purposes. Though, like Mussolini and Stalin, he officially rejected

abstract art, his own pictures betrayacertain tendencyin that direction.

Indeed, if some of his portraits or hispicturesofpeoplewith animals

were not signed and fully authenticated, they might well be attributed
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to abstract painters. His conservatismand traditional outlook did not

extend to every field of art. For instance he once orderedsomecutlery

to be made to his own specification;in the fifties virtually the same

designs in the shape of souvenir pieces bearing the names of towns
weresuccessfully placed on the market as examplesof moderncutlery.

Whether these were in fact deliberate copiesof Hitler'sdesigns or

genuinely original work is of little or no importance in this context.
His taste for the most part was extremely conservativeand adhered

strictly to bourgeois ideas of traditional elegance.Though fond of old

pictures, fine carpets and impressiveantique furniture, he was not
averse to modern furnishings, provided they were not too extreme.
In the periodpreceding1914the traditionally minded social and

cultural elite had already turned towards Impressionism if not indeed
Expressionism.Although by his own admission his Weltanschauung

had taken shape during that time, Hitler remainedunaffected by this

development. To what extent his ideaswere influenced by the 1907
manifesto of the DeutscherWerkbund in Munich is not ascertainable,
though he didin fact share some of its members' likesand dislikes.For
instance, he rejected constructional and stylistic features such as
balconies,windows flanked by columns, and the use of stuccoin place
of natural stone.

The opinion he sometimes expressed that we should look to Greek
and Roman antiquity for

' our ancestry' was consistentwith his

conviction that painting and sculpture had reached their apogeein the art

of Greece and Rome. He rejected the futurism of the modern Italian

painters on the groundsthat it was too similar to Expressionism and
Impressionism,movements which, he alleged, owed their renown
solelyto the machinations of the Jews.101 For it was his belief that

true art had been largely confined to classical antiquity and the
Romantic and Baroque eras. He was particularly proud of having

acquired Hans Makart's cPlague in Florence', for instance,102or the
famous copy of Myron of Eleutherae's 'Discobolus' (fifth century b.c.)

this last with Mussolini's help.103 The Renaissance he regarded as
too closely linked with Christianity and he dislikedGothicart because

of its intensely mystical connotations. Nor did he appreciate

contemporary German pictures, though he sometimes bought them to
encourage living artists.104 Indeed, he refused to recognize any

development in the field of painting which,asopposedto
technologicaldevelopment, requires some measure of discrimination. Among his
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favourite painters, on whosepictureshe would make expert

comments, were Carl Spitzweg (1808-85), Hans Thoma (1839-1924),
Wilhelm Leibl (1844-1900) and Eduard Gr\303\274tzner (1846-1925). He

instantly recognized as fakes some Spitzwegs bought by Heinrich

Hoffman, but refrained from pointing this out in order not to spoil his

pleasure.105Hewas at pains to build up a reputation for rediscovering

near-forgotten artists. Thus he acquired over twenty paintings by
Friedrich Stahl and more than a dozen by Karl Leipold.106 He never

lost his interest in pictures of whichhe was an inveterate buyer.
His views on art and architecture - views which he held to be

permanently valid - were formed in the years before1914at a time

when he was also buildingup his knowledge of literature. It was no
coincidence that throughout his life he continued to believethat the

greatest works of art in the German-speaking countrieshad been

produced before 1910.107 Hitler's real architectural aims only became

clear to Albert Speer while the latter was serving his twenty years'
sentence as a war criminal in Spandau gaol. 'His notions', Speersaid

in 1966, 'corresponded roughly to those current in artistic circles
shortly before the First World War. While I wasin SpandauI sent for

back numbers of German architectural journals publishedbetween

1890 and 1916 so as to study this question.'108Hitler'sworld was

primarily that of the nineteenth century and its heritage, which he
liked to confront with the historical and artistic testimony of Greece
and Rome. His artistic judgement, which he regardedas absolute and

immutable, was formed by his copious but narrowly orientated

reading, his petty bourgeois origins, the kind of life he led and the nature
of hisexperiencesin Vienna, all of which imposed limits he was never

to transcend.

His provenance is plainly discernible in his proposal to provide

special galleries where contemporary artists couldstudy the art of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.109 Throughout his life his artistic
judgement was determinedby what he had seen and learnt to value

and admire in the Austrian capital. In 1924heexpressedthe view that

by 1900 art had already begunnoticeably to decline.' Even before the
turn of the century', he wrote in Mein Kampf, 'an element began to

intrude into our art which up to that time could beregardedas entirely

foreign and unknown.'110 As opposed to occasional'aberrationsof
taste in earlier times' this was, he thought, a form of 'spiritual
degeneration'in which the' political collapse' wasalreadybeginningto manifest
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itself culturally.111Eighteenyears later, by which time German art
had beenforcedontoa Procrusteanbed,hewas prepared to advance

this *
spiritual degeneration' by a quarter of a century. On 27March

1942 he said: 'Up till 1920 our artistic achievements remained at a
remarkably high level. Since then it has unfortunately shown an

increasingly rapid decline.... What has been foisted on the German
peoplefrom1922[until 1933] is just one miserable scrawl.'112Amongst

many who were condemned as 'degenerate' and who suffered

expulsion from the world of art, if nothing worse, were artists such as Emil

Nolde, who had joined the NSDAP not long after Hitler, Karl

Schmidt Rottluff, Erich Heckel, Otto Dix and Conrad Felixm\303\274ller,

each one of whom has his assuredplacein the annals of art.

We know both from Hitler's own account and from the numerous
pictures and sketches that have survived, what models he used in

order to increasehis knowledge of art, architecture and art history.
The style of the buildingshe drew - and sometimes tentatively
redesigned

- and the cultural status of their architectsprovide not only

valuable clues but also answers to questionswhich hitherto few if any
have troubled to ask.Onesourceof architectural inspiration was the

Ringstrasse in Vienna. Built between 1858and 1865, it is three miles

long, nearly two hundred feet wide and comprises such important

buildings as the Museum of Applied Art, the Opera, the Natural

History Museum, the Museum of Art, the Neue Burg,the Parliament, the

Rathaus, the University, the Burgtheater, the Bourseand the

Gartenbaubuilding. Hitler studied them all.

Describing the periodupto 1908Kubizek writes:

Gradually I came to understand my friend's strong predilectionfor the

Ringstrasse buildings, although it seemed to me that the style of older
structures such as St Stephen's Cathedral or the Belvedere was far more genuine,
vigorous and convincing. But Adolf did not care for Baroquearchitecture

which he regarded as altogether too florid. The pretentious Ringstrasse

buildings dated back no further than the second half of the nineteenth

century, having been erected on the site of the fortifications which up till that
rime had enclosedthe inner city, and their style was far from uniform. Quite
the contrary, in fact. Practically every style evolved in bygone times was

represented here. Parliament was in the classical, or rather pseudo-Hellenic

style, the Rathaus neo-Gothic, the Burgtheater ... late Renaissance. Yet

they all had one feature in common which particularly appealed to my
friend - their size and ostentation. But what drew him again and again to
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these buildings and led him to describe the Ringstrasseas,so to speak, a

practical training ground for his profession, was the comparative easewith

which he could study the history of their construction at the hands of the

precedinggeneration, redraft their plans and, in his mind, rebuild each

edificeafresh,identifying himself the while with the lives and achievements
of the great architects of the time, men suchas Theophil Hansen, Semper,

Hasenauer, Siccardsburg and van der Null.113

Much though Hitler admired the Parliament building and the
museums,he was particularly attached to the Burgtheater, where he
scarcely ever missed a performance. The building had originally been

the Court ballroom. In 1741, with Maria Theresa's permission, the

lessee of the oldK\303\244rtnerthortheater set about converting the ballroom
to Weisskern'sdesign.Hitlerliked to copy early prints of the building
whose architecture no less than the art treasures it displayedprovided

the young autodidact with an awe-inspiring fieldfor study. The parapet

above the main building was crownedwith a huge and much-admired

group of statuary depicting Apollo with the tragic and comicmuses.
Decorating the frieze above the main entrance was Rudolf Weyr's
triumphal arch of Bacchus and Ariadne. The sideelevations displayed

allegories by Benk, personifying many of the passions and virtues by
which both drama and life are governed. Niches in these facades
contained Viktor Tilgner's statues of Prometheus and Genoveva, Josef

Gasser, Hanswurst, Falstaff, Phedre and the Judges of Zalamea.
Hitler'sinterest in cultural history was aroused by these memorials
which promptedhim to delve further into the subject in public
libraries and bookshops. Always a voracious reader, his intellectual

curiosity was guided along definite channels by his contemplation of

Tilgner's busts of great writers set above the windows of the main

building and depicting Calder\303\266n, Shakespeare, Moliere, Schiller,

Goethe, Lessing, Halm, Grillparzerand Hebbel.

These studies were interrupted by his move to Munich and the

outbreak of the First World War. After the armistice, in the early summer
of 1919,Hitler returnedto the Bavarian capital, where he was soon

singled out for important duties with the Bavarian Army of which he

remained a member until the spring of 1920. Though in many respects

more experienced than in 1908, he had not yet abandoned the dreams

of his childhood and youth, dreams which he continued to cherish as
late asApril 1945 and now made a further attempt to realize.His
intention was not to study architecture but rather to follow a regular course
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of study in art. For a timeheworked with Ernst Schmidt (later
mentioned in Mein Kampf)114 with whom he discussedart and

architecture.115 Schmidt, Inkhofer, Mend and other army friends owned oil

paintings, pastels and drawings in charcoal,penciland ink made by
Hitler during the war.116They were convinced that he possessed
artistic talent and urgedhimto develop it. At about this time he asked
the well-known and highly esteemed artist, Max Zaeper, to give an

opinion on his recent work. Zaeperwas so impressed by the quality

of Hitler's watercolours and drawings that he sought a secondopinion

from Professor Ferdinand Staeger, a colleague of Czechextraction.
Staeger'sromantic-mystical pictures painted in a naturalistic stylehad
first come to Hitler's attention at the Vienna Secession's exhibition
heldin 1898at No. 12 Friedrichstrasse in protest againstthe
conservatismof the artistic 'establishment'. His verdict on Hitler'swork was:

c
It shows quite exceptional talent.'117 Over the course of years Hitler

bought sixof Staeger'spictures,though he did not actually meet the
artist until after 1933 when he consented to sit for his portrait.

On that occasion, however, he made no referenceto the events of

1919.118

Despite the favourable verdict of the experts, Hitler could not be
persuadedto make up for the opportunities he had missedin thepast.
By now he was too much immersed in the army political education

course he was attending at Munich University119 to take more than a
half-hearted interest in art. Thereafter he appears to have been wholly

preoccupied with his politicaldutiesin the Reichswehr,and his

painting was relegated to second place. When Heinrich Heim first met

him in July 1920, the impressionhe gave was not at all that of an artist
whom the outcome of the war had driven temporarily and almost

involuntarily into active politics.120 Only on rare occasions,when

relaxing, or again at moments of tension-
waiting for a meal in a

restaurant, for instance, or speaking on the telephone - would he draw

on a menu or on scrapsofpaper.Tothe very end of his life pencilsand

paper always lay ready to hand for this purpose on hisdesk.
Therewere some who believed, as Speer still does, that at heart

Hitler always remained an artist. After his release from Spandau gaol
Speer told the author that not only he himself, but other architects
suchasTroost,Gieselerand Breker, not infrequently saw in Hitler a
'colleague',a frustrated artist and architect whose 'misfortune it was

to have to take part in politicsand wage war'.121
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On the night of 25-26 January 1942, speaking to his companions in

the Wolfsschanze, Hitler said:

I became a politician against my will. To my mind politics is just a means to

an end. There are people who think that at some future date I shall find it

hard to be lessactive than I am at present. Not a bit of it! The finest day of

my life will be the day I quit politics and leave all cares, worries and
annoyancebehind. That's what I shall do assoonasI have completed my political
tasks after the war. Then I want five or ten years to think my thoughts and

set them down. Wars come and go. The only lasting things are cultural
values. Hencemy love of art. Are not music and architecture the forces that

will guide the footsteps of future generations?122

Similar thoughts had already found expressioninPartIofMein Kampf.

In 1924, at a time when he was already engaged in making calculations
and sketchesfor the largest building of all time, he wrote:

What in antiquity found its expression in the Acropolis or the Pantheon
now cloakeditself in the forms of the Gothic cathedral.Likegiants these

monumental structures towered over the swarming frame, wooden, and

brick buildings of the medieval city, and thus become symbols which even

today, with the tenements climbing higher and higher beside them, determine

the character and picture of these towns. Cathedrals, town halls, grain

markets and battlements are the visible signs of a conception which in the
last analysis was the same as that of antiquity. Yet how truly deplorable the

relation between state buildings and private buildings has become today!If
the fate of Rome should strike Berlin, future generations would some day
admire the department storesof a few Jews as the mightiest works of our era
and the hotels of a few corporations as the characteristic expression of the
culture of our times.123

On occasionone might feel tempted to think that Hitler only

became a politician in order to realize his vast and extravagant

architectural projects. That his true vocation was indeed architectureis
evident from the fact that, even during the SecondWorld War, he was

constantly working at new and,inthecircumstances,wholly irrelevant

plans and endeavouring to reshape oldones.Christa Schr\303\266der relates

that' even in the midst of the excitementsofpolitical life he found time

to practise his skill.On his desktherewas always a pile of drawing-
paper within easy reach, and at idle moments he would draw whatever

came into his head.'124After Stalingrad he discontinued the evening
gramophone concertsof music by Beethoven, Bruckner, Wagner,

Liszt, Brahms, Hugo Wolf, Lehar and Johann Strauss; some of these
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records he had heardmorethan a hundred and forty times.125 But he
continued to indulgein painting and architectural planning. Even in

March 1945, four weeks before he committed suicide, he became
engrossedin a wooden model of Linz depicting the town as he had one

day hoped to reconstructand expand it.126

There are biographers of Hitlerwhose prime concern is not to open
up new sources and to discover historically verifiablefacts, but rather

to 'reinterpret' earlier assumptions which have long since been
exposedas false. If such methods were adopted in discussingHitler's
attitude to architecture it could be argued that his launching of the

Russian campaign in 1941was an extraordinary measure designed to

safeguardhis architectural daydream. For Stalin's intention to honour
Leninwith a Congress building more than 300 metres high appearsto
have caused Hitler more concern before June 1941 than the not

exactly negligible problems arising out of the war. Such was his
attitude to architecture that he regarded the Russian dictator'sproject
as a challenge to his own longstanding plans for the erectionof the
largest building in the world. He had first conceived this immense
domedstructurein 1925,when he had been at work on Mein Kampf.

The building, 220 metres high, was to have a dome with the almost
incredible diameter of 250metres,and a roof lantern measuring 46
metres across.The hall was to provide standing-room for 150,000to
180,000peopleand would have been big enough to accommodate St
Peter's,Rome,nearly seven times over. Not until the Russian

campaign had begun did Hitler breathe easilyagain.Then asSpeerwas to

recall thirty years later, he remarkedwith evident relief: 'That puts

paid once and for all to Stalin's building.'127
In the samecontextSpeersaid of the Feldherrnhalle scheme:' In no

way was this hall a crazy and unrealizableproject',though in retrospect

its proportions seemed to him preposterous. Speer was speaking in

1966, at which time a domedhall,describedin professional circles as

'remarkable even by American standards',was under construction in

Houston, Texas.128 It was hailedwith superlatives such as the 'first'
and the 'biggest', yet its dimensions fell far short of those of the
domedstructureplanned by Hitler forty years earlier, and the whole
effect was modest and unimposing in the extreme by comparisonwith

the German project.
The proposed width of Hitler's hall was 250 metres; the width of

the Houston Astrodome is 214 metres.The Berlin building, which
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could have accommodateda fifty-six storey tower-block, would have

had an overallheight of 220metres,the dome alone being 122 metres

high. The heightof the Texasbuilding from ground level to the top
of the domeisnomorethan 70 metres. And whereas the hall in Berlin
would have held 150,000 to 180,000 people, the capacity at Houston is

66,ooo.129

Work on Hitler's monumental structure was to have begun in 1940
and to have been completed ten years later. It is well known that he

concerned himself not only with the overall effect of the buildingbut

also with technical and architectonic matters in which he showed an

interest that was often both practical and shrewd.130A few years after

he had designed his domedhall,a bridge-buildingfirm was entrusted

with the task of investigating the respective merits of steel and
reinforced concrete as constructional material for vaulting a hall of these

dimensions. Speer proposedthat the dome should be erected without

the use of steel. As the man responsible for the new Reich Chancellery
in Berlin,the Party Rally building in Nuremberg and the German
pavilion at the 1937 Paris World Exhibition he was considered an

architect of genius - and not by Hitler alone. Yet it was the latter who

realized that a dome without a steel frameworkcouldnotberepairedif
damaged, say, in an air raid. Speer finally appreciated his point and

took note of it in hiscalculations.131
A number of eminent architects who worked with and were

influenced by Hitler from 1933 onwards thought highly of his abilities in

this field, an opinion they continued to express even after 1945.Paul
Troost,PaulGieslerand Albert Speer, to name only a few, were
surprised no less by his very real knowledgethan by his intuitions and

ideas. Though naturally anxious, so soon after his release from

Spandau, to avoid contradicting his earlier statements at the

Nurembergtrial, Speer nevertheless remarked of Hitler in 1966:* I would not

deny that he. .. might have been well above the usual run of architects.
He was not without talent.'132 One of Hitler's secretaries, who had
beenpresentat numerous discussions, formed the impression that he

had an 'astounding' knowledge of architectural matters. Her remark

that she had seen'eminentarchitects literally staggered by his

expertise' is of some significance.133
For sometwenty-five years there is evidence of arestraining influence

in the realization of his architectural projects,but the year 1937 marks

a distinct turning-point.Now he began to let his' genius' run riot and
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to translate into reality the visionary ideas of his youth, ideas which
had first germinated between 1906 and 1913 in the Vienna Ringstrasse

and were to recur thirty years later in greatly amplified but technically
viable form. Thus the influence of such notable architectsasPaulvon

Troost inevitably declined. Four years in power had beenenoughto
turn Hitler into an architect and master-builder whoseunparalleled

self-confidence was only matched by his lackofrestraint.Albert Speer,

an architect as talented as he was ambitious,134 submitted so

completely to Hitler's tutelage that he appended the remark 'preparedin
accordancewith the F\303\274hrer's ideas'135 to his own designs for outsize
buildingsand,despite subsequent experiences, continued to refer to
them thirty years later as 'our' projects.136

At this time [he wrote in 1969] my designs became increasingly disassociated

from what I regarded as 'my style'.This departure from my beginnings
was evident not only in the pretentious size oi my buildings but also in the
absence of the Doric simplicity I had striven to achieve in my earlier

work.... Sheer riches, the inexhaustible resourcesthat were placed at my

disposal, no less than Hitler's party ideology, had impelled me towards
a style moresuited to the palace of an oriental despot.137

Speer wasnot the only one thus affected. In the Third Reich official

architecture, like official painting and officialsculpture,borethe stamp

of a man who, in effect,had never been a pupil in any of these fields,
but always and only a teacher.

In BruderHitlerThomasMann asks with some scepticism' whether
the superstitiousideascommonly associated with the concept\" genius\"
still have sufficient force to prevent us from describing our friend

[Hitler]asa genius'.138Mann was aghast to find that his own idea of

the true nature of art was basically in agreement with that of Adolf

Hitler.
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Soldier for the Reich

'
In the spring of 1912 I came at last to Munich', Hitler wrote in Mein

Kampf}After his assumption of power a large plaquewas affixed to

the wall of No. 34 Schleissheimerstrassein that city. Adorned with an

eagle and swastika,it borethe legend: 'Adolf Hitler lived here from
the Springof1912until August 1914 when he volunteered for military

service.'2 Neither statement tallies with the facts.3 Until 24 May 1913
Hitler continuedto live at No. 27 Meldemannstrasse in Vienna. On
that date he left the Austrian capital for Munichwith 80 kronen in his

pocket, and two days later found lodgings in the house of a tailor called

Josef Popp.4
In the meantime, on the night of 24 May, Colonel Alfred Redl,

Chiefof Staff of the Austro-Hungarian VIII Corps, had shot himself
in Vienna. Redl, a homosexual, had been blackmailed into spying for

the Russian Intelligence serviceand for years had been providing them
with important military secrets. The news, which Hitler read in the
Munich Press, seemed to confirm his view5 that the Austrian Army
was not worth joining, and he was delighted.6 Even at this early stage
his quick grasp and original interpretation of political events had

already made an impression on his new landlord Josef Popp who, as a

young man, had worked in some of the best Parisian tailoring

establishments, spoke French and prided himself on his cosmopolitan

outlook. Every evening he would talk politics with Hitler whose fellow

lodger and room-mate, finding these discussions insufferable, ended

up by giving notice.7

During the early part of his stay in Munich Hitler busied himself
with acquiring firsthand knowledge of the city and comparing it with

what he had learnt from books. In 1924he wrote in Mein Kampf:\342\202\254The

city itself was as familiar to me asifI had lived for years within its walls.
This is accountedfor by my study which at every step had ledmeto
this metropolis of German art... . Not only has one not seen Germany
if onedoesnot know Munich. .. above all one does not know German
art if one has not seen Munich.'8
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In Munich Hitler's circumstanceswereasgoodas,ifnot better than,

they had been in Vienna. It was not without reason that he later wrote:
'Thisperiod before the war was the happiest and by far the most

contented of my life.'9 As a painter his average earnings amounted to the

then considerable sum of a hundred marks a month. We know this

from a letter he wrote to the Linz magistrates in reply to a summons
issuedafter his repeated failure to report for military service. In that

letter, dated January 1914,heencloseda tax certificate in support of

his statements.

I earn my living as a self-employed artist [he wrote], but I do so only in

order to continue my education, beingotherwise quite without means (my
father was a civil servant). I can only devote a very small part of my time to

earning as I am still learning to be an architectural painter. Somy income is

very modest and only just enough to meet my expenses. In proofof this, I

enclose my tax certificate which I should be grateful if you would return to

me without delay. My income is estimated on the high side at 1200 marks,
which should not be taken to mean that my monthly income is exactly 100
marks.10

The tenor of the letter agreeswith the following passage in Mein

Kampf, written some ten years later:

Even if my earnings were still extremely meagre, I didnot live to be able to

paint, but painted only to be able to securemy livelihood or rather to enable
myself to go on studying.1

x

Even so, his minimum annual income, officially assessed at 1200

marks, was higher than his average earnings in Vienna. Moreover
conditions were more favourable in Munich. In Vienna Hitler would have

spent some 25 kronena month if he had lunched daily at a medium-
priced restaurant, as compared with only 18 to 25marksin Munich.
The rent for a room in a private housein Vienna amounted to 10

kronen (or perhaps 15 kronen for a short let) whereas Hitler was
charged20marks for his room in the Schleissheimerstrasse, which
waswell-furnishedand had a separate entrance.12 After deducting the
costofhis breakfast and evening meal, he still had at least 30 marksa
month to spend. This was more than enough sincehis tastes were not

extravagant. In Munich at that time a bankclerkofthesameagewould

have earned about 70 marks a month. SpeakingtoHeinrichHoffmann

on 12 March 1944, Hitler said that he had never needed more than 80
marksa month, onemark a day being sufficient for lunch and supper.13
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Thus,asPopprelates,he could always afford to give the son of the
housea tip or sweets for fetching his books or running some other

errand for him.
In Munichas in Vienna Hitler remained a lone wolf. The fact that

he was misunderstood and unappreciated was wholly immaterial to

him. Being reluctant to openhis heart to anyone he desired neither

acquaintances nor friends. In the eyes of ordinary citizens he was an
artist leadingan aimless and dilatory existence. He spent most of his
timereadingbooks and pamphlets, and might also paint for an hour or

two, but only during the day. From time to time he visited the local

cafe where he read the daily papers and ate pastries, while in the

evenings he would expound his views and ideasto his landlord or else,

having co-opted Popp's son asprompter,reciteby heart passages from

military works.14 He was not interested in a career, or what is normally

understood as such, and in this he differed little from other painters -

OskarKokoschka,for instance, who, on the occasion ofhiseighty-fifth

birthday, described himself as having 'always beena vagabond' from

youth up.15

Despite his Bohemianexistence,Hitlerwas invariably dressed with

such care that his appearance never jarred on his landlord.Thelatter's
wife and his son, Josef, relate that the young artist liked to wear an

immaculate frock-coat which Josef Popp senior would pressfor him.

Even at that time Popp sensedthat his lodger promised great things
and it wasno coincidencethat as early as 1919 he became memberno.
609of the German Workers' Party of which Hitler was already chief
propagandist.16

Hitlerrealizedthat he was regarded as a crankby thosearound him.17

He read voraciously and applied himselfto painting only when he had

orders to fulfil or when circumstances made it imperative. He was
passionatelyinterestedin politicsand possessed an uncommon ability
to convince others by means of oratory, argument and gesture, as
peoplewho had known him in Linz, Spital, Leonding,Vienna and

Munich all confirm. However, it would seem that in the face of his

gestiai^tions and impassionedeloquencethey were often left poised

uncertainly between laughter and amazement.18 According to

relations and acquaintances his nature betrayed violent contrasts.
Moreover his need to assert himself, his aggressivenessand his striving for

power seemed excessive,asdid the impulsiveness and egocentricity of

his actions. He permittednooneto take liberties with him. To friends
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and enemies alike he would appear by turns unrelenting, obstinate,
hypersensitive, capricious and quarrelsome, or again, decretive,
reserved and gauche. He would sometimes startle his immediate
associatesby his overweening ambition, the extravagance of hisplans,
his apparently unshakeable self-confidence and his indefatigable
energy. Even before 1914 critical observers held many of his ideas to

be crude and grosslyinflated.

Contemporary eye-witness accounts would seem to indicate that

even in his youth Hitler showedmarkedpsychopathic tendencies. The

assumption found in numerous biographies that he 'was simply
abnormal' derives from a view that is not only prejudiced but also, as
often as not, crudely simplistic and unbalanced. The effects to which

psychopathy may give rise have been described by Wilhelm Lange-
Eichbaum whosegenerally accepted analysis includes the following
passage:
A psychopathic affectivity may provide the impulse for the development,
expansion and deepening of a natural talent. A psychopath will respond to
the minutest of stimuli and his experience is thereby enlarged. The inner

turmoil in his blood, his restlessness, and his ever changing moods enable

him to experience many things and to see them in as many different lights.
Thus the psychopath acquiresa keen eye for what is recurrent, permanent
and essential.The extreme versatility of his imaginative life, his perpetual
thirst for stimulation, his craving for novelty, impel him to explore numerous
fields.This enlarges his horizon, develops his psychic potential,and may

even tap unsuspected talents. Thus widely separated fields can be united
in one psyche

- peripheral areas, peripheralsciencesand arts, suddenly

become sources ofextremesignificance. The relentless force of the emotional
life,the greater measure of unreason, the lackof self-control and all that this

implies, give rise to experiences such as never come to other people.19

Whether Hitler was capable of artless humour or possessedany

truly likeable human qualities will never be known. Years later he was
to recallthat in his Linz and Steyr dayshe had been a malicious youth
with a cold and calculating eye for other people'sweaknesses.The
majority of those who knew or met him at the time take a subjective
view, but significantly they all agree that he could be very pleasant

whenever he cast off his self-consciousnessalongwith the cold and

pompous manner he had assumedfrom his schooldays onwards. Dr

Bloch, for instance,to whom his young patient had always seemed
secretiveand unapproachable, was taken aback by his sudden display
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ofhuman feeling after his mother's death. Howeverhis piano teacher,

Prewatzky-Wendt, never saw him in an expansive or a confiding

mood.20 And when, after leaving school,Hitlervisited his relations in

the Waldviertel in Lower Austria, he seemed to them distant rather
than friendly.21 They were not alone in regarding him as a precocious
boy who stood overmuch on his dignity, gave himselftoo many airs

and graces and would never in any circumstances admit to gaps in his

knowledgeor to personalfailings. At the age of twenty-five Hitler was
describedby Josefand Elizabeth Popp as an' Austrian charmer' who,

though always pleasant, helpful and generous,tendedto beeccentric
and to keep himself to himself. They and their parentswere,to use
their own words 'very fond of the young man', but they never
discovered what was really going on in his mind: *

You couldn't tell what
he was thinking. He never spoke about his parents, nor yet about his
friends.Most of the time he sat at home with his nose buried in heavy
books. In between times he painted.'

While Hitler was in Munich during 1913-14 neither Popp nor his

family ever knew who his associates were. Yet he was very fond of the

children and always mentionedthem in his letters from the front,

calling them by their pet names,and greeting each one individually.22
He never receivedvisitors, though by doing so he would not have

disturbed the family as he had his own front door. Nevertheless he is
known to have had other acquaintances in Munich besidesthePopps-
the lawyer Ernst Hepp and his wife, for instance, with whom he was

evidently on very friendly terms as can be seen from a long letter to

Herr Hepp from the front (reproduced later in this chapter).
In 1924hewas to write in Mein Kampf:* I had left Austria primarily

for political reasons. ... I did not want to fight for the Habsburg
state.'23Only much later was it discovered that this circumlocution

concealed a painful episode that occurred while he was living in

Munich. On 29 December1913the Austrian police had applied to
their Germancolleaguesinquiring whether Hitler had registered in

the Bavarian capital.Theircommunication ran: 'Adolf Hietler, born

1889 in Braunau am Inn. . . artist officially domiciled in Linz, removed
from Vienna to Munich on 24 May 1913.- We shall be grateful if you
will inform us whether the above-named has registeredthere.'The
Munich police traced him and on 10January 1914 wrote to Linz:' The

subject of your inquiry has been registered as living c/o Popp 34/III

Schleissheimerstrasse with effect from 26 May 1913.'24 Eight days
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later Hitler received a summonsfrom the Munich police, directing
him to presenthimself for enlistment in Linz on 20 January. On 19
January they escorted him to the Austrian Consulate where a

statement was taken. At the interview, Hitler - clad,no doubt, in an old,

paint-spattered suit -
complained of being ill and clearly succeededin

arousing the sympathy of the consular official, thus inducing him to
write in supportofthe veracity of his statement:

From the observations madeby the police and the impression gainedin this

office, it would seem that the excuses put forward in the enclosed letter are

entirely in accord with the truth. It would also seem that this man is

suffering from a complaint which renders him unfit for military service.... As
Hietler seemsvery deserving of considerate treatment, weshall provisionally

refrain from handing him over as requestedand have instructed him to

report on 25January without fail to the Special ConscriptionPanel in Linz.

... Hietlerwill therefore proceed to Linz unless you feel that the

circumstances described above and his lack of funds justify his being allowed to

report in Salzburg.25

Hitler telegraphed the Linz magistrates requestingthemto postpone

the date to 5 February 1914. The Austrian authorities refused his

request and replied, obviously in high dudgeon: 'Essential you

appear',26 a messagewhich did not reach Hitler until 21 January. He

then inquired from Linz whether, in view of his financial situation, he

might be allowed to report in Salzburg, which was closerto Munich.
His very courteous letter ends:

I am sending this letter independently of the statement I signed at the

Consulate today. I also request that further instructions be sent to me
through the Consulate and beg you to rest assured that I shall not fail to

execute them promptly. Finally, with regard to my statements concerning
the summons, these are being confirmed by the consular official, who very
kindly gave me reason to hope that it might be possible for me to enlist in

Salzburg. I trust I may make soboldas to hope that you will be kind enough
not to make things more difficult than necessary for me.

I most humbly request that you give my letter your kind consideration
and sign myself.

Your very humble servant, Adolf Hitler, Artist.27

His boldness in hoping that things would not be madetoo difficult

for him was rewarded. On 5 February1914he travelled to Salzburg to

enlist and, in accordance with his expectations, was exempted from
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military service. As the Registrar of the Upper Austrian Provincial

Government confirmed in 1932:

According to the relevant enlistment roll, Adolf Hitler, born 20 April 1888

at Braunau am Inn and domiciled in Linz, Upper Austria, son of Alois and

Klara, nee P\303\266lzl,presented himself on 5 February 1914in Salzburg before

the Recruitment Panel dealing with men overdue for enlistment in Age-

Group 3 and was found to be 'not strong enough for combatant and non-
combatant duties' and registered as 'unfit for military service'.28

The Austrian official's cautiously wordedcomment in his letter of

19 January,' It would also seem that he is suffering from a complaint',

suggests that at the interview Hitler had invoked his old lung trouble,
long sinceclearedup, which had induced his mother to take him away

from school in the autumn of 1905.29At all events Adolf Hitler, the

draft-dodger, was not brought to book for his repeated failure to enlist.

He now proposed to practisewhat he had preached in the late summer
of 1908when his friend Kubizek had received his calling-uppapers.
Hedidnot wish to serve in the same army as Czechs and Jews nor did he
wish to fight for the Habsburg state. Neverthelesshe was at all times

ready to die for the German Reich,30 which offered him, a fanatical

Pan-German, a congenial home and one worthy of his homage. Hence,
if soldier he must be, better there than anywhere else. In 1914,
then, he was able to stay on in Munich, wherehepursueda Bohemian

existence and vented his scorn on his Austro-Hungarian

fatherland.

In Munich Hitler was not primarily concerned with antisemitism

and Marxism as he had beeninVienna, but rather with Austro-German

foreign policy and the attitude of the Germans towards Austria. Even
beforemoving to Munich, he tells us in Mein Kampf, he had regarded

as 'absolutely mistaken'31 the Germany policy of alliances- the

Austro-German Alliance of 7 October 1879,the Dreikaiserbundof 18
June1881,and the Triple Alliance between Germany,
Austria-Hungaryand Italy of 20 May 1882.32In Munich Hitler came to the

conclusion that the Germans generally looked upon their ally, Austria-

Hungary, as 'a serious power* which, 'in the hour of need*would

surely rise to the occasion. But he, asan Austrian, did not share this view
since he believedthat 'Austria had long ceased to be a Germanstate'.
Indeedit seemed to him that' internal conditions' in Austria-Hungary
were deteriorating 'from hour to hour'.33 He mistrusted Austro-

Hungarian assurances,believing that 'in Austria the only exponents
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of the alliance idea were the Habsburgs and Germans.The Habs-
burgs, out of calculation and compulsion; the Germans,from good

faith and political stupidity.' He did not doubt that, in joining the

Triple Alliance,Germany had chainedherselftoithe corpse of a state'
which would 'inevitably dragthemboth into the abyss'; and he was
convinced that, 'better than the so-called diplomats', he knew the
German policy of alliances to be as dangerous as it was futile.34 In

Munich this young Austrian with his Pan-German views was

astounded by the general apathy towards the plight of Germansliving in

Austria: 'To my amazement, I couldnot helpseeingeverywhere that

even in otherwise well-informed circles there was not the slightest

glimmer of knowledge concerningthe nature of the Habsburg

monarchy.35 In the samecontexthe states that 'in the years 1913 and

1914,1,for the first time... expressed the convictionthat the question

of the future of the German nation was the question of destroying
Marxism'.36 That he was not simply being wise after the event is

evident from his conversations with his landlord and others, and also
from his correspondence at this time.

On hearing that the Austrian heir-apparent, Franz Ferdinand, and
hiswife had been murdered in Sarajevo on28June1914,Hitler'sinitial

reaction was, as he wrote later, concernlestthe shots had been fired by

German students,who, out of indignation at the heir-apparent's continuous

work of Slavization, wanted to free the Germanpeoplefrom this internal

enemy.... But when, soon afterwards, I heard the names of the supposed
assassins,and moreover read that they had been identified as Serbs,a light

shudder began to run through me at this vengeanceofinscrutable Destiny.37

His feeling of unease was shortlived.Thereis in existence a

photograph taken on 1 August 1914m the Odeonsplatzin Munich of a crowd

listening to the announcement of the declaration of war. Among them is

Hitler, his eyes shining, hisfaceradiant with gladness and excitement.

Along with many of the German intelligentsia such asThomasMann,

Ludwig Thoma and large numbers of university teachers, Hitler was

overjoyed at the turn of events. 'To me those hours seemedlike a
releasefrom the painful feelings of my youth.... Even today I am not

ashamed to say that, overpowered by stormy enthusiasm, I fell down
on my knees and thanked Heaven from an overflowing heart for

granting me the good fortune of beingpermitted to live at this time.'38

Though only a few months previously he had beendeclaredunfit for

military service by an Austrian conscription panel he now hastened to
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lodge a personalpetition with Ludwig III requesting that, though an

Austrian, he shouldbepermitted to enlist in the Bavarian Army. The

very next day he was informed by the Chancellery that he might join a

Bavarian unit. He chose16Reserve Infantry Regiment, later familiarly
known asthe ListRegiment after its commanding officer, Colonel List,
who waskilledin action at the end of October 1914.On 16August the

popular Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung carried on its title pageapictureof
chargingsoldiersled by an infantry officer, complete with spiked

helmet and drawn sword, shouting 'At 'em!' That same day Hitler

reported to 2 Company of the 6th Recruit ReplacementBattalion, 16

Bavarian Infantry Regiment at the Elisabeth-Schulein Munichwhere,
on 8 October1914,he took his oath of allegiance, first to the King of
Bavaria and then to the Emperor Franz Joseph.In 1931Hans Mend,

who had been responsible for Hitler's initial training, recorded his

impressions of the new recruit: ' I saw Hitler for the first time in

Schwabm\303\274nchen. Though I didn't know who he was, I was struck in

passing by his dynamic glanceand by his unusual presence. I thought
he might be an academic because a lot of them had joined the List

Regiment.'39 After a sketchy training Hitler was posted to Francein
the middleof October1914.Nearly five months later, in February
1915,he wrote a highly informative letter to his Munichacquaintance

Ernst Hepp in which his experiencesare describedwith an artist's gift
for observation:*

Glad to hear you got my last card, and thanks a lot for the kind letter you
sent in reply.

This letter will bring up to date what I wrote in my last long missive.First
of all I'd like to tell you straight away that on 2 DecemberI was awarded

the Iron Cross. Praise be, there were more than enough opportunities to win

it. Our regiment did not go into reserve as we had expected but was sent into

action straight away early on 29 October and for the last three [illegible]

we've been mixing it with the English, as defenders if not as attackers.After

a really lovely trip down the Rhine we arrived in Lille on 23 October. We
cameacrossthe first signs of war as we travelledthrough Belgium. Liege

was a mass of charredrubble.As

far as [illegible place name] our journey went smoothly and safely. But then
there wasonedelay after another. In some places the rails had beenloosened

*No attempt has been made to render in translation such spelling mistakes
as occur in the letter, nor to reproduce the somewhat erratic punctuation.

Spaces in the text indicate Hitler'soriginal pages.
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in spite of having been carefully guarded. More and more often we came

across blown-up bridgesand wrecked locomotives. Although the train was

crawling along at a snail'space,there seemed to be no end to the maddening

stops. By now we could hear the monotonous rumble of our heavy mortars
in the distance. Towards evening we arrived at a Lille suburb which had

been rather badly knocked about by gunfire. There we detrained and waited
about beside our piledarms.Sometime before midnight we finally set off

for the town itself. A never-ending monotonous road, squat factorieson

either side, nothing but soot and soot-blackenedbrick, the road filthy and

rottenly surfaced. By 9 o'clock the street was empty of inhabitants but, for

good measure, swarming with soldiers. At risk to life and limb we threaded
our way through baggage trains and ammunition columns until at last we
reached the gatesof the inner town. Lille itself was certainly something of

an improvement, but there really isn't very much to choosebetween the

centre and the outskirts. My thoughts kept turning to Germany. We spent
the night in the courtyard of the Bourse,a pretentious building which has

not yet been completed. We didn't sleep very well because we had to bed
down with our packs on as we wereexpecting an alert. Also the stone flags

were very cold. The next day we moved into a billet, a huge glazed hall.

There was no shortage of fresh air since nothing was left but the iron ribs.
The blast from German shells had shattered the glass to smithereens. In

the daytime we trained for a bit, had a lookat the town and were struck most
of all by the powerof the military machine. It has left its mark on the whole

place and we gazedwith awe at its enormous structures. At night we had

sing-songs. For someof us it was to be the last time.At 2 a.m. on the third

night we suddenly had an alert and marched off in battle order for our

assembly area.No one knew anything for certain, but we thought it might

only be a practice. It wasa pretty dark night. We had hardly been marching

for twenty minutes when we were ordered to move overto the verge so as to
let through baggage trains, cavalry etc. The roadwas completely blocked but

eventually we were ableto start off again. Morning came at last.We had left

Lille far behind. The thunder of the guns was gradually growing louder.

Our column moved forward like a gigantic snake. At 9 a.m. we halted in the

grounds of a chateau. Two hours'rest and then on again till eight in the

evening. We weren'ta regiment now but a whole lot of companiesall seeking

cover from air attack. At nine in the evening we were given our grub.

Unfortunately I couldn't get to sleep.There was a dead horse four feet away

from my palliasse - at leasta fortnight dead by the look ofit. The thing was

already half rotten. And on top ofthat one of our howitzer batteries was in

position just behind us and every fifteen minutes a couple of shells went

sailing over our heads into the darkness. They made a soughing, whistling
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noise and then we'd hear, far off, two dull crumps. We all of us listened for
them. After all, we'd never heard anything like it before. And while we lay
huddled together talking in whispers and looking up at the stars a terrible
shindy began in the distance and then a rat-tat-tat coming nearer and
nearer and soonthe shell bursts came so thick and fast that they merged into

one continuous roar. We all felt the blood throbbing in our veins. Word
went round that the English were making one of their night attacks.
Anxiously we waited. No one knew what was really happening out there. But

then things began to quieten down again till at last the hellish din stopped

altogether except for our own battery which every fifteen minutes thundered
its metallic greetingsinto the night. Next morning we discovered a big
shell-hole.

After much effort on our part the horse found its final resting place. We were
just starting to make ourselves comfortable when at 10 o'clock there was a
fresh alert and fifteen minutes later we were on the march. After a great deal

of toing and froing we arrived at a ruined farmhouse where we again

bivouacked. That night I wason guard.At I a.m. there was another alert and

at 3 we moved off. But first we drew more ammunition. As we were waiting

for the order to move, Major Graf Zech rode past. 'We'll be attacking the

English tomorrow,' he said. Our hearts leapt. At last! Having made this

announcement the major dismounted and walked to the head of the column.

At six o'clock next morning we joined up with the other companies outside

an inn and at seven the fun began. Moving by platoons, we wheeled to the

right and passed through a wood, arriving in good order at a clearingon

higher ground. Four guns had been dug in just in front of us. We took up

position behind them in some large craters and waited. By now the first

shrapnel was coming overand bursting at the edge of the wood,shredding
the trees as though they were wisps of straw. We watched curiously without

any real idea of the danger. Noneof us was afraid. We were all waiting

impatiently for the order to advance. The racket was getting worse and
worse. We heard that some of our people had alreadybeen wounded.

Suddenly everyone cheered at the sight of five or six chaps in dun-coloured

uniforms approaching on our left. SixEnglishmen and a machine-gun. We
looked at their escortswho were marching proudly behind their quarry. As

for us, we had to go on waiting, hardly able to see through the fog and

smoke of the witches' cauldron ahead of us. At long last came the order
'Advance!'We swarmed out of our craters, cameto some fields and raced
across them towards a small farmhouse. Shrapnel was bursting to right and

left of us and English bullets went singing in between but we took no notice
of them. We lay there for ten minutes after which we were again ordered to

advance. I was right out in front and no longer with our platoon. Suddenly
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the word went round that St\303\266wer, our platoon commander, had been hit

Crikey, I thought, that's a fine beginning. But we were out in the open and
it was best to get a move-on.The captain was leading us. Now we had our
first losses. The English had brought their machine-guns to bear on us. So
we threw ourselves down and crawled slowly along a furrow.

Occasionally there'd be a hold-up; it happened whenever someone was
wounded and couldn'tgo on and had to be hauled out of the furrow. We
crawled on like this until the furrow ended and we were forcedout into the

open again. Fifteen or twenty yards further on we came to a bigpond.One

after the other we flung ourselves into it, took cover and got our breath back.
But we couldn't remain there for ever. Soout we got and doubled towards a
wood about a hundred yards aheadof us. There we reformed after a fashion

but we were no longer very thick on the ground. Now there was no one left

to command us except a tall, lanky sergeant called Schmidt, a first-rate chap.
We crawled along the ground till we reached the edge of the wood.There
was a shrieking and whistling overhead, shattered trunks and branches

flying all over the place. Then more shells came crashing into the edge of the

wood sending up fountains of rock,earth and sand, tearing enormous trees
up by the roots and smothering everything in a foul stinking grey-green

vapour. But we couldn't stay here for ever and if die we must far better to

do it out there. Then our major turned up.

Again we advanced. Running and jumping as best I could,I crossed meadows

and beet-fields, leapt over ditches,struggled over wire and through hedges
and then ahead of me I heard someoneshouting: ' In here!Everyone in

here!' There was a long trench just in front of me. A moment later, with

countless others aheadof me, behind me and to my left and right, I leapt
down into it. Alongside me were W\303\274rttembergers, under my feet dead and
wounded English soldiers. The W\303\274rttembergers had stormed the trench
before we arrived.And now I knew why I had landed so softly. 250-290
yards away on our left front the English were still entrenched and on our

right they still held the road to [illegible].An uninterrupted hail of metal
went hurtling over our heads. At last, at ten o'clock, our own artillery began

to join in. 1-2-3-5 etc. continuously. Shell after shell began to strike the

English trenches in front of us. The blokesbegan swarming out like ants
out of an ant-heap and then we charged.

We were across the fields in a flash and after some bloodyhand-to-hand

fighting we cleared one trench after another. A lot of the enemy put their

hands up. Those that didn't surrender were

slaughtered. So it went on from trench to trench. At last we reached the
main road, coppiceson either hand. In we went and herded the English
out in droves. In this way we came to the edge of the wood where the road
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ran out into open country. Some farm buildings to the left of us werestill in

enemy hands and we came under ferociousfire. We started going down like

ninepins.Then along comes our major calmly smokingand coolas a

cucumber,and with him his adjutant, 2nd Lt Pyloty. The major took in the

situation at a glance and ordered us to assembleon either side of the road
and prepareto charge. We'd lost all our officersand most of our NCOs so

anyone who still had any gumption turned back in search of reinforcements.

When I camebackfor the second time after rounding up a party of

W\303\274rttembergers, the major was lying on the ground with a gaping hole in his

chest, round him a pile of corpses.Now only one officer was left, his
adjutant. We were boiling with rage.

' Lead us into attack, sir!' we yelled in

unison. So we entered the wood on our left.It was impossible to advance up
the road. Four times we tried and each time we had to withdraw. Of my
whole section, only I and one other remained and soonthere was only me.

My right sleeve was ripped off by a bullet but miraculously I was not even

grazed. Finally at 2 o'clock we launched our fifth attack and this time were
able to occupy the edge of the wood and the farm buildings. At five in the

afternoon we reassembled and dug in three hundred yards away from the

road. So it went on for three days and on the third we finally dislodged them.
On the evening of the fourth day we marched backto [illegible]. Only now

did we realizehow heavy our casualties had been. In four days our regiment
had dwindled from threeand a half thousand to six hundred men. Only three
officers were left in the whole regiment and four companies had to be
disbanded. But we were all very proud at having thrown back the English. Since
then we'vehad an unbroken spell in the front line. I was put up for the Iron
Cross- for the first time at Messines and for the second, along with [illegible]

others, at Wytschaete -
by Lt-Col. Engelhardt, our regimental commander.

I finally got it on 2 December. I am now

a runner at headquarters. It may be a cleaner job but it's a good deal more

dangerous.At Wytschaete, on the very first day of the attack, three men
werekilledout of our total of eight and one was badly wounded. We four

survivors including the wounded man weredecorated.It was this decoration

that saved our lives. For while they were preparing a list of men
recommended for the Iron Cross, four company commanders came into the tent

or dug-out rather. To make room for them we had to go outside for a while.
We had not been out there morethan five minutes when a shell hit the tent,

severely wounding Lt-Col. Engelhardt and either killing or wounding the

rest of the headquarters staff. It was the worst moment of my life. We

worshipped Colonel Engelhardt.
I'm afraid I must stop now and beg you to excuse this scrawl. I feelvery

shaky at the moment. Every day from eight in the morning till five in the

afternoon we're under very heavy artillery-fire which in the long run is



i. The cradle of the Third Reich.The housein Spital where Hitler's mother was born
and (right) part of the next door housein which his father grew up.

2. The home of the Hitler clan in Spital. It was here that Alois Hitler spent his childhood
and Adolf his school holidays; here, too, that he came to convalesce from his pulmonary

complaint.
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3. All that remains ofStrones,birthplace of Hitler's father (b. 1837).

4. Entrance door to the Catholic presbytery, Rastenfeld, closeto the ruined village of

Strones. It was here that the author discoveredsomeof the D\303\266llersheim parish records

relating to Hitler's father.
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5. Adolf Hitler's parental home from 1892to 1895,atHafeld near Lambach an der Traun.

6. The Hitler house at Leonding near Linz, now the home and surgery of the local
doctor.Just acrossthe road is the cemetery where Adolf Hitler's parents areburied.
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7. Headstone of a Jew named Adolf
Hittler (1832-1892), in the Jewish
cemetery in Bucharest.

8. Tomb of Adolf Hitler's parents at
Leondingnear Linz.
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9. Alois Hitler, Adolf Hitler's father.
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io. Klara Hitler, Adolf Hitler's mother.



11.Adolf Hitler as a baby.

12. Adolf Hitler as a ten-year-oldprimary

school boy at Leonding.

13. Adolf Hitler as a grammar school boy in

Linz.
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14. Paula Hitler, Adolf Hitler's sister(c.1915).
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bound to shatter the strongest nerves. Very many thanks for the two parcels

which you and

Frau Hepp were kind enough to send me. I think about Munich very often
and if there's one thing we all of us want, it's to settle accounts with this

bunch once and for all, to get to grips with them, cost what it may and, if
we're lucky enough to get home again, to find it cleaner, and cleansed of

foreign elements.We further hope that the sacrifice and agony we suffer

daily in our hundreds of thousands, the stream of bloodshedday after day

against an international world of enemies, will not merely destroy Germany's
enemies abroadbut also break our internationalism at home. That would be

worth more than any territorial gain. As for Austria, things will turn out
like I've always said they would.

Thanking you once again, and with respectful greetings to your lady

mother and your lady wife,

I remain, in gratitude,
Your humble servant,

Adolf Hitler.40

Hitler's war record* -
campaigns, decorations, wounds, periods in

hospital and on leave - is fully documented.41 In addition there is
evidenceto show that he was a comradely, level-headed and unusually

brave soldier, and that a number of his commanding officers singled

him out for special mention.Nevertheless political opponents at the

time of the Weimar Republic put it about that he was not entitled to
wear the Iron Crossist Class,a rumour which was revived after

1945.42Hehimselfnever told anyone how he had wonthis decoration,
but is more forthcoming about his Iron Cross2ndClass,which he was

awarded as early as December1914.Writing from the front in a
hitherto unpublishedlettertoJosefPopphesaid:
I was promoted Lance-Corporal and by a miracle haven't yet had a scratch.

After three days'rest we were back in action again first at Messines and then
at Wytschaete. There we made two attacks. But it was pretty hard going. In

my company there are only 42 men left and only 17 in 11 Company. Now
three drafts have just arrived, 1200 men in all. After the second battle I was
recommendedfor the Iron Cross. But that same day the Company
commander was badly wounded and the thing was dropped. Instead I joined
headquartersas a runner. Since then, though I say it myself, I've risked my
life every day and death has been staring me in the face. Then Lt-Col.
Engelhardt himself put me up for the Iron Cross.But that same day he was

badly wounded as well.Hewas our second CO - our first was killed on the
*SeeAppendix A.
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third day. Next it was the adjutant, Lt Eichelsd\303\266rfer, who put me up for it

and yesterday, 2 December, I was actually awarded the Iron Cross. It was the

happiest day of my life. Of course my mates deserved it too, but they're

nearly all of them dead. I beg of you, dear Herr Popp,to keep a copy of the

newspaper with the announcement of my decoration. I'd like to have it for

a souvenir, if so be the Lordsparesmy life.

Having delivered himself of his main item of news he concludes: ' I
very often think of Munich and of you in particular, dear Herr Popp.
... Sometimes I have a great longing to be home.I must close now,

dear Herr Popp, and again beg you to forgive me for not having written

for so long. For that, you must blame the Iron Cross.'43When

Eichelsd\303\266rfer wrote his Four Years on the Western Front. The Story of
the 16th List Reserve Infantry Regiment in 1932,he was unaware of

the existence of this letter. HedescribedHitlerasa level-headed

frontline soldier whose courage and resolution had helpedto prevent the

regimental commander, Engelhardt, from being struck down by

enemy fire like his immediate predecessor,ColonelList,who had been

killed on 31 October 1914.
It is,ofcourse, true that Hitler's descriptions of his war experiences

are not altogether free of falsification and hyperbole. Thus he wrote to
his landlord in Munich stating that in the space of four days his

regiment had dwindled from 3600 to 611men asaresultofenemy action.44

An examination of the casualtylistsshows that on 29 October 1914, the
day the regiment received its baptism of fire, it lost 349 dead, while the
total number of men killed between 30Octoberand 24 November 1914
amounted to 373. In all 3754 officers, NCOs and men of the List
Regiment lost their lives between 1914 and 1918.45We cannot tell

whether Hitler's statements were deliberateexaggerationsor
miscalculations resulting from wrong or inadequate information. But where
his decorations were concerned there was only one point of detail on
which he failed to adhere strictly to the facts.

Most of the rumours and myths surrounding his Iron Cross ist
Classcan be tracedback to his wartime company sergeant, Georg
Schnell,and to his corporal, Hans Mend. Schnell, for instance,

maintained in a letter to the author that:

Hitler had no right to wear the Iron Crossist Class. On 8 August 1918 it

was announced in Regimental Orders that 'Hitler, Adolf, Acting Lance-

Corporal, 3 Company'was among those to be decorated with the Iron Cross

ist Class. When I discovered that his company had not put him up for this
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decoration I at once got in touch by telephone with the then regimental

clerk, Sergeant Amann ... [Later NSDAP Reichsleiter]. I also reported
the matter to Rudolf Hess, his company commanderat the time.

Recommendations for the Bavarian Service Cross had to be in by the first of every
month and those for the Iron Cross ist Class by the fifth. These
recommendation lists would go up to Regiment and Amann had added his own
and Hitler's name to oneof them. In other words it was a rotten swindle.

There is no truth in Schnell's allegations nor, for that matter, is he

correct in stating that Rudolf Hess was a company commander in the

List Regiment at the time.Theother main source of rumour,

ex-Corporal Hans Mend, was a farmer's son from the neighbourhood of

Rothenburg ob der Tauber,whose audacity as a mounted orderly had
earnedhim the admiration of his fellow-soldiers. After 1933, in what

has come to be known as the 'Mend Report', he disseminated highly

unflattering and invidious information, allegedly based on his
personal knowledge of Hitler as a soldier. A story he concocted about how
the latter won the Iron Cross ist Class was later recountedby Dr

Schmid-Noerr :

Having completed his military training Hitler received permission from

Captainvon Godin to accompany two runners on a mission in order to gain

some practical experience. According to Mend, the three men had only just
set out when one of them received a superficial wound and turned back.

The other two noticed some movement behind a breach in a parapet. As

they approached it the second man was killed. Hitler ran the last few yards
to the abandoned trench where he found huddled together a party of

frightened French soldiers.Having ordered them to stand up immediately
and throw away their weapons, he marched them off at gunpoint and

brought them back in good order. Captainvon Godin listened to Hitler's
inflated account and was so impressed by the heroic action of this relatively

inexperienced recruit that he put him up for an immediate award of the

Iron Cross ist Class.46

The last sentence alone is enough to show that Mend did not know

what he was talking about. Hitler won his IronCrossist Class after

four years and some three dozenengagementson the Western Front

and could in no circumstances have been described as a 'relatively
inexperienced recruit'.

Schnell'sand Mend's allegations were made with an expressly

political aim in view. They continued to be secretly disseminated in

the years after Hitler had seizedpower and are even claimed by Mend's
friends and acquaintances to have played some part in the plot of
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20July 1944.47 They were intended to discredit Hitler and to

counteract the propaganda which had extolled his courageasasoldierinthe
First World War and his military genius in the Second.HansMend's'

reminiscences' have no more connection with the facts of the matter
than Hanisch's storiesabout Hitler's life before 1914. Mend, described
by an acquaintance as 'a somewhat unpleasant. .. true-to-type,

garrulous Franconian, with a coarse and ready turn of wit and a sometimes

offensivelyblunt way of talking',48 may well have heard thesestories
in Munich where, after the war, he earned his living partly as a riding
instructor and partly as an art dealer.49 However in 1931,while still
unswayed by political considerations,he published a pamphlet

entitled Adolf Hitler in the Fieldy 1914-1918 in which he wrote:'As one

of his comrades, I often had the opportunity of hearing him talk about
the war, of witnessinghis bravery and getting to know his outstanding
qualities.'Hewent on to describe him as a 'born soldier'.50Yet after

1933 the so-called Mend Report gave a very different version of the
matter. Reconstructing part of the text from memory, Schmid-Noerr

writes:

Soon after the outbreak of war Adolf Hitler, a volunteer, was allotted to me
[Mend]as a general 'bottlewasher'. . . but first he had to bedeloused.As a

footloose Austrian... he had button-holed PrinceRupert, the heir-apparent,

in Munich and had held forth about his German patriotic feelings and his
ardent desire to volunteer. The Crown Prince told an ADC to direct the

importunate man to the nearest military headquarters where he was accepted
on the strength of his assurance that he had been 'directlyrecommended'.
In the field he soon struck his comrades as a busybody with too many bees
in his bonnet to be sensible. Offduty he would make long, muddled speeches
to the men. He educated himself by diligently studying Reclam pocket
editions. When he was serving in the trenches he made little clay figures,
stood them in a row on the parapet and harangued them ... about how,
after the war had been won and the social order changed, a free people's
state would be set up. More and more his comradescame to look on him as
an absurd braggart and a crazy chatterbox whom no one could take

seriously.51

Mend vanished suddenly and without trace but how - and whether -

he lost his lifeis not known. Schmid-Noerr gives the following account
of his disappearance:
Mend and I were walking along the Karlstrasse in Munich intending to

visit some art dealers. A man came up to us and asked Mend in my hearing

whether he could spare him a moment. They went away and I waited
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expecting to see Mend back at any minute. But he did not come back and I
never saw him again. His landlady in Berg told me that the Gestapo had

escorted him to W\303\274rzburg and brought him before the Gauleiter, who

received him with the words:' Soyou'rehere at last. We've been expecting
you for a long time. What have you been up to?' Shortly afterwards Mend

was taken to the Brown House in Munich and then to an unknown

destinationon the Chiemsee Here he wassubsequently'liquidated'on Hitler's

orders.

Schmid-Noerr's contention that Mend was not taken to a
concentrationcamp is refuted by the evidence.According to the relevant

documents Mend remained in detention until Christmas 1938. On 23

January 1939,in reply to inquiriesfrom the Central Archives of the

NSDAP, the official at the Ministry of Justice responsible for the

penal camp at Emsland stated that the' convict Hans Mend' had been
pardonedand 'released from confinement' on 24 December 1938.52

In the spring of 1922, at a time when therewas as yet no compulsion
to refer to Hitlerin glowing terms, a number of officers described their
former runner and bicycle despatch rider53 as keen,dedicated,cool
and unruffled. For instance, Lieutenant-Colonel von L\303\274neschloss

said of him: *
Hitler never let us down and was particularly suited to

the kind of task that could not be entrusted to other runners.'54And

Major-General Friedrich Petz, a former commander of 16 Reserve

Infantry Regiment, wrote: 'Hitler . .. was mentally very much all

there and physicallyfresh,alert and hardy. His pluck was exceptional,
aswas the reckless courage with which he tackleddangerous situations

and the hazards of battle.'55 On 20 March 1922ColonelSpatny

recalled that:

the intense and unremitting activity on the battle fronts in northern France

and Belgium wherethe regiment remained throughout the war demanded

the utmost of its members in terms of devotion and personalbravery. Here

Hitler set a shining example to thosearound him. His pluck and his

exemplary bearing throughout each battle exerted a powerful influence on his

comrades and this, combined with his admirable unpretentiousness, earned
him the respect ofsuperiorsand equals alike.56

Lieutenant-Colonel Anton Freiherr von Tubeuf (a Knight of the

Order of Maximilian Joseph) alsospoke very highly of him. He was,
he said,

invariably obliging and helpful.... There was no circumstance or situation

that would have prevented him from volunteering for the most difficult,
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arduous and dangerous tasks and he was always ready to sacrifice life and

tranquillity for his fatherland and for others. Of all my men he was closest
to me in the human sense, and I never failed to appreciate the views he
expressedin our private conversations, views which testified to his profound
love of his country and to his altogether upright and honourable nature.57

The recommendation for the award, which wassignedby Lieutenant-

Colonel Freiherr von Godin on 31July 1918 and forwarded to the 12th

Royal Bavarian Reserve Infantry Brigade, reads:

As a runner his coolness and dash in both trench and open warfare have

been exemplary, and invariably he has shown himself ready to volunteer for

tasks in the most difficult situations and at great danger to himself. Whenever

communications have been totally disrupted at a critical moment in a battle,
it has been thanks to Hitler's unflagging and devoted efforts that important

messages continued to get through despite every difficulty. Hitler received
the Iron Cross2nd Class for gallant conduct during the fighting at Wyt-
schaete on 1Dec.1914.1consider that he fully deserves to be awardedthe

Iron Cross ist Class.58

The National Socialistswerethemselves partly responsible for the

unsavoury rumours that proliferated round Hitler's award of the Iron
Crossist Class.They refused to admit (in so far as they knew) that the

decoration Hitler proudly wore right up to the end of his life had been

awarded him at the instance of a Jew- at the instance that is, of Hugo
Gutmann, the regimental adjutant. Hitler had earned this

recommendationafter he had carried a message to the Germanartillery under

exceptionally difficult conditions, and thus prevented them from firing

on their own infantry which in the meantime had taken up a more
advanced position.59

As a runner at regimental headquarters he was in regular contact

with a succession of officers of all ranks and hence in a position to see
and hear more than did many of the battalion, company and platoon
commanders. By all accountshis conductwas impressive. For instance,

during the fighting south of Courthiezy on 17 July 1918he saved the

life of the commander of 9 Companywhen, having found him severely
wounded by an American shell, he draggedhim to the rear.60 Two

weeks later he was awarded the Iron Cross ist Class and three weeks
after that he went to Nuremberg on short leave.On25August he was

awarded the Service Decoration 3rdClass.On 10 September he went

on home leave to Spital, the Hitler family's place of origin.
In the course of four years fighting round Ypres, Fromelles, Mes-
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sines, Wytschaete, on the Somme, in Artois, round La Bassee,Arras,

the Chemin des Dames, on the Marne and near La Montagne, he

gained inside knowledgeof the way a regiment is commanded and
accumulatedinsightsand a fund of experience such asno GeneralStaff

officer could hope to acquire in peacetime. Later on, during the

Second World War, this was to give him a certain advantage over many

of his generals. But even as a strategistand warlord and despite his

notable decisions based on intuition and inspiration, he always
remained at heart a regimental commander who thinks it incumbent on

him to know all, miss nothing and decide everything, down to the
smallestdetail himself.

The orders he issued as SupremeCommander of the Wehrmacht,

as well as the arguments he put forward in support of his decisions,
tendedto reflect his own experiences in the First World War. Thus,

during a discussion of air operationsin Italy at his situation conference

on the evening of 18 June 1944, he said:

During the Great War we were nowhereas weak in the air as we are now. I
know that for a fact. At the time of our push during the Great Battle in

France we actually chased every singleBritish aircraft from the battle zone.
During the Great War we were never faced with anything like the present
situation. Even in 1917, at the Battle of Arras, the situation was such that

the Richthofen Squadron was able to clearthe sky of all enemy aircraft. Not
one British squadron was able to get through

- we fought them all off. I
myself witnessed part of an engagement in which the last remnants of a
formation often aircraft were shot down. We had the sky to ourselves. There

was some murderous air fighting during the Flanders battles -
major

engagements by the standards of the day with seventy to one hundred
machines on eitherside- but there was never any suggestion of the enemy
flying around in complete possession of the sky. Obviously they were

getting a bit cheekier by then, and in 1918 things got worse.61

On another occasion, towards the end of 1944,he is reportedas
saying:

That's how people are, as I myself well know from the time when I was a

runner. For instance,a picture postcard would arrive for a commander up
forward. Then - at least in our regiment between 1915and 1916, until we

finally got a sensible CO - a man would be sent up in broad daylight to

deliver his card, which he knew had arrived because they'd told him by

telephone. Sometimes that would cost a man his life, not to speak of
endangering the HQs because anybody in the air could see where the runners

were going. Sheer madness! It was only gradually that orders seeped down
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from above, putting a stop to this useless waste of life. It was the same with

the horses. For instance someone would drive from Messines to Fournes to
fetch a pound of butter, then back they'd come with their pound of butter
from Fournesto Messines. I've seen the same kind ofthing in industry. A
four and a half ton truck is sent to pick up a minute piece of machinery

weighting twenty pounds. But we're gradually putting a stop to that.62

Hitler's refusal to countenance the timely evacuation of positions
that were no longer tenable,and the obstinacy with which he almost

invariably opposed his generals' suggestion that defensive works be

established to the rear,derived very largely from the knowledge he had
gainedtwenty-five years earlier. In the spring of 1917,while in the

Prussian military hospital at Beelitz near Stettin,he had heard that

the withdrawal of German'troops to the *
Siegfried position',

undertaken to eliminate the salient between Arras and Soissons,had been

rather more precipitate than the High Command had intended.Since
then he had been convinced that the existence of fortifications and

prepared positionsto the rear had an unsettling effect on fighting

troops, who were drawn to them as by a magnet.
Oneof the moreimportant, and indeed fateful, lessons he learned

at this time was in the field of propaganda.In Mein Kampf he wrote:
' It was not until the war that it became evident what immense results

could be obtained by the correctapplication of propaganda. . . . For

what we failed to do,the enemy did, with amazing skill and really
brilliant calculation.' After enumerating the main points learnt from his

observations namely that humanity can play no part in propaganda,
that this must be

*

popular' and that it is *
a means to an end' to which

all else must be subordinated, he declares: *
The army gradually learned

to think as the enemy wanted it to.'63 During the SecondWorld War,

Hitler showed consummate skill in using propagandato influence the

Wehrmacht and the German people, but he made a fatal error in

attempting similarly to influence enemy and world opinion,an end

to which he was even preparedto subordinate his military decisions

and actions. His notorious tendency to elevate his own notions,

whether or not they had any factual basis, to the status of natural laws

inevitably proved catastrophic in this context.
After his assumption of power and the positionof *

F\303\274hrer and

Reich Chancellor', Hitler became Supreme Commanderof the
Wehrmacht and, to all intents and purposes, ForeignMinister and

Minister for Propaganda as well. In December1941he also appointed
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himself Commander-in-Chief of the Army. Thus Goebbels, Ribben-
trop and the soldiers were simply the tools through which he

implemented his decisions and decrees in the fields of propaganda,politics

and military affairs, the third being subordinated during the latter

phase of the war to the demandsofthe first. The nature of the conflict
and his position as Supreme Commander of the Wehrmacht
necessarily meant that economics, politics and propaganda all had a part to

play in his strategy, but to placeso disproportionate an emphasis on

propaganda was inadmissible.Duringthe Battle of Stalingrad and the

struggle for the Crimea,for example, he refused to order a withdrawal

though from a military point of view this seemed imperative. His

concern after 1942with the possibly adverse propaganda attendant
on a withdrawal caused him to neglect long-term planning and to
abandon all flexibility in the conduct of military operations. In 1944

he insisted that the Crimea be held because he feared that its surrender

and the resulting increase of Soviet pressurein the Black Sea area

would induce Turkey to abandon her neutrality and throw in her lot
with the Allies. Ultimately his strategy came to be governed almost

solely by considerations of propagandaand it was to this that he geared

his war machine. He was preparedto settle for specious victories,

staged to influence world opinion,at the expense of genuine strategic
victories, even if the effect he achieved was no more than transitory.

Such undue emphasis on psychologicalwarfare inevitably prevented

him from making strategic decisionsinvolving loss of territory, since

he feared that at first sight the move might be interpreted as a defeat.
It is obvious that in adopting a prestige strategy of this nature he

embarked on the worst possible courseand one which no effort,
however heroic, on the part of soldiersand civilians could hope to remedy.' In the longrun,' Schramm writes,

*
it is impossible to bluff in military

affairs. Whoever tries it will not only find that the battle reveals the
true balanceof forces,but also that the next reverse, which - in a
purely strategic action - might have been prevented,ismade
unavoidable.'64

Sometimes, however, Hitler not only disregarded but actually
inverted the wholly realistic conclusions he had drawn from his First
World War experiences. This is admirably illustrated by the following

passage from Mein Kampf:
Since the Septemberdays of 1914, when for the first time the endless

hordes of Russian prisonersfrom the Battle of Tannenberg began moving
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into Germany over the roadsand railways, this stream was almost without

end - but for every defeatedand destroyed army a new one arose.
Inexhaustibly the gigantic Empire gave the Tsar more and more new soldiers

and the War its new victims. How long could Germany keepup this race?

Would not the day inevitably come when the Germans would win their last

victory and still the Russian armies would not be marching to their last

battle? And then what? In all human probability the victory of Russia could
bepostponed,but it was bound to come.65

Yet in spiteofthe knowledge thus gained he hoped in 1941 to be able
to overrun the Soviet Union within a matter ofweeksormonths.

Towards the end of the Great War a gas attack had rendered Hitler
horsde combat. On 29 November 1921 he wrote:'During the night of

13-14 October 1918,1 was badly affected by mustard gas and at first
was completely blinded.'66He was evacuated to the Bavarian field

hospital at Oudenaarde and transferred on 21 October to the Prussian
Reserve Hospital in Pasewalk in Pomerania. He was tormented not

only by the fear of remaining blind or partially blind but also by

anxiety about political developmentsin the war-weary Reich. For it

seemed to him that, despite his medals and decorations, the changed
circumstancesresulting from a revolution would have nothing to offer

a semi-trained artist with permanently impaired eyesight,and that he

would be reduced to begging.
Unfavourable rumours were constantly coming from the navy, which

was said to be in a state of ferment. But this, too, seemedto me more the

produa of the imagination of individual scoimdrels than an affair involving

real masses. Even in the hospital, people were discussing the end of the

War which they hoped would come soon, but no one countedon anything

immediate. I was unable to read the papers.

But his uncertainty was shortlived.

In November the general tension increasedand then one day, suddenly
and unexpectedly the calamity descended. Sailors arrived in trucks and

proclaimed the revolution; a few Jewish youths were the 'leaders' in this

struggle for the 'freedom, beauty, and dignity' of our national existence.

None of them had been at the front. By way of a so-called 'gonorrhoea
hospital', the three Orientals had been sent back home from their second-

line base. Now they raised the red flag in the homeland.67

There followed:
terrible days and even worse nights

- I knew that all was lost. Only fools,

liars, and criminals could hope in the mercy of the enemy. In these nights
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hatred grew in me, hatred for those responsiblefor this deed. In the days
that followed, my own fate became known to me. I could not help but laugh

at the thought of my own future which only a short time beforehad given me

such bitter concern. Was it not ridiculous to expect to build houseson such

ground? At last it became clear to me that what had happened was what I

had so often feared but had never been able to believe with my emotions.68

On 7 November 1918,while still in hospitalin Pasewalk, he heard

that the war was over and that Bavaria had become a republic.69 Three

years later he recalled:'My blindness did not last very long and

gradually my eyesight returned. Because of this and alsobecausethe

revolution had begun, I applied to be transferred to Munich as soon as

possible and by December1918I was back with the Replacement
Battalion of 2 Infantry Regiment.'70

In much the same categoryas the assertionthat Hitler had obtained

his Iron Cross ist Classby an underhand ruse, we may cite the
insinuation,for which General von Bredow was largely responsible,71 that his

temporary blindness was due solely to hysteria. Even Morell (at least
after 1945) thought that this might possibly have been the case.72 In

October 1918Hitler was still envisaging a future of creative artistic

activity and there can be no doubt that, after his eyes had been affected

by mustard gas,his mental suffering was very real. 'Beneath the fear

of going blind for ever,' he wrote,' I nearly lost heart for a moment.'73
There ate, however documents and eye-witness accounts which prove
irrefutably that Hitler was blinded in a gas attack at La Montagne and

that he was admitted to hospital as a gascasualty along with a number

of others. According to Adolf Meyer, some 400 such cases were
admitted within the space of a few days.74

On 21 November 1918 Hitler was discharged from hospital, by
which time he had, as he himself wrote in 1924, decided 'to go into

politics'.75 While still in France he had discussedfuture plans with

his friend, Ernst Schmidt, whosename he misspells Schmiedt in

Mein Kampf.16 Thus it was not until after the war that he finally

decided to become a politician rather than an architect.77

From Pasewalk he went to Munich,wherehe found a disturbing

political situation. The unit to which he reported (7 Company, ist
ReplacementBattalion, 2 Bavarian Infantry Regiment) had been 'in
the hands of the soldiers' councils '78 since 7 November,when Eisner,

by means of what he himself ironically called a' Cossackcharge',had

taken over the reins of government and proclaimedthe Republic.
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Kurt Eisner, according to his own description, a Berlin-bornJew,79

was well known to the Bavarians if not to Hitler. A former Social

Democrat and editor of Vorw\303\244rts who had made a name for himselfas
a journalist and theatre critic, he had been arrestedafter taking a

leading part in the Munich strikes of January 1918 and had subsequently
become involvedin proceedingsfor high treason. In September ofthat

year he resumedhis political activities at the instigation of the Social
Democratswho wished him to enter the Reichstag in place of an

outgoing Social Democrat deputy.80 The Bavarian king to whom

Hitler had sworn his oath of allegianceon 8 October1914had

abandoned his throne precipitately and without a struggle, while his

supreme warlord the EmperorWilhelm II had actually taken refuge
abroad.On 13November, a week before Hitler's arrival in Munich,
the ex-kinghad excused 'all officials, officers, and other ranks from

further service in view of present circumstances',and released them

from their oath ofallegiance.8* As Hitler soon discovered after his arrival

at the barracks,82 the majority of the officers and NCOs were happy to

continue serving undertheir new political masters. General Freiherr

von Speidel, speakingin the name of the officers' corps, gave an

assurance on 8 November that officers,' in token of their conviction,
will place themselves unreservedly and wholeheartedly at the service
of the People'sState'.83The political situation being what it was

they had no choicebut to bow to it and sever their official ties with

the throne. Neither they, the police,nor anyone else in an official

position saw fit to resort to arms on behalf of their hereditary rulers,
but continued to carry out their duties asbefore.

ToHitler all this seemed 'repellent'.84 Nevertheless he remained in
barracks,wherehe and Schmidt were employed on guard duties. In
orderto supplement their pay, the two of them volunteered to sort
military clothing.85 Yet he still found time to pursuethe studies which

had been interrupted in August 1914. What he experienced in Munich
convinced him of the Tightness of the opinions he had formed in
Vienna about the Jews.86 While in Pasewalk in November he had

finally eliminated from his Weltanschauung the figure which, from

1900 to 1914, had been for him the symbol of empire - the German
Emperor.Hehad at the same time adopted the view first propounded

some months earlier87 and subsequentlyreiteratedin Mein Kampf,

namely that the German defeat had comeabout because Wilhelm II

had been 'the first Emperor to hold out a conciliatory hand to the
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leaders of Marxism', never suspecting that Scoundrels have no
honour'.88 Yet he did not ascribesoleblameto the Emperor. In his

view Wilhelm II had beendeceivedand hoodwinked by the Jews. He
accused the Marxistsof clasping 'the imperial hand in theirs* while
'their other hand was reaching for the dagger'89 in order to 'fulfil

their Jewish mission', and went on to declarethat' nearly the whole of

production was under the control of Jewishfinance'.90It is,perhaps,

significant that in the 1925 and 1928editions of Mein Kampf Hitler,
himself a 'socialist', still tended to equate socialists with Jews. It was

only in the 1930edition that he drew a distinction between socialists
and Marxists.91

In Munich in 1918 he would have had ample opportunity to read

leaflets and pamphlets of nationalist-racist origin which, having given
an antisemitic twist to an already morbid patriotism, put forward the

resulting view as a desirable attitude. In these writings the blame for

the German defeat was laid at the door of the Jews, who with their
' lust for money and domination.. .had rendered Germany unpopular

throughout the world', had mademillions out of army contracts and
wartime transactions,and had systematically preyed on Germany and

pavedthe way for' Jewish domination \\92 Moreover they were accused

of having staged the revolution with the sole intention of covering up
these alleged facts. Not only in Bavaria but throughout the country
militant antisemites were actively engaged in a neurotic attempt to find

a scapegoat and so absolveGermannational sentiment, oppressed as it

was by the defeat and its aftermath, from the charge of having been

largely responsible for its own misfortunes.
As a soldierHitler was not yet prepared to begin to 'talk about

politics'.93 Of his attitude during the war he wrote in MeinKampf:

'At that time I wanted to hear nothing of politics but I could not help
taking a position on certain manifestations.'94 In barracksheattracted

little attention. He read a great deal,observed the world around him

and shunned closefriendships either with civilians or with his fellow-

soldiers, only excepting Ernst Schmidt.95
At the beginning of February 1919 during a roll call of 7 Company

of the ist ReplacementBattalion96 some twelve men were asked to
volunteer for guard duties at the POW camp at Traunstein, since

the elderly Landsturm members on duty there were about to be
demobilized. Hitler and Schmidt stepped forward and were
transferred to 2 Demobilization Company of 2 Bavarian Infantry Regiment
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which had beendetailed for the task.97 On 12 February they arrived at

Traunstein to guard French and Russianprisoners,someof whom

were engaged in work outside the camp.Subsequently the French left

and only Russians remained.98
On 16February 1919 Marshal Foch ordered the cessation of the

Germancounteroffensive in Poland. He also laid down the
demarcationline in the East which later largely determined the frontier as

defined in the PeaceTreaty. On 20 February 1919 the National
Assemblyat Weimar was compelled to bowto the Allied terms99 and conclude

the treaty which was to shapethe destiny of the Weimar Republic no
less than that of the NSDAP. The overwhelming majority of the

German people was outraged by the unexpectedlyharsh terms

imposed by the Allies. Article231oftheVersailles Treaty, for instance,
reads: 'The Allied and AssociatedGovernments affirm and Germany

accepts the responsibilityof Germany and her alliesfor causing all the

loss and damageto which the Allied and Associated Governments and

their nationals have been subjected as a consequence of the war

imposed upon them by the aggressionof Germany and herallies.'The
textofthe Treaty

- with marginal annotations -
usually accompanied

Hitler on the lecture tours he devoted to the subject of *
the shameful

peace'.100
On 21 February 1919,five days after the announcement of Foch's

order,Kurt Eisnerwas shot in the back by Count Arco-Valley.This
officer, the son of a Jewess101 and nephewofGeneralvon Speidel who

some four months previouslyhad vouched for the loyalty of the officers'

corps,102washailed asa heroby much of the Press and described asa
'secondTell'103and 'another Charlotte Corday'.104 During his trial
the publicprosecutor,Hahn, said of Arco- Valley: 'Were our youth as

a whole to be inspired with such ardent patriotism, we should be able
to facethe future of our fatherland with joy and confidence.'105The
countwas condemned to death on 16 January 1920but the following

day his sentence was commuted to one of life imprisonment in the

fortress of Landsberg-am-Lech - Hitler'sfuture place of detention.

Some four years later Arco-Valley was released on ministerial

instructions.106

Hitler's reactions to Eisner's murder are not known but such

evidence as is availablewould seemto show that he would not have
condoned it, a view which is supported by his declaration in Mein

Kampf that 'Eisner's early death only hastened the development and
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finally led to a dictatorship of the Councils. .. to a .. . rule of the

Jews, as had been the original aim of the instigators of the whole
revolution'.107On7March,108 after the camp inTraunstein had closed
down,109hewas ordered to return to his unit in Munich.' At this time,'
he recallsin Mein Kampf,' endless plans chased one another through

my head. For days I wondered what could be done, but the end of
every meditation was the sober realization that I, nameless as I was,
did not possessthe least basis for any useful action.'110

During the first two months of 1919 political turmoil reigned in
Munich.Hitlerdidnot take sides but remained a spectator; he looked
tohis own safety and left others to play an active role. In an endeavour

to find his bearings he read all the pamphlets and manifestos he could

lay hands on, particularly approving of one which had been issuedsome
time before by the Deutschv\303\266lkisches Schutz und Trutzbund}11
Adorned with a swastika, the pamphlet attacked the 'Jewish thirst for

world power' and called for the banishment of the' Oriental Jews' and

for the death penalty for profiteers and bolshevist agitators.112 And

he took duenoteof the warning posted up by the Military Command
of the Sovietson 7 April 1919 which read: 'Anyone who raises his
hand against the representatives of the Soviet Republic ... will be

shot.'113

At the beginning of Marchthe machinery for the election of a new
Bavarian prime minister had been set in motion at Nuremberg. On 17

March, ten days after his return from Traunstein, Hitler heard that

after only a matter of minutes, the choicehad fallen on the Social

Democrat Minister of Education,Johannes Hoffmann, who had

already made his name in imperial Germany as a SocialDemocrat
deputy in the Landtag and the Reichstag.114In principlehe approved

of the fact that the first government to be elected after the fall of the

Wittelsbachs had begun its rule without a parliament. This was the
result of a private agreement between the Central Council of the
Workers',Peasants'and Soldiers' Councils on the one hand and
Hoffmann's cabinet on the other. Niekisch relates that 'the cabinet

had been accorded special powers,on the personal responsibility of

the chairmen of the fractions, to rule for a time without a

parliament'.115 By the end of the month the Councils,grown nervous,

began to communicate their uncertainty and confusion to the other

parties and to the population as a whole. The Communists and

Independent Social Democrats believed that the impending crisis
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could be averted only by setting up a Soviet government as had just

been done by Bela Kun in Hungary.Meanwhile demagogues were

busily fomenting discontent. Strikes werecalledand workers'

meetings held. Many people regarded the proclamationofa SovietRepublic
asthe only solution. On the night of 4 April there was a conference at

the War Ministry attended by some 80 to 100delegatesoftheGerman
SocialistParty, the German Independent Socialist Party, the Bavarian

Farmers' League, the Central Council, the trade unions and a liberal
democraticopposition group. Also present were the ministers Schnep-
penhorst,Unterleitnerand Simon. The Russian Communist, Eugen
Levine, who did not appear until the debate wasin full swing, made an

inflammatory speech in which he repudiatedall idea of cooperation
with the German SocialistParty. After this speech the delegates
decided against the proclamation of a Soviet Republic. But on 6 April

the same delegates foregathered in the Wittelsbacher Palais and, after

a further sally by Levine, it was ultimately decided that telegrams

should be sent out that night to all regional offices announcing that

Bavaria had become the first Soviet Republic.

At that moment Bavaria becamea state with no effective political

leadership. Hoffmann and his Minister of the Interior, Endres, had

already repairedto Bamberg,while the Soviet government was

composed of men who had yet to prove their competenceasministers (or

people's deputies, as they preferred to be known). From the start the

Soviets were heavily handicapped by their choice of people's deputies.
ForexampleDrLipp, the foreign minister, had spent some time in a
mental home and, after he assumed office,his mind again became

deranged. He sent a telegramto Moscowin which he alluded to Kant's

treatise, PerpetualPeace(theses2-5)and informed the Bolsheviks that,
as 'Prussian agents', the liberal bourgeoisie had been disarmed, that

at this eventful hour Hoffmann had made off with the 'key to the
watercloset',that' Gustav Noske's hairy gorilla's hands were dripping
with blood', and that Prussia desired' an armistice in orderto prepare
for a war of revenge\\x

x 6

But neither the hard-pressed prime minister Hoffmann in his

Bamberg retreat, nor the war minister Schneppenhorst werepreparedto
acceptthe aid offered them by Noske on 4 April 1919 in the name of
the Reich.117They prohibited the opening of recruiting offices for

private armies, the insertion of recruiting advertisements in the daily

papers, and the use of hoardings for the same purpose.118 However,
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the extreme right-wing anti-Bolshevist and antisemitic Thule Society's
Kampfbund disregarded the prohibition and continued to attract

hundreds of volunteers from Munich - includingRudolf Hess, later

Hitler's deputy. They also procuredweapons and lent their support
to von Epp's Bavarian Freikorps which had been set up at Ohrdruf in

Thuringia with the aid of Reichfunds.119
Theambivalent Schneppenhorst did not want to' cause any

bloodshed'.120 'Calm and order' were not to be restoredeitherby 'force of

arms or by Prussia, or by von Epp'.121 Schneppenhorst was waiting
for the commandant of the republican Schutzwehr to carry out a coup-

de-main against the Soviet government in Munich.122 But his

expectations were disappointed. A putsch was indeed stagedon 13April

1919, largely at the instigation of the Thule Society'sKampf bund, in

the course of which Lipp, M\303\274hsam, Hagemeister and Wadler, an

extreme left-wing lawyer, were arrested.123 But suddenly the Sparta-
kistsshowed themselves ready to take up the cudgelson behalf of the

'pseudo-Soviet Republic' and their countercoupbrought Munich

back under the control of the Soviets.124
On13April the Works Councils, meeting in the Hof br\303\244uhaus under

Levin's and Levine's leadership, proclaimed themselves the highest
authority in Bavaria, abolished the Central Council and proclaimed
the (second)Communist Soviet Republic, Dr Levine placed himself
at the head of the newly constituted Action Committee and was
joinedby two fellow Russians, Max Levin and TobiasAxelrod.

Gustav Landauer was discarded, and Egelhofer, a twenty-one-year-old
sailor,appointed City Commandant and Commander-in-Chief of the
RedArmy. Prohibitions of all kinds now followedeachotherin quick

succession. 'Bourgeois' newspapers were banned. Hostages were
arrestedand then for no apparent reason, releasedagain, food and fuel

were withheld from the 'bourgeoisie', jewellery and houses
commandeered, and old banknotes simply overprinted. Rents weremade
payable direct to the Soviet government. The baking of cakeswas no

longer permitted,125 and milk was obtainable only on production of a

medical certificate stating that a patient was critically ill. Levine

publiclydeclared:'What does it matter if Munich goes short of milk
for a week or two? After all, it mostly goes to the children of the

bourgeoisie. Their survival is no concern of ours.It doesn'tmatter if they

die, since they'll only growup tobeenemiesofthe proletariat.'126 The

bourgeoisie, but not the proletariat, weresubjectto a curfew which
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initially began at 7 p.m. and later at 9 p.m., a regulation which would
have materially curtailed their freedom had there been adequate

means to ensure its proper enforcement. All this, combined with the

activities of lootersand the effects of rapacious measures for which

members of the Thule Society and not the Soviets were quite often

responsible,* led to mounting unrest, uncertainty and resentment

among the populace.Scarcely any food was coming into the capital
from the country and soon hunger and want became so general that

Hoffmann at last madeup hismind to appeal to the Reich government
for assistance.

Now, the raising of private armies had been forbidden in Bavaria

and for this reason Colonel Ritter von Epp, a seasoned officer much
admiredfor his loyalty to the Crown and his leadership of the Bavarian

Bodyguard Regiment, had set up his own Reich financed Freikorps at
Ohrdruf on the advice and instructions of Gustav Noske.127 Large
numbersofBavarians were recruited on von Epp's behalfby the Thule
Society.Noske offered the services of this Freikorps to Hoffmann who

refused on the grounds that Bavarian popular feeling would not

countenance the arrival in Munich of'Prussian firing squads'.128 On

14April 1919 he called the Bavarians to arms.At the same time a'

proclamation' was issued, announcing the formation of Volkswehren

(citizens' defence forces)129 out of which Einwohnerwehren (home

guard units) were intended to emerge.130
On the sameday that Hoffmann made his call to arms,Egelhofer

decreed that' all citizens must hand in weaponsofwhatever kind to the

City Commandant within twelve hours. Anyone who fails to hand in
his weapons within this period will be shot.'131 Also on the sameday

the Jewish writer Ernst Toller, who was in command of the northern

sector, announced:' All armed workers and all workers whose weapons
are stored in their factories will report to their factories today, Sunday
by 9 a.m.'132

In an attempt to anticipate the Soviets, Hoffmann sent in the troops
from Bamberg. On 15 April the first clash occurred in the Freising and
Dachau district. Hoffmann's battle-weary, undisciplined soldiers

handed over their arms to the Soviet troopsand went home. Rosen-

* In order to compromisethe Soviets on the one hand and enrich themselves
on the other, they issued confiscation orders bearing what appeared to be the

stamp of the Communist City Commandant Egelhofer.
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heim, Kaufbeuren, Schongau, Kochel and Starnberg fell to the Red
Army. After this Waterloo even Hoffmann and Schneppenhorstwere
preparedto welcome'the Prussians'.Hoffmann now climbed down

and accepted the assistanceoftheReich.Noske,von Epp and Captain
Ehrhardt with their Prussians, W\303\274rttembergers and Bavarians, 15,000
men in all,133 advancedon Munich.As a result the situation changed
dramatically. On 17April a leaflet, to which all parties except for the

Independent Socialists subscribed, called upon the Bavarians to join

the volunteer Volkswehr without delay,134 and, on 17 April Rudolf

Kanzler, a surveyor, who for some months had been gaining wide

experience of irregulars, was granted permissionby the Hoffmann

government to raise his own Freikorps.135From the archepiscopalsee
ofBamberg telegrams went out to all the clergyin Bavaria urging them

to lend their 'most vigorous'support to the decrees of the Hoffmann
government in accordance with Bishop Senger's recommendation of
19April 1919.136 Few Bavarians, however, responded to this call to
arms by Church and government. The people of Munich had no
intention of turning out at the risk of their lives,particularly since they

trusted neither Hoffmann nor his troops.Hitler,too,didnothing. He

remained in barracks awaiting developments. Only in a few places,

such as Rosenheim, was there any spontaneous resistance to the

Soviet forces. Now that the Catholic Church had come out publicly
on the sideofthe Hoffmann Government, the' High Command of the
RedArmy' threatened to take Cardinal Faulhaber hostageasareprisal
for ecclesiastical intervention.137 They also issued a proclamation

signed by Egelhofer calling for an immediate general strike and an

armed struggle against the 'capitalists'. The proclamation further

declared that the enemy was at the gates of Munich and that the

revolution was threatened by officers, students, 'the sons of the
bourgeoisieand the mercenary White Guards of capitalism'.138

Frightful excesses were perpetrated on both sides.Thus at Puchheim

near Munich fifty-two workers - Russian ex-P O Ws who had been set
free by the Soviets - were herded into a quarry and shot by the

'Whites', who also murdered about twenty of their opponents'
medical orderlies at Starnberg. On 29 April in the Luitpold School
Soviet troops shot ten members of the Thule Society139 whom they

were holding as hostages, among them Gr\303\244fin von Westarp, Baron von

Westarp, Baronvon Teikert, Professor Berger, Prince Maria vonThurn
und Taxis and Baron von Seydlitz.140 When this incident became
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known there was widespread indignation in anti-Soviet quarters and
among the' White' troops.

Munich was taken after a series of hard-fought engagements. On
I and 2 May Noske's forces entered the town. As always in civil war,

both sides were guilty of the most appalling atrocities.141 On 4 May
the Soviet regimewas overthrown. But the killing was not yet over;

intoxicated by victory, the liberators of Munichdealt with the' Reds'

in barbaric fashion. With bestial cruelty they clubbed, shot or stabbed
their victims regardless of whether these were communists, Russians
or innocuouscitizens.Twenty-one artisans were dragged out of the
Catholichostelin which they lodged and taken to the prisonin the
Karolinenplatz where, on 6 May, they were murdered out of hand by
membersof2 Guards Division.142 On 4 and 5 May in Munich
members of L\303\274tzow's Freikorps apprehended and shot twelve innocent
workersfrom Perlach.143 According to a communique issued by von

Oven's headquarters, seventy-seven Germans and fifty-eight Russians
wereshotin Munich on 16 May 1919 after being found in possession

of weapons. The samesourceallegedthat 433 of Egelhofer's men had
been k\303\274ledor wounded.144 Irresponsible accusations led to the arrest
of180peoplewho were brought before the Bavarian emergencycourts
and illegally condemned to death and executed, many being murdered

virtually without trial.145
After Noske's troops had taken Dachau, where Egelhofer had

assentedtothe shooting of forty hostages,146 they advanced onMunich
while Ritter von Epp and the W\303\274rttembergers launched their attack

from the south. By now the Soviets were prepared to negotiate with

Hoffmann. But it was already much too late and, as the regular troops
and the Freikorps closedin, Egelhofer called on the Munich garrison
to side with the Red Army in the defence of the city against the

'Whites'. In some units the matter was put to the vote, as was done
in Hitler'sbarracks after a sergeant, Rudolf Sch\303\274ssler, had expressed

a definite opinion on the subject.While the soldiers were still

consideringhow they should vote, Hitler climbed on to a chair and said: 'We
aren't a revolutionary guard for alien Jews, comrades! Sergeant
Sch\303\274ssler's quite right when he says we shouldstay neutral.'147 The

general reluctance to follow Egelhofer'scallis evident from the fact

that Hitler's brief harangue was enough to dissuade his comrades from

placing themselves at the disposal of the Soviets.148
In 1921Hitler maintained that his name' had been on the conscrip-
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tion list [sic]during the periodof the Soviets'149and in Mein Kampf
he alleged that he had' acted in such a way as to arouse the disapproval'
of the Sovietsin consequenceofwhich the Central Council in Munich
had issuedordersfor his arrest on 27 April 1919.150But this could not
have been so in view of the fact that the Central Council had ceasedto
exista fortnight previously. Ernst Niekisch, who resigned as president
of the Central Council on 7 April writes: 'Hitler's contention that

certain deputies of the Central Council.. .wantedtohave him arrested

on 27 April 1919 is sheermoonshine.After 7 April the Central Council
ceasedto function. Moreover I can say with certainty that, all the time
I was a member,the Central Council never issued instructions for
Hitler's arrest.'151

From7 March 1919 until the day when the regular troops,together
with von Epp's and Noske's Freikorps, entered Munichand put an end

to the supremacyof the' Reds \\152 Hitler remained in the Maximilian
II Barracks in Munich-Oberwiesenfeld. He could only have done so
by adapting himself to the prevailing circumstances. Red brassards

were worn by the soldiers in the Communist RedArmy and, no doubt,

also by Hitler,153 as indeedhis arrest after the arrival of von Epp's
Freikorps would seemto suggest.Heowed his release to the

interventionof some of his officers.154 Subsequently, when this episodemight

have compromised him in the eyes of his chosenpolitical associates,

he concealed the truth, alleging that those who had attempted to arrest
himhad been Egelhofer's Red Army men. Ernst Deuerleinhas claimed

that before the overthrow of the SovietsHitlervainly attempted to

join both the Independent Socialistsand the Communists.155 This

has never been corroboratedand, even if Hitler had tried to join these
parties,it would hardly signify. At the time there werevery few people

who did not put up a false front in an attempt to save their skins.
OnceMunich had been liberated political, military and

administrativepower effectively passed into the hands of 4 ReichswehrGroup
Headquarters.Hitlerwas now ordered to report to the commission
investigating revolutionary activities in 2 Infantry Regiment,156 an

assignment which, according to that generally reliable source Ernst

Schmidt, had probablybeenarranged by the same officers who had

engineered Hitler's releaseafter his arrest by von Epp's soldiers.157
This marked the definitive beginning of Hitler's '

purely political

activity'.158 One of his former admirers,Adolf Viktor von Koerber,

speaking of the taskon which Hitler was engaged immediately after
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the overthrow of the Soviets, said: 'After joining the investigating

commission, he produced indictments which threw a mercilesslight

on the unspeakably depraved military betrayals perpetratedby the

Jewish dictatorship at the time of the MunichSoviets.'159
Hitlerhad no legal training and the tasks with which he was

entrusted by the Bavarian military courts cannot therefore have been of

a purely legal nature. He himselfnever subsequently discussed his

work in any detail, nor didhetalk about it to his friend Ernst Schmidt
who, now discharged from the army, was living in Munich.160Hence

it was small wonder that he should have aroused the suspicionsof his
enemieswho described him as an'informer', a 'spy' and an 'agent*.

There can be little doubt that Hitler's assigment was to track down
theNCOs and men who had supported the Communist Councilsat

the time of the Soviets. This task he carriedout to the complete
satisfaction of his superiors who eventually ordered him to attend an

education course between 5 and 12June1919at which repatriated

prisoners of war and soldiers due for demobilization were to be

'instructed in the fundamentals of civic thinking'.161
These courses, designed to combat Bolshevism,were financed

severally by Reichswehr Headquarters in Munich, the Reichswehr
administration in Berlin and private contributions;162 they were
intendedfor specially picked officers and men. The principleswereset
out asfollows:

Under the protection of the youthful Reichswehr new and meaningful
foundations must be laid for all internal relations within our fatherland;
only when the State is again master in its own house will it be possible to

bring about an improvement in relations with other countries. Thus the

Reichswehr is the cornerstoneupon which the ... last remnants and ...

first beginnings of our social, economic and political right of

self-determinationmust rest. It is therefore essentialto inculcate into the men of the
Reichswehra high sense of responsibility and selflessnesson the one hand

and, on the other, national self-confidence and an appreciation of the
fundamentals of political thought. Political education in the Army must be above
all party and within the scope of everyonewhile remaining scientifically

unexceptionable.x
63

' For me,' Hitler wrote,' the value of the whole affair was that I now

obtained the opportunity of meeting a few Ukeminded comrades with

whom I could thoroughly discuss the situation of the moment.164
Foremostamong these 'Ukeminded comrades' was Gottfried Feder,
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a right-wing lecturer who for the pastsixmonths had been

contributingto the periodical S\303\274ddeutsche Monatshefte. Feder, a qualified

engineer, wasregardedas a financial expert and had begun hispolitical

career in the Thule Society. In his lectureson economic questions he

endeavoured to put across his theory about 'breaking the thraldom

of usury \\165 Other university lectures and seminars attended byHitler
dealt with the following subjects and problems:
1. Germanhistory after the Reformation (Professor Karl Alexander

von M\303\274ller).

2. The political history of the war (by the same).

3. Socialism in theory and practice(KarlGrafvon Bothmer, a writer

and journalist).
4. German economicconditions and the peace terms (Dr Michael

Horlacher,Superintendentof the Central Office of the Bavarian

Farmers' Unions and Agricultural Industry).

5. The correlations between domestic and foreign policy (Graf von

Bothmer).
There wasa secondcoursefrom 26 June to 5 July which he may well

have attended. The lectures included' Foreignpolicy since the end of

the war' by Bothmer,'Russiaand Bolshevist rule' by Dr Pius Dirr,
'State controlof bread and cereals production'by Dr Hasselberger,

'Germany from 1870to 1900'by Professor Erich Marcks, 'The

Significance of the Reichswehr' by Captain (General Staff) Karl Mayr,

'Prices policy in the economic system', by Dr Merz, and 'Bavaria

and the Unity of the Reich' by Professor Zahn.166

Of these courses Hitler later wrote in MeinKampf that for the first

time in his life he heard an analysis of the principlesof'international
stockexchange and loan capital \\167 It wasa subjectwith which he had

not grappled when studying Marxismin Vienna and indeed in later

years he always tended to fight shy of financialproblems.What he had

hitherto merely suspected or 'sensed' was now presented in easily
assimilable form and shown to be 'scientifically unexceptionable'.

Moreover the lecturers, especially Feder, providedformulae and

blueprints which, if put across with confidence and conviction, were bound
to make an impression on those sections of the populaceto whom the

war had spelt ruin. Some of the more prominent members of this

group, in particular Hitler and Feder, were agreedthat 'Germany

could no longer be saved from the impending collapse by the parties
of the November crime- the Centre and the Social Democracy'.168
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They therefore discussed' the formation of anew (socialrevolutionary)

party'.169 If it was to have massappeal such a party must be given a
name which in itself seemedto open up new horizons. 'Thus we
arrived at the name of\" Social Revolutionary Party\"', as Hitler later

recalled.170 But nothing came of the schemewhich had first been

adumbrated after one of Feder's lectures.171However this milieu

provided him with ideas and, more important still, opened up avenues

which were largely to determine the future course of his life.

In 1918Hitler,who later maintained that he had becomeapolitician
against his will,172 had not as yet put down any roots. Without either

recognized professional qualificationsor a positionin civilian life, he

now began to think seriously of taking up politics and perhaps
becominga professional speaker.

One of his lecturers,Professorvon M\303\274ller, early noticed Hitler's

natural talent for rhetoric,an occasion which he describes as follows:

My lecture and the lively discussion that followed it were over and the

students had already begun to leave when my attention was caught by a

small group of people. They were standing spellbound round a man who
was vehemently haranguing them in a curiously guttural voiceand with ever

mounting passion. I had the peculiar feeling that he was responsible for their

excitement, which in turn stimulated his eloquence. His face was pale and

thin, his forehead partially concealed by an unmilitary lock of hair. He wore

a close-cropped moustache and his strikingly large, pale blue eyes shone
with a cold fanatical light.173

A decisive factor in Hitler's life was his total commitment to anti-
semitism.'One day',he writes, '. . . one of the participants on the
coursefelt obliged to break a lance for the Jewsand began to defend

them in lengthy arguments.'174 Hitler thereuponasked permission to

speak and proceeded to demolishhis comrade'scasein a way that

astonished his listeners. Herewas an opportunity to show what he had

read and learnt in Linz, Vienna and Munich and inwardly digested
during the war. So convincing and impressive were his antisemitic

arguments that the head of 4 Reichswehr Group HQ Education

Section selected him for political duties within the Reichswehr. Hitler

writes:' The result was that a few days later I wassentintoa Munich

regiment as a so-called \"education officer\".'175In 1921hedescribed
his activities as follows:

Both in this regiment [41 Rifle Regiment] as well as in other units I gave
numerous educational lectures about the madness of the Red dictatorship
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shapefrom among members of the armed forcesdemobilized in consequence

of the general reductionsin the Reichswehr.176

Hitler was not in fact an 'educationofficer'but a political agent in

Captain (General Staff) Karl Mayr's Section I b/P, variouslyknown as

Information Section, Press and Propaganda Sectionand Education

Section.

On 22 July 1919 Group Headquarters issued instructions for the

formation of an education detachment under the command of Rudolf

Beyschlagat Lechfeld, a transit camp for repatriated prisonersofwar.
Part of the order signed by Major von Prager, the Chiefof Staff, reads:

Lechfeld Transit Camp is expected to receivea regular flow of men

returningfrom abroad. Present conditions in the camp ... leavesomething to be

desired. The camp is freely accessible,and neither the repatriated prisoners
of war nor the many civilians employed there... arebelieved to be reliable.

... The unit on guard duty in the camp ... will be allotted an Education
Detachment. ... It is requested that the following men, all of whom

attended the Group HQ course, be transferred. . . . The aftercare of
ex-POWs is ofspecialimportance both in their own interest and in that of

the Reichswehr and particular emphasis is therefore placed on the necessity
for thesepostings.x

7 7

The seventeenth entry in the list of twenty-three names reads:' Inf.

Adolf Hitler, 2. Inf. Regt.,Postings Section, (IAK).'178

The activity of the EducationDetachmentis well documented, as

is the part played by Hitler who, on 10 September 1919, received a
letter from Captain Mayr in which the form of addressis markedly

respectful.179

The Bavarian military authorities were not disappointedin their
protege.Hitlercarriedout his duties with extreme competence and

eventually a soldier was put at his disposal to relievehim of the more
mechanicalduties,such as the distribution of leaflets.180 In a report
to headquartersoneofhis colleagues wrote:' He proved to be an

outstanding and fiery speaker, able to grip the attention of his listeners V
81

while another mentioned his ability to carry away his audienceby his

dialectical skill.182 On 23 August 1919 Lorenz Frank wrote: 'Herr
Hitler is a born popular orator, whose fanaticism combined with the

common touch ... unfailingly compels his audience's attention and
commandstheir sympathy.'183Similar opinions were expressed by the
commander of the guard unit, Lieutenant Bendt,in his reportsdated
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21 and 25 August 1919 to 4 Group Headquarters.184 Other colleagues
have recorded that he knew how to arouserealenthusiasm among the

men,185 and that 'the lion's share'186 of the credit must go to him for

his ability to make contact with war-weary and demoralized soldiers

in whom, once he had secured their fanatical allegiance, he succeeded
in instilling not only fresh hope but also impatience, hatred and a
thirst for revenge.

In a secret speech before officer cadets on 30 May 1942, Hitler
recalledhis activities at this time:

When in 1918 the flags were lowered, my faith raised its head. But not my

faith alone. My defiance, too, roseagainst the idea of capitulation to a

seemingly inevitable fate. Unlike the rest, I did not believe that the history
ofthe Germanpeoplecould have reached its term unless, that is, the German

people werepreparedto renounce their entire future. Thus, within the limits

of my circumstances and abilities, I at once resumed the struggle which

tallied wholly with my conviction that only an internal struggle within our

people could ensure the victorious emergenceof the movement which would

ultimately restore the German people in the eyes of other countries.187

War, fighting, ruthlessness, unrelenting hardness, the absolute
determination to survive and conquer, the rejection of humanitarianism -

such was the substance of his thinking. By 1914-18 at the latest his

Weltanschauung had begun to pivot on the view gleaned from his

studies of Malthus, Darwin,B\303\266lsche, Ploetz and Tille that history was
a combination of pitiless interracial warfare on the one hand and

the victory and survival ofthe strongest,cruellest,most ruthless on the

other. On the sameoccasion,healsosaid:
In one of the profoundest maxims a great military philosopher has asserted

that fighting, and hence war, is the father of all things. One only has to look

at nature to see that this maxim holdsgoodfor all living creatures and for all

happenings. . . . The entire universe seems to be governedby this one

thought that a continuous process of selection is taking place whereby the

stronger survives and retains the right to live, while the weaker falls.Hence
some may consider nature to be crueland pitiless, while others understand
that this same nature is only obeying the iron law of logic.... Anyone who

believes that his suffering, his sensitivity or his principles entitle him to rebel

against that law will not do away with the law but merely do away with

himself. History shows that peoples grow weak. They have not done away
with the law... but they have vanished without trace.... It is essentialthat

this fundamental insight should govern the actionsof anyone ... who, in
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confrontation with the all-powerful creator of theseworlds,is compelledto

appear before the court which pronounces on a man's goodness or weakness.
... This struggle taking place all around us... which determines that when

someone falls someone else immediately takes his place, which ... gives

every reason to supposethat, when peoples become weak, other peoples take
overand which, even if the whole of mankind were to fail, would indubitably

not allow this earth to remain empty or permit other beings to take their
place- this struggle inevitably leads to... a selection... of the best and the
hardest. Hencein this struggle we see one elementof the general evolution

of everything that is alive and animate.... We know that this struggle only

eliminates the weakest while making the strongest evenstronger and harder,

and that this renders individual living beings ... capable of progressive

development. It is a world order of power and strength. There is no world
order of weakness and submission. Submission is a fate and that fate spells

extinction and obliteration. Sincethe beginning of time this law has been

in force. ... And hard though it may seem to the individual it is well for
him to know that his fate is no different from the fate of preceding
generations,that in theory the individual can choose to renounce this life but that

by so doing he caststhe load of his suffering upon others. Heavily though the

burden may lie upon the individual man, it is incumbent upon him to realize
that it has also been imposed upon countlessgenerations and millions of

others before him and that, had those others not been ready to bear the

burden, he himself would not be in a position today to exist as a

representativeof his people... and to fight.188

Once the Sovietshad been overthrown,' saviours of the Fatherland*

appearedall over Germany, rallying to the standards of antisemitism

and anti-Bolshevism. Strikes, attempted communist coups,economic
distress,the unfamiliar political order, the population's resentment

against the victors, the new class relations and the influx of

paramilitary organizations all combined to foment discontent and ensure
that antisemitism and chauvinism were kept constantly on the boil.
Politicalparties,associations,societiesand organizations, frequently

of a military or quasimilitary nature, sprang up everywhere. There was
no shortageofwilling hands to put antisemitic and anticommunistideas
and programmes into effect. Germany, and more especiallyBavaria,

had become one large armed camp for militant Freikorps units and

self-defence organizations, most of which could be describedas
extremeright wing. Bavaria alone housed among others the Thule
Oberland League, the Deutschv\303\266lkisches Schutz- und Trutzbund, the

Escherich and Kanzler organizations, the Old Reich Flag Association,
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theNational Association of German Officers, the Black,White and Red

League, the Young Bavarians,the Volkswehr, the Iron Fist, von Epp's
Freikorps,* the Bogend\303\266rfer and Probstmayr Detachments, the

W\303\274rzburg,Bayreuth, Berthold, and Wolf Freikorps units, and numerous
cavalry and artillery associations. In Munich alone SectionI b/Pkept

watch on no less than forty-nine registered political parties and

organizations }89

Prominent amongst the organizations disseminatingthe 'new*
formula at the' right' moment, was the Thule Society whose Bavarian

membership numbered over two hundred. This society, to all intents

and purposes the forerunner of the NSDAP, served as a cover for the

Teutonic Order which had been founded in 1912, and which

significantly paid homage to Wotan, the god of war and death worshipped by
the Western and Northern Teutons. Rudolf Freiherr von Sebotten-

dorfF had been responsiblefor inaugurating the Bavarian branch of the
Orderin the summerof 1918,and launching it under the unequivocal
formula:' Now we shalldeclaretheJewtobeour mortal enemy and as

from today we shallbeginto act.'190Up till 1919, when SebottendorfF

had to leavethe country, the Thule Society demonstrated on numerous

occasions not only that it would stop at nothing but that it was quite

prepared to take the law into its own hands. A letter from Sebottendorf
to the Munich Chief of Police demanding immunity from arrest for

members of the Thule Society, clearlyrevealshow dangerouswas the

power wielded by that organization. Threatening to unleash a reign of
terror shouldthepolicefail to comply with his demand, SebottendorfF
declaredthat' my men will pick up the first Jew that comes along, drag
him through the streets and let it be known that he has stolen a
consecrated wafer. Then, my dear Sir, you'll have a pogrom on your hands
that will put paid to you as well.'191

SebottendorfF chose to surround himself with an aura of mystery

and, like the head of a secretservice,always remained a legend, a

rumour, rather than a man of flesh and blood. Hisrealnamewas Alfred

Rudolf Glauer.192 Born in Saxony in 1875 of lower-middle-class
parents,hehad emigrated to the Near East where he was adopted by a

Freiherr von SebottendorfF.Duringthe Balkan Wars of 1912-13 he

played an important role as head of the Turkish Red Crescent and,
undertheauspicesofaJewishmerchant,Termudi,becamea Magus of

*In July 1919 the Haack Regiment, the Herrgott Regiment and the Bund

Oberland were incorporated into von Epp's Freikorps.
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the Society ofRosicrucians.Hereturned to Germany in 1917 a wealthy
man, but wascompelledto leave again two years later and went backto
Turkey.A further visit to Germany after Hitler's riseto power ended

after the publication - and banning - of Sebottendorff's book, Before

Hitler Came. He is saidto have refused a request from Himmler, with

whom he felt little affinity, to set up a German espionageheadquarters
in Vienna.193 During the Second World War, now a self-styledbaron,
heoperatedas an agent in Istanbul, under the wellchosencodename

of 'Hakawaki', meaning 'Teller of Tales'. Accordingto his chief,
Rittlinger, he was wholly unsuitable for employment in Canaris's
Abwehr and may have been also working for the British. Rittlinger

further relates that, although a 'Nazi hater', Sebottendorff drowned

himself in the Bosphorus on the day Germany capitulated:

Though still hale and hearty the baron, who lived by himself, had grown old

and I think he had cometo the end of his tether - in a purely material sense,
I mean.Hehad no money left, he was completely cut off, and there was not
the slightest prospect of his being able to support himself, however modestly.

The signing of the armistice,with its implications of total defeat, can only

have added to his depression.194

In 1917- and indeed even after his departure from Germany two

years later - SebottendorfF's ideas were fundamentally in agreement

with those of the v\303\266lkisch* movement. This is amply illustrated by
one of his articlespublished in the newspaper

- later the NSDAP's
V\303\266lkischer Beobachter - which he is saidto have bought for the sum of a
thousand marks :195

With the encouragement of Christianity people had disseminatedthe

doctrine of the equality of all men. Gypsies,Hottentots, Botocudos, Teutons are

all said to be equal.Unfortunately Nature... teaches us otherwise -
namely

that this equality is nonsense.... Thereare higher and lower races. To equate
that racial hotchpotch, the Chandalas, with the Aryans, those human

aristocrats, is to commit a crime against mankind. For to attain higher

development,mankind needs leaders as well as leading nations. Of all the races on

this earth, it is the Teutonic race ... which is called upon to play that

leading role.196

After November 1918the Thule Society became a hive of activity.
It harboured Hans Dahn's reconstituted National Liberal Party,
Rohmeder's Deutscher Schulverein,the Pan-Germans,the Fahrenden

* V\303\266lkischmay be roughly defined as 'nationalistic with racist overtones'.
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Gesellen and the Hammerbund. In short, the Society extended its

hospitality to any Munich organization that represented nationalist

interests.197 It provided the first platform for Gottfried Feder's

theories, gave full scope to the talents of Lehmann, leader of the
Munich Pan-Germans, and placed its hotel the Vier Jahreszeiten at

thedisposal of nationalist circles.In addition the Society sponsored the

emergence of a large number of political clubs with innocuous

sounding names, and gave financial support to antisemitic and
anti-Bolshevistpublicationsas well as to other enterprises of a costly
nature.UnderitsaegisWalter Daumenlang founded a

circle for genealogicaland heraldicresearch;Walter Neuhaus ... expanded
his circle for North German culture; Johann Hering formed a circlefor the

study of ancient German law [joined in 1919 by Hans Frank, later a
prominent National Socialist]. In December 1918 the Society distributed

antisemitic leaflets in addition to its regular periodicals. In July 1918
Sebottendorffacquired the v\303\266lkisch organ, the M\303\274nchener Beobachter. On

7 December 1918DietrichEckart [Hitler's friend and mentor] brought out

the first number of his violently antisemitic journal Auf gut deutsch. Die

Rote Hand also appearedat this time and it was now that Dannehl began

writing his first pamphlets.198

At the end of 1918Sebottendorffand the Thule Society played a key
role in the founding of the B\303\274rgerwehr which was incorporated into the

Society's sabotageand intelligence organization. With the financial
assistance of the Munichpaper manufacturer Theodor Heuss,* one

of the earliestmembersofHitler'sParty, Sebottendorff also raised the

Oberland Freikorps,a bodyofsomepolitical and military significance.
In short, any group that was prepared to combat the Jewsfound ready

encouragement from the Society.
After the fall of the monarchy and the overthrow of the Communist

government those Bavarian reactionarieswho favoured military

measures pinned their hopes mainly on von Epp, von M\303\266hl, Mayr,

Escherich, Kanzler, Xylander, Pittinger and, until he left the country,
on Sebottendorff,a man with his finger in every pie. The lessmilitaris-

tically minded looked to Heim, Kahr, Held and Bothmer.

In September 1919 a trial took placein Munich which aroused

considerable interest throughout Bavaria, for the prisoners in the dock
stoodaccusedofresponsibility for the death of hostages murdered by

*Not to be confused with the first President of the German Federal
Republic.
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Red Guards during the fighting earlier in the year. On 18 September
1919sixofthe accused were condemned to death and shotthe
followingday.199

At the beginning of September the GermanWorkers' Party, another

offshoot of the Thule Society,numberedsomefour dozen members.

After a period of stagnation under the Soviets it was showingsignsof
revival, for the turn of events had removed the left-wing extremists by

whom its activities had hitherto been inhibited. But this alone wasnot
enough to ensureits progress. The real history of the party began on

12 September 1919 with Hitler's first attendance as an army political
agent and with his offer to become the party's chief propagandist.

Hitler himself has related in Mein Kampf how, long after normal

political conditions had been restored in Munich, this momentous

encounter between himself and the German Workers' Party took

place:

One day I received orders from my headquarters to find out what was

behind an apparently political organization which was planning to hold a

meeting within the next few days under the name ofthe' German Workers'

Party'
- with Gottfried Feder as one of the speakers. I was told to go and

take a look at the organization and then make a report.200

Forty-five persons were assembledin the 'Leiber' roomof the

Sterneckerbr\303\244u in Munich. Apart from five whoseoccupationsarenot
specified,they comprised a doctor, a chemist, two businessmen, two

merchants, two bank employees, a painter, two engineers, a writer, the

daughter of a district judge,sixteen artisans, six soldiers and five
students. Hitlerarrived in civilian clothes and described himselfin the
registernot as an education officer or a military representative but

simply as a 'lance-corporal';for address he gave the name of his
unit.201Thelecturerwas Gottfried Feder, whose acquaintance Hitler
had madea few months before while attending the political coursefor

demobilized soldiers. The address bored him and he only stayed
because he wasanxiousto hear the ensuingdiscussion.But he pricked

up his ears when a professorby the name of Baumann began
advocatingBavaria's secession from the Reich and herunionwith Austria.' At

this point', he writes in MeinKampf,'I could not help demanding the

floor and giving the learned gentleman my opinion on this point.'202
Two days previously, on 10 September 1919, the PeaceTreaty had

been signed at St Germain-en-Laye betweenGerman Austria and

the countries of the Entente, setting the seal on the separation of
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Hungary and Austria, banning the useofthename'German Austria'

and enforcing the recognition of Czechoslovakia,Poland, Hungary

and Yugoslavia as independent states, with a concomitant loss of

territory for Austria. The disintegration of the Austrian'political corpse',

so ardently desired by Hitler in his Vienna days, had finally come about
as a resultofthe war.Yet now a German professor, of all people, was

proposingthe secessionof part of Germany from the Reich and its
union with Austria, a country which even before the war Hitler had

held to be a moribundpoUtical structure. As a convinced Pan-German
he was outraged;in an impassioned contribution to the discussion,
which silencedmostofthosepresent,he put the abashed professor to

flight. This brilliant display of virtuosity so impressed Anton Drexler,

the first chairman of the GermanWorkers' Party and a tool-maker by
trade, that he followed Hitler out of the hall and handed him a copy of
hispamphlet, My Political Awakening. Hitler read it when he returned

to barracks, finding it unadventurous but otherwise acceptable.203
A few days after the meeting at the Sterneckerbr\303\244u he received a

postcard from the party'scommitteeinviting him to attend a committee

meeting at the Altes Rosenbad inn, 48 Herrnstrasse on 16September,
and informing him that he had alreadybeenmadea party member.204

'After two days of agonizing ponderingand reflection', he wrote in

1924,' I finally came to the conclusion that I had to take this step....
Fromheretherewas and could be no turning back. And so I registered
as a memberofthe GermanWorkers' Party and received a provisional
membership cardwith the number 7.'205 Thus he became a member
of a party which existed nowhere but in Munich and which on 16
September1919numbered in all fifty-five members, counting
himself.206

As he himself put it, he had madethe most important decision of his
life. By now his military superiors had become so impressed with his

apparently unlimited capacity for absorbing knowledgeand his

ability to present it in simplified form that they were preparedto give

serious consideration to his poUtical ideas, even to the extent of

regarding them as worthy of publication.207 Thus on 10 September
1919Captain Mayr wrote commending Hitler for an analysishe had

made of resettlement problems and added: 'This Headquarters

proposes ... to release your official report to the Press.' Then in

surprisingly deferential terms he went on to requesta written exposition

of his views on the Jewishquestion.Hitlerhanded this in on the same
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Before passing it on Mayr appendedthe following comment:' I am in

complete agreement with Herr Hitler's view that what is termed

governmental Social Democracy is indissolublylinked with Jewry

All harmful elements must, like viruses, either be eliminated or

\"encysted\". This alsoapplies to the Jews.'

The ideas embodied in this paperaresocentralto Hitler'sthinking

at the time that, before embarking on an analysis of his intellectual

background, it seems pertinent to concludethis chapter by quoting
the following passages:
In sofar as the danger with which Jewry threatens our people today finds

its expression in an undeniable aversion experiencedby the majority of our

people, the cause of that aversion is not generally to be found in a clear

awareness of the Jews' systematically destructive effect, whether conscious
or unconscious,on our nation as a whole, but arises mainly from personal
intercourse and the impressionmade by the Jew as an individual.... Thus
antisemitism all too easily takes on the character of a mere manifestation of

emotion. And that is wrong. As a political movement antisemitism cannot

and must not be determinedby emotional motives but by a recognition of
the facts...: To beginwith, Jewry is incontestably a race and not a religious

community. And the Jew himself never describeshimself as a Jewish

German, Jewish Pole or, say, a Jewish American, but always as a German,
Polish or American Jew. In no case has the Jew ever ... assimilated very

much more from other nations than their language. ... Even the Mosaic

faith ... is not the final word on the question of Jewor non-Jew.... By a

thousand years of inbreeding, often occurringwithin a very small circle, the

Jew has generally kept his race and type more sharply defined than the

peoples among whom he lives. The result of this is that we have in our

midst a non-German, foreign race neither willing nor able to sacrifice its

racial characteristics or to renounce its own way of feeling, thinking and

striving and which nevertheless has just the same political rights as us. If
the Jew's very feelings are concerned with the purely material, how much
more so his thinking and striving. The dance round the Golden Calf

becomes a merciless struggle for all those possessionswhich to our way of

feeling ought not to be the only and ultimate things worth striving for. The

value of an individual is no longer determined by his character, by the

importance ofhis achievements to the whole, but exclusivelyby the size of

his fortune.... A nation's stature is no longer to be reckonedby the sum of

its moral and spiritual forces but only by the profusion of its worldly goods.
From this feeling there arisesthat thinking, that striving after money and
after the powerto protect it, which leads the Jew to be unscrupulous in his
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choiceof methods, and pitiless in applying them In an autocratically

governed State he whines to gain the' majesty's', the prince's, favour which

he abuses [by battening] on his subjects like a leach. In a democracyhegoes
whoring after the favour of the masses, crawls before the 'majesty of the

people' and knows only the majesty of money. He destroys the prince's

character by Byzantine flattery, and national pride - the strength of a

people -
by mockery and the shameless promotion of vice. His weapon is

public opinion ... which he guides and distorts by means of the Press. His

poweris the power of money which in his hands proliferates unceasingly and

effortlessly in the form of interest.... Everything that induces men to aspire
to higher things, be it religion, socialism, or democracy, is to him only a
means to an end - that of satisfying his lust for money and domination. He

acts on the peoples like racial tuberculosis. And as a consequence anti-
semitism arising out of purely emotional reasons will find its ultimate

expression in the form of progroms [sic]. Antisemitism based on reason,

however, must lead to a systematic and legalcampaign to deprive the Jew of
the privilegeswhich he alone of all the foreigners in our midst enjoys (Aliens

Legislation). But its final goal must always remain the removal of the Jews
as a whole.208



CHAPTER FIVE

Intellectual Background

At thirty years of age Hitler considered that in the course of the First
World War he had learnt more about the 'problemsof life' than he

could have done 'during thirty years at university'.1 This opinion
voiced in Munich was based upon a view of the world which was

already complete in its essentials.While in Landsberg he wrote in Mein

Kampf: 'Yet Vienna was and remained for me the hardest though

most thorough school of my life.... In it I obtained the foundation for

a philosophy in general and a political view in particular which later I

only needed to supplementin detail,but which never left me.'2 His
'

philosophy' or, to use a term constantlyon his lips3 even before 1908,

his Weltanschauung, had been formed by his early environment, by

his parental home and hisschoolingand studies in Linz, Steyr, Vienna
andMunich.Otherdetermining factors were his study of literature from

1905 onwards, his exposure during his last three years in Vienna to the

often very extreme viewsof his variegated fellow lodgers in the men's

hostel, and hisexperiencesfirst as a soldier in the fieldduring the First
World War, then as a political agent in the serviceof the Reichswehr

and finally as leader of a political party. His readingafter 1919, and

particularly during his detention in Landsbergwhich he described as

'higher education at state expense', merely served to give him a

deeper knowledgeof certainsubjectsupon which he had long since

made up his mind.
During his trial in Munich after the putschof November 1923 he

declared: 'I left Vienna a confirmed antisemite and a mortal enemy
of the wholeMarxistview of life. My outlook was Pan-German.'4 And

his statements in court reveal, as doesMein Kampf which he began
to write soon afterwards, that his Weltanschauung was based on
negative attitudes and insensate pugnacity. When he left Austria for

Germany in 1913 he hated not only his own country but also the Jews,
SocialDemocracy, the trade unions, parliament, democratic rule, the
'masses' and humankind in general. He hated everything - and was
devoidof compassion.It was no coincidence that he failed to make any
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friends during his '
autodidactic forays' in the vicinity of the Meidling

dosshouse.Theonly things that impressed him were ruthlessness and
brute force.' Ifthe power to fight for one's own health is no longer
present/he wrote in Mein Kampf, 'the right to live in this world of
struggleends.'5And four years later on 2 April 1928 he declared:

'Whatever goal man has reachedis due to his originality plus his

brutality.'6 The views thus expressedhave been attributed by

biographers and others to his unpleasant experiences with the riffraff he

encountered in the dosshouse, a theory which leaves no room for the
possibilitythat he may have reached his conclusions as a result of
intensive reading, although there is ample evidenceto show that such

was indeed the case. Hitler digestedwhat he read and, by a processof
careful selection and rearrangement, eventually laid down
fundamentalprinciples both for himself and for others.Henceit is of crucial

importance to discover what he read, what he believed and disbelieved

and what were the sources of his self-education. Hitherto his
biographers have almost invariably considered that his reading was

confined to light literature and the writings of a handful of thinkers. They
have shown themselves all too proneto accepthis own dicta which,

though expressed in the form of 'firm convictions', positive
'decisions' and 'intentions', or 'authentic versions', were frequently at

variance with his real way of thinking. Moreoverthe views he held in

Vienna are often found embodied, if in modified form and with wholly

different intention, within ideas propounded at a much later date. Only
very few authors have taken the trouble to make an unbiased analysis of

the books he readand of his intellectual background. Among those who

have done so are Ernst Nolte and P. E. Schramm, but even they take

too narrow a view. With a few rare exceptions it is impossibleto

discover, either from Hitler's biographies or from his own writing, what

he read during the course of his life.He has left behind virtually no

information on the names of booksor theirauthors.Writing about his

childhood reading in Mein Kampf he mentions only a popular

history of the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71 and a few booksof a

military nature.7 He also mentions the names of newspaperswhich

influenced or interested him after he had left school, among them the

Austrian Neue Freie Presse,the Wiener Tageblatt and the Deutsches

Volksblatt.8

August Kubizek confirms Hitler's general statements when he says
that Adolf'read prodigiously' both in Linz and in Vienna:9
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That's how my friend was. It was always books and more books! I cannot

imagine Adolf without books. At home he would have them piled up all

round him. If he was really interested in a book he always had to have it

with him ... even if he wasn't actually reading it. When he went out he

would always carry at least onebookunder his arm. Sometimes there were
toomany for him to manage. Then, rather than give up his reading, he would

give up... the open air. Bookswere his whole world. In Linz hesubscribed
to no less than three libraries in order to be able to get all the books he

wanted. In Vienna he frequented the Hof bibliothek so assiduously that I

once asked him if he intended to work his way through the entire stock,
whereupon of course he flew out at me. He once took me along with him to

show me the main reading room. The sight of those walls lined with row

upon row of books almost overwhelmed me and I asked him how he was
able to find what he wanted in all that superabundance. He then tried to

explain the workings of the catalogue which only served to confuse me still

further. When he was reading hardly anything disturbed him. Rather, he
disturbedhimself, for no sooner had he taken up a book than he would begin

talking about it. Then I would have to listen patiently, whether the subject

interested me or not.10

But Kubizekgives no more than a vague ideaofthe booksand authors

Hitler preferred. Apologetically he writes: 'I would be hard put to it

to saywhich of the enormousnumber of books he read ... influenced

him most.'11 Since Kubizek's own knowledge of literature was then

distinctly limited, he could hardly be expected,after an interval of

some forty-five years, to shed very much light on the subject or to
recallthe names of more than a handful of writers. Among those he

mentions are Frank Wedekind, Otto Ernst,Schopenhauer,Nietzsche,
Stifter, Schiller, Lessing, Peter Rosegger and, finally, Ibsen. Though

Hitler was later to inveigh against what he described as' corrupt
bourgeois society'

- while in fact remainingoneofits staunchest supporters
- it would seem that the Norwegian dramatist failed, at least until

1908, to make any noticeable impact on him. Clearly at this stage the

message of plays suchas The Pillars of Society eluded him, for he was

unable to see that they had anything to do with reality. Kubizek's
remark that his otherwise unlimited intellectual curiosity did not
embracenatural science tells us nothing except the fact that, at the age
of nineteen, hehad not as yet developed any interests in this direction.12
In a book by Josef Greiner, purporting to be a firsthand account but

whose total absence of objectivity absurdly misrepresents his subject's
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character,we find a list of reading matter compiledfrom information

provided by Hitler's associates. Greiner writes:

Hitler immersed himself in translations of classicalliterature such as

Sophocles, Homer, Aristophanes, Horaceand Ovid. He showed a particular
preference for early Germanicmythology and he was better acquainted than

many academics with the 250,000 versesof Parzival. Martin Luther and
the history of the Reformation in general aroused his keen interest as did

the Dominican, Savonarola.He knew all about Zwingli's activities in Zurich

and those of Calvin in Geneva and was conversant with the times and

teachingsof both Confucius and Buddha. His wide reading, which comprised the

work of Renan and Rosalti, familiarized him with the teachings of Mosesand

Jesusand the origins of the Judaeo-Christian faith. Of the classics he read
Shakespeare,Goethe,Schiller,Herder,Wieland, R\303\274ckert and Dante and,

later, Scheffel, Stifter, Hammerling, Hebbel, Rosegger, Hauptmann,
Sudermann, Ibsen and Zola.13

Otto DietrichrecallsHitler'saddiction to Karl May, an addiction that

was not confined to his childhood and adolescence, for it would seem

that between 1933 and 1934he rereadall the sixty or more books
written by this author.14To him Karl May was more than just light

entertainment, as is borne out by the fact that he presented his nephew,
Heinz Hitler,with a collected edition while the latter wasstudying at a

National-Political Education Centre.15

Hans Zeverus Ziegler,whose admiration for Hitler was as
unqualifiedas Kubizek's, speaks of his mastery in subjectssuchasmusic,the

history of art and' considerable areas of world history, comprisingnot
only the history of Germany and Europe, both ancient and modern,
but also of America in which he showedan unusual grasp of detail.

Indeed it was American history which interested him above all.'16

From Hans Frank welearn that while in Landsberg Hitler read a great
deal, in particular Nietzsche, Treitschke, Houston Chamberlain,
Ranke, Marx and Bismarck(Reflexions and Reminiscences) as well as
the war memoirs of German and Allied soldiersand statesmen.17

While Hitler himself often referred to the extensive range of his
readingand studies it was almost invariably in terms so vague that no

conclusions of any import can be drawn from them. For instance on

29 November 1921,after he had spent two years working his way

through the comprehensive and virulently antisemitic '
national-

socialist library' belonging to his Munich sympathizer Dr Friedrich
Krohn, he wrote:
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Betweenthe ages of twenty and twenty-four I began to devote more and
more time to politics, not so much by attending meetings as by making a

thorough study both of political economy and of all the antisemitic

literature I could lay hands on at the time.... From the ageof twenty-one

onwards I threw myself enthusiastically into the study of military and

political writings and never sincethen have I allowed my interest in the

various aspects of world history to flag.18

In earlier years, he went on to say, he had studied the history of art,

civilization and architecture and had concernedhimself with political

problems. According to well-authenticated accounts by those who

knew him, Hitler had begun his self-educationwhile still at school

with the help of bookswhose matter and outlook had little if anything

in common with official curricula. Thus even before 1905 the

satisfactionof his intellectual needs depended on his own efforts, the more so

since his father had died two years earlier and no real rapportexisted
between himself and his teachers, either in Linz or Steyr.Between 191 o

and 1914 his discussion rangedover a very wide field, as did his
discourses after 1919. Before his move to Munichin 1913he had been at

pains to further his literary education. He read German lyric poetry
and alsothe classicswhich he saw performed in the theatres of Linz
and Vienna. As a fifteen-year-old boy he wrote poems,shortstories,
and plays,19 one of these about the Linz' SeparatedCouplesClub',20
and a libretto for an opera derived from Richard Wagner's Ring for

which he composedtheoverture.21
In 1919at the latest his interest turned to literature of a pragmatic

kind. Once he had taken up politicsheregardednovels as a waste of

time and poetry of any kind as superfluous, at least so far as he was

concerned. The fieldshe eventually came to know best were those of
architecture,art, military history, general history and technology; but
he alsofelt at home in the spheres ofmusic,biology, medicine, and the

history of civilizationand of religion.Indeedhewas often able to

surprise his listeners with his detailed and thorough knowledge of these

subjects. Thus on 11November 1945 E>r Erwin Giesing, for a short
time hisear,noseand throat specialist, recorded that:

Hitler knew his way about... in medical matters asI discovered once when

discussing a book on aural medicine.... His general knowledge ofmedicine
... was quite remarkable. He recognized that there was a connection between

coagulation of the blood and thrombi and also knew about the effects of
nicotine on the coronary vessels and the possible connectionbetween an
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inflammation of the maxillary cavity and the dental system. He was familiar,

too, with the most important properties of the sulphonamides and
penicillin.22

Hitler had an infallible instinct for the gapsin otherpeople's
knowledge and would deliberately steer the conversation roundto matters

with which they were not conversant. Onthe other hand he was

perfectly prepared to enter into discussions with recognized experts and

it was by no meansrare for architects, artists and professional soldiers
to acknowledgehim their equal if not their superior. In so far as they

knew better than he, it was very often' after the event'. He was often

better informed than his experts about architecture,art, warfare and

technology, and had done most of hisreadingonthesesubjects before

coming to power. His method of study has been describedboth by

himself and by well-informed observers.He would first leaf through a

book, most often backwards, to discover whether it was worth reading.
If so,he would search through it to find additional confirmation for

the opinions he had formed in his Vienna and Munich days. Thus he
would only give close attention to a work if it seemedlikely to provide

ammunition for later arguments. And of such ammunition he had a
goodly store.Reliablewitnesses have endorsed his claim that he was

able to read one substantial booka day by setting aside the early
morningand the late evening for the purpose.23

He never undertook a definite programme of study, and what he

read would invariably provoke him either to anger or to enthusiasm.
He couldonly assess calmly what he had already accepted,while

anything objectionable he simply dismissed. After 1945 his personal
physician Dr Morell made a deposition entitled 'PsychiatricData' in

which he wrote:' Hitler's lack of a formal academic training was

counterbalanced by the vast fund of generalknowledgehehad gained from

books.'24 Indeed he was astonishingly well-informed as a result of his
reading,oneexamplebeing the range and quality of his knowledgeof
literature.GeneralJodl,as Chief of the Wehrmacht Operations Staff,
came into contact with Hitler almost as frequently as did Morell, and

knew him both in triumph and disaster. Shortly before his execution
at Nuremberg Jodl said:' His knowledge and intellect,his rhetoric and

his willpower triumphed in the end in every spiritual conflict over

everyone.'25 It can be proved beyond doubt that even as a young

politician, Hitler did not confine his readingto trivia. For instance in

1924 a pamphlet was publishedentitled Bolshevism from Moses to
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Lenin.Dialogue between Adolf Hitler and Myself, an unfinished essay

by his close friend Dietrich Eckart, whose writings had already

acquired an antisemitic slant by 1916at the latest. This pamphlet cites
no lessthan six major works on the subject of the Jewsin sucha way

as to postulate that both protagonists were familiar with them. The

books in question were Otto Hauser,Geschichte des Judentums {History

of Jewry); Werner Sombart,DieJuden und das Wirtschaftsleben (The

Jews and the Economy);HenryFord,The International Jew; Gougenot
des Mousseaux, Le Juif, le judaisime et la judaisation des peuples
Chretiens (translated into German by Alfred Rosenberg in 1920);
TheodorFritsch,Handbuch der Judenfrage (Handbook of the Jewish

Question) and Freidrich Delitzsch, Die grosseT\303\244uschung (The Great

Deception). In the same context Eckartcites the Archives Israelites,

the Jewish Chronicle and theJewishWorld.

The hitherto neglected Dialogue also containsanumber of references
to the Old Testament and the Talmud which further confirm the
remarkableextentofHitler'sknowledge of these texts, a knowledge of
which he had already given ample proof both in public and private

discussion. On the other hand we have no means of knowing to what

extent he was conversant with the work of the other authors quotedin
theDialogue

- Cicero, Thomas Aquinas, Fourier, Lutherand Goethe -

though to judgeby hissubsequent comments on the last two he appears
to have had some knowledge of them. By 1923he had almost certainly

made a close study of DerRassenkampf (The Racial Struggle) by the
Austrian Jew, Ludwig Gumplowicz, which was published in
Innsbruck in 1883, and perhaps also of GeorgesVacher de Lapouge's

UAryen, son role social. The influence of Lapouge's axioms, 'The

notion of justice... isa lie. Only force exists' (p. 349)and 'Race, the
nation is everything' (p. 340), is discernible in Hitler's thinking from

1919 onwards.

Le Bon's TheCrowd,a Study of the Popular Mind26 and McDougall's
The Group Mind, A Sketch of the Principles of Collective Psychology21
were also early sources. From these he clearly derived his successful

methods of propaganda
- admired even by his opponents

- his

contempt for the masses and the unexampled sway he exercised over

them.

Hitler's familiarity with the Lebensraum theories of Ratzel, Haus-
hofer and Mackinder dates from 1924 at the latest.This is evident not

only from the many allusions to the subjectin Mein Kampf and the
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viewsheexpressedon world hegemony, but also from his subsequent
policy towards Japan. On the other hand the fact that he more than

once described the Jewsas 'a ferment of decomposition'28 a phrase
which he borrowedfrom Mommsen, does not necessarily imply any
knowledge of Mommsen'swork. Nor is it possible to show beyond
doubt how well he knew the work of Treitschke,FichteorNietzsche

or to what extent he wittingly adapted and exploited the latter's ideas.
Despiteall that they have in common ideologicallyand intellectually,

despite the similarity of their affects-
vindictiveness, hatred, disgust,

ambition, jealousy, vanity, envy and cruelty
- and of their

pronouncementsabout God, the soul, Christianity and man, and notwithstanding

the personal pretensions they shared, Nietzsche cannot be described as

Hitler's mentor.

During the latter part of 1913 his landlord Josef Popp often found

him reading the works of Schopenhauerand Plato,29 the former being
the philosopher to whom Hitler is known to have referred moreoften

than to any other.30 He would praisehis style,31 knew by heart

passages from his writings and would sometimesquotethemwithout any

indication of their provenance. According to HansFrank,Hitler told

him that even during the First World War he had never been without

the Reclam pocket edition of The World as Will and Idea}2 This story
would seemto becorroboratedby the statement of a fellow-soldier,
Hans Mend,to the effect that Hitler spent a great deal of time reading
Reclambooks during off-duty periods in the line.33

There is no suchevidenceso far as his knowledge of Plato is
concerned. Yet he cannot possibly be assumedto have derived that

knowledge solely from the numerous quotations found in Schopenhaueror
from the latter's exegeses of the Greek philosopher'swork. Indeed as a

young man Hitler, who regarded himself as an artist well versedin
philosophy and literature, must surely have felt impelledto sample

Plato's writings if only because, in the prefaceto the first edition of

The World as Will and Idea, Schopenhauer states that the reader who
had 'tarried awhile in the divine Plato's Academy'34 would be
especially fitted to understand his own work and henceready to follow

him. Even the subtitle of BookIII of The World as Will and Idea
contains allusions to Plato's forms and his view of the purpose of art of
which Schopenhauergoeson to make an authoritative analysis.35
Plato's concepts36alsoplayed a major role in Schopenhauer's
interpretation of the intrinsic nature of art and his 'observationson the
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aesthetics of the fine arts \\37 From both of these Hitler wouldborrow
when talking about a work of art which conformedto hisviews - views

which indeed, Schopenhauer had helpedto shape.38
According to Plato, art is no more than the imitation of Nature and

the reflection of copies of the form which alone is realBeing.Because
thesedoctrines were completely incompatible with Hitler's conception
of nature and his views on painting and architecture, he considered
them to be of secondary importance and henceincapableof serving as

criteria. Hence we cannot gauge the extent of his knowledge though

certain of his remarks, at least during the years after the publication of

Mein Kampf, betray somefamiliarity with Plato's works. For instance
on 13December1941while conversing at table he said: 'Like the
body,mind and soul undoubtedly return ... to a general reservoir.

Thus we are the basic material that fertilizes the stock from which new
life springs.'39 This briefly sums up certain of the ideasdeveloped in

the Timaeus and the Phaedo.Accordingto Plato the soul,having

overcome corporeality, returns to its 'original state', and the cycleof life

inevitably comes to an end when the alternation between life and death

and death and life finally ceases. Hitler's
' stock from which new life

springs' corresponds to Plato's' world soul', the principlethat moves

the universe, the power that moves all things, the ideal entity and

world-consciousness. In speaking of art or education,Hitler would

sometimes paraphrase the passage in the Symposium on 'absolute

beauty' proclaiming this to be his own objective. Thus on 11

November1941 he said:' If beauty is to maintain its sway it must have power
over men ',40 and again, on 3 March1942:'When Greek culture was at

its height, its idealwas certainly to inculcate beauty into man.'41
Hitler laid himself open to attack in philosophical and literary

discussion only through his fanatical insistence on the Tightness of his

opinions and his tendency to think in terms of absolutes. If, therefore,
he failed to identify the source of his propositions it may have been

because he feared that, in the unlikely event of his being mistaken, his
authority would be impaired. This circumspection is evident even in

personal correspondence, as canbeseenfrom his reply of 20 May 1931
to a letter from an unidentified 'Excellency' who had obviously
criticizedhim for having sanctioned the publication of Rosenberg's
Mythus des 20. Jahrhunderts. Hitler maintained that, as a poet,Goethe
had been' at liberty to advance what might be regarded as anti-clerical

opinions without coming into conflict with the Grand Duke' although
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he was also one of the latter'sministers.'I could cite', the letter

continues, 'dozens of such cases involving writers who alsoheld political

office.' His reticence extended even to fictional and mythological

characters. For instance during a discussionabout Stalin with General

Zeitzler on 27December1943heobviously had the Greek god Antaeus
in mind when he said:' We shouldn't assume that a man's a classical
giant just because he grows stronger every time he topples to the

ground.'42 No doubt, too, he wanted to pass off the fruits of his
studiesasthe product of his own original thinking, and in this he was
largely successful.

Now Hitler, however much he might deny it, wasa

counterrevolutionaryand an extreme conservative43 who considered that the key to

an understanding of history and politicswas to be found in the
existence of'the Jews' and what he supposed to be a 'true knowledge' of

them. Consequently his analyses of historical events are sometimes so

unusual as to cloakthe identity of his sources. Thus in Eckart's

Dialogue he refers to Isaiah 19:2-3 and Exodus12:38from which he

deduces that the flight from Egypt under Moses's leadership occurred
after a perfidious revolutionary plot on the part of the Jewsagainst the

Egyptian ruling class, and that Moses was the first Bolshevist leader.
Sometwenty years later, on 15 May 1942, he was to placea no less
curiousinterpretation on these same biblical passages which he cited
to prove his assertion that 'like parasites' the Jewswerethe 'most
climatically adaptable people in the world' and, in contrast to Aryans

everywhere, were able to make themselves at home, whether in the

tropics or in Lapland.According to his reasoning the account in the
Old Testament proved conclusively that 'nothing could harm the
Jews,neitherresidencein the desert nor the passage through the Red
Sea'.44

Dietrich Eckart's influence on Hitler's intellectual and social
development up till the time he wrote MeinKampf cannot be

overrated. None of his other educated friends or followers played so

important a role. By his own admission Hitler was also to some extent
indebtedto Gottfried Feder whose lectures he had attended during the
Reichswehr'santi-Bolshevist education courses at Munich University
in 1919.45On the other hand Hitler never admitted the extent to
which his view of history and his oratorical technique had been
influenced by the Munich historian, Alexander von M\303\274ller, another

lecturer on the Reichswehr course.46To Hitlerasto M\303\274ller 'the root,
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intertwined in female passivity with the soil' was one of the principles
that underlie all things.47 Hitler also shared with M\303\274ller the view

(already put forward by the latter before 1914) that not only
'dynasties' and 'human beings' but also all positive productsof civilization

such as 'education' are rooted in the 'soil' - the all-nourishing

substance, the v\303\266lkisch, well-tilled, 'national soil' (Volksboden).4'8

Although M\303\274ller regarded himself primarily as a man of letters,he
would often affect a distinctly unliterary form of speechrichly

interlarded with the Bavarian vernacular. Hitler, who was particularly fond

of this dialect, used the sameidiomas M\303\274ller - and this not simply
when lecturing to the troops in 1919or speaking before Bavarian

audiences. Like M\303\274ller he was fond of using words with emotive

connotations - for instance,' rooted in the soil',' convinced','healthy' or

'ardent' (this last often qualifying the word 'German', e.g. 'ardent

German'). Another favourite was' demoralize', as in the' demoralizing
influence of Jewry',49 a phrase used by M\303\274ller in an essay on Freiherr
von Stein in 1912and by his alumnus Hitler in September 1919.

Thereisno justification for the theory sometimes put forward that,
while Hitlerwas working on Volume I of Mein Kampf 'in the so-called
' warlord's' wing at Landsberg, his ideas were noticeablyinfluenced by

Hermann Kriebel, formerly of the GeneralStaff, as also by the

veterinarysurgeon Dr Weber. Nor, for that matter, were they influenced by
another of his fellow prisoners, Rudolf Hess, who was later to become
Deputy F\303\274hrer. Before his committal to Landsberg Hess had beenan
organizerof National Socialist student groups50 and assistant to
Professor Haushofer, the geopolitical expert at Munich University.
Thoughhe was responsible for making certain minor emendations to
MeinKampf he exerted no ideological influence whatever on Hitler.
From the beginningthe leadingmembersof the NSDAP - Hess,
G\303\266ring, Esser, Streicher, Rosenberg, von Scheubner-Richter, Lue-
decke,Amann, R\303\266hm and Frank51 - were never Hitler'steachersbut

invariably his pupils. Yet they rendered him invaluable service in

providing him with important introductions to people of affluence such as

his early patrons and benefactors- Bruckmann, Bechstein, von Seid-

litz, Hanfstaengl, Borsig,Grandel,Thyssen, Kirdof, Prince Arenberg,
Heinrich Class and PrinceKyrill Coburg. Other important contacts
included manufacturers, wealthy members of the nobility, senior

statesmen, diplomats,politicians,and influential personalities and

organizations abroad.52 At Elsa Bruckmann's house alone he had the
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opportunity of meeting Professor M\303\274ller, Ludwig Klages, Geheimrat

Domh\303\266fer, the director of the Pinakothek, and LudwigTroost(who

was later entrusted with the extension of the MunichBrown House).

However he did not visit the Bruckmann'shouseto listento the talk of

others but rather to talk and be listenedto himself.
Voluminous though Hitler's reading may have been during the last

ten to fifteen years of his life, his interests as reflected in his choice of

books, and the compositionof his library would appear to have been

comparatively specializedand not primarily of a practical political
nature.Nor,according to his secretary, did his private library contain

either classics or any works whose character was predominantly

humanistic or literary.53 He himself is saidto have lamented the fact

that he had beenforcedto give up reading belles-lettres in favour of
scientificworks,54and contrasted this situation with his earlier years
when he had read whatever he could lay his hands on. Heoncetold
Christa Schr\303\266der that, when in Vienna before 1913,he had devoured

indiscriminately all the five hundred volumes which went to make up
stock of one of the city libraries.55 According to Ernst Hanfstaengl,
the volumes on Hitler's shelves included:

a history of the Great War by Hermann Stegemann, and Ludendorff 's book
on the same subject; German histories by Einhardt and Treitschke;

Spamer's Illustrated Encylopedia, a work dating from the nineteenth century;

Clausewitz's Vom Kriege, and a history of Frederick the Great by Kugler, a

biography of Wagner by Houston Stewart Chamberlain and a potted world
history by Maximilian Yorck von Wartenburg ... also a tome called

Geographical Character Picturesby Grube,a collection of heroic myths by
Schwab and the war memoirs of Svan Hedin.56

Hanfstaengl further noted some thrillers as well as the History of
Erotic Art and the Illustrated History of Morals by EduardFuchs,a
Jewish author.

After becoming F\303\274hrer and Reich Chancellor Hitler's innumerable

responsibilitiesnecessarilyrestrictedthe scope of his interests. He was
no longerat pains to shine in literary conversation.At the same time he

avoided topics properlythe concernofa politician within the context

of an industrial society- legal,constitutional and administrative

questions, for example, or public finance. Consequently his lieutenants,

Gauleiters and senior officials were free to do very much as they

pleased and this enabled Martin Bormann,for instance, to rise to a

position of incalculablepower in the State. By 1930 if not beforemany
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of these men had cometo regard themselves as little tin gods and to
conductthemselves accordingly. For in that year the new edition of
Mein Kampf Volume I, departing fundamentally from the 1925
editions,laid down categorically that the leaders of local groups,
districts, regions and provinces should be appointed by the 'next highest
leader'and invested with

*
unlimited powers and authority'.57 And

just as the Germanmiddleclassesin the reign of Wilhelm II had
deliberatelyidentified with the monarch by flaunting the same style

of beard so, for a period of twenty-five years, many National Socialists

affected the kind of toothbrush moustache worn by Hitler,a style he

had originally adopted to offsethis broad nose. Though his moustache

(probably copied from Dietrich Eckart) did not at first meet with the

approval of his closeassociates,no less than nine of his Gauleiters

subsequentlygrew one of the same type.
Even during the SecondWorld War, despite the toll on his nerves

and the illnesseswhich ultimately undermined his physique, Hitler

always found time to read.According to one of his physicians,
Professorvon Hasselbach, hardly a day went by without his having read at

least one major work,58 such as Franz Petris's scholarly Germanisches

Volkserbe in Wallonien und Nordfrankreich {The Germanic National

Heritage in Wallonia and Northern France), Karl Pagel'sGeschichte der

Hanse (History of the Hanseatic League), Wilhelm IPs speeches in four
volumes edited by General Scherff, Ernst Kantorowicz's biography
of the Hohenstaufen EmperorFrederickII or,perhaps, a book on

medicine.

Biologism, especially of the pseudo-Darwinianvariety, religious

monotheism and vulgar anticlerical liberalism all played an important
role in Hitler's Weltanschauung and/or the view of history he happened
to hold at the time. He was undoubtedly right when he said that by

1914 his intellectual standpoint was already firmly established.
Outside the field of technology, anything that accrued after the period of
his self-styled'Viennese education' was incorporated into his ready-
made Weltanschauung, sometimes by means of over-simplification,
sometimesby sheerbrute force. Occasionally this led to discrepancies
if not to grossdistortions as, for example, when he refashionedthe
doctrines of Darwin, B\303\266lsche and Malthus to suit his own ends.

Becauseofhisbeliefin the lasting validity of the ideas and opinions
formed by his early reading, Hitler was unable to acceptthe fact that

any part of the knowledgethus gainedcouldever become obsolete or
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unreliable,59 a fact that applies particularly in the field of natural

science. So far as the arts wereconcernedheratedhis own' intuitive

genius' above the conclusionsof scholarsand experts should these

happen to clash with his own theories; in this way he would reject
the findings of prehistorians and archaeologists in favour of his own

interpretation of myths and legends, an interpretation derivedfrom

the Stoa. Throughout his life his face was turned to the nineteenth

century, that breeding-ground of genius. To him the thinking and

ideas of its intellectual giants (save in the fields of religionand the

Church) provided the final confirmation of his own era, and also its

touchstone.

Hitler's intellectual affinity for the nineteenth century and his

consequent indebtedness to Hegel is plainly evident in his concept of
Europe'shistorical role and what in his casewas an exaggeratedly

contemptuous attitude towards America and Russia. Hegel's doctrineof
the state as 'the deity made manifest' permeated the philosophical
thinking of the nineteenth century and inspired its historiography,
while his dialectical method laid the foundations for the historical
materialism of Marx and Engels who in turn were to determine the

history of the twentieth century. Hegel, Marx and Hitler, each in his
own particular way, relegate Russia and America to a secondary
position. In his Lectures on the Philosophy of History Hegel excludes
America from the theatre of world history:' What has taken place here

up till the present is no more than an echo of the Old World and the

expression of an alien way of life.'60 He held Russia to be of secondary

importance because 'hitherto she has not madeher appearanceasan
independent force in the ranks of the forms of Reason in the world'.61

Hitler, too,despisedAmerica, considering her to have no share in the
cultural history of a world which he believedto be both creative and

'preservative',62 while he regarded the Russiansas fundamentally

lacking in the qualities required to builda state.63

Schramm has rightly pointed out that 'throughout his life Hitler
remained an inland-orientated German,his imagination untouched by

the sea.... He was completelyrootedwithin the cultural boundaries

of the old Roman Empire.'64 His unfamiliarity with English history
and its implications- which was to have ominous consequences - was

more than matched by his ignoranceof American history, an omission

he only began to makegoodwhen forced to do so by the political
contingency he had himself contrived. As late as the autumn of 1939 none
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of the leading German politicans save Goring envisaged the role
America might play if she entered the war against Germany65, an

eventuality Hitler himself refused to take into account.He believed

that a rapid victory over Great Britain and his continental foes

followed by the establishment of a German-dominated Europeanbloc
would drive America even further into isolationism, thus precluding
herintervention in Europe. Hence it was not until the summer of 1940
that possible American reactions began to play a material part in his

calculations.

Some ideasof the intellectual background from which Hitler sprang
can be gainedfrom the answers to a twenty-seven point questionnaire
which appeared in the Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung towards the end of

1898 when Hitler had almost completed his schooling at Leonding
and was about to move on to his secondary school in Linz. This,
perhaps the first nationwide survey, met with response from over six

thousand readers through whom the publishers and editors hoped to
discover,not only what Germans were thinking about the nineteenth

century and its prominent personalities in the fieldsof science,
literature and art, but also what they expected of the twentieth century. The
views of the majority of the Illustrierte's middle-classreadersgive a

picture of the cultural climate into which Hitler,himselfa memberof
the middleclass,was about to emerge. Nevertheless it would appear
from his own evidence that the ideashe formed asaresultofhis

schoolingand self-tuition, more especially in Linz and Vienna, differed

materially from those held by the majority of Illustrierte readers at the
turn of the century. Despite the fact that he welcomed the 1914 war

and at one time admiredthe Germanemperor,he would never have

rated Helmuth von Moltke(1200votes to Kant's 1000, Darwin's 800
and Schopenhauer's700)'the greatest thinker of the century', nor
have regardedWilhelm I (2400 votes to Bismarck's 1600)as its hero.

His Weltanschauung after 1919 is reflected in the hopes he then

expressed which bear a close similarity to the political demands of two
of the Illustrierte readers, demands so excessive that the pair were
rapped over the knuckles by the editors who wrote: ' That there are
alsowicked people in the world is proved by oneofthesereaderswho

desires nothing less than \"the conquest of the United States of
America\".'The second culprit they described 'a braggart and fire-
eater' whose demands were even more exorbitant since he hoped'for
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nothing less than the overthrow of Englandand France as well as of
Austria and Russia, the containment of further American expansion
and the ultimate domination of the world by Germany,not to speak of

the rapid demise of SocialDemocracy\\66 Thus what were regarded as
the absurdand unrealistic views of a tiny minority (two in six thousand)
in the German Reich when Hitler was ten, came to be accepted
through his agency by large numbers of Germansand Austrians, and

continued to be so acceptedeven after his death and the catastrophehe
had brought down on the world. In 1968a study group set up by the

G\303\266ttingen Teachers' Training College collected data from 5000
primary and secondary school children and 5000 student teachers,
university tutors, teachers and members of parliament. The findings

disclosed prejudice in forty-five per cent of the schoolchildrenwhose

intolerance of minorities led them to proposethat gypsies, for instance,

should be' put in specialcamps' and either' shot' or' gassed' and that

foreign workers should be' chucked out of the country'.67
By his tireless reading Hitler had accumulated a vast fund of

specialized knowledge which he was able to call on when necessity

arose. Not infrequently his superior command of certain technicalities
would reduce the professionals to exasperated silence, professionals
suchas Speer,D\303\266nitz, Keitel, Jodl, Heye and Engel.68 Heye recalls
that those whose duty it was to brief the F\303\274hrer on naval matters

'never felt quite at their ease' because he always had everything so
much at his finger-tips.69 And in 1967 D\303\266nitz wrote:

Naval officers who had spent any length of time in Hitler's immediate

entourage- for example his naval aide, Rear Admiral Von Puttkamer - have

told me that Hitler had an extraordinary grasp of the technicalities of the

vessels listed in Weyer's Handbook of the World's Navies, Thanks to his
excellentmemory he knew more about the displacement, armament and

protective armour of these vesselsthan the naval experts in attendance on
him.70

He had studiedthe background of all the larger military units, could
identify them in any circumstances and, throughout the war, always

knew where they were employed.71 He was familiar not only with

every detail of the structureofthe Wehrmacht but also with the units

of the Fleet, includingtheir equipment.72At the time of the Polish

campaign he astonished his otherwise well-informed generals by

revealing his superiorknowledge of the types of artillery used by the
Polesand the French.73 'His technical knowledge', Schramm writes,
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'his mastery of modern military science, placed him in a strong
positionat conferences with his generals and the GeneralStaff. In

this respect he was their equalif not their superior.'74Even Field-

Marshal von Manstein admitted that:
Hitlerpossessedan astoundingly retentive memory and an imagination that

made him quick to grasp all technicalmatters and problems of armaments.
He was amazingly familiar with the effect of the latest enemy weaponsand

could reel off whole columns of figures on both our own and the enemy's war

production.. . . There can be no question that his insight and unusual energy
were responsiblefor many achievements in the sphere of armaments.75

The foundations of this knowledge had been laid before the First

World War. Josef Popprelatesthat in 1913 and 1914 his twenty-four-
year-oldlodgerwas constantly sending him out to the Munich
University library and other libraries and to bookshopsto fetch him the

books he needed. These dealt primarily with political economy, art

history, foreign policy and warfare, this last category including
Clausewitz's Three Confessions and On War, as well asthe Illustrated

German Naval Almanack published by Wilhelm K\303\266hler of Minden.76

Schramm was told by reliable informants that:

when in 1942 it was thought essential to provide the infantry fighting round

Narvik with anti-tank guns, the only means of transporting them was by

U-boat. However the navy reported that the type of gun in question ...
couldnot be loaded through a U-boat's hatch. To this Hitler replied that

during the march into Austria he had seen an anti-tank gun whose

dimensionshe felt sure would permit it to pass through the hatch. After a series of

telephone calls and teleprint messagesthe gun was located and Hitler was
found to be right. After the Allied invasion in the summer of 1944the infantry

kept complaining that they werecompletelyimmobilized by the box barrages
laid down by enemy warships on the positions behind the coast. When

Hitler was told about this at his situation conference he askedhow far inland

the enemy's shot could fall. Of the three naval officers present none wasable
to enlighten him. Angrily Hitler demanded they should supply the answer

by the following day; at the same time he called their attention to the fact

that, owing to differences in draft, someenemy vesselscould approach closer

inshore than others; healsoreminded them to take note of the depth ofwater

off the coast and the varying calibres of the enemy's weapons.Thesehe then

proceeded to enumerate from memory. The complex calculation appeared in

a flash before his mind's eye.77
But his knowledge of technology and natural science was not

confined to war and architecture. About motor cars and their engines he
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knew almostasmuchastheexperts.Forexample when, shortly before

his seizure of power,adirectorofMercedeswas showing him a model

he had not asyet seen,Hitlerwagered that he could guess the vehicle's
weight.78It cameasno surpriseto hisentouragethat he won the bet.
Erich Kempka, his head chauffeur, tells of the time Hitler examined
him on his mechanical knowledge prior to engaging him. *

His

questions came so thick and fast that I had to react likelightning.It wasn't

all that easy, because I hadn't expecteda man like him to know so
much about it.'79 When a well-known car manufacturer told him
about the proposedshapeoftheVolkswagen, which was then in course
of development,Hitlerdeclaredhimself dissatisfied with the design
and proceeded to deliver a lectureonthe subject.' It should look like

a beetle,' he said.' You've only got to look at nature to find out what

streamlining is.'80 The manufacturer objectedthat when its wing-
cases - its 'garage'ashetermedit - were closed, a beetle could only
crawl along very slowly, whereas in flight it was capableofhigh speeds.
Hitler'srejoinderastonished many of those present. 'And where does
the beetleleave its garage when it takes off? Onthe ground?'81With

the observant eye and graphic imagination of a painter he would seek

in natural forms models for technologicalcreations,believing that this

was the best way of exploitingthe laws of nature. For example, he

approved of the bicyclewhose spokes, when the wheel was moving
forward, he comparedto a man'snatural gait, whereas he regarded a

zeppelin's construction as wrong, indeed' utterly crazy', since no bird
had ever been equipped by nature 'with an air-bladder on the lighter
than air principle'.82 The influence of biology was particularly

apparent in his theories about ships and aircraft whose lines and

methods of propulsion, he believed,shouldbemodelledon those of

birds and fish.83For this reasonhecriticizednaval architects for having
overlooked the fact that nature, that source of ideal forms, insteadof
endowing fish with a pointed forepart similar to the bowsofa
conventional ship, had shaped their heads like a 'fallingdroplet'and had,

moreover, refrained from equipping them with a 'propulsive device'

at the rear. On2June1942he told Admiral Krancke, the Navy C-in-C's
permanent representativeat F\303\274hrer headquarters, that the naval

experts must have erred in their calculations if a battleship of over

45,000tons with engines of 136,000 h.p. was capableof 30knotswhile

the maximum speed of an aircraft carrier of half the tonnage but with

engines of 200,000h.p.was no more than 35 knots. In his view the fact
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that a 32 per cent increase in power and a reductionof 50per cent in

weight resulted in a gain of a mere5 knots provided the best proof of
his contention84 that naval architects had failed to graspthe laws of

nature. He further maintained that the fish'smethod of propulsion by

the action of its fins and the expulsion of water through its gills plainly

showed how a ship ought to be driven, namely by the suction of a
vacuum at the bows and the thrust from the water built up astern.

Propellers, he asserted, through being mistakenly located at the stern,
producedsuctionand hence a vacuum, thereby retarding the forward

movement of the hull which was further impeded by the mass of water
built up at the bows.

Hitler had not reached theseconclusionssolely as a result of

observingnature however. He had read a great dealofthe relevant technical

literature and as a boy had in all probability been familiar with such

technically knowledgeableauthors as Jules Verne; he knew at once
what was practicable in any given circumstances. Among his projects

were double-decker railway trains operating to the Donets Basin
on a four metre gauge at speeds up to 200k.p.m.,autobahns eleven

metres wide and new cities, with imposing gubernatorial palaces
for the German overlords,in the conqueredeastern territories.85

Other plans were the establishment of rubber plantations over an area

of more than one and a half million acres, the systematic exploitation
of hydraulic powerfor the chemical industry, the use of Norway as a

central power-house for Europe, the productionofdomesticgasfrom

sewage, the harnessing of the winds and the seasonsfor the purposes

of technology86 and the transformation of entire regions by changing
their climate.67

Hitler's technicalknowledge, however, did not extend to the more
abstruse areas of physics and chemistry. He was reluctant to turn his

attention to these subjects and would do so only when absolutely
necessary.Thus he refused until it was too late to take any interest in

nuclear physics or high frequency technology,despitethe endeavours

of the scientists to make him see the importance of researchin these
fields and the potential of the atom bombasa decisive factor in the war.
It wasnot until the beginning of 1945, when eventhe most starry-eyed
couldno longerseriously believe in a German victory, that Hitler
began to extol the atom bomb which he described as a 'victory
weapon'.In conversation with Dr Giesing in February ofthat year he

said:
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I shall be unleashing our victory weapons in the very near future, and then

there'll be a glorious outcome to the war. The problem of nuclear fission

was solved long ago and development has now reached the stage when we

can put the resulting energy to military use. That will knock them into the
middle of next week. This is the weapon of the future and it means that

Germany's future is assured. Providence has already given me a glimpse of
this final way out.88

Although he professed so greatan interestin science,Hitlernever

bothered to consult scientific works when his encyclopedias failed to

supply the information he wanted.He would turn to these, even on
crucial historical occasionssuch as the Munich Agreement. Colonel

von Donat, who waspresentat the conference, relates:' It began with

a discussion about frontiers. Eventually it was agreedthat the

ethnographic map of Austria-Hungary in the 1908BrockhausEncyclopedia,

showing the German and Czech speaking areas and ethnographic

boundaries, should be used in determining which of the Sudeten
Germanzoneswereto be handed over.'89 While encyclopedias were

perfectly adequate for looking up items of information such as
historical dates, the dimensions of buildings, the compositionof
medicinesor the symptoms of diseases, their usefulness in the field of

the exact sciences was distinctly limited.
Even when considering predominantly scientific problems, Hitler

was ever alert to the implications of history about which his thoughts

and discourse constantly revolved.' If a man has no sense of history',
he saidon27July 1941/ it's as though he were deafor lackedaface'.90
Healways saw himself as 'making history', as part and parcelof it.
Hencehe was for ever seeking to interpret his ideas,decisions,and

plans in terms of history and to seehis achievements as intrinsic to and

presaged by it, or elseas ingeniously woven into its fabric. To him

history was a continuous process from which, however, he excluded

prehistory, even though the latter's chronologicalsequencehad been

established with some degree of certainty during the nineteenth

century. Hitler's remark to the effect that mythology might well

provide conclusive information on prehistoric times91 requires further

elucidation since it might all too easily tempt us to assume,like
Schramm, that his

'
knowledge of prehistory was obviously very

slight'.92 For instance, on the night of 25 January 1942 he remarked:
' I'vebeen reading a book about the origins of the human race. It's

something I've thought about a great deal in the past, and I must say
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that if you take a closer look at some of the traditional legends and

fairytales, you come up with some pretty strangeconclusions.'93Hehimself

described his conclusions as 'strange' because he knew that they

differed widely from the acceptedacademicview; nevertheless he

continued to stand by them. In the samecontexthe refused to admit,

despite the lip-service he paidto Darwin, that man 'from his earliest

origins has not always been the same as he is today'.94True,he
conceded the possibility of

'
change and development in the realm of

plants and animals ',95 but at the same time insistedthat' in no species

is there any sign of a development such as the leapforward man must

have made if he had evolved from the simian state to become what he

is today'.96 He narrowed down his perspective so as to comprise
mankind only in so far as it had wittingly made and purposefully shaped its

own history.' If we look at the Greeks,' he said,' we find a beauty far

above what modern times have to show. This appliesto the world of

thought as much as ... tothe representation of phenomena.... The

Egyptians of the previous era attained to an equal stature.'97 Hitler
was at pains to discover evidence that would place prehistoric man

within the context of'manmade' history. The result was a ragbag of
fact and fiction which included mythology, Biblestories,98the relative

durability of stone and metal implements, the accessibilityof 'only
one-eighthof the earth's surface' to scientific research99 and Hanns
H\303\266rbiger's glacial cosmogony.

' I am inclined to favour H\303\266rbiger . . .',

he said.

Maybe that twelve thousand years ago there was a collisionwith the moon.

It's quite possible that at that time the earth forced the moon into its present

orbit. Maybe too that the earth then appropriated whatever atmosphere
there may have been round the moon so that the conditions under which
men were living on the earth underwent a fundamental change. It's

conceivable that at that time there werebeingscapable of living at any altitude
or depth becauseof the absence of atmospheric pressure. Again it's

conceivable that the earth burst open and that the rush of water into the crater

led to tremendous explosionsand torrential downpours from which only

one human couple managed to escape by taking refuge in a cave on higher

ground. I believe that these questionswill only be solved when a flash of

intuition enables someone to put two and two together, and thus point the

way for the exact sciences.In no other way can we lift the veil which has
fallen between us and the historical world as a result of this cataclysm.100
Four years earliercertainastronomers who had had the temerity to
describe*

glacial cosmogony' as an already outmoded concepthad been
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severely criticised by Himmler for dismissing discoveries which in his
view couldbeofusetomankind.'I advocate unrestricted research of

whatever kind and that includes unrestricted research into glacial
cosmogony,' he wrote on 23 July 1938to SS-OberfuhrerDrOtto Wacker,

a departmental head of the ReichMinistry of Education.

I intend Pie went on] to encourage that research and in so doing I find

myself in the best of company ... as the F\303\274hrer, too, is a convinced

supporter of this theory so much abominated by scientific hacks. I would again

repeat... that the Ministry ... must put these opinionated schoolmasters
in their place. There are a great many things we should like to seeresearched,
even by non-scientists.101

On occasion Hitler was not above doing violence to his material.
Becausethe biblical myth of the cataclysm,102 for instance, happened
to fit in with his theory, he attributed it to the Babyloniansand
Assyrians rather than to the Jews and went on to draw a comparison with

the Nordic legend of the fight between the gods and giants.103 He was
convincedthat science would never be able to provide the keyto
everything man desired to know. Rather it was likealadderwhich the seeker

after knowledge must climbrung by rung yet without ever reaching the

top. At best he could hope to know only what he was able to survey
from the particular rung he had happened to reach.104

Becausehedesiredto extend the boundaries of history beyond the

traditionally accepted limits he deplored the fact that documentary

evidence covered no more than some' threeto four millennia'.105 This

compelled the man of insight to have recourse to legends or' sagas', a
wordwhose derivation from 'sagen' [to say] indicates that'those who

passed on these traditions were men ofthe samestamp as ourselves \\106

It was no coincidencethat, seventeen years after leaving school, he

urged the need for a 'completely revised outlook on history' that

would link historical scholarship to the Roman Empire and to Greek

Antiquity.107 On 26July 1942,for instance, he suggested that in

teachinghistory analogies should be drawn between 'Alexander the Great
and his father Philip on the one hand and FrederickWilliam I and his

son Frederick the Greatontheother\\108 Hence he had little difficulty

in appreciating the classical culture of the Mediterraneanand the

important achievements of Roman statesmanship in the millennium

between 500 bc and ad 500. On 7 July 1942 he declared: 'At a time
when our forebearswereproducingthe stonetroughs and clay vessels
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about which our archaeologistshave made such a to-do, the Greeks
werebuilding the Acropolis.'109 Picker also records him as saying:

Caution must be exercisedin making specific assumptions about the
cultural level reached by our forebears in the first millennium bc. The

discovery, for instance, of an ancient Bible in East Prussia is no proof
whatsoeverthat East Prussia was its place of origin ... quite possibly it had been

acquired from the South in exchange for amber. The real centres of

civilization,not only in the last few millennia Bc but also in the first thousand years

ad, were the Mediterranean countries.To us this may sometimes seem

implausible since we judge the Mediterraneancountries by the conditions

we find there today.... North Africa was once a thickly wooded region and

so was Greece. At the period of Greek supremacy and of the Roman

Imperium, there were dense forestsin Italy and Spain. Great caution is also
needed in assessing Egyptian history. At the peak of its glory Egypt, like

Italy and Greece, was altogether habitable and enjoyeda good climate. It is

yet another symptom of a people's cultural decline when they cut down

their trees without heed for reafforestation and hence destroythe very means

whereby nature in her wisdom conserves water.110

Hitler regarded the ancient world ashis true spiritual home and, at

the height of hispower,would often meditate on its decline, which he
saw not only as an historical processbut alsoasholding out a lesson for

the future. Insteadofconsulting professional historians he tried to find
the answerhimself,1x x

reaching the conclusion that the declinehadbeen
dueto the passivity of the ruling class and their desirenot to disperse
their accumulated wealth - and hence undermine their power- by

engendering too many children;112 in this way they became
outnumbered by their slaves who represented part of that wealth. He also

suggested that Christianity had contributed to the process by
'obliterating the demarcation lines between the classes.'113There could
conceivably be some connection between his propositionand Gibbon's
thesisthat Christianity was responsible for the decline of Rome.This
might explain why, in assigning an analogousplacein history to the

Jews and Bolshevism, Hitler claimedthat it was an historical lesson he
had early learnt and acted upon.

Sometimes, indeed, he would attribute the destruction of the ancient
world to the Mongols114and Huns, whose hordes had harassed the
Germanpeopleever since the latter' had entered the charmedcircleof
historical knowledge'.115 By 1920 at the latest he beganto fear that

history would repeat itself in the shape of an armed onslaught by
Bolshevism which he describedin 1942as'a new organization of Cen-
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tral Asiatic humanity'.116 No less curious is his explanation in the

same context of the racial originsof the Eastern European peoples

from which it would seem that the Bulgarians are descended from the
Turcomansand the Czechs from the Mongols.117 He regardedthe
medieval Empire or, to use his own all-embracing term, 'the history

of the German Emperors', not only as an historic phase during which
' German'rulershad skilfully and presciently warded off attacks from

the East but also as justificationfor his Ostpolitik.' If we want to claim

our place in the world', he remarkedat a time when the German
Wehrmacht had cometo a standstill on the Eastern Front,

we must invoke German imperial history. . . the mightiest epoch after that
of ancientRome which the world has ever seen.Just imagine the daring of

those chaps and the number of times they crossed the Alps! They were men

all right! And they even ruled from Sicily. It's beenour misfortune never to

find a dramatist who has really entered into the spirit of German history.
And then Schiller, of all people, elects to glorify that Swiss franc-tireur

[Wilhelm Teil]. The English may have Shakespeare, but all their history

has been able to produce is barbarians and nonentities.118

Neverthelesshe professed a certain admiration for Henry VIII and
Oliver Cromwell.

Charlemagne, whom Heinrich Himmler and other leadingNazis

even after 1933 still continued to describeas 'the slaughterer of the

Saxons', receives no mention in Mein Kampf, though Hitler regarded

him as' one of the greatestmenin world history, a man who succeeded
in federatingthe squabblingGermans\\119But he also greatly admired

Charlemagne's successorswho,he asserted,had'dominated the world

for a period of five hundred years'. Smugly he continued: 'When I
encounterleadersof other tribes in the Teutonicterritories. . . my

country of origin places me in a marvellous position. I can point out

that, though it had been a powerful empire ... for the space of five

hundred years, I did not hesitate for a moment to sacrifice it to the

concept of Empire.'120 In saying this he waspassingjudgement on Henry

the Lion, whom he decriedasa rebellious'smallholder'121with little

understanding of history and one, moreover, who had 'slavicized

German blood'.122 And yet some prominent National Socialists

regarded this monarch (as alsoHenryI and Lothair of Saxony) as the
forerunner of their party's Ostpolitik, preferring him to Charlemagne
who had turnedhisfaceto thesouth.

Hitler,who had once remarked that' he would rather travel on foot
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to Flandersthan on wheels to the east',123 justified the imperial
preference for the south on the grounds ofEurope'spolitical structure and

climatic conditions in antiquity and the Middle Ages. On 4 February
1942hesaid:
Today we know why our forefathers did not make their way eastwards but
southwards. In those days the whole region east of the Elbe was no whit

different from what Russia is to us today. It was not for nothing that the

Romans shuddered at the idea of climbing the Alps and not without reason

that the Teutons went down to those parts. Formerly Greecewas one great

forest of oaksand beeches;the olive groves only came later.. . .TheTeuton

yearned for a sunny climate. ... It was only in Greece and Italy that the

Teutonic spirit could expand! In the course of many centuries he
eventually succeeded in creating a decent human existence in northern climes.
... Toa Roman a posting to Germania must have been rather like what a

spell in Posen at one time was for us ... never-ending rain and the whole

place a morass.... In an age when others already possessed metalledroads,
our country showed no sign of culture.Only the coast-dwellers made any
contribution to culture. The Teutons who stayed behind in Holstein
remained lackeysfor two thousand years while their brethren who emigrated

to Greece succeeded in acquiring culture. ... I'm always sceptical about

archaeological finds in our territories. ... These things were obtained by
the coast-dwelling Teutons in return for their amber. They had reachedno

higher cultural level than the Maori of today.124

'I feel sorry for anyone/ he openly admitted, 'who is condemned

constantly to suffer the inhospitability of certain regions. What we've

got is the Bavarian highlands. That's what we have to put up with.'125
And in Mein Kampf he wrote:

And so we National Socialists consciously draw a line beneath the foreign
policy tendencyof our pre-war period. We take up wherewe broke off six

hundred years ago. We stop the endless German movement to the south and

west, and turn our gaze towards the land in the east. At long last we break
offthe colonialand commercial policy of the pre-war periodand shift to the

soil policyofthe future. If we speak of soilin Europe today, we can primarily

have in mind only Russia and her vassal border states.126

Hitler's assertion that the Teutons moved exclusivelysouthwardsand

westwards could only be justified if the periodof migration from 375

to 568 comprised the whole of Teutonic history. But this is not the

case, asis immediately apparent if we recall the history of tribessuch
astheVeneti,the Mordvinians or the Ostrogoths, and more especially
that of the Heruli and the Aestii who penetrated as far as the BlackSea
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and the Caucasus respectively. No less tendentious and, indeed,
typical of his deliberate manipulation of history, is his assertion that

German expansion towards the Easthad beenabandoned
*

six hundred

years ago', an assertion which one lookat the Ostpolitik of the Habs-

burgs and HohenzoUernsis enoughto disprove.We need only cite

here the three partitions of Poland in the eighteenth century.127In
1771Prussia acquired West Prussia, the Bishopric of Ermland and the
Netzedistrict,in 1793Danzig, Thorn, Posen and Kalish and, finally,

in 1795 Masovia and Warsaw, part of the Cracowregionand the

territory between the rivers Vistula, Bug and Nieman.His assertion is

further disproved by Germany's foreign policyas reflected in the

Treaty of Brest-Litovsk (March 1918)which compelled Russia to

renounce her sovereignrights,first in Poland, Lithuania and Courland
and, asa resultofa supplementary treaty concluded on 27 August, in
Latvia and Esthonia as well.

Hitlermaintained that 'for more than a thousand years', in other
words roughly since the end of the CarolingianEmpire,the Germans

had shown themselves incapable of planning their policywith a view

to the future.128 'Only three phenomena',he wrote in Mein Kampf
could be claimedas the positive results of:

clearly definedactions in the field of foreign and general politics.
(1)The colonization of the Ostmark, carried out mostly by Bavarians;

(2) the acquisition and penetration of the territory east of the Elbe; and

(3) the organization by the HohenzoUerns of the Brandenburg-Prussian
state as a model and nucleus for crystallization of a new Reich.129

Hitler's violation of historical fact is so manifest that it would be
otioseto provide further examples here. It may wellbeassumed,
however, that such aberrations were due to inadequatehistorical

knowledge, for at that time his horizon appearsto have been bounded by the

notion of the dominant role played by 'the Aryans' and by
' German

blood'in the fields of culture and history.130He had returned from

the First World War without any ofthat keen interest in the navy and

the sea which he had evincedin Munich before 1914. Nevertheless he

continued to advocate the idea, originally derived from the
Pan-Germansin Linz and Vienna, of Germany as a world power,a view which

had already been publicly professed by, amongst others, Wilhelm II

and a number of the influential politicians of the monarchy such as
Admiral Tirpitz and the Reich Chancellor, Bethmann Hollweg.Hence
it was only logical that Hitler should regard the demandfor the res-
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toration of Germany'sprewar frontiers not only as inadequate but as
absurd.131InMein Kampf he wrote:' In contrast to the conductofthe
representatives of this period, we must againprofessthehighestaim of

all foreign policy, to wit: to bringthesoilinto harmony with the

population.'132

In November 1923 he attempted to 'make history' by staging a

putsch that was to bringabout a
*

national revolution' and place him at
the head of the new government. The attempt met with a bloody

reverse. There followed a periodofmental depression during which he

was assailed for the first time by doubts as to his own infallibility.

Yet when, during his detention in the Fortress of Landsberg,he
re-examinedhis ideas about the future of the Reich,he cameto the

conclusion that they did not require revision.Thisis hardly surprising

since, as has already been seen,his political outlook had been

definitively shaped by his early experiences in Linz,Viennaand Munich,and

by his study of history in the years immediately preceding the war.

Later he came to feel that it was his mission to rectify the mistakesof
hispredecessors.Hencehis concept of international affairs was based
on his view of the earlier European system of alliancesand on a
consideration of the roles played by Britain and Francebeforethe First
World War.133 His meditations on the Dual Alliance, the Triple

Alliance, the Dreikaiserbund and the ReinsuranceTreaty led him to

see Britain and Italy as possibleallies for Germany, and France as an

enemy to be neutralized either diplomatically by a policy of alliances
or, if needs be, by war, while he looked to Russia to provide the
Lebensraum deemed essential to the development ofthe GermanReich.

Hitler'splans for the future did not evolve pragmatically out of
current events but rather were rooted in history, and they were

strongly coloured by his Weltanschauung. This led him to inveigh
intemperately in Mein Kampf and elsewhere against the Weimar

Republic's foreign policywhich he denounced as the machinations
of 'Jews'.134The SocialDemocratshe regarded as 'anti-German

opportunists 'who, seeking to win the victors' favour by
*

voluntary

submission
n35 had only succeeded in damaging their own nation. In order

to highlight the 'decay' for which he held the 'Jews' responsible,he
invoked the period of Prussian history between 1806and 1813, a
'
time-span which sufficed... to imbuea totally collapsed Prussia with

.. .new determination for struggle'.This he compared with the seven-

year period after the war which had led not only to '
an ever-greater
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weakening of our state', but also to the Treaty of Locarno whoseterms
aredescribedas' oppressive measures' and' edicts of enslavement \\136

The more positive aspects ofthat treaty are wholly disregarded. There

is no mention of the security pactbetween Germany, Belgium, France

and Italy, for instance,or of the agreementconfirming the

inviolability of the Franco-German and Belgo-German frontiers and the
demilitarized zone of the Rhineland.Germany's arbitration

conventionswith Belgium, France, Poland and Czechoslovakiaare likewise
passedover in silence.

The question posed in MeinKampf:'What form must the life of the
German nation assume in the tangible future, and how can this

development be provided with the necessary foundations and the

required security within the framework of the general European
relation of forces?'13

7 was the necessary outcomeof Hitler'sstudies of

German and Austrian history. Indeed heclaimedtobebetterinformed

about the political structure of Austria than were the professional

diplomats whom he accusedin Mem Kampf of blindly rushing
'towards catastrophe'.138 He also criticized German prewar foreign

policy which was, he alleged, based on a confusedview of history

combined with a lack of insight into the 'psychology of nations', for

otherwise 'they [the Germans] would not have been able to suppose
even for an hour that the Quirinal and the Vienna Hofburg would ever

stand together in a common fighting front'. Italy, he went on, had
chosento ally herself with Austria while preparing for war against her.

Since Russia and Austria were at that time drifting ever closer to ' a

military clash, the German alliance policy was as senselessasit was

dangerous'.139 His accounts of the historical relationshipsbetween

Austria and Germany on the one hand and Italy and Russiaon the
otherareriddledwith discrepancies. In 1928, for example, he asserted
that the

'
Dual Alliance with Austria .. . had resulted in enmity with

Russia',140 going on to say that 'this enmity with Russia . . . was the
reason why Marxism, while failing to endorse German foreign policy,

did its best to prevent any other real alternative'.141 In fact, however,
the Dual Alliance between the German Reich and Austria-Hungary
was intendedas a safeguard against attack by Russia or Russian

supported aggression; it did not precede this 'enmity' with Russia but

rather was a consequenceof the deterioration in Russo-German
relations after the Congress of Berlin in 1878.Again, Hitler's interpretation

of history is controverted by the fact that the entry of Italy into the
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Dual - thenceforward the Triple -

Alliance, far from driving a wedge
between Russiaand the Central Powers, led to a rapprochement.His
commenton Marxism is more than dubious since, out of somefour

hundred Reichstag deputies in 1881, only twelve wereSocial
Democrats while in 1884, six years after the introduction of the Socialist
Law (repealed in 1890), they numbered no more than twenty-four.

The Reinsurance Treaty concluded by Bismarckwith Russia in 1887
as compensation for the Dreikaiserbund,whichhad lapsedas a result of

the tension between that country and Austria-Hungary, was

considered by Hitler to be a ploy on the part of the Chancelloraimed at

relieving Germany of her obligationsto Austria-Hungary in the event

of war between the latter and Russia.142In reality the treaty provided

for the neutrality of the partners in time of war, save in the case of an

attack by Germany on France or by Russia on Austria-Hungary.
Hitler accused the HouseofHabsburg of having, in the course of
centuries, sinned grievously 'against Italian freedom and
independenceV43 although nothing deserving of the nameoccurreduntil after

1820 with the intervention of Austrian troops at Rieti in 1821 and in
Piedmont,Bolognaand Parma in 1831. Like the majority of the eight
million German Austrians in the German hereditary lands,confronted

as they were by forty-two million non-Germans, Hitler always

remained convinced that the Habsburgs, and more especiallyFranz
Ferdinand, had failed to treat all the thirteen peoples of the Dual
Monarchy impartially and had been guilty of discrimination against
their German and GermanAustrian subjects. This was not so.

In 1920at the latest Hitler began to stress the need for an Italo-

German alliance, regarding this as one of the most important tasks

confronting German diplomacy.144 The project was as yet

unconnected with Mussolini whose 'march on Rome', however, was to

prove crucial to Hitler's careeras F\303\274hrer;145 indeed as early as 3
November 1922it led a prominent National Socialist to describe him
as the *

German Mussolini'.146 Ever since 1922 the Fascistregimehad

been doing its best to achievein Italy the kind of solution Hitler had
alreadybegunto envisage for Germany and he therefore gavethe Duce
hispublicsupport by accusing the Jews and the Marxistsof
concentrating on Italy their hostility to authoritarian regimes.147The
alliance with Mussolini was the result of, not the precondition for,

political developments in Italy, and couldonly be welcomed by Hitler,
who on 22 May 1939was to see his hopes finally realized in the Italo-
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Germantreaty of friendship and mutual assistance, the *
Pact of Steel '.

Despite the fact that the Duce consistently let him down, Hitler
continued to regard him as far and away the bestman in Rome. Indeed he

was to cling to his prematurely formulated concept of foreign policy
right up till 1945 and even at moments when the vagaries of his Italian

ally made it positively burdensome. Thusin 1939Mussolini remained

neutral and only decided to enter the lists after the French had sued
for an armistice on 17June1940.His*

French campaign' came to an

inglorious end after a few cheaply won victories had taken him no

further than Menton. In November 1942it was the Italians and

Romanians who gaveway at Stalingrad, thus enabling the Russiansto
breakthrough and encircle the Sixth Army. And finally, in 1943, the

Badoglio government declaredwar on the Third Reich. Hitler's

constancy in the face of all this only goes to prove that even here reality
meant less to him than the insights he had gained in the years before
the FirstWorld War. Not until the beginning of 1945,when there was

no longer any room for doubt, did he admit that the alliance had not
comeup toexpectations.In February ofthat year he laid the blame for

the defeat at Mussolini's door when hewrote:
The alliance with Italy has clearly been of greater benefit to our enemies
than to ourselves. While I was on my way to Montoire, Mussolini took

advantage of my absence to launch his ill-starred campaign in Greece. We

were compelled willy-nilly to intervene by force of arms in the affairs of the

Balkans, and by so doing calamitously delayed our attack on Russia. Had
this begun on, or shortly after, 15 May, everything would have turned out

differently.148

Hitler's view of an Anglo-German alliance as a means of securing
Germany's rear while she was engaged in her 'necessary' eastward

expansion, was largely the result of wishful thinking. At best it was no
morethan indirectly related to historical fact. The purposeofprevious

Anglo-German treaties had been the containment of French
expansionism - the alliance, for example, concludedduring the Spanish

War of Succession (1701-14) betweenWilliam of Orange, the Holy
Roman Emperor, Prussia,the Empireand,later,Portugal and Savoy,

or again, the alliancebetweenEngland and Prussia during the Seven
YearsWar (1756-63). Hitler regarded France as Germany's hereditary
enemy,but his aims differed from those pursued in the past by Britain
and Prussia, for the earlier alliances had been designed to prevent

precisely what he hoped a pact with Britain would enable him to per-
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petrate - aggression.Hebelievedhewas historically justified in

assumingthat, at the time of the monarchy, Britainwould have been prepared

to enter into an alliance with Germany on a quid pro quo1*9basis
thereby permitting the Reich to pursue her Europeanpolicy

- an

attack on Russia150- with impunity. It seemed to him that in the past

Germany had had only two alternatives with regard to Britain. The
following extract from Mein Kampf, written in 1924, reflects views he

had already held for ten yearsor more:' IfaEuropean territorial policy

was only possible against Russiain alliancewith England, conversely,

a policy of colonies and world trade was conceivable only against

England and with Russia.'151 In either event the inevitable corollary

must have been the abandonment of the Austrian alliance, an alliance

whose every aspect Hitlerdeplored.
Thereis no saying precisely when he began to envisage the

possibility of an alliance with Britain. On 1August 1920, the first occasion
on which he publiclyadvocated an Italo-German alliance, no such

possibility was mentioned.152It would seem probable that it first

occurred to him sometwo and a half years later when he notedwith

satisfaction that on 4 January 1923 Britain had not endorsedthe
Reparation Commission's vote of censure on the Reich for having

failed to maintain its coal deliveries. In addition the United Kingdom
had thereafter conspicuously disassociateditself from all reprisals

against Germany, including the occupationofthe Ruhr by France and

Belgium on 9 January. Hitler also assumed from his reading of

eighteenth-century history that, notwithstanding the EntenteCordiale
of 1907and the fact of having fought side by side in the First World

War, Britain and France were enemies at heart. Hence he believed that

by openly proclaiminghis hostility to France he would inevitably win

over Great Britain who would undoubtedly be anxious to prevent any
of the continental powersfrom rising to a position of world political
importance,leastof all France whom she could in no circumstances
allow to take possession of the *

West European iron and coal

deposits \\153 Thus when laying down guidelines for a German foreign

policy that would be both sensible and farsighted, he concludedthat

while Britain was reluctant to see Germany becomea world power,

France was *
reluctant to see her become apowerat all.

*
Today,' he went

on,
*

we are not fighting for a positionasa world power; today we must

struggle for the existenceofour fatherland, for the unity of our nation
and the daily bread of our children. If we look about us for European
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allies.. . thereremain only two states: England and Italy.'154The first

of these alliances he never succeeded in concluding.Among the chief

obstacles were his pronouncements on foreign policy in Mein Kampf,

pronouncements he cameto regret.155When the book appeared in

translation in 1939there was no mistaking the attitude of the British
Press.It was plain from the comments in The Daily Telegraph of 23

March and The Timesof 25 Marchthat the British public no less than
their political leadershad understood very well what role Hitler

proposed to allot to them. The despatcheswhich the foreign minister von

Neurath had been receiving sinceDecember1936from Ribbentrop,

his ambassador in London, should have left Hitler under no illusions
as to Britain'sreadinessto fight if Germany were to start a war.156
Moreoverhe had been specifically warned of this eventuality by
Ribbentrop on 2 January 1938.157 And when Britain declared war on

3 September 1939 he was forced to realize that he had been badly
mistaken. Yet on 23 May 1939,the day after the signature of the
Italo-German Pact of Steel,he had already shown signs of deviating
from hisearlierpolicyin declaringthat Germany must

*
burn her boats'

and prepare for war against England.15
8 There is no knowing whether

this had anything to do with Ribbentrop's conclusion that, since Britain
would not tolerate Germany asa major power in Central Europe, she
would fight the Third Reich as soon as she was strong enough to do

so.159 After the collapse of Poland, Hitler tendered hispeaceoffer to

the Western Powers in the hope that he could pick up where he had left

off and strike a bargain with Great Britain. In other words he proposed
to renounceall political objectives in the West in return for freedom of

action in the East. But oncemorehe found he had been mistaken.

Again, his hope that the fall of France would eventually drive Britain

into his arms proved to be as empty as his wholly illusory expectation
that the Russians would refuse to fight under a Bolshevist leadership.

Since his earliest days as a politician Hitler's attitude towards
Francehad been one of mistrust and hostility.160This marked, indeed

violent, anti-French sentiment characterizes many of his utterances

about international affairs even in the periodbeforehe wrote Mein

Kampf, as is evident, for example,from his attacks on the peace terms
after the First World War, his demands for the return of ceded German

territory, and his choiceof potential allies for Germany. As early as
6 June 1920heremarked:*

So far as we're concerned the enemy is just

across the Rhine, not in Italy or somesuchplace.'161Laterhe pub-
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licly accused Franceof seekingto destroy Germany by splitting her

up into small states and of aspiring to European hegemony.162 In
MeinKampf he further charges the French with having endangered

'the existence of the white race in Europe' by contaminating the
Rhine with 'negro blood'.163 He continues:

What France, spurredby her own thirst for vengeance and systematically
led by the Jew, is doing in Europe today is a sin against the existence of

white humanity and some day will incite against this people all the avenging

spirits of a race which has recognized racialpollution as the original sin of
humanity. For Germany, however, the French menace constitutes an

obligation to subordinate all considerations ofsentiment and hold out a hand
to those who... will neither suffer nor tolerate France's desiresfor

domination.In the predictable future there canbe only two allies for Germany in

Europe: England and Italy.164

He was convinced that, with her fundamentally anti-German attitude
and her hegemonicaspirations, France must be destroyed if Germany
was to preserveherunity and be in a position to secureherrearwhen

the time came to acquire by force of arms the spacesherequired in the

East. This is confirmedin his Zweites Buch in which he writes:

When it comes to choosing between Franceand Italy... Germany can only

choose Italy. For a Franco-German victory over Italy would mean the South

Tyrol for us, but also an enemy in the shape of a now stronger France. A

victory over Francewith the help of Italy would give us Alsace-Lorraineat

very least and, best of all, ... the freedom to put into effect a really far-
reaching policy of expansion.165

Hitler never materially alteredthe views on France he had publicly
expressed for the first time shortly after the First World War.166

Because of his deep-rooted prejudices he consistently repudiated

the idea of a Russo-German alliance,and this not only in the mid-
twenties when he was dictating Mein Kampf. From 1920167 until

1939, and again between 1941 and 1945,the arguments he constantly

invoked against it remained virtually the same. When on occasion he
appearedto deviate from this line, it was always for tactical reasons.

For example on 23 March 1933he informed the Reichstag: 'The

Reich government is willing to cultivate friendly relations with the

Soviet Union. ... The government of the National Revolution finds

itself in a positionto pursuea policy of a positive nature.'168 And in a

telegram to Stalinon 20 August 1939 he even went so far as to say:
'The conclusion of a non-aggression pact with the Soviet Union will
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mean that I can embark on a long-term policyfor Germany. This

country will thereby resume a political line.. .which will be of benefit

to both countriesfor centuries to come.'169 Since he did not really care

whose hands held the reinsin the Soviet Union, his decisions were

not materially affected by the fact that the Russian rulerswere
Bolshevists and hence, by his own definition, alsoJews.In Mein Kampf

he expressly states that' present-day Russia,divested of her Germanic

upper stratum, is ... no ally for the German nation's fight for

freedom',170 since Slavs lack the energy to form a state. He goes on to
accusetheirleadersofbeing the tools of world Jewry' who are seeking
toestablish a 'Jewish world hegemony In Russian Bolshevismwe

must see the attempt undertaken by the Jewsofthe twentieth century

to achieve world domination'.171 Shortly before his executionat

Nuremburg Ribbentrop stated that, after his return from Moscow in

September 1939, he and Hitler often discussed the supposed Jewish
Bolshevization of the world.It then seemed to Ribbentrop that the
F\303\274hrer's views, at least in 1939 and 1940,werebeginningto draw

closer to his own. 'However,' he writes,'hisopinions constantly varied

and it is impossible to say to what extent he was motivated by tactical
considerations in talking to me thus. ... As the war went on the
F\303\274hrer reverted to his notion of an international conspiracy and was

most insistent about its supposedefficacy.'172

In September 1944, some eight months beforeHitler'ssuicide,the

end of the war was already in sight: in Russia, the entire southern

front right down to the Black Sea had collapsed,the Red Army had

been in occupation of Bulgariasince9 September,a Finnish armistice

delegation was already in Moscow, the Germanshad evacuated the

Peloponnese and the Ionian Islands and on every front the

Wehrmacht was in rapid retreat. Yet on 17 SeptemberHitler told his

physician, Dr Giesing:

In June 1941... I began the struggle against the Moloch ofBolshevism and

I shall bring that struggle to a victorious conclusion. My only real adversary

is Stalin and he is moreor lessmy equal. I can only express my admiration

for what he has made ofRussia.. . and for his military achievements. But in

the end the wave of Bolshevismwill break on the unshakeable world-viewof
National Socialism and I shall grind this East Asiatic brood under my heel.

Militarily and politically Churchill and Roosevelt, my two other adversaries,
are factors of no importance. In the same context Britain will be entirely
shattered and nothing whatever will remain of her empire. What remains
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will be annexed by the United States,and the British Empire will be erased

from history. I can't understand the stupidity of these people. They just

can't see how dangerous Bolshevismis,or that they're sawing off the branch

they're sitting on. I'd like to see thesetwo powers realize, before it's too late,
that they're fighting on the wrong side, and I can clearly foreseethe time

when it's I who'll be holding the balance in the issue betweenthe Russians

on the one hand and the Anglo-Americans on the other. Providence has

shown me that there's no coming to terms with Bolshevism, and I shall never
offer my hand to Russia.173

The Soviet-German Pact which involved a temporary diplomatic
volte-face on Hitler's part, was a purely tactical measure in face of the
political situation immediately before the Second World War. He
choseto overlook the warning he had uttered in Mein Kampf for the

benefit of the then Germangovernment to the effect that a Russo-
Germanalliancewould constitute a challenge to the Western Powers
who, in case of war, would be in a positionto concentratetheir air
attacks on Reich territory - an area that was not within reach of
effective Russian aid.174 In provisionally jettisoning his Weltanschauung

for the sake of present reality, Hitler was motivated primarily by his

impatience to beginhisPolishcampaign and by his hope of comingto
an understanding with Britain. Other considerations were the
increasingrole played by Poland's eastern neighbour the SovietUnion,in the
European balance of power and Japan's reluctance to comply with his

urgent demand that her existing treaty obligations be extended to

comprise active intervention against the US A should the latter go to

war with Germany. He may have temporarily silenced his conscience

by recallinghisearlierreflections on the subject of Russia, whenhe had

seen her as the only ally that could help Germany pursue a global
policyin opposition to Britain.175 When on 22 June 1941henot only

reverted to the policy he had advocated ever since becoming a

politician but also proceeded to implement it, he believed himself to be

secure in the West and was visibly relieved that he no longer had to
make an outward show of swallowing his own words.But he made a

grave error when, insteadof advising caution, he urged Japan to take
immediate action against the USA.176 For the Japanese attack on
PearlHarbouron7 December1941,some six months after Hitler had
first marched against Russia, brought about the armedintervention of

the USA and Germany's consequent declaration of war on her. This

marked the beginning of the Allies'ascendancy in what had become
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the SecondWorld War. It should perhaps be said that, since Japanese

foreign policy was so devious asto bealmost impenetrable, Hitler can

hardly be accused in this instance,either of over-optimism or of

having deliberately disregarded the true circumstances.
In 1939,when he embarked on the final phase of his world-power

programme with his first Blitzkrieg, the line-up of the powersbore
little resemblance to the constellations which since the early 1920s,he
had regarded as a necessary prerequisite if Germany was to fulfil her

destiny and embark on the expansionistprogramme he believed

indispensable. While in Vienna and Munich in the years before1914he
had believed that Germany and Austria had been guilty of

unpardonablediplomatic blunders through having pursued a mistaken and
historically ill-judged policy of alliances.177 Yet now, on the threshold
of war, he refused to recognize that he himself had been guilty of

similar blunders, nor for that matter could he have done so, being
incapable(saving only perhaps in the case of Stalingrad)ofperceiving
and admitting his own mistakes. Indeed to him a mistake was by
definition anything that failed to agree with his own dogmatic ideas.
Hence he persistedin laying the blame for the failure of his foreign

policy exclusively on his European allies.178His attitude towards the

past combined with his firmly held conviction that he had learnt a great
deal from history, which he alone was capable of understanding,was

bound to have catastrophic consequences - and that not only in the
field of foreign policy.

Neither Hitler's Weltanschauung nor his character permittedhim
to take a dispassionate view of history or to expresseven remotely

unbiased opinions on the subject of the different social classes, the

churches or the various professions. Even after he no longer had any

need to do so, he would inveigh in scornful if not violent terms against

the
*

upper crust', against royalty and what he calledthe *
Hohenzollern

brood'. He would aim sarcastic barbs at the teaching profession in

general and at primary school-teachers in particular. Lawyers he
execrated,regarded financiers as rogues, and despised the clergy
ofbothconfessions.But his contempt did not extend only to the middle
classeswho had flocked to his political standard and quickly become
the backbone of the NSDAP; he also despised the massesto whom

he had consistently turned for support between1919and 1933. The

only bourgeois elements he was preparedto toleratewerethe
Hamburg patricians, whose manner of speech he couldand often did mimic
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admirably. And whereas Karl Marx in his Communist Manifesto had

conceded that the bourgeoisiehad playeda highly revolutionary role

in history,179 Hitler refused to admit that they had ever served a useful
function. 'No section of the population/ he saidin 1942,'hasshown

itself more stupid in political matters than this socalled bourgeoisie.'180
What particularly aroused his ire and sarcasm was their failure, as he

thought, to understand or even genuinely accept antisemitism in the
form in which he himself practised it.181

An attempt to evaluate Hitler's historical knowledge by academic
standards would be neither pertinent nor psychologicallyjustifiable,

were it not for the special place allotted to history in his scheme of

things. Repeatedly he insisted that he had understood history

correctly and that his policy was the best and most logical manner of

putting that understanding into practice.
' If mankind would only

study history,' he asserted categorically on 27 January 1942, 'just

think what the results would be!'182Hitler,who prided himself on

being a thinker, regarded his interpretation of history as the very
cornerstone of his political thoughts and actions which, he hoped,
would in turn, be seenas statesmanship of the 'kind that makes

history'. That interpretation, which he held to bethe objective reflection

of reality, evinced grossly distorted and arbitrarily accentuated features

and ruthlessly ignored the recognizedfindings of historians. The

consequent inconsistencies were not evident to the generals,the officers

from the front line units and the artists who came to visit him at his

headquarters, nor to membersof his entourage- Bormann, Speer,

Morell and Heinrich Hoffmann, for instance.None of these men
possessedsufficient historical knowledge to question his frequent
pronouncements on the subject. What they heard was new to them and
wasput acrosswith such assurance that they believed they were being
vouchsafed a privileged glimpse behind the veil of history.But even

historians would sometimes have been hard put to it to correcthim on

points of detail or, indeed, to advance a convincing alternative. For

example Hitler oncemaintained that the Roman Extern stones in the
regioneastoftheElbe'were certainly not places of worship but places
of refuge'183to which the Romans retreated at times of emergency.
Sincethis was a point on which opinionsweredivided, he could safely
have overridden anyone who sought to dispute it.

His view of the medieval empire, in support of which he advanced
seeminglyplausible arguments, differed from that of most historians
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in that he saw it as a kind of Germanicrepublic and approved its

electoral system. Hereditary monarchy, on the other hand,he believed

to be conducive to degeneracy, which in turn could lead to children

and idiots becomingheadsofstate.Meditating on this theme in March

1942,he wonderedwhat would happen if Marshal Antonescu had not
beenat the side of twenty-one year-old King MichaelofRomania,

*
an

abysmally stupid and hopelessly spoilt
'*84

youth whose education had

been entrusted by King Caroltowomen.Again, he expressed doubt as

to Peter of Yugoslavia'scapacity to rule since,when told that a coup
d'etat had placedhimon the throne,the new king had *

gone down to

the cellar and blubbered'.185An electoral system, he thought, was less
liablethan an hereditary monarchy to produce a headof state who was

a *
total idiot', and of this the best proofwas the history of the German

emperors. For whereas in hereditary monarchies at least eight out of
ten rulers had been

*
nincompoops', not one of the elected German

*
Titans' could be described as such.186Healsodiffered from accepted

academic opinion in regarding Napoleon's downfall not as the result

of his Russian campaign but as arising inevitably out of his typically
Corsican sense of family and his 'want of taste' in accepting the
imperial crown, thus making 'common cause with degenerates'.187
Hitler himself eschewednepotism on the grounds that it was a form

of 'protection of the ego'188 conducive to inefficiency; Napoleon's

indulgence in nepotism he regarded asevidenceof human weakness if

not of hubris for which history had exactedher own revenge.

Hitler would adopt generally accepted historical facts and opinions

and proceed to give his own version of them, supporting that version

with instances drawn from impeccable sources,quotations from the

correspondence of such rulers as Peterthe Great and Napoleon,189
and references to the publicationsof obscureAustrian dissidents*

many of whose names were unknown to German scholars. Thus he
wasableto dazzle his audience with a display of erudition on a variety

of topics. Academics, on the other hand, would find themselves

completely nonplussed by the dogmatic, pertinacious and sometimes
ridiculously overemphatic views this autodidact had derived from his

studies - views which remainedunmodified since they never met with

any serious opposition. Save in a few instances,hewas impervious to

argument. Six weeks after Hitler's death Giesing wrote:

In Austria this is customary even among serious historians.
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Despite scientific proof to the contrary, he refused to believe that there was

such a thing as minimum protein requirement, and that this was the reason

why he often felt hungry. He preferredto allay his pangs by drinking tea
and eating three of four slices of caketwice daily. His opinions and

pronouncements, even on minor matters such asthese,were all of so tenacious
and absolute a nature that it was usually hopeless to try and make him see

reason. Yet he was quick to understand medical innovations of which he had

not previously heard.190

Hitler often spoke disparaginglyof the Teutoniccult,191contrasting

it with the culture of ancient Greeceand Rome, which he regarded as
' our spiritual home \\ He derided as foolish those who failed to

understand that the Teutonic races had been comparatively late arrivals so

far as the history of civilization was concerned. After 1933 he waxedso
criticalof Deutschtum that his credibility would have sufferedhad his
views on the subject ever become generallyknown.

Why [he asked angrily] do we call the whole world'sattention to the fact

that we have no past? It isn'tenough that the Romans were erecting great
buildings when our forefathers were still living in mud huts; now Himmler

is starting to dig up these villages of mud huts and enthusing over every
potsherdand stone axe he finds. All we prove by that is that we were still

throwing stone hatchets and crouching around openfires when Greece and

Rome had already reached the highest degree of culture. We really should
do our best to keep quiet about the past.192

Hitler never modified his 'world power programme'193 which
comprisedamong other things 'the peaceful conquest' of European
territory, the establishment of a German continental imperium by
means of a seriesof Blitzkriegs, the acquisition of colonies in Africa,
the creation of maritime bases and a strong navy and, finally, the

development of a war economy capableof sustaining a globalconflict.

This programme, which incongruously enough owed certain of its
aspectstohis idiosyncratic interpretation of the cosmopolitan outlook
of Stoic philosophy, had already begun to occupy his mind in his
Vienna days. Then a 'fanatically committed' German Austrian, he

read publications such as Grossdeutschlandand Deutsche Weltpolitik

some of whose themes later recurredwhen, as a member of the German
army, he discussed war aims with his comrades. The German Pan-

Germans, who had a not inconsiderable influence on the shapingof
Hitler'sWeltanschauung, claimed that the German Empire should
consistof the LesserGerman Reich along with Luxemburg, Holland
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and Belgium, German-speaking Switzerland and the Austrian

Empire.194 As early as 1895 (the Year i*1 which Hitler started school at

Fischlam) ErnstHasse,awell-known professor of statistics at Leipzig
University and presidentof the GermanPan-GermanLeague,had

called for the extension of the Greater Reichto the shores of the

Persian Gulf.195 Further Pan-Germandemands included the whole

of Switzerland, the BalkanPeninsula,Asia Minor and the seven eastern

departementsof France.196
The main lines along which Hitler was to develophis theory of

history had already been laid down while he was a schoolboy in Linz.

Later it betrayed the influence of, amongst others, Malthus,Darwin,

Kj eilen, B\303\266lsche, Gobineau, Carlyle, Ploetz, Alexander von M\303\274ller

and, perhaps, also Edward Gibbon. His history teacherin Linzwas Dr

Leopold Poetsch, a member of the Linz municipal council and a
militant German Nationalist whose political views had beenformed in

the German and Slav speaking regionofsouthernAustria. He

indoctrinated his pupils with the theories of the Pan-GermanLeagueand

deliberately manipulated various aspects of history to make them fit

in with a preconcieved ideological view. By this means he turned the

boys into true 'children of Germany* and enemies of Austria. 'For

who', Hitler asked in Mein Kampf, 'could have studied German
history under such a teacher without becoming an enemy of the state
which, through its ruling house, exerted so disastrous an influence on

the destinies of the nation?'197Later,however, at the height of his

power, he was to single out for commendation one memberof that

house, Rudolf von Habsburg, because he had securedpossessionof
certainhereditary lands, had defeated Ottokar of Bohemia,had

skilfully avoided complying with a number of the Church'sdemands,and

had restored the unity of the Empire.198Hitleralsoconcededthat the

Habsburg monarchy, to which by 1924he vouchsafed little more than

contempt, 'had continued to upholdthe Germanidea at a time when

... the empirehad disintegrated into separate states and was literally

torn asunder by dynastic interests'.199
Of Poetschhewrote in Mein Kampf:

Perhaps it affected my whole later life that good fortune sent me a history

teacher who was one of the few to observethis principle in teaching and

examining. Dr LeopoldPoetsch . .. embodied this requirement to an ideal
degree.This old gentleman's manner was as kind as it was determined, his

dazzling eloquence not only held us spellbound but actually carried us away.
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Even today I think back with emotion on this grey-haired man who, by the

fire of his narratives, sometimesmade us forget the present; who as if by
enchantment carried us into past times and, out of the millennial veils of

mist, moulded dry historical memories into living reality. On suchoccasions

we sat there, often aflame with enthusiasm, and sometimes even moved to
tears.What made our good fortune all the greater was that this teacher knew

how to illuminate the past by examples from the present,and how from the

past to draw inferences for the present. As a result he had more
understanding than anyone else for all the daily problems which then held us
breathless. He used our budding nationalistic fanaticism as a means of
educating us. . . . This teacher made history my favourite subject. And

indeed, though he had no such intention, it was then that I becamea little

revolutionary.200

This fact was all too patent to thoseteachershe happened to dislike.

Speaking to his visitors in the Wolfsschanze on the evening of 8
January 1942 he recalled an incident involving his scripture teacher:

The moment Schwarzentered the room the class was as though transformed.

A new spirit entered into it, a general mood of rebellion.... Soas to annoy
him I got hold of somepencilsin the Greater German colours, black, white,

red. 'Get rid of those disgustingly coloured pencils at once!' Schwarz
exclaimed.There was an 'Ooh!' from the whole class. 'They stand for

nationalist ideals!' I cried.' I forbid you to cherish nationalist ideals. There
is only one ideal and one alone, and that is our fatherland and our own House

ofHabsburg.,2C)1

Even as an adolescent Hitler had little affection either for Vienna or
for the HouseofHabsburg.Hisaversion for Vienna, an aversion shared

by a great many other Austrians, whether from Innsbruck, the

Vorarlberg, Graz or elsewhere, would seem to have had its origins in Linz.
But it was only after he had actually lived in the capital between1908
and 1913 that he grew to hate it and to detest the Viennesedialect
which, save for one or two idioms, he never used. Hitler's

Weltanschauung as well as his attitude to history and to Austria was to a large
extent moulded by Linz,thenasemirural,middle-classtown governed

by freethinking German Nationalists. Its industrialization came only

with the Anschluss and it was never to become the unrivalled centre
of art and culture such as Hitler had plannedoncevictory was his. The

authorities turned a blindeye to the gatherings of the banned' Gothia'
or 'Wodan'Societiesfrequented by the pupils (young Adolf among
them) from the school in the Steingasse, an establishmentof Pan-
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German persuasion. Not only was he exposed,therefore, to the
ideologicalinfluence of these gatherings, but he also witnessedthe
intolerent nationalism of the citizenry, whose anti-Czech sentiment
even led them to protest against the appearanceof the eminent

violinist, Jan Kubelik, and to demonstrate against Father Jurasek's use

of the Czech language in church. These memories are plainly in
evidencein MeinKampf. Indeed they are at the root of his attacks on

the Habsburgs for their 'Slavization' of the Austrians, and of his
constant harping on the undue influence exerted by the Catholic
clergy.Again, his early experiences in Linz may well account for his

morbid nationalism with its predominant strain of Pan-Germanism
and antisemitism.

In Mein Kampf Hitler relates that, during his schooldays in Linz,
he 'learnedto understand and grasp the meaning of history',202 and

again that
*

to
\"

Learn
\"

history means to seekand find the forces which

are the causesleadingto thoseeffects which we subsequently perceive
as historical events \\203 This assertion not only presupposes the virtual

infallibility of a Weltanschauung that seeks to explain historical cause
and effect in highly stereotyped terms; it also tenders the experiences
and insights he gained at that time as historical lessons applicable to
the future of the Reich. For example, throughout his life his plans and

decisions consistently reflect the impressionsmade on him by the

British, French and Russian policy of encirclement,of which he had

heard so much in Linz and Steyrbetween 1904 and 1907. The

hysterical terms in which he subsequently expressedhis fear of a renewed

encirclement of the Reich can be partly attributed to his voracious

reading, at this impressionable age, of the nationalist press, the

S\303\274dmark-Kalender and the Linz Fliegende Bl\303\244tter.204

Hitler admitted in 1942 that when in Linz he had not yet been

capable of grasping doctrinesof any complexity or of drawing
conclusions therefrom. Again speaking of Father Schwarz, his scripture
teacher,herelates:*

I would drive him to such desperationthat he often

didn't know whether he wascomingor going.I had read a lot, much of
it free-thinking stuff*, and when I came out with my half-baked scraps
of erudition it really drove him wild.'205Even in Mein Kampf, twenty

years after he had left school, his historical dissertations were still so
generalizedand so tendentious that it is difficult to credit him with any
real familiarity with history. He would undoubtedly have written in

much greater detail had he possessedthe knowledge of which he later
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gave evidence - in his table-talk for example. What he wrote in 1925,
while consistentwith his later opinions, was encumbered with

irrelevant detail and gave no more than a vague idea of the concepts on which
his Weltanschauung was based. He speaks, for instance,ofthe'
colonizationof the Ostmark' for which the Baiuvarii had been mainly

responsible,206 of the 'organization of a Brandenburg-Prussian state as a
model and nucleus for crystallization of a new Reich',207of the
'

acquisition and penetration of the territory eastof the Elbe'208and of

the need for a historiography which would not only give a proper
account of the 'growth,of the activity and - the decline - ofthe true
culture-founders of this earth, the Aryans themselves', but wouldalso
elevate the racial question to a *

dominating position'.209 Too many of
his pages are filled with empty phrases and generalizations
interspersed with a few names, the whole often couched in language which

merely betrays the tritenessofhis judgement.
In Hitler'sview, history was the work of great men; among them

Arminius the Cheruscan, Theodoric, Charlemagne,Rudolf von Habs-

burg, Wallenstein, Frederick the Great, Peter the Great,Napoleon,

Bismarck, Wilhelm I, several emperors of the GermanImperialperiod
and one or two popes. These were someof the pre-eminentfigures

whom he regarded as' makers of history'in thesenseused by Thomas

Carlyle and the idealistically inclinedhistoriographers of the

nineteenth century
- figures who must *

always be understood in the
context of their time', as he put it on 31March1942.210'Who knows,' he

went on to ask,
*

whether some mad schoolmaster a thousand years
hence,somepoorsimpleton ... won't come along and say: \"Hitler
may have meant well but, when all's saidand done, what he did in the
Eastturned out to be sheer folly\" ?,2

* * To him history was not, asit was

to Marx and Engels and their followers,the history of class struggle,
but rather the history of racial struggleswhose outcome was always

determined by men of major stature; it was the sum total of struggle
and war, waged by each against all212with no room for either mercy or
humanity. Citing Moltke he said that the most drastic methods of

warfare,213by helpingto curtail its misery, were in fact the most
humane,and that anyone who was not prepared to countenance such
methods would thereby eliminate himself from history. In nature,he
believed, there was an 'iron law of logic' which ordainedthat there

should be a perpetual process of selectionthrough a life and death

struggle in which the stronger always overcame the weak and thus
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securedthe *
right to exist'.214 Applying this idea to the future of the

German people he said on 28 January 1942:

If this war costs us a quarter of a million dead and a hundred thousand

cripples, the loss will have been made good by Germany's high birth-rate

since we came to power.They will be replaced several times over in the

settlements I am creating for German blood in the East. ... The fact that

we have too many children is to our advantage. For that gives rise to want
or necessitywhich in turn compels people to bestir themselves.We are not

in danger of remaining stuck at the stage of developmentwhich has brought

us superiority today. Necessitycompels us always to be in the van as far as

technologicalprogressis concerned, for only by that means can we retain

our lead The price that has to be paid for life is blood, and this begins

at birth. If anyone says he doesn'tlikethat kind of life I can only advise him

to do away with himself.2 * 5

On 1 December 1941, when recuperating from six months of severe

illness during whichhehad suffered from an agonizing heart condition*
attacks of dizziness,constant stomach ache and debilitating bouts of

shivering,he remarked:
Some people might be horrorstruck by the way creatures devour each other
in nature. The fly is killed by a dragon fly, which is killed by a bird which in

turn is killed by something bigger. The biggest creature, when it grows old,
falls a prey to bacteria, and fate finally catches up with these as well....
Hence all we can do is to investigate the laws of nature in order not to go
against them ... otherwise it means rebellion against the heavens! If there
is one divine commandment I could believe in it is this: Preserve the

species.216

Jacob Burckhardtregardednations as biological organisms subject
to natural laws, as did Hitler and Alexander von M\303\274ller who further

saw them as' rooted in the earth and,liketheearth,restrictedtocertain

natural limits'.217 But whereas Burckhardt applied biologicallaws to

the history of peoples, assigningto eacha lifespan of up to 1200 years,
Hitler took the view that a country's history came to an end only when

its people ceased to fight, thus ignoring 'the natural law upon whose
observancetheir survival depends'. Holding forth on this subject on

27 January 1942 he said:' So long as a few thousand men are willing to

go to prisonfor an idea, their cause is not lost. It's only done for when

the last man despairs of it.... On this point I am absolutely adamant:
If the Germanpeopleis not prepared to take active steps to preserve
itself, well and good

- let it disappear.'218Thus overpopulation,
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fighting and war were to him the principalmeansof safeguarding the

continued existence of the German people.
Sixty-five years before Hitler was born, Malthus had advanced a

theory which rapidly gained popular support,namely that the world's

population was outgrowingthe soil'scapacity to provide for it, so that

overpopulation would inevitably entail famine, war and pestilence.
Therewas, he believed, a twofold solution: firstly, control of the

birthrate by means of late marriage and continence and, secondly, the
intensivedevelopmentofagriculture.Hitler,on the other hand, saw the
solutionexclusivelyin ruthlessstruggle,in a predatory war of

annihilation,not for the sake of glory but solelyas a means to an end - an

historically all-important act in response to natural law and necessity,
an act in which his ideology was translated into practice. Unlike

Malthus, Hitler did not see overpopulation as a threat but rather as
desirablebecauseconducive to

*
necessity' which in turn would compel

the nation to 'bestir itself'219 and overthrow other nations. The
dangers inherent in such an interpretation were greatly enhanced by

Hitler's affectivity and his ability to arouse uncontrollable and

irrational forces in the people- an ability which derived from his

exceptional gifts as an orator and from his unexampledexpertise
in the manipulation of power.

Recent research into problems of overpopulation has revealed
certain modes of behaviour which appear in an exceptionallyinteresting
light when seen in relation to Hitler's reactionson a number of

occasions. At the 8th Conference of the International Planned Parenthood

Federation at Santiago de Chilein 1967,220the Scottish psychiatrist,

Professor G. M. CarstairsofEdinburghUniversity, cited studies which

demonstrated that various species of animals show disorganizationof
their normal behaviour patterns when confined to overcrowded pens;
among other changes, the frequency of combats tends to increase.

Hitler's markedly emotional reactions when dealing with the problem

of war and territorial expansionbear a closeparallel to those of the

animals described by Carstairs.Whenever he broached the subject of
Volk und Raum (people and space) in relation to war, he would for a

time become alarmingly and distressingly vehement, so that the

impression he gave was of a fanatically committed psychopath acting

instinctively in a state ofbellicoseexaltation.Thebloodrushed almost

visibly to his head, his features became congested, his body rigid, he
threw out his chest and thrust forward his arms as though to seize or
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strike down an adversary. At the same time heshoutedmenacingly and

looked the very image ofaggression.Towhat extent this behaviour was

due to high bloodpressureand the effects of constant medication is not
readily ascertainable.

Theparticular interpretation Hitler put on war and his brutal

attitude towards
*

invalids and weaklings' reflect his viewof the world and
of history.Thesourcesof the ideas he adopted and reshaped are not
difficult to trace. One such was Alfred Ploetz, a doctorof medicine,
whose book Die T\303\274chtigkeit unserer Rasse und der Schutz der
Schwachen{The Efficiency of our Race and the Protection of the Weak)221
Hitler had obviously read while still in Vienna. Ploetz expressed
concern over the threat 'to the efficiencyof our race',222moreespecially

the 'Aryan race',223 a threat inherent in 'the protectionoftheweak'.
Thedoctor,who was appointed an honorary professor in 1933,
introduced eugenics (now dubbed 'racial hygiene') into Germany.There
is a striking similarity between his ideas and those of Hitler, as the
following passage shows:

Advocates of racial hygiene will have little objection to war since they see

in it one of the means whereby the nations carry on their struggle for

existence. ... In the course of the campaign it might be deemed advisable
deliberately to muster inferior variants at points where the main need is for
cannon fodderand where the individual's efficiency is of secondary
importance.224

Since war occupied so central a place in Hitler'sthinking, the

question arises whether his study of Clausewitz'swork was ever

profound enough to play any real part in shapinghis Weltanschauung.

Military historians have either avoided the subjector accordedit no

more than a casual mention. There can be no doubt that his works

were already known to Hitler before the outbreak of the First World
War. And in the early twenties Hanfstaengl recalls having seen Vom

Kriege among Hitler's books. He could,Hanfstaengl says, quote

Clausewitz
'
by the yard', and from the same informant we learn that

in his early days as a party leader Hitler professed an unbounded
admiration for his writings.225 There is also evidence to showthat, in

quoting from Clausewitz's work, he was not motivated solely by the

desire to demolish hostilecriticismor to impressothers.Though a

number of sources have noted his familiarity with works on military
science none,226save Hanfstaengl, name specific authors.227 The fact
that (unlike Haider, for instance) D\303\266nitz, Blumentritt, Gause, von
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Manstein,Lissand Warlimont228 can none of them recall ever having

heard Hitler refer to Clausewitz at his conferences or in lectures, is of
little import.229 His willingness expressly to cite him, bothasasource
and in justification of his decisions, is in markedcontrast to his

reluctance to acknowledge the intellectual parentage of hisotherconcepts,
and would seem to indicate a certain familiarity with the master's

works.230

Nevertheless, apart from Keitel's statement at Nuremburg and

Hanfstaengl's231 account, there are only three distinct published
references that would seem to substantiate Hitler's claim to have

actually studied, and not merely read, Clausewitz.The first is his

reproachful and somewhat self-righteousremark on 8 November 1934
in the Munich B\303\274rgerbr\303\244ukeller. 'Not one of you,' he said, 'has read
Clausewitz, or if you have read him, you haven't known how to relate

him to the present.'232Thesecondisfound in an address to his senior
officers on 23 August 1941 when he said: 'My generalsknow

Clausewitzbut understand nothing of the economics of war. Cometo that,

I also know Clausewitz and his axiom:One must first destroy the

enemy's armies in the field and then occupy his capital.'233 Finally
Hitler's Chiefof the GeneralStaff, Heinz Guderian, quotes him as

saying in 1944:'I have studied Clausewitz and Moltke and read the
whole of the Schlie\303\237en Plan.'234

Like his one-time teacher, Alexander von M\303\274ller, Hitler regarded the

Jews as a 'ferment of decomposition'and incorporated them as such
into his general view of history. He drew on biologicalterminology to

express his antisemitism, which he envisagedas part of the ruthless

struggle for existence.' Canit be', he asked on 1 December 1941,

that nature created the Jew so that, by his decomposition, he should set
other peoplesin motion? If that be the case, then Paul and Trotsky are the
most estimableof Jews for having done more towards this end than anyone
else. Their activity sets up a resistance. This follows their action as the

bacillus follows the body it is seeking to destroy.235

He further regarded 'the Jew'as the 'mortal enemy of all light' who

'poisons the bloodofothers',236'sucksthem dry' and deceives,

misleads and subjugates them; who distracts them from the necessary

struggle for existence and strives to achieve
'

the victory of

democracy'237 using the latter as a means to destroythepeoples.
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How Hitler came to adopt this crude and pervertedattitude, which

he significantly describes as the victory of reason over feeling,238 is

plainly discernible from the following passage in Mein Kampf:

Today it is difficult, if not impossible, for me to say when the word 'Jew'
first gave me ground for special thoughts. At home I do not remember

having heard the word during my father's lifetime. I believe that the old

gentleman would haveregardedany special emphasis on this term ascultural

backwardness. In the course of his life he had arrived at more or less

cosmopolitan views. .. . Likewise at school I found no occasion which could
have ledme to change this inherited picture.

At the Realschule, to be sure, I did meet one Jewish boy who was treated

by all of us with caution . .. but neither I nor the others had any thoughts

on the matter.
Not until my fourteenth or fifteenth year did I begin to comeacrossthe

word 'Jew' with any frequency, partly in connection with political
discussions. This filled me with a mild distaste, and I could not rid myself of an

unpleasant feeling that always came over me whenever religious quarrels
occurredin my presence.

At that time I did not think anything else of the question.
Therewere few Jews in Linz.* In the course of the centuries their outward

appearance had become Europeanizedand had taken on a human look; in

fact I even took them for Germans.The absurdity of this idea did not dawn

on me because I saw no distinguishing feature but the strange religion. The
fact that they had, as I believed,beenpersecutedon this account sometimes

turned my distaste at unfavourable remarks about them into horror. . . .
Then I came to Vienna.

Preoccupied by the abundance of my impressions in the architectural

field... I gained at first no insight into the inner stratification of the people
in this gigantic city.... Not until calm gradually returned and the agitated

picture beganto clear did I look around me morecarefully in my new world,
and then among other things I encountered the Jewish question.. . . For

the Jew was still characterized for me by nothing but his religion, and

therefore, on grounds of human tolerance, I maintained my rejection of religious
attacks in this case as in others. Consequently, the tone, particularly that

of the Viennese antisemitic press,seemedto me unworthy of the cultural

tradition of a great nation. I was oppressed by the memory of certain
occurrences in the Middle Ages, which I should not have liked to see

repeated. Since the newspapers in question did not enjoy an outstanding

reputation... I regardedthem more as the products of angerand envy than

the results of a principledthough, perhaps mistaken, point of view.239

* This statement is false; cf. also Kubizek pp. 112f.
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So much for Hitler's own account. Kubizek, however, declares that,
to the best of his recollection,Adolf's father was not a broadminded

cosmopolitan, but rather an out-and-out antisemite and follower of
Sch\303\266nerer.240 He further contests Hitler's assertion that there was

virtually no antisemitism in his secondaryschoolat Linz. In fact,

Kubizek maintains that when they first met in 1904 - at a time, that is,
when Hitler was attending the school - his friend's attitude was

already distinctly antisemitic'.241 Some other pointsmay be worth

mentioning in this context. For instanceon 8 January 1903 the free

thinking Linz newspaper, Tagespost,publishedan obituary of Hitler's

father, Alois, which describedhim as
*

a progressive-minded man' of

comparatively wide culture, 'a warm friend of the freethinking
school' and a champion ofc probity and justice \\ On this point Hitler's

account appears to be moreaccurate than that of Kubizek. Not so his
ensuingremark to the eifect that he was acquaintedwith only one

Jewish pupil in his secondary school at Linz. In fact out of the school's
329 pupils fifteen were Jewish, 299 (including Hitler himself)were
Catholics,fourteen were Protestant and one was Greek Orthodox.At

the beginning of 1902 Hitler's class, iB, consistedof twenty-eight

Catholics, six Jews and five Protestants.242
From this we may conclude either that Hitler was deliberately

falsifying the facts or that his assertion about the comparative absence of

antisemitism among his fellowpupilswas true. For had he encountered

any definiteantisemitic manifestations at school he would surely have
stressedin Mein Kampf that six of his classmateshad beenJews.On

the night of 8 January 1942, reminiscingin the Wolfsschanze about

his former German teacher SiegfriedNagel,hesaid:
At Steyr we had a Jewish teacher. Oneday we locked him into the laboratory.
[In his classes]the racket was terrific.... He had no control at all.I was told

that at one time the boys had been afraid of him because of his terrifying

bellow. Then someone saw that he was laughing up his sleeve, so that was

that.. . . Once when I wasreading a bookon fungus disease he strode across
the room, snatched the book out of my hand and tossed it away shouting:

'Why don't you do as I do and read tripe?'243

It seems highly improbable that, before going to Vienna, Hider
should not as he alleges have even suspected'the existenceof an

organized opposition to the Jews'. Undoubtedly, however, the
question would have been more acute and hencemoreobtrusive in the

capital. From Mein Kampf v/t learn that the Viennese papers he read
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beforehis 'conversion' to antisemitism were the Jewish-owned Neue
FreiePresseand the Wiener Tageblatt, both of which appealedto him
becauseof 'their exalted tone and the objectivity of individual
articles'.244 What displeased him, he goes on to say,was the

excessively servile attitude of these papers which *
made the most obsequious

bows to every rickety horse in the Court, and flew into convulsions of

joy if he accidentallyswishedhistail.. . .Another thing that got on my
nerves was the loathsomecult for France which the big press, even
then, carriedon.A man couldn't help feeling ashamed to be a
German.'245 Hitler therefore turned to newspapers that expressed
opinionsrather more to his liking. He began to read the markedly

antisemitic Deutsches Volksblatt and came to the conclusionthat this

paper was 'somewhat more appetizing'246 than the national press if

only because it refrained from attacking Wilhelm II whom he regarded'
not only as the German Emperor, but first and foremost as creator of

the Germanfleet'.247Later he was to maintain that at first he was

repelled by the Volksblatt's virulent antisemitism. Nevertheless it

stimulated his interest in Luegerand the Christian Social Party which,
on his arrival in Vienna, he had regarded with hostility. But from

being Lueger's enemy he succeededin transforming himself into his

admirer, a processwhich, he relates in Mein Kampf, represented a
markedimprovement in his understanding of Jewry :248

My views with regard to anti-Semitism thus succumbed to the passage of
time, and this was my greatest transformation of all. At the time of this
bitter struggle between spiritual education and cold reason, the visual
instruction of the Vienna streets had performed invaluable services. There

came a time when I no longer, as in the first days, wandered blindly through

the mighty city; now with open eyes I saw not only the buildings but also
the people.Once,as I was strolling through the Inner City, I suddenly

encountered an apparition in a black caftan and black hair locks .. .249

Kubizek, who is at pains to substantiate and fill out a number of his
friend's descriptions,tells us that Hitler once appeared as a police
witnessafter the arrest on a begging charge250of an Eastern European

Jewish peddler of bootlaces,bracesand the like. The man, who wore
a caftan and high boots, was alleged by the policeto have had 3000

kronen on his person at the time of his arrest.25 *
Hitler's own

descriptionof this encounter in the Inner City has beenmuchembroidered
by a number of his biographers. He himself maintains that, after

observing the '
apparition in the blackcaftan'hezealously studied all
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availableantisemitic literature to find out as much as possibleabout

the Jews. The antisemitism expounded in the pamphletshe bought

for a few hellers 'seemed to me so monstrous',he wrote, and 'the

accusations so boundless, that, tormented by the fear of doing

injustice, I again became anxious and uncertain'.252 Hegoeson to say that,

though he could not always follow the arguments in antisemitic

publications since these 'unfortunately ... all proceeded from the

suppositionthat in principle the reader knew or even understood the

Jewish question to a certain degree',253he no longer believed the

difference between Germans and Jewsto bea purely religious one.

According to Wilfried Daim, the publicationsin question were

copies of the Ostara, a periodicalnot infrequently adorned with a

swastika, which had been founded in 1905 by a fanatical racist who
calledhimself Georg Lanz von Liebenfels. It was claimedthat on

occasion sales of this periodical had reachedas many as 100,000 copies.
No. 29 (autumn 1908), after calling attention to statements of policy
in previous issues,goeson to define the publication's task as follows:
' The Ostara is the first and only periodical devoted to investigating

and cultivating heroic racial characteristics and the law of man in such

a way that, by actually applying the discoveriesof ethnology, we may

through systematic eugenics ... preserve the heroic and noble race
from destruction by socialistand feminist revolutionaries.'254 This

extract speaks for itself. In 1905Lanz von Liebenfels founded the
' Order of the NewTemple'whose membership was restricted to fair-

haired, blue-eyedmen,all of whom were pledged to marry fair-haired,
blue-eyedwomen.In 1908Liebenfels, an uncommonly prolific

journalist, produced his magnum opus, which was reprinted in the Ostara
between 1928 and 1930, in the form of a pamphlet entitled Theozoology

or the Science of Sodom's Apelings and the Divine Electron. An

Introductionto the Earliest and Most Recent World View and a Vindication of
Royalty and the Nobility.

' Sodom's apelings' were the dark-skinned,'
inferior races' whom Liebenfels described as the' bungledhandiwork'

of demons in contrast to the blue-eyed,fair-haired'Aryo-heroes', the

masterpiece of the gods. These latter beings were equipped with electric

bodily organs and built in electrictransmitting and power stations.

They were the archetypesof the human species and the human race.

By means of'purifying eugenics'he proposedto awaken the gods

who, he alleged, continued to slumberin the 'fleshy coffins of men's

bodies'.255 At the same time he proposed to help the new human
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race, about to emerge out of the Aryo-heroic race, to regain
their former divine 'electro-magnetic-radiological' organs and, thus

equipped, to become'all-knowing,all-wise and all-powerful'256 as

in the primeval era of the gods.
Liebenfels claimed a number of world-famous politicans as his

alumni, among them both Hitler2 5 7
and Lenin. He also maintained that,

together with Kitchener, Lenin had been the only one to understand
his teaching'beforethe war and to have drawn his conclusionsfrom

it'.258 These absurd claims require no further comment. Adolf Josef
Lanz (1874-1954), alias Lanz von Liebenfels, the son of a Vienna

schoolmaster, had oncebeena Cistercian monk. In 1899 he left the
Heiligenkreuzmonastery in the Wiener Wald, assumed the title of
baron, awarded himself a doctorate, and falsified both the placeand

date of his birth, amending the latter to 1872. According to Daim this

impostor was not only the author of the publications which caused
young Hitler such a mental struggle, but also' the man who gave him

his ideas'.259 There isnosubstancein eitheroftheseassumptions. If,

as seems probable, Hitler came acrossLanz'spamphlets during his

time in Vienna, his development as an antisemite can have been little

affected by them. After the Wehrmacht's occupation of Austria he

prohibited their publication.260
The sourcesofthe ideological arguments upon which Hitler's anti-

semiticideaswerebasedcanbetracedbackat least as far as September
1919.These consistedin innumerable books, periodicals, pamphlets
and articles, all of very similar content. Their authors, whether eminent
or obscure,seta disastrous example both before and immediately after
the First World War, particularly in the German-speaking countries.
While in Linz Hitler read not only Fliegende Bl\303\244tter and Das

Alldeutsche Tageblatt, but also and more especiallythe S\303\274dmark-Kalender,

a paper much favoured by his schoolmates and by the Nationalist-
mindedtownspeople.Thispaperpleadedthe cause of the S\303\274dmark

Frontier Defence Association, and consistently promoted a' German-
conscious'policy. Thus during the course of 1904,the year in which

Hitler left Linz for Steyr,it advocated a 'greater German

consciousness',the recognition not only of 'the conditionsnecessary to our

nationhood' but also of 'the goalassignedby Providence to the

Germanic people', the' training of strong v\303\266lkisch natures' and the

acceptance of'the profound lesson of history as the lodestar' for all action

affecting the 'weal or woe' of the 'Great German National Com-
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munity'. The S\303\274dmark-Kalender was the source of much of Hitler's
vocabulary, in particular the term Volksgenosse* which frequently

recurred in its columns.261

It has already been shown that, while still at school in Linz, Hitler
had fallen under the influence of the Austrian Pan-Germans, more

especially that of their leader, GeorgRitter von Sch\303\266nerer, whose

strong pro-German bias he shared. Even before 1908, the year in which
Hitler finally left for Vienna, Sch\303\266nerer's movement was beginning to

show antisemitic tendencies262such as had manifested themselves in

the German Pan-GermanLeagueasfar back as 1897 with the
publicationof Ernst Hasse's book Deutsche Weltpolitik. In this work the leader
of the Leaguedeclaredthat'our future lies in our blood' and went on

to say how remarkable it was that 'this apparently obvious fact has

gone so longunnoticed'.263Following the publication of Houston

Stewart Chamberlain's Foundations of the Nineteenth Century and the
appearancein German translation of Gobineau's mid-nineteenth-

century Essai sur Vinegalite des races humaines, racism made rapid
headway in the Pan-German League. It was finally endorsed by the

unanimous election in February 1908ofthe antisemitic lawyer,

Heinrich Class, as leader of the League in Hasse'sstead.As Werner put it

in 1935:' The prevailing liberal doctrine of the equality of all who have

a human face was replacedby an appreciation of the importance of a
nation'sracialcomposition.'264

As a follower of Sch\303\266nerer in the years preceding the Great War

Hitler had taken careful note of developmentsin the Pan-German
League,both as regards its organization and its literature -
informationwhich later was to stand him in good stead. Thus, by the time of
the Pan-Germans'Bamberg conference in February 1919, he had
been familiar with the League's arguments and programmes for more

than ten years. And, indeed, the thoughts expressed in his paper on the
Jewswritten six months later are consistent with the following passage
from Point 5 of the League's1919manifesto: 'To combat the

disruptive, subversive influence of the Jews - a racial question which has

nothing whatever to do with questions of religion.'265
This manifesto marked the launching of biological antisemitism.

Though familiar with that theory's intellectual sources, Hitler could

*A rough equivalent might be *
comrade and fellow countryman', a term

having distinct racial overtones and frequently used by Hitler at the beginning

of a speech, (trans.)
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not at this time have handled its terminology with any confidence. The

memory of his struggle,not only in Linz and Steyr, but also no doubt
in Vienna, to understand what he had once describedas 'freethinking
stuff', long continued to inhibit him and it was not until 1921 that he

began to overcome thoseinhibitions.Indeedhe could hardly afford
*

not to understand things' if he was to heada party which, because of

its platform, contained 28 per cent officials and white-collar workers

(some with academic qualifications), 20 per cent merchants and

independent business men and 7 per cent academics.266Threeyears later,

writing of the Jews in Mein Kampf, he made use for the first time of
expressionssuch as 'parasite',267'parasitein the body of other

peoples',268 'bacillus',269 'germ-carriers',270'vampire',271and

'fission fungus of mankind', going on to assertthat'ifthe Jew is victorious

over the other peoplesof the world . . . this planet will, as it did
thousandsof years ago, move through the ether devoid of men'.272In
this new departure we can discern the formative influence of, amongst

others, the 'Darwinians' Ernst Haeckeland his henchman Wilhelm

B\303\266lsche though they are not, of course, mentioned by name.In 1899
B\303\266lsche had written a book called Vom Bazillus zum Affenmenschen

{From the Bacillus to the Apemari)273 in which he had described the
'naked struggle for dominance between the zoological species
\"Man\"'274and 'the lowest form of organic life'. In the nineteenth
century, B\303\266lsche held, man had found himself on the thresholdof
'

total domination of the earth ',275 and in the twentieth he would fight
his 'last decisivebattle' against the 'third Reich' of the bacillae,276a
battle which 'in all human probability'277 he would win. The theory

that the bacillus constituted a threat to man who, a few decades before,
had not even been aware of the existence of his 'mostdreadful living

enemy',278 was incorporated by Hitler, after his own fashion, into his

Weltanschauung. From then on his antisemitism was expressed in such

terms as to deprive'theJew'ofall human attributes. At dinner on the

evening of 22 February 1942 he said:
The discovery of the Jewish virus is one of the greatest revolutions the world
has seen. The struggle in which we are now engaged is similar to the one
wagedby Pasteur and Koch in the last century. How many diseases must

owe their origin to the Jewish virus! Only when we have eliminated the

Jews will we regain our health.279

In Mein Kampf, whose very title may derive from Hitler's study of
B\303\266lsche, he wrote:
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The Jew ... was always a parasite in the body of other peoples. ... His

spreading is a typical phenomenon for all parasites; he always seeks a new

feeding ground for his race... a sponger who, like a noxious bacillus, keeps
spreading as soon as a favourable medium invites him. And the effect of his
existenceis also like that of spongers: wherever he appears,the host people
dies out after a shorter or longer period.280

To B\303\266lsche may be attributed, not only Hitler's ideas about the Jews
and his manner of expressing them, but alsohismonstrous anti- Jewish

policy which culminated in his destroyingthemlikevermin with the

pesticide Cyklon B. In addition Hitler'sfear of personal contamination

and infectious disease as well as his morbid preoccupation with the

cleanliness of his hands, which he was continually washing, can

likewise be traced back to the samesource.
Again in Mein Kampf he wrote: 'Hence today I believe that I am

acting in accordancewith the will of the Almighty Creator: by
defendingmyself against the Jew, I am fighting for the work of the Lord.'281
From this it is clearthat he ultimately came to regard himself, not as

the effective murderer of countlessJews,but rather as the saviour and
redeemer of mankind.And from 'mankind' he excluded not only the
Jewsbut the Russians who, in the debased vocabulary of the Second

World War, became' dogs' and 'pigs'.282 There is no real evidenceto
supportthe widely held view that Hitler had lost all inhibitions about

the taking of human life and, indeed,it seemsdoubtful whether he

himself could have performed the drastic actions he automatically

demanded of others - for instance, the deliberate killing at Hadamar of
Stuka crews who had suffered psychological damage, and of other
hopelesslycrippledGermanservicemen.Even during his period of

struggle whenhewas constantly becoming involved in brawls, he never

himself took part in the fighting, though he invariably carried a

ferocious-looking leather dog-whip.Only once, on 9 August 1921,
was he known to strike a political opponent.283 He never attended

either a killing or]an execution. Indeed,when several of his comrades
had been shot down on the afternoon of 9 November 1923 in front of
the FeldherrnhalleinMunich,hecontemplated suicide and fell victim

to the nervous tremor which was to trouble him intermittently for

years, but more especiallyfollowing the Stalingrad defeat. When, after
the attempted coupof 20 July 1944, he was overcome by rage and a
mercilesslust for revenge, he gave orders that the execution of those

responsible be carriedout in the most humiliating manner possible,
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that afterwards they be hung up on meathookslikebutcher'scarcasses
and that the whole process be filmed and photographed.284His
entourage,believing he intended to use the film to deter potential
waverers or opponents, weresurprisedwhen he eventually watched it

himself,285 especiallysincethey thought him too squeamish even to
standthe sight of a bombed city. In fact, he is said to have asked one

of his doctorsin 1945:'Do you think I haven't the imagination to
envisagewhat it's like?'286

During the campaign in the East he was notoriously reluctant to

visit either the forward areas or the headquarters of his army groups.

In this he was motivated neither by fear for his own safety, nor by the
desireto preserve,despitehis own secret doubts, the last shreds of his
beliefin victory; and his argument that he was kept fully informed by

the representatives of the army groups and lower formations who

visited his headquarterswas no more than a pretext. Many membersof
his immediate entourage, both soldiers and civilians, were firmly

convinced that the only reason for his refusal to visit the battle areas was

that he could not stand the sight of dead and wounded,287and this
despitethe fact that he felt no particular bond betweenhimself and his

soldiers. Rather he looked on them as tools and, on occasion, would
count the costin bald terms of' rounds pooped off',288 German tanks

destroyedand German aircraft shot down. It is relatively easy to

describe in general terms how Hitler's antisemitism came into being and

how it subsequently developed, but rather more difficult to discover
how a man so talented, well-read and self-opinionated could have

succumbed to such a dreadful aberration. Ofall the factors - some more
easilydiscerniblethan others - which went to makeup this outlookone
in particular stands out, namely the truly appalling tradition of

antisemitism in Germany and Austria. Thus there are some important

historical parallels to the grisly martyrdom of the Jews for which

Hitler was responsible.
On 1April 1933 a boycott of Jewish businesshouseswas proclaimed

in Germany. Uniformed S A men picketed Jewish shops and held up
placardsinforming passers-by and wouldbe shoppers that German

Volksgenossen should not buy from Jews. In the summer of 1935the
sign 'Jews not welcome' began to appear in public gardens, cafes,
hotelsand business establishments. And after 10 October 1941Jews
wishing to leave their dwellings or to use public transport were

required to obtain a specialpermit.
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On 14 December 1821 all Jews living in Carlsbad were ordered
'

under pain of the statutory penalties to remove their persons and their

goods and chattels from the town ... not later than the twentieth of

this month'. Failure to complywith the order entailed the confiscation
of their belongings,expulsionfrom the town and severe penalties for
householderswho continued to let their premises to 'these
Israelites'.289 Similar instructions were issued to the citizensof
Reichenberg.290

By the spring of 1939 some 250,000GermanJews had left the

country, most of them penniless.The deportation to the East of

German Jewish notablesbeganon 19June 1941.

A century before, on 9 December1836,fourteen Jews were expelled
from Carlsbad and on 16February 1839 another ten were ordered to
leave the town within forty-eight hours.291 In 1866,after the Prussians

had defeated the Austrians and Saxonsat K\303\266niggr\303\244tz, the Jews of

Romania were declaredforeigners.292From17August 1938 onwards,

a few months after the Anschluss, all male Austrian Jews were

compelled to call themselves 'Israel' and all females 'Sarah', to both of

which derogatory connotations attached.
In the eighteenth century a great many Austrian Jews still went

without a surname and in the following century restrictions were

placed on the choice of names.Forexamplean Austrian edict dated

18 February 1802forbade Jewsto adopt the names of noble families293
and in 1887further regulations prohibited the use not only of Austrian

place names but even of names from 'the Jewish language', i.e. from
the Old Testament.294

Yet despite the wealth of information gainedfrom an analysis of all

the available data on Hitler's medical,intellectual and social

backgrounds, there is still no really satisfactory explanation for his anti-

semitism.

When he declared that by defending himself against the Jews, he
was fighting 'for the work of the Lord',295Hitlerwas expressing one

of his deepest convictions. Yet it would seem that during the 'small
hours' he was sometimes troubled by doubts about his doctrineand

his 'mission'; at the height of his power and military success in 1941
he confided to someof his closestassociatesthe fear that, from an

historical standpoint, he might have erred in his policy towards the
Jews.Similarand hitherto unpublished remarks such as, for instance,
the apprehension he once expressed that his Jewish policy,in running
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counter to history, was inevitably doomed to failure,296 amount to

very little by comparison with the historical facts, and only serve to
heighten the enigma.Indeed,in the course of the conversation
mentioned above, he described the existence of the Jewsasrepresentinga
dialecticalantithesis to all the other peoples and went on to express
concern lest his policytowards that race be misunderstood by future

generations who, in the circumstances,would no longer have any
firsthand knowledge of

*
Jews '. This remark can hardly be saidto indicate

doubt.Rather it reveals a Hitler fully determined to leave behind him a
Reich without Jews and already preoccupied with his posthumous

position in German history. We can say with absolute certainty that

Hitler never seriously doubted the Tightnessof his Jewishpolicy. In

the political testament which records his thoughts immediately before

his suicide, he invokeshis official doctrines when addressing his

successors. 'Above all I bind the leadership of the nation and their

followers to scrupulous observance of the racial laws and to merciless
resistanceto the universal poisoners of all the nations, international

Jewry.'297 Although at the eleventh hour he modified certain of his

long held convictions about racial matters, his conceptof Jewry

remained unaltered.
*

If I regulate my life in accordancewith my god-

given insight,' he said on 13December1941,* I may make mistakes,
but I act in goodfaith.'298

This leads on to a consideration of Hitler's attitude to religion and

the Church, an attitude in which ideas derived both from the Stoa

and from the Enlightenment play an undeniable if somewhat
indeterminate role. The matter is not a little complicated by the fact that,
while rejecting the Church, he approved of religion as such and,
indeed, regardedhimself as an' intrinsically pious' man.299 Yet to all

appearances he was wholly irreligious and, though he continued to

belong to the Church till the day of his death, made no secretof his
contempt for that institution whose teaching he declared to be
'utterly crazy'.300 He threatened the Church, publicly opposedher
and derided her clergy. While assuming that modern man, with his

knowledge of natural science, could no longer take the Church
seriously,301 he nevertheless repeatedly spoke of religious faith as a

blessing to mankind. In October 1941,tormented by a variety of

ailments and morethan ever convinced that he had little longer to live,

he said:' The fact is that we're creatures without wills and that there is

a creative force. It's stupidto attempt to deny it. To believe wrongly is
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better than not to believe at all.'302 And a month later, when the
fortunes of war were beginning to turn against him, he remarked:

'Religiosity is a really wonderful boon to mankind.'303 Indeed, he

hopedto seewhat he described as 'true piety' in the form of man's

belief in the divine take root from
*

a most profound knowledge of
human insufficiency'.304 Where religion was concerned he did not
seektoimposehis views on others.

*
I would not force my philosophy

on somewretched peasant woman,' he is recorded as saying:
Theteaching of the church is also a kind of philosophy, though not one that

seeks the truth. Since people are incapable of taking in great thoughts, it

doesn't much matter. Somehow it all leads up to the recognition of man's
helplessnessin the face of the eternal law of nature. That can't do any harm

so long as we eventually realize that man's salvation lies in attempting to

understand divine Providence, not in believing that he can rebelagainst the

law. If man humbly complies ... with the lawa, that's wonderful.305

As he grew olderhetendedincreasingly to substitute the term'

Providence' for
*

God', and to speak of a *
creative force'. He used the term

Providencein thesamesenseasdidthe Stoics, to whom it denoted the

power that holds sway over men's lives, a powerthat foresees

everything and preserves and guides the world it has created.Thereisample

proof that Hitler's belief in a supreme divine power was not merely
simulated. Both in publicand within his most intimate circle he never

hesitated to interpret either failure or successin the light of that

belief. For example on 23 April 1944 when talking to his physician,Dr
Giesing,about the defeat at Stalingrad - a defeat for which he assumed

full responsibility - he said: 'The fortunes of war often deal out

rabbit-punches of this kind and I know that Providence has already
given the enemy more than a full share of them and will continue to do

so.'306 Six months later, speakingofthe July plot, he told the doctor:
' If I ever harboured any doubts about the task entrustedto me by

Providence, I have none left now. Every day it seems to me a miracle
that I came out of the wreckage alive.'307 And shortly before his

suicide, he reverted to the sametopic:'Providencehas guided me

safely until now', he told Giesing,cand I shall continue unerringly on

my appointed way, whatever the circumstances.'308 Because of his
negative attitude towards the Church and what he thought to be her
abuse of God's name, and also because of the humanist influence of
the Enlightenment on his religious outlook, he avoided equating the
terms 'God' and 'Providence' in public. Among close associates,
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however, he would sometimes refer to the deity.Forexampleon 24

October 1941 he said: 'When peoplesay that lightning is made by

God, they're not far off the truth. But we canbe quite sure that

lightning isn't guided by God, as the Churchwould have us believe. That's
a falsehood manufactured by the Church for secular ends.'309 In
Hitler'sview religion could not be regarded as the productof any

particular moment in human history. Rather he sought its origins in

myths and sagas,believing that religion resulted from' man's

conceptualization of remembered images which have faded to mereoutlines',
and that the ideas thus formed' helped to keepthechurchin power '.310

This interpretation is not far removed from that of Engels, itself the

outcome of his criticismof Feuerbach'sconceptof the nature of

religion. Like Hitler, Engels regarded comparative mythology as a

source of information on the Indo-Europeanpeoples- the Indians,

Persians, Greeks, Romans and Teutons and also,'in sofar as material

was available', on the Celts, the Lithuanians and the Slavs. While

conceding that there was somedegreeoftruth in religion, Engels saw

it as 'the fantastic reflection in men's minds of those external forces
which control their daily life, a reflectionin which the terrestrialforces
assume the form of supernatural forces'.311 In his view religion first

came into being 'in very primitive times from erroneous, primitive
conceptions of men about their own nature and external nature

surrounding them'.312 For a time religion had playeda positive role in the

evolutionary process but as a result of radical economic changes it

would, Engels believed, necessarilybe superseded by the historically
inevitable advent of communism.It was a view Hitler did not share,
nor would he have welcomed such a development. In his opinion
religionhad been 'more human in its early stages' and he desiredits

survival - not least as a means by which to subjugateothers and to

bolster up and expand his own power.313 On the other hand he felt

that the Church had not made any positive contribution to history and
remarked of her rolein the Middle Ages:' In the period betweenthe
middleof the third and the middle of the seventeenth century, that

most cruel of epochs, humanity certainly sankto its lowest level. It was

a period dominated by blood-lust,basenessand falsehood.'314 At the

end of 1941 Hitler related how, in his youth, he had considered it

imperative to rid the world of the Church-
instantly, forcibly and

mercilessly, as if'by dynamite'. But now, he went on, he intended to

arrange things in such a way that the pulpits would be manned
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exclusively by dunderheads preaching to a bunch of old women, so

that the Church would rot away 'like a gangrenous limb'.315 Yet at
heart he remainedconvinced that it would one day be necessaryto
eliminate the Church by force. In 1942hedeclared:
I don't hold the view that just because something exists it's got to stay.
Providence has endowedman with intuition so that he canact in accordance

with that intuition. My intuition tells me that the dominion of falsehood will

be broken. But it also tells me that the time is not yet ripe. So as not to
connive in that falsehood, I've kept the party free of ecclesiastics. When the
time comes,I won't shrink from the struggle and I will act as soon as it has

been shown that action is possible.316

Up till the turn of the century and during his primary schooldays in

Lambach and Leonding the Catholic Church had not only been

accepted by Hitler but had exercisedsucha sway over him that at one
time he had actually dreamt of becoming an abbot.317 There is some
evidence that this uncritical attitude began to wane in Linzunderthe
influence of his 'progressively minded' father who, it will be recalled,

was described in his obituary as ' a warm friend of the freethinking
school'. Moreover there isgoodreasonto believethat it was not Alois

alone who influenced his son against the Church. A major part was

also played by Father Schwarz.Thispriestwas regarded as stupid and

unfeeling by Hitler and hisschoolmates,oneofwhom later blamed him

for the fact that 90 per cent of the pupils at the Linz Secondary School

became at least temporarily estranged from religion and the Catholic
Church.318On the night of 8 January 1942 Hitler gave a revealing

description of Schwarz's teaching methods. The account, which was
taken down verbatim by Heim, is reproduced here almostunabridged
sinceit shows the F\303\274hrer in one of his comparatively rare moments of
jocularity.

*
Our religious instruction was given entirely by priests,'he

recalled:
Iwas eternally asking questions. When it came to examinations, I did better
than anyone else, which put me in a strong position. My scripture reports
weremarked 'good' and 'excellent' though for conduct all I got was

'unsatisfactory'. I'd specially pick out the dubious passages in the Bible and

then ask, 'Please,sir, what does this mean?' to which I'd get an evasive

reply. But I'd keep on at Schwarz until he'd finally lose patience and shout:
' That's enough!Sitdown!'One day he asked me whether I said my prayers
three times day. 'No, sir,'I told him, 'I don't say them; I don't suppose
that God cares much whether or not a schoolboy like me says his prayers!'
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Schwarz had a big blue handkerchief which he used to fish out of the

lining of his cassock; when he unfolded it it crackled. One day he left it

lying about in the classroom. Just when he was joining the other teachers I
went up to him, holding the handkerchief gingerly by its corner:' Please sir,
you've forgotten your handkerchief,' I said. He glared at me and took it.

Uproar in the class! At that moment Herr Huebercame in. 'Now then,

Hitler, next time you return someone's handkerchief, don't do it like that!'
' I couldn't help doing it like that, sir!' says I.

One of Schwarz's female relatives ran a shop in the Steinstrasse We

used to go in and ask for the most impossiblethings like ladies' drawers.

When she saidshehadn't got them we'd go out shouting 'What a miserable

hole. Never has anything!'At Easter we had to goto confession.Beforehand

there was a written exercise. It was a great joke. Our confessions consisted

of one of us saying:' I have thought ill of my teacher,'' I have annoyed X,'
etc.When Schwarz arrived he told us we'd beenguilty of a grave sin because
we hadn't searched our hearts. Then we decidedwe'deach draw up an

enormous list of sins. Only nasty little boys could have invented all the crazy
things we thought up. During break I wrote on the blackboard 'To be

copied' and underneath some crazy nonsense such as you'd hardly credit a

thirteen-year-old with. I was still scribbling away when I heard a whistle

from the lookout we'd posted and I hastily turned the blackboard round
and rushed back to my desk. . . . Next day was Easter confession.The
holidays went by and we'd forgotten the whole business. Then someonehad
to write on the blackboard. He lifted it, turned it round, and there the thing

was!' I have indulged an unnatural...' The teacher took one look at it and

blenched.' I know that writing,' he said. 'Are you the culprit, Hitler? What
could have come over you?' 'It's just an example, sir. To show I was

searching my conscience properly like Father Schwarz told us to do.'' Well,

Pd advise you to keep your examples to yourself, or it's you I'll make an

example of- by locking you up!' I was always making resolutions to be more
restrained,but it was never any good. What I loathedwas his dishonesty. I

can see him today with that long nose ofhis, and it irritated me so much that

I forgot my resolutions and got up to my tricks again. Once, when my mother

came into the classroom, he rushedup and told her I was damned. To me,
he said:'Oh you poor, unfortunate boy!'' Please, sir,' I answered,'I'mnot

at all unfortunate!'' Just you wait till you get to the next world!'' Please,sir,
I'veheard tell that there's no such place . ..' 'Ifthere's one place you'll
never see it's heaven!''But,sir,supposing I do penance?' I was very fond
of visiting the cathedral - perhaps becauseof the architecture, though I
didn't realize it at the time. Somebody must have told him about it. He

couldn't imagine what I did there and must have thought I was up to no

good. In fact I walked around very reverently. Coming out I bumped into



15. Adolf Hitler as a runner.

16. Lance-Corporal Adolf Hitler wearing

the Iron Cross, Class II.
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17- Adolf Hitler (with dog) and two comrades, after their award of the Iron Cross, ClassII.
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i8. The author of Mein Kampf'(1925).
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19.Men's hostel in the Meldemannstrasse, Vienna, where Hitler lodged from December

1909to May 1913.
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20.
'
Schliersee', an oil painting by Adolf Hitler, 1913.
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21.'CamelBoy', water-colour by Hitler, Linz period.
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22. Water-colour by Hitler:' Karlskirche', Vienna, 1912.
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23. Water-colour by Hitler: 'Auersperg Palais',pre-1913.

24.Water-colour by Hitler: 'Feldherrnhalle', Munich, 1913/14.
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25. Water-colour by Hitler: 'Alter Hof, Munich, 1914.
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26. Sketch by Hitler:' Dugout at Fournes', France, World War I.

27. German infantry playing draughts in the trenches. Penand wash

drawing by Hitler, 1914.
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28. Water-colour by Hitler:' Haubourdin', World War I.
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29. Portrait sketches made by Hitler while telephoning.
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30. A sketch-design by Hitler for an imposing public building. Sketch-designs of this

kind were often accuratelydrawn and not infrequently accompanied by precise details and

calculations. Much of the work planned and or executed by the architects, Giessler,
Troost and, in particular, Speer, were based on them.
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31. On his fiftieth birthday (1939) Hitler inspects a model of a triumphal arch, nearly 4
metres high, made by Speer after a 1925drawing of Hitler's.
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32. Hitler's study in the Berghof. Not only did he design the lay-out but he was

responsible for the exact specification of every detail.

33.The main reception room in the Berghof.
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34- Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun inspecting the presents made to him on his birthday on

20 April 1933.

35. Hitler greets his ear, nose and throat specialist, Dr Erwin Giesing, a few weeks after

20 July 1944.
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36.Angela (Geli) Raubal. 37. Unity Mitford. 38. Margarete (Gretl) Slezal

39. Sigrid von Laffert. 40. Eva Braun.
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Schwarz. 'And I believed you to be damned, my son,' he said.'But you

aren't after all!' It so happenedthat I needed his good opinion just then

because we were about to get our reports,soI didn't put him right. When

I was fifteen I dictated a play to my sister. In Linz there was a Society of

Separated Couples,there being no such thing as divorcein Austria. The

society used to demonstrate against this uncivilized state of affairs. Public
demonstrations were prohibited, but not what were known as Clause 2

assemblies, in other words meetings attended by members only. I went into

a meeting after signing a membership form at the door, and what I heard put
me into an unholy rage. The speaker told us about monsters of depravity

whose wives were prevented by law from ever breaking away from them. I

said to myself, everyone'sgot to know about this. No one could read my

writing, so there and then I rushed off and began dictating the thing to my
sister. It had hundreds of scenesand I gave full rein to my imagination.

When Frau Hammitzsch saw it she said: 'Come now, Adolf, this could

never be put on!' I could only agree with her! And then one day my sister
went on strike and refused to do any more writing. I never finished the thing.
It was just the subject to get Father Schwarz'sgoat. Full of righteous
indignation I broached it next day.' I'm at a loss to know, Hitler, how you manage

to get hold ofsuchideas!''It'sbecause they interest me, sir.'' What business
have you to be interested? Your much respectedfather is dead ...' 'I'm a
member of the Society!' 'You're what? Sit down at once.' We had him

[Schwarz] for threeyears.Before that it was Silizko... He wasa real enemy

of ours.319

During his time in Linz, when his Weltanschauung was beginning to

take definitive shape, Hitler was much impressed by Sch\303\266nerer's

strident slogan 'Break with Rome!' This he describedas 'a most

powerful . . . mode of attack which could not fail to demolish the

enemy's citadel'. It wasthen, too,that he first became acquainted with

the anti-Catholic arguments of the chauvinist Pan-Germans.But

during his formative years he made little attempt to criticize the

Church's doctrines and dogma sincehewas not really equipped to do
so. Nor was his knowledge much greater in 1924, as can be seenfrom

the relevant passages in Mein Kampfsuchas that in which, discussing
the' Break with Rome' movement, he speaks of Czechpastoratesand

their spiritual shepherds'.320 In fact the butt of his hostility in this

passage is still what he describes as the' unscrupulous ruling house of
Habsburg' which is censured for its anti-German attitude and for its

systematic 'Slavization of Austria',321 a processallegedly aided and

abetted by the Church of Rome through the agency of the nationalis-
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tically-minded Czech clergy. It was only when he realizedhehad made

a political blunder in publishing Mein Kampf322 that Hitler became

really outspoken in his criticismof Catholicteaching.Up till the end

of his life, however,he not only refrained from criticizing but actually
expressed admiration for 'the constitution' of the Catholic Church,
her organization, the dignity of her priesthood and the splendourofher
ceremonial.Hisattitude was fundamentally the same in 1945 as it had
been forty years earlier. He was impressed by the cohesionand

historical continuity of Catholicism which had never been seriously

endangered either by its own mistakes and shortcomingsor by the

actions of political or religious opponents- always excepting Martin

Luther. Despite numerous crisesand *
a thoroughly crackpot

intellectualbasis', Hitler alleged on 31 March 1942,the Papacy's

'constitution'had stood the test.323 Needless to say the Third Reichcould
hardly have accommodated the Catholic Church as a hallowed
institution, nor have fitted her into a' Germanchurch',a state-controlled

organization whose creed and attitude towards religioncorresponded
to Hitler'sown. And he had obviously not forgotten Sch\303\266nerer's

teaching when on 6 April 1942 he announcedhis intention of

considerably reducing the state subsidy to the CatholicChurch at some

time in the future.324
The circumstancesof his life at home, at school and elsewhereup

to the ageof twenty had precluded any closer acquaintance with the

Protestant Church325 which did not seemto him an ally of sufficient

stature326 to be ofmuch assistance in a struggle against Catholicism.
As early as 1924he had ceased to regard it as a potential church for

National Socialists. While recognizing that the Protestant Church was

more patriotic than its Catholic counterpart, he accused it of putting
its ideology above the national interest and, worse still,of combating
'

with the greatest hostility any attempt to rescuethe nation from the

embrace of its most mortal enemy, since its attitude towards the Jews
... happens to be more or less dogmaticallyestablished.Yet here we

are facing the question without whose solution all other attempts at a
German reawakening ... [must] remain absolutely senseless and
impossible.'327He never saw any reason to revise these views, since
neitherhisreadingofhistory nor his personal experience had revealed

any real unity in German Protestantism. From the time of the
Reformation until 1918 there was no Protestant Churchas such but only

Land churches whose denominations and religiouspracticecorres-
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ponded to those of their respectiverulers.During the nineteenth

century the Innere Mission,the Gustavus-AdolphusAssociation and

the Evangelical League were regarded by GermanProtestants as a kind

of substitute for the Evangelical German National Church they so

greatly desired.Hitlerwas aware of the history of these organizations

which seemed to him to present no genuinealternative of the kind he

envisaged. Hence when he was eventually in a position to do sohedid

not smooth the way for an amalgamation ofthe Landchurches,although

the collapse of the Imperial Reich and of the sovereignty of the

L\303\244nder in 1918 had made this perfectly feasible. For a time he had

hoped to realize his project for a German Evangelical Church by

enthroning Reich Bishop Ludwig M\303\274ller as 'Pope of the Protestant

Church',328 but came in the end to see the impracticability of this

scheme. After his assumption of powerheceased- as Napoleon had

done before him - to extendhis sympathy to German Protestantism

and postponed the solution of the ' Churchquestion'until the day of

ultimate victory. When, after Hitlerwas dead and gone and his Reich
with him, German Protestantism finally achieved unity* in the shape
of the Evangelical Church in Germany (EKD), it was the direct if
quite unintentional result of his policy. Hitler blamedLuther's
successors, indiscriminately dismissed as 'epigones', for having provided
opportunitiesfor the renewed expansion of the Catholic Church
which,in the twentieth century, had grown more liberal.329 Luther
himselfhe describedas a 'powerful man',330 but criticized him for

having translated the Bible into German, thus making it generally

available along with 'all its Jewish pettifoggery' which in turn had

fostered 'mental disorders' and thrown open the door to 'religious
mania'.331While, like Marx and Engels, he commended Luther for

having 'rocked the foundations'332 of the Catholic Church, he
maintained that the reformer had failed to understandthe absolute

historical necessity of persisting on the course upon which he had

embarked before the Peasant War.

'
It is our misfortune', Hitler remarkedon 1December1941with a

wistful eye on Greek antiquity,' to be saddled with a religion that

destroys our delight in beauty, f There's a kindof Protestant grundyism

*Of no more than twenty years' duration.

tHitler's need to have 'beauty' around him even extended to his aides and

orderlies who had to be reasonablypresentable.A notable exception was his
personal physician, Dr Morell.
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that's even worsethan Catholicism.'333 And from the viewpoint of a
scientifically-mindedneoclassicist,hewent on to bewail the fact that

the standard of'religious philosophy, which is largelybasedupon the

views of the Ancients, is inferior to that of presentday science'.334 He
alsoexpressedthe doubt that scientific discovery could make people
happier,pointing out that in the nineteenth century' liberalscience'335
had foolishly and importunately persuaded man that he was lord and

master. Yet, throughout his life, he continued to assumethat a diversity

of faiths was conducive to human happiness, as also to propound, even
when almost at the height of his power - and in striking contrast to his

practice- the theory that as a politician he shouldbetolerant in religious

questions and leave the solution of confessional and ecclesiastical
problems to reformers better qualified than he. As the situation

deteriorated in the East and his health grew worse, the opinions he

expressedon ecclesiasticalmatters became ever more aggressive. Thus
in December 1941hedeclared:'I don'tmeddle in matters of creed,
nor will I tolerate any meddling by priests in secularmatters.Organized

falsehood must be utterly smashed so that the State remains absolute

master.'336 At the end of January 1942, when the Wehrmacht was in

the throes of its struggle against the appalling Russian winter, he
remarked that he would not shrink from open conflict with the Church

when the time came.Yet little more than a year earlier he had assured

his close associates:' Since any upheavalisundesirable,I think the best

thing of all would be if we couldgradually and painlessly do away with

the institution of the church by means of intellectual enlightenment.'

Nevertheless, as soon as victory had beenwon, he intended to make it

quite clearto the leadersofthechurchthat, as he put it,
*

their kingdom

was not of this world'.337 On 23 September1946Ribbentrop

wrote:

After the outbreak of war Hitler instructed the Foreign Officeto ignoreall

protests by the Vatican relating to Church matters in the occupied territories
sincethe Vatican did not recognize German control oftheseterritories....
Bormann, who was responsible for persecuting the Christian Churches,

persuaded Hitler that the Foreign Officehad been too compliant both in its

dealings with the Vatican and in its replies to protests from that quarter.

Things went so far that one day the F\303\274hrer was on the point of taking all

matters connected with the Vatican out of the hands ofthe ForeignOffice and

making them the responsibility of the Party Chancellery, or even of

Rosenberg, in order to ensure a more aggressive policy.338
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On 11 December1941,at a time of crisis on the EasternFront,
Germany declared war on the USA after Japan's entry into the conflict,

thus fulfilling Hitler's historical concept of *a situation ... in which

every individual knows he must liveand die for the preservation of the

species \\339 Two days later he declared: *
The war will come to an end.

Then we must consider that the last great taskof this era is to solve the

problem of the Churches.Only then will the German nation be really

secure.'340 His confidence was, perhaps, more assumed than real.

Indeed he was not wholly indifferent to the way in which the Catholic
Churchmight react to his measures, as is betrayedby his remark to

members of his immediate entourage to the effect that he would rather

suffer temporary excommunicationthan be indebted to the Church.341

During the war he was more than ever troubled by the puzzle of
existence- aproblemwhich, because of his ill-health, had increasingly
preoccupiedhim after his rise to power. He wasunable to find peace of

mind in the contemplation of the vision he had conjured up for others,
that of living only for the preservation of the species.From the
religiouspoint of view he always remained a seeker.He flirted with

Islam, more especially with the theories of the Mu'tazilites or
*

Separatists', sometimes also described as rationalists.Theirbeliefthat

man, having no will of his own, couldnot be held responsible for his

actions by a just god, wasinvokedby Hitlerin self-exoneration.Forit
enabled him to argue that, if his decisionswerebasedon god-given
insights and knowledge, any mistakes he might commit must be

attributed not to bad faith but to genuine error.Other elements of Islam of

which he approvedwerethe Prophet'savowed hostility to the Jews,
his idea of a pre-Mosaicrevelation, his insistence on the need for
military preparedness and his renunciation (with one exception)of all

dogma. He once remarked that 'Mohammedanism might still succeed

in arousing my enthusiasm for Heaven'.342 It is impossible, however,

to say how much Hitler knew about this faith since his allusions to the

subject are comparatively rare.

Christianity he would sometimes compare unfavourably with other

beliefs. For instance on 8 June 1942hedeclared:
It'senough to make a sensible German tear his hair to see Germans reduced

by Jewish muck and priestly drivel to the sort of behaviour we find so
ludicrous in negroes and howling Turkish dervishes. And what is

particularly infuriating is that, while religious teaching in other parts of the
world - that of Confucius, Buddha and Mohammed, for instance- has
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provided religious-minded people with a broad spiritual basis, Germans
have been landed with theological expositions lacking all real depth.343

The Christian doctrine of'transformation' originated by St Paul in
2 Corinthians 5:17 was derided by Hitler as 'the maddest thing that

ever an aberrant human brain had thought up', and he described such

metamorphosis as a 'mockeryof all that is divine'.344 Of Houston
Stewart Chamberlain,Wagner's son-in-law and a writer much
esteemed in National Socialist circles, with whom Hitler was
personally acquainted, he said that not only had he failed to understand

the nature of Christianity but had alsomisguidedly believed it to be a

spiritual reality.345 Though Hitler described Jesus as an Aryan and

greatly admired him as a man, he did not believehewas the Messiah,

nor did he believe in the Trinity or the Christian 'hereafter'. In
November 1941hesaid:cI know nothing about the next world and am

honest enough to admit it.'346 Yet on another occasion he voiced the

somewhat astonishing argument that' a hereafter conceived in physical
terms is impossibleif only for the reason that it would be torture for

anyone who was forced to lookdown on this earth and watch mankind

continually making mistakes'.347
It is impossibleto discover what took place in Hitler's mind during

the final hours of his life. Ilse Braun, who had many opportunities of

observing and talking to him and had learned a great deal about him
from her sister, is convinced that he and Eva prayed together before
they committed suicide.348 On 24 October 1941,five days after Stalin

had declared a state of siegein Moscow and demanded that the now
rudderless city be defended to the last man, Hitler remarked:'The
Bolshevists imagine they've triumphed over creation. ... Whichever

we may turn to - the catechismor creation- we have a last recourse

whereas they, with their wholly materialistic outlook, are bound to end
up by mutually devouring each other! '349

Without grossly distorting the facts it would be impossibleto depict
Hitler'sWeltanschauung as reflecting any one doctrine or coherentpart

thereof, or again as following the tradition of a readily recognizable
school of thought. Norcanhebeseen as the disciple of any one specific
thinker, scientistor writer.350 Summing up his view of the man,
Schrammwrites:
Hitler can be explained neither in terms of his social origins nor his school

or early environment, and not on the basis of the fact that he originated

among a particular people. At best, only aspects of the problem can be
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understood with reference to these factors. The Hitler problem simply

cannot be forced into that frame of reference.Seenas a whole, Hitler was not

petty bourgeois at all, nor was he Catholic,or even German. His most

essential characteristics . .. were singular and unique, shaped by his own

capacities and talents, by certain fateful events in his life, by certain decisions

for and against him, and by certain strokes of good fortune which made

possible an extraordinary rise to power (for no matter how gifted and

ruthless he was, he might well have been stopped - and more than once he
almost was).Only through all these circumstances taken together, which

converged only on this one man alone, can Hitler be understood.351

In sofar as he believed the fruits of his reading to representobjective

knowledge capable of realization, Hitler would seekto put them into

practice, thus forcing reality onto the Procrusteanbed of his own

misconceptions. So optimistic were his ideas as regardsscienceand

technology that he seldom doubted the feasibility of his projects. This

sanguine attitude clearlybetraysthe influence of the Enlightenment as

well as that of the nineteenth century with its artistic and scientific

achievements and its conceptofgenius.
Hitler adopted long-accepted norms and basic concepts only to

subjectthem to radical and dramatic revision. Having formulated new

precepts and principles, he intimated that his insights were god-given
and he himself the instrument of Providence. He got the war he
wanted, but in the event too soon. He exterminated a vast number of
Jews, deprived men and women of their freedom, castrated and

sterilized them and murdered the sick. In addition he persecuted the

churches, made justice his executioner,regimented the Press, art and

architecture, manipulated the massesand promoted the decay of civic

morality. Beforethrowing down the gauntlet to the world, he had

committed a series of gross errors and had wrongly assessed objective

factors both inside and outsidehissphereofinfluence. Despite all this

he achieved the most astonishing success.Formany years the scales

were tipped, not somuch by reasonand a grasp of reality, as by certain
more imponderable factors: his unexampled charisma and his
incredible strength of will, for instance, or his ability to manipulate

power, to deceive the worldand, last but not least, to win people's

allegiance and fill them with hope and pride - not only by offering them

positive inducements and holdingup the prospectofa new and better

world, but also by presenting himselfasthe incarnation of the national

will he had shaped in his own name.
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Before concluding this survey of Hitler's intellectual background

it would seem pertinent to ask what languages he understood and

whether he knewthem wellenough to beabletoreadthem.During his

five years at secondary school in Linz and Steyr he attended five

French lessonsa week.The fact that in July 1904 at the age of fifteen

he could not be admitted to the fourth form at the school in Steyr
without retaking his French examination would seemto confirm that

French was one of the subjectswhich he describes in Mein Kampf as
'unattractive'.352We may suppose, however, that he was not

completely hopeless at this subject, for otherwise his geometry master at

Steyr, Gregor Goldbacher, wouldalmost certainly have refrained from

making explicit reference to this particular Frenchexamination on 29

January 1941. Kubizek recalls that 'French was the only foreign
language Hitler ever tackled or, to be more precise, was forcedto
tackle,at least in the junior classes \\353 Hans Mend relates that during
the Great War Hitler's knowledge of French never failed him, even in

situations fraught with danger. Moreover during his four years as a

headquarters runner he would have had every chance of improving
that knowledge by mixing with the population in the rearareas.There
can be no doubt that he had read, in the original French, books and

other writings published in France before1914,as may be verified by

comparing the datesofpublication with the dates of Hitler's comments
on the worksin question.

Neither his school timetables nor his reports give any indication

that he ever learnt Englishas a boy. It would seem, however, that by

1913 he had acquired someknowledgeofthe language.Nooneknows

where or when he applied himself seriouslyto the subject.Fifty-three

years later Josef Popp junior, who had emigratedto America, stated

emphatically that Hitler was conversantwith English, for on numerous

occasions between 1913and 1914 he had sent young Popp to Munich
libraries in search of English books and publications.354And indeed,

Hitler's remarks in Chapter 11ofMeinKampfand elsewhereabout the

organization of crowds clearly betray the influence of McDougalTs

The Group Mind355 published in Cambridgein 1920and as yet not

translated into German. It is well known that later, and particularly
after he had become F\303\274hrer and Reich Chancellor, Hitler enjoyed
watching Englishand American films and that he read French and

American newspapers.356

In his highly subjective book, Adolf Hitler aus dem Lebendarge-
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stellt, Hans Severus Ziegler, a fluent English speaker, who had known
Hitler personallyfor more than twenty years, writes:' One would not

expecta student of English, even after several terms at university, to

have as good a knowledgeofthe language as Hitler.'357 In view of his
intellectual attainments it is not surprising that he shouldhave

sometimes discussed, and this in some detail, the spirit and structure of

English, French and Italian. Forinstanceon7March 1942, when

considering the relative merits of German, English and Italian, he
remarked that English,' though the simplest and clearestinexpression
and at the same time the most masculinein tone',did not lend itself to

the expression of generalitiesand abstract ideas;358 Italian, on the
other hand, was a musician's language which sounded 'marvellous

phonetically'but in translation was apt to prove 'mere froth'.359Of
Mussolini he said that he spoke beautiful Italian, better even than his

own German.360

Associates who knew Hitler before 1924maintain that prior to

writing Mein Kampfhe had tackled Yiddish and Hebrew. There is no
documentary evidence for this, though in his dialogue with Eckart,

which betrays an above-average knowledgeof the Bible,heuses

philological arguments in support of his antisemitic views.361Forinstance

he traces back the names of Jewish historical personages to their

original Hebrew form, as he was sometimes to do later in the course
of his table-talk.Again, speaking of St Paul he remarks that he had

first gone by the name of 'Shaul', subsequently adopting the more

Roman sounding
*

Saulus' which he had finally altered to 'Paulus' -

'food for thought',362 Hitler comments, suspecting this to be a

typical pieceofJewishartifice. He goes on to point out that Paul

himself, the Jew of Tarsus (Acts 21:39,22:3), testified to the fact of his own
Jewishnesswhen he described himself as a 'Hebrew of the Hebrews,
as touchingthe law of a Pharisee' (Philippians 3:5). And again his

source is undoubtedly The Acts of the Apostleswhen he remarks that

St Paul had beena' candidate for the rabbinate' and had sat at the feet

of the Rabban Gamaliel I, or theElder.
Hislargely irrelevant reference to Shaul in this context is of interest

not only as a case of special pleading but alsoas an instance of the way
his mind worked. StPaul'sparents belonged to the diaspora and lived
in Tarsus,the capital of Cilicia. The family possessed both Tarsianand

Roman citizenship and were accordingly exempt from degrading

punishments and entitled at any time to appealto the emperor.As
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H. J. Schoeps put it: 'Roman citizenship had been attainable since

Augustinian times and in Paul's day it meant a great deal;it
differentiatedhim, the son of well-to-do parents, very materially from the poor
Galileans who were the leadersof the original community.'363 These

few facts are in themselves enough to showhow Hitler would distort

well-documented historical events so as to bring them into line with

his own views. In this particular instance he used a smattering of

Hebrew to draw a curious parallel betweenthe unconverted
'

Shaul's

cruel persecution of the as yet barely-fledged Christian community
'364

and ('food for thought') Paul's change of name. There isnoproofthat

Hitler ever studied Hebrew etymology despitehisoccasionalreferences
to it and his use of Hebrew terms when relevant to a particular
discussion (such as his dialogue with Eckart in which he used the Hebrew
word 'rea' for neighbour365 in much the sameway as he would refer

to Germans as Volksgenossen). Undoubtedly Eckart was right when he
maintained that Hitler's knowledge in this respect derived from the

antisemitic periodical Auf gut Deutsch founded by Eckart at the end
of 1918,a publication misleadingly and pretentiously subtitled The

Weekly of Law and Order. Being a painter endowedwith a strong

visual imagination and, in addition, an astonishing memory, Hitler

would not have taken long to learn as many Hebrew words as he

needed - and,ofcourse,the Hebrew alphabet.

In the period between 1919and 1924 his friends Esser, Eckart and
von Scheubner-Richter,366 all of whom were experienced linguists,
couldhave adequately explained anything that was unclear to him in

foreign publications. This was confirmedsometwenty-five years later

by Hermann Esser, the only one of the trio to have survived the events

of 1923.367
Hitler liked usingwords of foreign derivation and his use of them

was correct, though his spelling might leave something to be desired.
In the courseofa conversation in the Wolfsschanze on 7 March 1942
hedeclaredthat:
we ought to be grateful to imported words for providing us with such subtle
means of expressionand giving scope for variation in tone and colour. ...
Supposewe were to start extirpating words of foreign origin, we shouldn't

know where to stop, not to mention the risk we'd run of mistaking a word's

real root.... If a foreign term creeps in and makes itselfat home here, and

providing it sounds all right, we should be grateful for the contribution it

makes to the richness of our language.368
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So that others might be spared the spelling difficulties he himselfhad

experienced, he wanted to see foreign words written as they were

spoken. This in turn, he thought, would ensure their correct

pronunciation.369

Hitler believed that men in prominent positions lost face if they

admitted to incomplete knowledge or other deficiencies.Hencehe
never divulged his knowledge of foreign languagessavewhen he
confided to his secretary, Christa Schr\303\266der, that he could follow

conversations in English and French provided they were conductedslowly

enough.370 The fact that he was ableto hoodwink the more important
members of his entourage on this scoreis evident from a remark made

by his chief interpreter, Paul Otto Schmidt:'Hitlerseemedsomehow

to sense when an interlocutor's interest beganto wane.'371Hecould

usually catch the gist of what an English or French speaker wassaying,
so that instead of listening to the interpreter, he would spend the

interval devising an appropriate answer.Hewas anxious to be regarded
as a politician who not only makes

*
snap,' decisions but is able to

formulate them with the utmost precision. Yet he would often appear to

stray from the point and raisewhat seemed to be irrelevant questions.
Though ashegrew older Hitler's spelling improved, his punctuation

always remained erratic. In his youth there were certain wordswhich

he spelt correctly only if he wishedto make a good impression or gain
some other personaladvantage. Indeed the quality of the handwriting

reveals the nature of a letter at first glance; if the writing is good, the

spelling will be as correct as he canmakeit, ifbad,it will be deliberately

careless. By the beginning of the 1920sat the latest such discrepancies
are no longer in evidence.Why he should deliberately have misspelt
words is a matter for conjecture. Perhaps it was out of unconscious
protest against hard and fast rules as representingan order for which

he himself was not responsible.At all events it is the expression of a
distinctive side of his character, a character to whoseanalysis his

handwriting provides some valuable clues. By the time he left school Hitler

was capable of spelling correctly but his punctuation still left

something to be desired. In this he resembles the majority of artists,

irrespective of education, whose punctuation and spellingis unconsciously

determined by purely visual standards.
The lettersand postcards372 written in the period before 1908tohis

friend Kubizek vary in quality. Although an assiduous playgoer, he

usually spells Theater without the 'h'. Other typical mistakes are
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n\303\244hmlich for n\303\244mlich, dan for dann,gieng forging and liesfor Hess.

However, amongst his early correspondence one letter standsout and that

is his note of thanks to the woman who secured his introduction to
Professor Roller in 1908; it does not contain a single mistake. His
letterswritten while on active service between 1914and 1918,though

comparatively long, are better spelt than the generally short missives
he wrote before the war. And this despite the fact that they contain

not only French place names and other proper nouns but also

unfamiliar terms and phraseology. Yet strangely enough he consistently

misspells Quartier (Quarter) and tot (tod).
Mein Kampf was taken down at Hitler's dictation by severalof his

fellow detainees in Landsberg during 1924 and 1925.373Henceno one

individual can be held to blamefor the large number of spelling
mistakes in the manuscript, nor was Hitler entirely responsible for all the

other errors, mostly stylistic, which necessitated some 2500 corrections
in the various editions of his book up till 1939.374 His ability to make
vivid thumbnail sketches of a situation, to renderideastangible to his

readers and to persuade them to fall in with his judgements had always
been remarkable.For the most part his correspondence betrays a
surprisinglysureeye for essentials. In a letter tohislandlady in Munich,

for instance, he describeshis first encounter with French prisoners-of-
war in 1914. 'They stared at us in amazement. Those blokes never

imagined that there were so many of us. Incidentally most of them
werebig powerful fellows, French elite troops captured right at the

beginning of the campaign.'375 He was for ever 'minding other

people's business' and taking to heart matters that were entirelybeyond
hiscontrol.Hisbehaviour in this respect was of a kindhewould never

have tolerated in others for, besidescontinually carping and criticizing,

he proffered advice and suggesteddecisionsin areasquiteoutsidehis
competence.'We shall hold out here,' he wrote from the front, 'until

Hindenburg has worn Russiadown. That will be the day of
reckoning.'376 A letter written four years earlier to his friend Kubizek

betrays a similarly dogmatic mood:

Have you read the council's latest about the new theatre? It looksas though

they're going to patch up the old placeagain. They've not much hope, since

they haven't got the authorities' permission. - At any rate all this clap-trap
goes to show that these toffs know as much about the job as a rhinoceros

about violin-playing. If my architectural manual wasn't so tattered I'd feel

tempted to wrap it up and post it to them. .. .377
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Up till 1914 Hitler's mind - sceptical, imaginative, speculative and

ceaselessly fertile - was busy with designs for the construction of

bridges, buildingsand squares. Such was his mentahty that he could
be flexible only on minor questions of detail, but fundamentally his

approach was rigid to the point of intransigence.During the First
World War his interest was necessarily centred on military matters and

here again his judgement betrayedthe samedoctrinairerigidity as his

earlier attitude to architecture and the fine arts.

Hitler's letters between 1905 and 1918reveal a singular lack of

warmth. They are obviously written by a person who pays heed to
othersonly in so far as they can be ofservicetohimand are prepared to

act in accordance with criteria determined by him alone. He seldom
asked after his correspondents' health save by way of conventional

courtesies, nor did he ever seektheir advice.Hehad no desire to enter

into an exchange of ideasand regarded his own opinions as sacrosanct.
All that he wanted, and indeed succeededin finding, was a responsive
audience prepared uncritically to accepthis view of things. Thus

criticism was usually suppressed- at least until it was too late.Hisstyle

of writing was of a kind rarely found save in painters who combine a
talent for reproducing their environment in simplified and abstract
form with an ability to describe it vividly in words. For instance in a
letter to his Munich landlord - an unusually slipshod letter as it
happens- he describesa sector of the front between Messines and

Wytschaete:
The landscape is partly flat and partly undulating. Everywhere there are

hedges and trees in straight rows like avenues. Because of the continuous

rain (we've had no winter), the closenessof the sea and the low level of the

land the fields and meadows are like a bottomless morass while the roads
are ankle-deep in mud running through this swamp are the trenches

belonging to our own infantry, a maze of dugouts, main trenches, firing-

steps, saps, barbed wire entanglements, pits and fougasses.... Often at

night the thunder of the guns begins to roll along the whole of the front

first in the distance and then nearer and nearer. Then gradually at first the

small arms' fire starts up after half an hour things gradually calm down,

except that the lights of a great many flares can be seenin the distance and

to the West the beamsof large search-lights and we can hear a continuous

roll of thunder from heavy naval guns.378

In considering Hitler's intellectualbackgroundwe should not

overlook the importance of the handwritten notes he madefor his speeches

during the early part ofhiscareer.Of these, 250 sheets still survive and
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a glance at any of them is enough to showthat their originator was a

man with a remarkable memory and truly astonishing mental

resources, a man who knew how his speechwas going to end even before
he had completedthe first sentence. Hitler used notes merely to remind
himofthesequenceofhis arguments. For this he needed no more than

isolated nouns and an occasional short sentenceor idiomatic phrase.

The mere sight of one of his key-words was enough for the rest to
follow automatically. He invariably carried in his head the detailshe
needed:names, figures, facts, illustrations, examples, turns of phrase -
in short everything that distinguishes a first class orator. His notes for
his speechon 'JewishDomination and the Starvation of the Nations'

(SeeAppendix C) show how he set about planning hisspeechesin the

early days. From 1930 onwards, and moreespecially after his accession

to power, he dictatedhisspeechesstraight on to the typewriter,
sometimes in one continuous session and without recourse to notes.

After the war Hitler's secretary,Christa Schr\303\266der, gave a detailed

account of his procedureto Alfred Zoller, the Frenchman who

interrogated her.379 Usually, she said, Hitler put off dictating his speech
until the very last moment. Again and again she would have to drop
hints and finally remind him tactfully that it was time he beganhis
dictation.Invariably he prevaricated, pointing out that he must first

have up-to-date reports from his ambassadors so that he could take
stockofthe international situation. Up till the last minute -

carefully

shielded from interruption
- he mulled over the points he intended to

make, jotted down catch phrasesand notes, and considered various

alternative formulations.380At a given moment two fresh, well-rested
secretaries,usually Christa Schr\303\266der and Johanna Wolf, had to be

readyto answer his bell. Before starting his dictation he would pace

restlessly up and down, rearrange someof the many small pieces of

sculpture he possessed,pausein front of Franz von Lenbach's portrait
of Bismarck,move on, stop in his tracks and at last begin dictating.
Now he started to paceup and down again and, as he dictated, ran

through the whole gamut of the emotions he was to display in public,
so that his secretarieswitnessed even the outbursts of rage which

punctuated somany of his speeches. He began, as he would in public,

with quiet concentration, tense asa runner at the start of a race. Next,
in a spateof impassioned oratory, he gave vent to his natural talent. He

forgot his surroundings, one sentencefollowing hard on the heels of
another asifeagertoplunge into the fray.
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When the last words had fallen from his lipsand the inspiration had

left him it was as though he had cast off a burden. He regainedhis
tranquillity, praised his secretaries who were usually in a state of total

exhaustion, paid them compliments and sometimes invited them to a

meal. Now that it was all over he returned to normality and his staff

were able to resumetheir daily round, freed at last from his tyrannical

pressure and from the fear that his energy might be discharged upon

them. Many secretaries were,indeed,incapable of typing for Hitler.

Inhibited and confused,they would literally tremble with nervousness
and find it impossible to keep up with him. As soon as he noticed this
he would break off his dictation but in such a way as not to make his
secretaries- or c

typing force' as he liked to call them - feel that they

were to blame. A few hours later, to all appearances calm and poised,
he would make handwritten corrections to the manuscript,381

continuing on occasion to do so right up to the time of his public
appearance.



CHAPTER SIX

Women

c
I can't describe ... what I have to go through on the F\303\274hrer's

account V Eva Braun wrote to her friend Herta Ostermayr on 22 April

1945. The following day she asked her sister Gretl to collecttogether
all the letters Hitler had written her over the years and wrap them up
in waterproof material so that they could be buried if needarose.2
For many years Hitler kept Eva ashismistress,only marrying her at the

very last moment. Duringall this time the rivalry of other women and
their adulation of the man she loved made her life a misery. He was not

always faithful to her. Indeed the only woman to whom he always

remained true was one of her predecessors,his attractive niece Geli

Raubal. He would sometimestell hissecretariesand Frau Winter, his

Munich housekeeper,3 that already in Linz he had been fond of the

company of pretty girls, even if chaperoned by their mothers.4 This
would seem somewhat implausible, more especially since Hitler
admitted on 10May 1942 that in Vienna he had stillbeenexceptionally

self-conscious and had never had the courageto asserthimself in any

way.5 There is no evidenceof any close acquaintanceship with girls
either in Linz, in Vienna or, before 1914, in Munich. Kubizek relates
that in Linz Adolf nourished an undeclared passion for a pretty blonde

called Stephanie, a girl somewhat older than himself, with whom he

never exchanged a word6 and who only came to hear of his devotion a

quarter of a century later. To her seventeen-year-old admirer she

seemed the very epitome of feminine beauty around whose image his
immature and as yet untutored imagination constantly played. He
never directly approachedStephanie,whom he would sometimes see

flirting with young army officers, for he realizedthe hopelessnessof
such a move. He did, however, write her a letter in whichhe said he was

a student who greatly admired her and who intended to ask for her hand
as soon as he had completed his studies.7 Hitler's infatuation for

Stephanie differed little from the calf-love felt by most adolescentsfor

seemingly unattainable young women.

There are numerous firsthand accounts of his life in Linz and
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Vienna,8 and he himself wrote ofhistimein thecapital:
*

I believe that

those who knew me took me for an eccentric.'9 Yet neither he nor
anyone else apart from Kubizek has anything to say on the subject of
women.From Kubizek we learn that after the two of them had
attendeda performance of Wedekind's Fr\303\274hlingserwachen in Vienna,

Hitler proposed that they should pay an 'educationalvisit' to the
Spittelberggassewhere prostitutes in various stages of undress

displayed themselves behind their windows to male passers-by.But this

educational stroll through the 'sink of iniquity* would not appear to
have been repeated.They had already had a not dissimilarexperience
while seeking lodgings for Kubizek, who describes the episodeas
follows:

Seeinga 'Room to let' notice in a house in the Zollergasse... we rang the

bell and the door wasopenedby a very smartly dressed maid who led us into

a very elegantly furnished room which contained two magnificent double

beds. 'Madam will be here directly/ said the maid with a curtsey and

disappeared. We both thought it was a bit too classy for us. But at that

moment 'madam' appeared in the doorway, a real lady, no longer
particularlyyoung but very elegant. She was wearing a silk dressing-gown and very
dainty slippers trimmed with fur. She smiledas she greetedus, looked us

up and down, first Adolf then me, and offered us a seat.My friend asked

which was the room that was to let.' This one!' saidthe lady, indicating the

two beds. Adolf shook his head and said briefly:'Oneof them will have to
be taken out to make room for my friend's piano.'The lady was visibly

dismayed that it was I and not Adolf who wanted the room and askedhim

whether he already had accommodation. When he said he had, she
suggested that I and my piano should move into his room and he should take
this one. While speaking she had become very animated and a sudden

movement loosened the cord of her dressing-gown. . .. She at once readjusted
the garment but the brief moment had been enough to show us that

underneath the silk dressing-gown she was wearing nothing but a diminutive pair
of knickers.Adolf went as red as a turkey-cock, stoodup, and took me by
the arm saying:'Comeon,Gustl!'I don't really know how we got out of

the house. All I remember is that when we at last found ourselves in the

street, Adolf blurted out angrily: 'Potiphar's wife!'10

Ever since the publication of Mein Kampf, with its references to

prostitution in the Austrian capital and to venereal disease, ingenious
if ill-informed commentators have assumed that Hitler contracted

syphilis from a Viennese prostitute and that it continued to afflict him

for the rest of his life. After 1942 even Himmler, according to his
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masseur Felix Kersten, was prepared to subscribeto this cock-and-bull
story and to use it in furtherance ofhisintrigues.Hitlercertainly never

suffered either from syphilis or from creeping paralysis, as we know
from other evidencebesidesthe resultsofthe Wassermann, Meinicke

and Kahn tests carried out on 11and 15 January 1940.
No less inaccurate are the equally hoary tales about Hitler's

homosexual tendencies. These received fresh impetus after the Second
World War, and more especially in 1953 when Kubizekrecountedthe

following episode:

One evening, at the corner of the Mariahilfer Strasse and the Neubaugasse,
we were approached by a well-dressed, very respectable-looking man who

questioned us about ourselves. When we told him we were students - 'of
music and architecture', Adolf volunteered - he invited us to have supper
with him at the Hotel Kummer. He let us choose what we wanted. . ..
Meanwhile we learnt that he was a manufacturer from Vocklabruck and that

he shunned female company because women were only interested in money.

I was particularly pleased by his remarks about chamber music for which

he seemed to have a very good ear.After we'd thanked him he saw us out of

the hotel and we went home. Back at our digs Adolf askedme what I thought

of the man. ... 'He'sa homosexual,' said Adolf baldly. ... It seemed to

me quite natural that he should feel horror and disgust at this and other

sexual aberrations encountered in the capital and that unlike most

adolescentshe did not indulge in frequent masturbation - adhering, indeed, in

all sexual matters to the rigid code which he prescribed both for himself and
for the future state.11

In 1952 a doctor who had X-rayedHitlerbeforethe war declared:

*
As a homosexual I wasfascinatedby Hitler'seyes, speech and gait but

I could tell at once he wasn't one of us,'12- a remark which speaks for

itself.

The Munich period from May 1913 to August 1914 is even more

scantily documented as regards Hitler's relationshipswith the

opposite sex. What little information he himself providesis conflicting.

For instance, in the Wolfsschanze early in January 1942, he remarked

that as a young man he had met 'lots of beautiful women',13

whereasin the same context six weekslater he describedhimself as having

been
*

a lone wolf' with little need for companship.14 According to his

Munich landlord, JosefPopp,who was able to keep an eye on his
twenty-five-year-old lodger despite his having his own private

entrance, Hitler never took a girl up to his roomor madeassignations
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with the kind of woman with whom he might have been sexually
intimate. During the hours of daylight he painted, and his evenings
were spentdiscussingpolitics and war with the Popp family. Neither
Herr Poppnorhis wife can recall ever having seen Hitler in the
company of a woman or having heard him refer to agirl friend.15

The absenceof information is in itself no proof that Hitler was

completely without sexual experience right up to 1914. In the period
precedingthe First World War, the rigid observance of class
distinctions meant that the unmarried middle-class male tended to be
secretiveabout the women with whom he associatedsexually.A survey

carried out by Meirowsky and Neisser16in 1912- the year before

Hitler left Vienna - revealed that 75 per cent of the young doctors17

who completed the questionnaire had experiencedtheir first sexual

intercourse with prostitutes, 17 per cent with domestic servants and

waitresses and only 4 per cent with middle-class girls who might

qualify as potential wives. By birth, occupation and fortune Hitler

belonged to the middle classes,so that fear of social ostracism would
have madehim naturally reticent about casual encounters with

prostitutes and the like. Though we have no reliableinformation on the

subject we are probably justified in assuming that while in Vienna
between 1908and 1913 he indulged in heterosexual relationships.

From August 1914 until the end of 1918 he was serving on the

Western Front. His spellsin hospital (9 October to 1 December 1916
and 16to21October1918)18as well as his periods of leavein
Nuremberg(23 to 30 August 1918)19 and with his relatives in the village of

SpitalinLowerAustria (30 September to 17 October 1917and 10to27
September 1918),20 would certainly have afforded opportunities for

sexual encounters. However, there is no reasontobelievethat anything

of the kind took place in Spital,for a liaison with one of the very few

available girls could not have escaped the noticeof his relatives.21
Noneofhis army friends have anything to say about his relations with

the opposite sex. Nevertheless, sincethe enforcedcelibacy of army life

makes women a topic of absorbing interest to soldiers, he must

undoubtedly have acquired a great deal of fresh information on the

subject.
After the end of the war Hitler, like most of his fellowsoldiers,was

eager to make up for past deprivations.However nothing definite is

known about his reputed affairs, even that with Jenny Haug, his
chauffeur's sister. Little can be learnt from his own remarks on the
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subject. Talkingto his guestsin the Wolfsschanze on the evening of

16 January, for instance, he said:' I knew a lot of women at that time.

A good many returned my affection.'22 The fact that after 1945some
ofhis better-informed friends of those days expressed the intention of

revealing to the world the insidestory of his numerous love affairs may
be of somesignificance in this context.23 In the early twenties he was

once described as the 'king of Munich',24a lady-killer at whose feet

the wealthiest and mostbeautiful women were said to' prostrate
themselves'. Indeed, he may well have been indirectly responsiblefor a

number of attempted suicides; and was undoubtedlyso for one that

succeeded. His mistress, Eva Braun was twice promptedby jealousy

to attempt suicide, once by shooting herselfand once by taking an

overdose of sleeping-pills.25In 1927Maria Reiter, daughter of the

co-founder of the SPD in Berchtesgaden,tried to hang herself

because of her love for Hitler.26Unity Mitford shot herself twice in the
head whenBritain declaredwar on Germany and, in 1943, Inge Ley,27
a former actress, threw herself out of a window after writing Hitler a

letter that is said to have affected him deeply. Other would-besuicides
wereMartha Dodd, daughter of the American ambassador in Berlin,
an Austrian girl, Susi Liptauer,28 and an 'unknown beauty' who,

according to Hitler's friend Hoffmann made an unsuccessful attempt to

hang herself in a hotel bedroom.29Finally and more tragically, Geli

Raubal, who went to live with him in Munich in 1928 and becamethe
great love of his life, shot and killed herselfon 18September1931.30
Ithas been alleged that she was pregnant by him at the time.

He is reputed to have been on intimate terms not only with a number

of dancers and actresses,but alsowith Munich society women such as
his wealthy patronesses, Helene Bechstein, wife of the piano
manufacturer,and Gertrud von Seydlitz. Also Viktoria von Dirksen, privily

regarded by knowledgeable National Socialistsas the 'motherof the

revolution', Elsa Bruckmann, the wife of a well-knownpublisher,and

Frau Carola Hoffmann, a headmaster's widow. Hitler himself has

confessed his admiration for Erna Hanfstaengl, the sisterofhis friend

Ernst (a friendship that ended after the F\303\274hrer had played a sinister

practical jokeon him).31Other names associated with him at various
times werethose of a Finnish woman, Frau von Seydl, a divorcee,
Princess Hohenlohe,Frau Scharrer,wife of the Bulgarian Consul

General32 and Sigridvon Laffert of whom Ciano wrote:' For the first

time [22 May 1939] I have hearda referencein the Fiihrer's confiden-
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tial circle to his tenderfeelings for a beautiful girl. She is twenty years

old, has regular features, a pair of limpideyes and a wonderful body.
... They meet frequently, and sometimes tete-\303\244-tete.'33 At one time

there was even a former nun, Eleonore Bauer, whose passion for him
ledhertotake part in the march on the Feldherrnhallein 1923and who

thereafter continued to be closelyassociatedwith the National Socialist

movement.34 There would appearto be no real substance in any of
these rumours and,indeed,someofthe women mentioned above later

maintained that their interestin him had been purely maternal.

He was aware of the emotions he arousedin women.Forinstance,

reminiscing on 10 March 1942, he said:
Of all my older women friends, Frau Hoffmann was the only one who was

invariably kind and considerate. Even Frau Bruckmann was no exception.
She stopped inviting one of the Munich society women at the same time as
me after intercepting a look her guest had given me in the drawingroom as
I was bowing my farewells to her. The lady was very beautiful and I daresay
she found me interesting, but there was nothing more to it. I know one

woman whose voice grows hoarse with agitation if I so much as say a few

words to another member ofher sex.35

It is not surprising that women should have been among Hitler's
most important benefactors. Thus on 3 April 1923 the M\303\274nchener

Post carried a story about women who, 'infatuated with Hitler', lent

or gave him money.Their contributions, however, did not always take
the form of cash. Numbers of wealthy patrons presented him with

valuable objets d'art and jewellery to disposeofashepleased.
Accordingto the hearing conducted at Munich Police Headquarterson 27
May 1924, Helene Bechstein stated that, besides the regular financial

support given by her husband to the leaderof the N SDAP, she had

herself made appreciable contributions -' not, however, in the form of

money,' as sheput it,' but rather of a few objets d'art which I told him
he couldsellordo anything he liked with. The objets d'art in question
wereall of the more valuable sort.'36 On 13December1923Gertrud

von Seidlitz told the Munich police that she herself had helped Hitler

financially and had, moreover,persuadedothers,both at home and

abroad, to do so.37
As a rule Hitler would raise loans on the valuables presented to him

by his 'infatuated' admirers,usingthe money to keep his party afloat

in times of difficulty. The following extract from the loan and transfer

agreement concluded in the summer of 1923between the NSDAP's
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financial controller, acting for Hitler, and the coffee merchant Richard
Frank of the firm Korn-Frank of Berlin, will serve as an example:
As security for the loan [of60,000Swissfrancs] Herr Adolf Hitler will make

over to Herr Richard Frank the undermentioned property presently in the

keeping of Heinrich Eckert, Bankers,of Munich A platinum pendant set
with an emerald and diamonds on a platinum chain.... A platinum ring set
with a ruby and diamonds. ... A platinum ring set with a sapphire and
diamonds A diamond ring (solitaire), a 14-carat gold ring with diamonds

set in silver A piece of grospoint de Venise, hand-stitched, six and a half
metres long and elevenand a half centimetres wide (seventeenth century).
... A Spanish red silk piano runner with gold embroidery.38

Speaking in private, when no women werepresent,Hitlerwould

talk contemptuously and slightingly of marriage and the female sex in

general. For instance on 25-26January 1942 he declared: 'The worst
of marriage is that it creates demands. That's why it's far better to

keep a mistress'- a statement he qualified by going on to saythat' only

outstanding men' should do so.39 *
A man,' he further opined,

*
should

be able to leave his stamp on a girl. It's what women like.'40 And on

1 March 1942hedeclared:'When a woman starts thinking about the

problemsofexistencethat's bad ... it's apt to get on one'snerves.'41
Ten days later he was saying: 'A man's world is bigcomparedwith a

woman's. ... The man is all her world. Only occasionallydoesshe
think of anything else.... A woman's loveisdeeperthan a man's. Her

intellect is ofno greatconsequence.'42Again, on 10 April 1942, holding
forth to his military guests, he suggested that a woman's 'overriding
desire'was to be admired 'by every presentable man'.43Sometime
previously he had also maintained that:

when a woman goes to a good dealof trouble to make herself looknice,it's
often because she gets a secret pleasure out of annoying another member of

her sex. Onething woman can do that we men can'tis to kiss a woman friend
and at the same time stick a needle into her. It's quite hopeless to want to
reform women in this respect. Better ignore these little failings! If it makes
them happy, well and good. It's an infinitely preferable occupation for a
women ;han dabbling in metaphysics!44

Despite his low opinion of the sex, he always gave a woman the

impression that he thought her beautiful and worthy of his admiration

and esteem. With a display of Austrian charm he would kiss her hand,
a courtesyhe extendedeven to his married secretaries.45 He never
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shouted at his *
typing ladies', however serious their mistakes, and he

never behaved crossly towards them, addressing them insteadas 'my
pretty' or 'dear child'. He would greet them politely, allow them to

precede him when entering or leaving a room and invariably ask them
to sit down first. (In this last respect he was not always so punctilious

with foreign statesmen - for example on the occasion of his meeting
with Chamberlain and Daladier in 1938.) When women werepresent
his harsh voice became soft and caressing so that many who had

expected to find a boorish vulgarian came away charmed and delighted.

The tiniest scratch, if suffered by a woman, was enough to elicit his
sympathy and concern. The strict rules observed even by such highly

placed members of hisentourageasGoebbels,Speerand Bormann -

the ban on smokingin hispresence,for instance - could occasionally
be infringed by a woman, although the culprit might not invariably

emerge unscathed. One evening after Hitler had retired, Max Schmel-

ing, Speer,Goebbelsand Ilse Braun settled down to a game of cards;
someofthem were smoking. On the F\303\274hrer's unexpected reappearance,

the cigarettes vanished. UseBraun droppedhers,still burning, into an

ashtray and sat on it. This did not gounnoticedby Hitler who went

and stood beside her and asked her to explain in detail the rulesofthe
gamethey were playing. Then he left. The next morning Eva Braun

asked her sister' how the blistersonherbum'were getting on.46

Women could say things to Hitler that would have cost a man his
freedom at the very least. Thought processes of a relativistic and

dialectical nature were foreign to him and hence he tended to be
distant,criticaland impatient towards intellectuals - especially those
of the male academicvariety

- who ventured to express opinions
different from his own. But towards women he always showed

himself receptive, long-suffering and attentive even if they broached

an unpalatable topic. For instancewhen Henriette von Schirach once

tried to remonstrate with him upon his treatment of the Jews, it
earned nothing worse than a sharp reprimand.47 And a similar

remark from Ilse Braun merely elicitedthe sardonicrejoinderthat

every German was obviously entitled to his own pet Jew, except
that there were not enough Jewsto goround.48

There is no truth in the widely acceptedtheory that Hitler was

incapable of deep and tenderlove.When his niece and mistress Geli,
nineteen years his junior,committed suicide in 1931 he was so badly
shakenthat he attempted to shoot himself. At no other time did his
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closerelatives see him so depressed. On 23 December1931hesent his

favourite nephew, Leo Raubal (Geli's brother),a sum of money as a

Christmas present, accompaniedby a note that read: ' Dear Leo,My

most affectionate greetings to you and Aunt Marie at this sad Christ-
mastide .. .Your Uncle, Adolf Hitler.' He did not attend Geli's
interment in Vienna, for he was neither mentally nor physically fit enough
to do so.49Withdrawing from his associates, he became a preyto self-
reproach,and from then on never touched meat or food preparedwith

animal fats. No one might enter Geli'sroominhisMunich flat at No. 16

Prinzregentenplatz save for himself and his housekeeper, Frau
Winter.50 He commissioneda bust of Geli from the sculptor Josef
Thorak and subsequently had it placed in the Reich Chancellery.
Adolf Ziegler, whose political views had earned him Hitler's
approbation, was commissioned to paint her portrait which later occupieda
placeof honour, permanently decked with flowers, in the Berghof
drawingroom.He was even mindful of his dead mistress in his private

will of 2 May 1938: 'To my sister Angela I entrust the appointments
of the room in my Munich flat formerly occupied by my niece Geli
Raubal.'

Barely fifteen months after Geli's suicide, Eva Braun attempted to
take her own life. She had first met Hitler in 1929at No. 50 Schelling-
strasse in Munich where sheworked as an assistant to his comrade in
arms and official photographer, Heinrich Hoffmann. Eva, the convent-
educated daughter of a Munich teacher, was then seventeen,an
ingenuous,fair-haired girl to whom he immediately took a liking,
although still in love with Geli, his mistressofbarely a year's standing.
Whenever he visited Hoffmann, which was often, he always made a
point of seekingout Eva Braun whose enthusiasm for him was not
sharedeitherby her father or by her elder sisterUsewho worked as a

receptionist for a JewishdoctorcalledMartin Levi Marx. From 1930
onwards their meetingsbecameever more frequent. He saw her only
in the daytime, however, when they would go to the cinema together,
eat at the Osteria Bavaria, visit the opera and take picnicsinto the
surrounding countryside.51 It was clear that he was growing steadily
more enamoured of Eva, despite the determined advances of
Hoffmann's daughter Henriette, who later married Baldur von Schirach

the Reich Youth Leader. Henriette Hoffmann was an attractive buxom

girl but she entirely failed to captivate Hitler.5 2
Though he enjoyedher

company and used to escort her to museumsand joke with her, he
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responsibility.
His evenings and nights belongedto Geli Raubal who quickly

sensed, indeed knew, that her uncle had another girl friend whom he
did not wish her to meet. Geh was in love with Hitler and Hitler was

flirting outrageously with Eva Braun. Though neither girl knew the
other,both were aware of the circumstances, sufferedaccordinglyand
reactedeachin her own way. When Angela, driven to despair,
committed suicide in September 1931, Eva Braun sawherchanceand took

it. Hitler was in a state of deepdepression.By her love and devotion

she wasableby degrees to revive his flagging spirits and thus make him

entirely her own.Hitlertook her to live in his flat and finally, at the

beginning of 1932,madeherhis mistress.53 Thereafter she remained

with him through thick and thin, though she occasionally suffered

from bouts of well-founded jealousy. On 1 November 1932 she

attempted to commit suicideby shootingherselfinthe throat and three

years later, during the night of 28 May 1935, she made a second
attempt, this time by taking an overdose ofsleepingtablets.54

Even when writing to her sister, Eva Braun always referred to Hitler
as 'the F\303\274hrer'.55 Under his careful tutelage she gradually attained

maturity. In compliance with his wishes she kept out of the limelight
and meanwhile educatedherselfas she thought fit, took slimming

courses, went in for gymnastics, madeoccasionalappearances at the

Berghof. Always she remained a shadowy figure behind the F\303\274hrer

whose photograph she would place on the tablein front of her

whenever she ate alone.56 For thirteen years she had to endure his

disparagingview of marriage. On 1 March 1942hesaid:'One has to remember

that it is given to very few to find in wedlock the fulfilment they

expected
- the fulfilment of life's great craving. The greatest happiness

results when two people find each other who naturally belong

together.'57

For some while after Geli's death Joseph and Magda Goebbels,

whose hospitality Hitler often enjoyed,madeunobtrusive attempts to

introduce him into the company of attractive women. One of these was
thirty-year-old Gretl Slezak,daughter of the celebrated opera singer,
whom they invited in the hope that she might cheer him up and
distract him. We have no means of knowing whether his relationship with

this fair-haired granddaughter of a Jewess really prospered. All

that can be said is that Goebbels provided them with frequent
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opportunities to converse in complete privacy.58 Next heengineereda
seriesofmeetings between Hitler and Leni Riefenstahl, the beautiful

and talented actress to whom he was later to accord exceptional
privileges,not leastthat of filming the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin
inpreferencetosuch experienced and internationally famous directors
asLuisTrenker.59Nothing definite is known about the exact nature of

Hitler's relations with Leni Riefenstahl60 or with another reputed

favourite, the clever, fair-haired, eccentricactressMady Rahl, who has

maintained an impenetrable silence sincehis death.61
Themuch canvassed view that Hitler was sexually impotent is

entirely unfounded. According to the findings of the Soviet Medical
Commission - who claimed in May 1945 that the corpse in their

possession was 'presumably' that of Hitler - the dead man's 'left
testicle'could not be found

*
either in the scrotum, or on the spermatic

cordinside the inguinal canal, or in the small pelvis'.62The
publication63 of these findings has led to a numberof inadmissible

conclusions.64 Morell several times examined Hitler's genitalia about which

he wrote: 'The sexual organs showedno sign of abnormality or

pathology and the secondary sexual characteristicswere normally

developed.'65 Moreover the doctors who tested Hitler for syphilis on

11 and 15 January 1940discovered no anomalies.66 Even if he had in
fact had only one testicle, his capacity for sexual intercourse would not

necessarily have beenimpaired.Monorchism and cryptorchism, more

common than might be supposed,do not as a rule inhibit sexual

activity although they may be prejudicial to fertility. R\303\266hrs's allegation

that Eva Braun had been pregnant by Hitler67 is refuted by Use. 'My

sister was certainly never pregnant,' she maintains:

And if she had becomepregnant, she would in no circumstances have had
her pregnancy terminated. It would have been contrary to her whole outlook
on life. And in the same way as she insisted on staying with Hitler in Berlin
in April 1945

- and dying with him - so she would certainly have refused to
have her pregnancy terminated.68

There is no doubt, however, that Hitler led a normal sexual life, as is
plainly apparent, for instance, from an entry in Eva Braun's diary for

March 1935. 'He needs me only for certain purposes...' she

complains, 'it can't be otherwise. ... When he says he loves me, he only

means it at that moment.'69 In 1945when Morell, Hitler's personal

physician, was under investigation by the United States Commission,
he wrote a reportin which he stated that the F\303\274hrer had indubitably
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had sexualintercousewith Eva Braun.70 He also confided to oneofhis
former patients, Dr Paul Karl Schmidt, that when on visits to the

F\303\274hrer, Eva had often pressed him, Morell, to give Hitler drugs that

would stimulate his sexualdesire.In later years his sexuality was

impaired by prolonged ill-health,71overwork,the burdenofduties and

responsibilities, and a succession of major military reverses.72

Another common and equallyfarfetched misconception is that Hitler

associated for preferencewith'dumbblondes'.73But Geli Raubal, for

instance, had black hair and a distinctly Slavonic appearance and it
would seemin fact that he was equally attracted by blondes, brunettes
and redheads. Stephanie, his early flame, was blond. So was Eva

Braun, although in the words of Blaschke,the dentist she shared with

Hitler, 'there was a touch of peroxide.Shewasn't exactly fair-haired.

She'd done something to helpit alonga bit.'74Physically Hitler

preferred the full-bosomed type such as Maria Reiter,Sigridvon LaflFert

and Unity Mitford.75 The comparativelysmall-bosomedEva Braun,

well aware of Hitler's tastes in this respect,used at first to stuff

handkerchiefs into her brassiere.76 On 10 May 1935shemorosely recorded

in her diary: 'As Frau Hoffmann sweetly and tactlessly informed me,
he has now found a substitute for me. She's called Valkyrie and looks

like one, legs and all.But that's the kind of measurements he likes.If
it's true, irritation will soon whittle her down - unless,that is, she's

clever enough to wax fat on hertroubles.'77Most of Hitler's

inamorataswere some twenty years younger than himself. Geliwas born in

1908, Maria Reiter in 1909,Eva Braun in 1912, Unity Mitford in 1914,
and Sigridvon Laffert in 1916.

Obviously then, Hitler enjoyedthe company of pretty women, and

this was particularly the casebetween 1921 and the outbreak of war.
On 10March 1942 he said:' I can't stand beingalonenow.Bestof all

I like to have my meals in company with a woman.'78 In his remote

headquarters in EastPrussiahewould reminisce about earlier

encounterswith the opposite sex. 'What beautiful women there are!' he
exclaimedone evening (26 January 1942), and continued
enthusiastically:

We were sitting in the Ratskeller in Bremen when a woman came in. It
almost seemedas though Olympus itself had opened up! Shewas absolutely

dazzling. Everyone stopped eating and all eyes were riveted on her. Then

there was that other time in Brunswick. How I cursedmyself afterwards! No

one in my suite showed any more gumption than I did. A blond piece came
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tripping up to my car to give me a bouquet.Everybody saw what was going
on but it didn't enter anyone's head to ask the girl for her address so that I

could send her a note of thanks. She was a wonderful girl, tall and fair! But

there it was! There was such a crowd - and besides, we were in a hurry. But
I regret it to this day. Once in the Bayrischer Hof I was at a function that

positively glittered with beautiful women and diamonds.Then in comes a

woman so beautiful that she put all the rest into the shade (she wore no

jewellery). It was Frau Hanfstaengl. I once saw her and Mary Stuck

togetherat Erna HanfstaengPs place. What a picture! Three women, each

more beautiful than the other!79

In the yearsbefore1933,whenever Hitler needed a change from the
'bunch of louts'80who were constantly in attendance on him, he
wouldorderthemto find him some female company. His personalpilot
Hans Baur relates that he once commiserated with him for having to

keep aloof from women to which the F\303\274hrer replied:

I can't afford to behave otherwise.All women do is boast about me and, as a

man who's continually in the limelight, I have to guard against that. If you,

Baur, spend a night on the tiles, no one'll think twice about it, but if I tried
to do the same, I'd soon be unable to show my face in public. Women just
can't keep their mouths shut. Whenever I discussed Hitler with women,

[Baur continues] they were either enthusiastic, fanatical or hysterical. ...
On one occasion when our conversation revolvedentirely round Hitler,

my companion confessed that she was in love with him and was afraid she
would never marry ... sinceshe compared every man she met with the

F\303\274hrer and not one of them evermeasured up. I couldn't help passing on
what he had told me. ... She stared at me aghast. 'Did he really say that?

Tell him from me that I'd never breathe a word - I'd sooner let my tongue
betornout!...' When I told Hitler about it the next day he merely laughed.81

As the yearswent by, and more especially during the war,hisprivate

encounters with women became ever fewer. Even Eva Braun was not

permitted to visit the Wolfsschanze, his headquarters in East Prussia.
The only women he saw there were his secretariesand his personal

cook. When at the Berghofhe would sometimes sit and converse with

the wives of his guests. There couldno longerbeany real question of

sexual relationships, particularlyin view of the strict security measures

obtaining at that time. The subject of women, however, continued to
recurin conversation. On such occasions it was sometimespossibleto
deducewhat was really going on in his head. For instancein March

1942 when Rommel's triumphant progress in North Africa still gave
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Hitler reason to hope that there was a future for his ideology,he
discoursed upon the subject of legitimate and illegitimate children (the

latter a commonplace in his family) in a manner that hardly tallied with

his ultra-conservative outlook.' To my mind/ hesaid,'a girl who has

a child and cares for it is superior to an old maid.Socialprejudiceison

the wane. Nature is again asserting herself.It's the best course we can

follow.82 Hitler's originsare plainly discernible behind this view and
the reasonshe adduced are illuminating.' For centuries', he alleged,
the Catholic Church has taken this circumstance into consideration by
tolerating the so-called 'rehearsal'.... As the time of birth approaches the

priest draws the prospective father's attention to his marital obligations.
Unfortunately Protestantism has broken with this admirable custom and
smoothedthe way for the sort of moral hypocrisy which, if a marriage is
concluded becausea baby'son the way, frowns on the union and

discriminates against it by laws both written and unwritten.83

His attitude to women is reflectedin his view that a 'great man*
should 'keep a girl'84for the satisfaction of his sexual needs and treat

her as he deems fit, without compassion or a sense of responsibility,as
though she were a mere chattel possessingno rights.As Eva Braun so

aptly put it: 'When he says he loves me, he only means it at that
moment.'

Throughout his life Hitler was an introvert and for this not only he,

but also those closest to him, had to pay a high price. Save only in

respect of his mother, Geh and Eva Braun, he was incapable of deep
attachments. For whatever Kubizek may say about the closenessof
their early friendship, he was simply cast aside likea suit of wornout

clothes as soon as it suitedHitler'sbook.After Geli's death his

aloofness became even more pronounced and from 1937onwards,when he

believed himself to be seriouslyill,heceasedtohave any close rapport
with the men who had worked with him and fought at his side.Women

he tended to regard as physical objects,if sometimesalso as

sympathetic listeners. Even Eva Braun had cause to complain of this, as we

know not only from her sisterbut also from Hitler's secretaries and his
housekeeper,Army Winter.85

Hitler's reserved and impatient nature preventedhim from

exploitingto the full the fascination exerted by his 'Austrian charm' which

might otherwise have enabled him to establishdeeperties.Thefact

that he sometimes tried to suppress this tendency,moreespecially

when signs of approaching senility (primarily physical) began to
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make themselves manifest, is readily explicable in psychologicalterms.
Hisself-esteem- and this significantly enough even at the height ofhis
pohtical andmihtary success -was still up in arms against the treatment

meted out to him in childhood by his energeticand mercurial father,

an ambitious civil servant of LowerAustrian peasant stock. As a boy
Hitler may not have had to grovel before his parent and kiss his feet as
his great examplarFrederickthe Greathad been compelled to do after
his early attempt to run away from home, but if we are to believeMein

Kampf he was frequently beaten and was 'forced into opposition'.86

According to Anny Winter, Hitler often told her that the last time his
father had beaten him he had receivedno lessthan thirty-two strokes.8 7

Except during the period up to 1903,and again from 1914 to 1919, he
was never compelled to do violence to his own personality and hence

he made a fetish of his unusual mode of life, overlooking the fact that

his equally unusual tendencies, as in the caseofmost neurotics,

hindered his consistent development and prevented him from coming to
termswith his childhood and adolescence. Because he wascut off from

others his experiences did not help to promotenormal development.

Though supremely able to appeal to and exploitthe emotions,he
ratedthesefar inferior to the will - a will by which his whole existence
was governed.No matter how hard the blows of fate, whether in the
form of sickness, personal setbacks or bitter disappointmentsand

frustrations, he seldom felt moved either to replacethe menin whom

he had put his trust or to revisethe objectives he had set himself. In
this respect heshowed himself persistent to the point ofpigheadedness.
His conviction that he would attain his goalremainedunshaken either

by initial adverse experiences such as the early loss of his parents, his

rejection by the Vienna Academy, his homelessness after Germany's
defeat, the disastrousfailure of his Munich putsch, the near ruin of
his political career and his detention in Landsberg, or by the many

tribulations of later years. Throughout he remainedunchastened and

his ideas underwent no fundamental change.Yet almost without

exception he achieved the victories for which he strove.

On two occasions, however,hewas prepared not only to jettison the
views he regarded as permanently valid but even to take his own life -

a life he believedtobethe embodiment of Germany's future. The first
occasionwasin 1923with the failure of his putsch. The secondin 1931
when he heard that Geli, the great love of his life, had committed
suicide.



CHAPTERSEVEN

The Ailing F\303\274hrer

In 1925,after his release from imprisonment in the Fortress of Lands-
berg,Hitlerexpressedthe view in the second volume of MeinKampf

that 'the mind ... if it is healthy, will as a rule and in the long run
dwell only in a healthy body V When he dictatedthat sentence he was

not healthy. He was suffering from a tremor in the left arm and leg, and

movement of the left forearm was limited. Twenty years later his
personal physician declared that the complaint might possibly have been

of a psychosomaticnature.2 The abrupt conclusion of his putsch
outside the Feldherrnhalle in Munich, his own share of responsibilityfor

the death of some twenty people, the dissolution of his party, and his
arrest- all these had left their mark on him.Politicalfriends and fellow

combatants - Rudolf Hess,HermannEsserand several other arrested

putschists - succeededin convincing him that he was blameless and
that, being absolutely indispensable, he must on no account do what,

in his state of deep depression induced by the catastrophe, he was

threatening to do, namely take his own life.3 While his legceasedto
trouble him relatively soon,4 the tremor in his left arm was to persist
for severalyears.

In 1931,with most of his Mean years' behind him, he receiveda
further serious blow: Geh Raubal, his mistress and daughter of his
half-sister Angela, shot herself on 18 September in her Munich flat.

Again, as in 1923, he fell into a state of deep depression, and again he

sought to take his own life.Rudolf Hessonly just succeeded in grabbing
his arm and snatching away the revolver which he was about to turn

on himself. There was, it is true, no recurrenceof the tremor but

thenceforward he refused to touch meat though he not infrequently

complained about this diet.' A man is supposed to keep alive on that

...! Then how am I goingto exist?'5heasked Albert Speer as early as

1935.Neverthelesshepersistedfor another year with the diet he had
devisedfor himself, a diet which had long sinceproved inadequate.

From 1931 onwards he wasa confirmed vegetarian. The man who had
hitherto consumedrelatively large quantities of meat and beer and for
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whom, since 1914,no exertionhad been too great
- he couldspenda

whole day making speeches without any sign of tiring - now foreswore

all forms of protein deriving from butcher's meat or animal fats.
In 1934,sometwelve months after his appointment as Chancellor,

he enteredthe Westend Hospital in Berlin for a thorough check-up.

The doctors who examined him certified that he had no organic
disease,a finding to which he himself lent little credence.By 1935 at

the latest he had becomefirmly convinced that he was seriously ill,
and this conviction appeared to be confirmed by recurrent bouts of
gastricpain and flatulence, troubles attributed by his doctors to his
self-imposedand inadequate diet. He was sleeping badly and
sometimes complained of heart trouble.6 As yet, however,therewas nothing

seriously the matter with him.7 All that could be diagnosedwasa
persistent hoarseness which not unnaturally worried him, for he would

almost certainly never have achieved what he did without the immense

range of hisvoice.Nearly fifty years later Ernst Hanfstaengl, who had
heardhim speak for the first time in 1922, was to write:

Therewas still a mellowness and resonance about his baritone and he could

bring gutturals into play which sent a shiver down one's spine, for at that

time his vocal cords were still in prime condition and enabled him to

produce subtleties of tone that were extraordinarily impressive. Of all the many

gifted speakers I have heard in the course of my life - three of the most

outstanding being Theodore Roosevelt,the blind Senator Gore from

Oklahoma, and Woodrow Wilson, the man with the silver tongue - none

was capable of achieving an effect comparableto Hitler's superlative

performance which was to prove so fateful both to himself and to us.8

Hitler feared that he would suffer the same fate as the Emperor
FrederickIII,but a throat specialist, Professor von Eicken, found only

benign polyps of the vocal cords,which he removed. The knowledge
that he was not after all suffering from cancer lifted a great weight off

Hitler's mind. But other worriesstill remained. He was tormented by
stomach cramps and pain in the regionof the right kidney as also by
flatulence and a swollencondition of the upper abdomen, the latter

beingattributed by Dr Morell to enlargement of the hepaticlobe.9
A grateful patient, Heinrich Hoffmann, had been responsiblefor

introducing this doctor to Hitler. Albert Speer, who shared the dislike

felt by most of the 'Nazi bigwigs'for Morell, relates in his memoirs
that when Hoffmann fellccritically ill' in 1935, the doctor curedhim

with sulphonamides.10 It would seem improbable that anyone
- even
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Hitler - knewwhat had been wrong with Hoffinann. After 1945 Morell

broke his professional silence and placed on recordthat, prior to

becoming the F\303\274hrer's physician, he had treated Hoffmann for
gonorrhoea.11

Bornin 1886in Traysa, Hesse, Morell had set up as a specialistin'
skin and venereal diseases *

in Berlin's fashionable Kurfiirstendamm.

When first introduced to Hitler at the Berghof, he already had a

chequeredcareerbehind him. He had studied at Giessen, Heidelberg
and Paris.Between 1912 and 1914 he had held appointments ashouse
physician at Munich and Bad Kreuznach, and had workedasa ship's
doctorin the employ of the Hamburg-America Line, the
Norddeutscher Lloyd and other companies. In 1914hesetup a small general

practice at Dietzenbach near Offenbach. A year later, when even

inexperienceddoctorswerebeingentrusted with responsible duties in

the fighting zones, he was employed as surgeon on the Western Front

- though possessing no specialqualifications in surgery
- and

subsequently at a number of hospitals at home. And in 1918, again without

any specialized training, he setup in practiceasaspecialistin

electrotherapy and urology. Despite his lack of qualifications in this field he

had, by 1920,becomea doctorhighly esteemed in certain circles in

Berlin and had even treated eminent members of the Inter-Allied
Commission.So much did his practice prosper throughout the

economicallyand politically turbulent twenties that he could affordto
turn down lucrative offers of employment from foreign countries.12
However this prosperity may well have been dueto a combination of

avarice and business acumen, since it would seem that Morell was

better versed in the current rates of exchangethan in up-to-date

medical teaching -
though glib enough when it came to citingthe names

and addressesof distinguished colleagues and medical institutes. Up
till 1936 he was what might be calleda society doctor, consulted by
those prominent party functionaries and stageand film personalities

who went to make up the fashionable world which he delighted in

frequenting but whose style he failed to reflect.

It was not long beforeHitlerbecameconvinced of Morell's ability.

The knowledge that this bespectacled man with the bulging eyes,who

so rapidly alleviated his aches and pains,had only joined the N S DAP
after 1933, was of small concern to him.Nor,despitehis almost morbid

preoccupation with cleanliness, was Hitler ever seriously troubled by
the fact that his physician was regarded by his entourage in generalas
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evil-smelling and filthy, and by Eva Braun in particular as downright

disgusting.13

In 1936 Hitler, who figures in Morell's files and correspondence as
c

Patient A', weighed about 11 stone, hisheightbeingjust under 5 feet

9 inches. His bloodgroupwas A, his pulse, temperature and respiration
normal. An eczema on his left leg was eventually diagnosed as the

result of a digestivedisorder.MorellrequestedDrNissle's

BacteriologicalInstitute in Freiburg in Breisgau to useHitler'sfaecesfor the

cultivation of bacterial colonies in order to discoverthe condition of

the intestinal flora. The findings confirmed that their condition was

abnormal, whereupon Morell prescribedMutaflor for his patient.*
Morell was in no way disturbed by the fact that in the eyes of many
orthodoxmedicalmenNisslewas a sectarian and a monomaniac whose
methodsoftreatment, consisting almost exclusively in the regulationof
the intestinal flora, were hardly worthy of seriousconsideration.In an

attempt to inhibit the flatulence caused by a vegetarian diet Morell

also prescribed Dr Roster's Antigas Pills, which contained strychnine
and belladonna.Thedosage- two to four tablets a day - was frequently

exceeded by Hitler. Neither of these medicines,Mutaflor or Dr

Roster's Antigas Pills, was analgesic.Indeed,Dr Brandt and Dr

Giesing who, with Morell's permission, attended Hitler as surgeonand
as ear,noseand throat specialist respectively, both objected to the
administration of the antiflatulence pills on the grounds that the

cumulative effect of the strychnine would of itselfinducepain.14
From 1935onwards Hitler had to wear spectacles; he alsosuffered

from inflammation of the gums which was treated with antiseptic

mouth wash and Vitamin C. Histonguewas frequently furred and his

blood pressure fluctuated. The left ventricle was enlarged, while
auscultation revealed aortic murmurs. His features weredistendedand

puffy. Mutaflor had proved to be no morethan a palliative. At times,
and particularly after meals, he continued to suffer from violent
stomach crampswhich Morell hoped to combat with intramuscular

injections of Progynon.15
Hitler trusted his doctor implicitly, although he was beginning to

feel increasinglyunwell.By 1937 he was already convinced that there

was something seriously wrong with his heart. Those closest to him

were struck by the feverish senseofurgencywhich he nowrevealed for

* See Appendix D for alphabetical list of drugs prescribed by Dr Morell,
dosagesand periods over which they were administered.
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the first time.16 He was tormentedby the fear of leaving something
undone, of dying, perhaps,beforehehad accomplished all that he had
set out to do. His oft-reiterated 'peace policy' which, ever since 1933,

had been taken at its face value both at home and abroad, was now
suddenly- orsoit seemedtomany

- abandoned in favour of

undisguised expansionism. He pressed his architect, Speer, to put into
effect the projects he had devised more than twenty-five years earlier,

and he hinted to Eva Braun, his mistress since 1932, that before long
she would have to live without him.17 Indeed, on 5 November 1937,
anxiety drove him, not only to mention the possibilityofhis own death

in an expose of his ideas for the future, but also to formulate his
political testament,18 which was followed on 2 May 1938by a detailed,

handwritten private testament.
In the meantime he had withdrawn from the entourage he

capriciously ruled onto a lone and lofty pedestal where not even former
fellowcombatants such as Frank, Rosenberg, Hess and Esserventured

to join him. Thus the party leader, who had once extolled comradeship
and loyalty between friends, had elevated himself to the status of an

unapproachableidol.Argument was no longer tolerated and advice
only when solicited. Thenceforward anything that Hitler thought,

planned or did was determinedby the conviction that he was a sick
man with only a short time to live. His foreign policy now betrayed a

new sense of urgency arising out of the determination to realize in the
shortestpossibletime what he had originally planned to achievestep
by step over a period of years. Ultimately this was to prove his undoing.

From 1937onwards Hitler avoided all physical exertion. As an
Austrian from the Linz area he had oncebeena good skier, but not

even Eva Braun could persuadehim to go ski-ing with her. Luis

Trenker, the world-famous actor and producer, was permitted to

accompany her instead,19 a fact which in itself is significant. For
Trenker was notoriously a Casanova, whereas Hitler was known to

be jealous and, moreover, acutely sensitiveto the merestbreath of

scandal.

Morell was far from satisfied with his eminent patient's condition
and continued to prescribea wide variety of drugs, while Hitler
himself at long last consented to anX-rayexamination.In the early part of

1940 his conviction that he was mortally ill led him to demandthat his

personal physician, in consultation with independent specialists,

should provide him with a straightforward report on the state of his
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health. After Morell had made the necessary arrangements there
followed a detailed medical check-up which lasted for several days.

The most important investigationstook placeon9,11and 15 January

and the whole wasnot concludeduntil 18 January when the results of
DrNissle'stestson the intestinal flora became available - resultswhich

both Morell and Hitler believed to be of paramount importance.20

The doctors' opinion of'Patient A' was as follows:

9 January 1940: Blood count normal. Pulse 72,bloodpressure140/100.
11January: Sugar and albumin content of urine = negative, urobilinogen

= increased,Wassermann (test for syphilis) = negative, urinary

sediment : slight, calcium carbonate. Isolated leukocytes.
15January: Sugar content of urine = negative.MeinickeClearing Reaction

II, to syphilis = negative, Kahn (test for syphilis)
= negative.21

The blood pressure was much too high. Morell found a systolic

pressure of 170 to 200mm with 100 mm diastolic pressure when his

patient was excitedand 140 mm when relaxed.22 A diastolic pressure
of up to 90 mm would have been in normal range. Morell, anxious
about Hitler'sheart, advised him to take great care of himself.

Exceptfor the marked increase in blood pressure and consequent
damage to the heart (enlarged left ventricle and aortic murmurs) and
the intermittent stomach and digestive disorders (flatulence), Hitler
was in goodhealth;believing himself to be a very sickman, however,

he tended increasingly to leaf through professional medicaljournals

and to read books on medicalsubjects.On21December1940,he again

underwent a detailed medical examination.Theresultswereas follows:

Urine albumin test =
slightly opalescent (i.e. just positive),

urobilinogen
= small increase, in the urinary sediment -

very occasional

leukocytes; some magnesium ammonium phosphate. Although little

different from the January findings,23
they seemed to Hitler to provide

confirmation of his hypochondriacal fears, with the result that his

doctor appeared morethan ever indispensable to him.

When in 1941 oedemadeveloped in the region of the calves and
shinsMorellprescribedten drops weekly ofCardiazol and Coramine.2*
Neitherof thesedrugs with their action on the circulation was

medically indicated in this case, and from a medicalstandpoint might even

be considered improper; Hitler's bloodpressurewas too high, and

others besides Morell knew how easily he became excited. But Cora-
mine and Cardiazol were not the only stimulants used. Morell also
prescribedcaffeine and Pervitin. Under the impact of this treatment,
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his patient's habits would sometimes undergoa completechange.
Hiseyes, which had always excited such fascination, would flash

dangerously, he became peremptory if not actually aggressive,and would

sometimes make outrageous remarks. For instance,in thecourseofan

otherwise brilliant and well-thought-out speech in the Sportpalaston
4 September1940he called Churchill, Eden, Chamberlain and DufF

Cooperccacklers'andcbroody hens'. He went on to threaten Britain

with a night raid in which 'a million kilograms of bombs' would be

dropped, a figure which, however, he amended before publication to

'400,000kilograms or more'25 because the quantity he had named

while under the influence of drugs now struck him as excessive.
During discussions he would occasionally put forward projects so
wildly unrealistic as to obliterate all memory ofthat graspoftechnical
detail which had once commanded the admiration of his expert
advisers. For now he began to urge not only the realization of what was

possible, as indeedhehad been doing since 1935, but also the
realizationof what exceeded the bounds of possibility.

It was at this time that instructions were issuedconcerningthe

'final solution' of the Jewish question in Europe.On 2 April 1941,

Rosenberg was Hitler's guest. The subjectofdiscussionwas such that

Rosenberg did not dare commit it to his diary.
c

Something I do not
wish to record today but shall never forget',26 he noted, after a two

hours' conversation with Hitler who had obviously been informing
him of his plan for the extermination of the Jews. Within less than two

months Adolf Eichmann had been notified of that plan. On 20 May
his BureauIVB4*sentout instructions to police stations throughout
the Reich and Franceto put a stop to all Jewish emigration out of
Franceand Belgium and,' in view of the now imminent solution of the

Jewish question',27 to keepopenlast minute facilities for the passage
of Jewsout of the Reich.

At this time Hitler was confiding his growing fears about hisheart
condition to people such as Eva Braun,28 Speer29and Goebbels. In

July 1941, during a heated discussionwith Ribbentrop after the

inception of Operation Barbarossa, he suddenly clutched his chest and

expressed the fear that he was about to have a heart attack with

possibly fatal results.30 On 31 July 1941 Goring entrusted to Heydrich

**\"IV\" stood ... for the Gestapo, \"B\" ... for the religious and cults
division, and \"4\" for the subdivision specializing in the Jewish religion':
Reitlinger, The Final Solution, p. 29 (Trans.).
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the task of implementing the 'final solution'.31At Auschwitz Eich-

mann and H\303\266ssproceeded to investigate various methods of
extermination and to discuss the relative advantages of shooting and of
asphyxiation, whether by carbon monoxide or some other form of

gas.32 Meanwhile Heinrich Himmler had beenkeepinga wary eye on

Hitler whom he had longknownto beasickman.Despitesevere pangs

of conscience he began in the springof 1941,if not before, to put out

feelers through contacts in Switzerlandin an attempt to discover how

the British might react to a proposal for a conditionalpeace,with

himself and not Adolf Hitler as negotiator on the Germanside.33
After dinner on the evening of 2 August Hitler, although evidently

out of sorts, discusseda wide range of topics, including political
ideologies,agriculture and technology.34 Heinrich Heim, who was then
keepinga shorthand record of his table-talk, remarked on his pallor,
lassitude, depression and general air of ill-health,35comments which
are borneout by photographs of Hitler taken four days later,
immediately after the fall of Smolensk.36 Until 9 August he took his meals

separately. When he returnedhis talk consisted of a series of allusions
of a markedtestamentary character.37 He was still clearly unwell and,
indeed,complained to his doctor of stomach troubles, boutsofnausea,
shivering fits, debility, and attacks of diarrhoea and dysentery.38On
14August an electrocardiogram revealed rapidly developing coronary
sclerosis.39Morell'sanswer was to prescribe yet more drugs.

Harassedby concern for his own health, the irascibleand impatient

F\303\274hrer railed against the high command whom he reproachedfor

their failure to advance rapidly enough in the East.Righteous

indignation characterizes his directive of 21 August 1941 which opens with

the declaration:cThe Army's proposal concerning the future conduct
of operationsin the East does not accord with my intentions.'40

After a renewed absence from the communal table the' Chief, as
Hitler'sclosest colleagues called him, put in an unexpected
appearanceon 8 September. No one noticed that his monologues on 8,9 and
10 Septemberwere of a decidedly 'testamentary' nature and that,
unlike those of 2 and 9 August, they dealt with geography in

continental and politics in global terms.41

What India has been to Britain [he asserted], the eastern territories will be

to us. If only I could make the German peopleunderstand what this space
means to our future! .. . Norwegians, Swedes, Danes and Dutch must be

encouragedto emigrate to our eastern territories, which will be incorporated
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into the German Reich. . .. Though I shall no longer be there to see it I

rejoice on behalf of the German people who will one day see Britain and

Germany united together against America.... If there is one man who is

praying for the success of our arms, it is the Shah of Persia.He'llhave

nothing more to fear from Britain. . . once we've arrived down there. What,
I ask you, is the potential ofAmerica by comparison with the creative forces
latent in the European area -

Germany, England, the Scandinavian

countries, France and Italy? There will be only one army, one SS,one
administration to cover the whole of the new Reich and the effect of this will be

tremendous.42

By degrees Hitler's health began to improve although, as 1941
drew to a close,the situation in Africa failed to develop alongthe lines
he would have wished. On 28 November 23,000men,the last of the

Italian forces, surrendered at Gondar in Abyssinia.And in other parts

of the continent, too,the Allies began to gain the upper hand. On 10
Septemberthe British occupied Tobruk. Benghazi was evacuated on
26December.ThelossofBardia on 3 January 1942 was followedby
that of Solium fifteen days later. Yet these setbacks did not hit him

hard enough to leave any lasting physical effects. Indeed his bodily
afflictions did not recur until the spring of 1942when Rommel, having

retaken Benghazi and Gazala,waspreparinghis attack on Bir Hachim

which fell to the Germanson 11June.Hitlernow began to complain
of severe headaches and admitted for the first time that his memory
was failing him. Nevertheless he seemed cheerful and in goodhealth

on 4 July 1942 when he remarkedin the Wolfschanze that, since he

could take nothing with him into the grave, he might as well pay his

headquarters expenses out of his own pocket.43 Shortly before
transferring his headquarters from south-east Prussia to Vinnitsa he

succumbed to a severe attack of influenzal encephalitis,44 the glaring

sunlight of the Ukranian summer wasparticularly trying to him, for the

sparsewoodlandsurroundedby acres of sunflower fields afforded scant
shelter,and it was not until his return to the Wolfschanze in the autumn

that his health began to improve.But the improvement was only

temporary. No sooner was he back in Vinnitsa in February 1943,
than he was again afflicted by some form of influenza. Moreover he

was now visibly affected by the disasterat Stalingrad (for which he

assumed soleblame)45and the defeat in North Africa. In a very short
spaceoftimehebecamequite literally a changed man. His eyesgrew
lustreless,protuberant and staring. Red blotches appeared on his
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cheeks.A slight curvature of the thoracic spine induceda stooping

posture, somewhat aggravated by slight scoliosis (lateral curvature of

the spine), but neither defect causedmorethan a minimal distortion

of his bodily symmetry.46As in November 1923after his putsch, he

now suffered from a tremor of the left arm and leg and when walking he

dragged his left foot. His movements were abrupt and jerky. He
becamemoretouchy than hitherto and reacted violently if annoyedby
somesituation or argument. With dogged tenacity he clungto hisideas
and inspirations, even though these might sometimesappearerroneous
orinappropriate to those around him. However, he remainedas alert as

ever, and his answers to questionscameno less promptly.47

Himmler, on whom Hitler had conferredadditional powers as

recently as August,48 had long harboured doubts about the ability of the

ailing F\303\274hrer to bring the war to a successfulconclusion.Indeedhe
had been planning to negotiate a separate peacewith the Allies, a fact

of which Count Ciano,for one, had been aware since April.49While

Hitler had been at Vinnitsa, Gestapo agents had beensentto Austria

to investigate his genealogy50 with, however, wholly negative results.

Himmler stowed away his S S spies' nugatory findings in his safe,51but
he alsohad other irons in the fire. While his agents had been at work

in Austria, the Reichsfuhrer-S S had initiated a further investigation,

this time into the nature of Hitler's illnesses. According to Felix Ker-
sten,Himmler'spersonal physician, the Gestapo chief claimed to

possessa twenty-six page dossier proving that Hitler wassuffering from

a syphilitic complaint which threatened him with creeping paralysis.52

If such a ' dossier'ever in fact existed, it can have beennomorethan

a collection of phantasmagoria. At least on this point there can be no
doubt that Himmler was mistaken. Hitler certainly never contracted

syphilis, nor did he ever suffer from creeping paralysis.53
In the courseof time the F\303\274hrer had become as well informed about

certain drugs, symptoms of illnesses and their circumstances as his
doctor,whom he occasionally tried to catch out, sometimeswith

success. Nevertheless, he obeyed Morell and took the drugshe
prescribed though only, as a rule, if he knew - or thought he knew - what

their effect would be.54 Christa Schr\303\266der recounts that:

Morell exclaimed: 'My F\303\274hrer, it is my responsibility to watch over your

health. But suppose something were to happen to you?' To this Hitler

responded by fixing him with his uncanny eyes in which there flickereda
demoniacal flame. Stressing every word, underlining each individual
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syllable with cruel glee, Hitlerreplied:'Morell,if anything happens to me,
your life won't be worth a brassfarthing!,55

Though convinced that he was capable of looking after his own

health, Hitler made constant callson his doctor,56and Morell took

advantage of his privilegedpositionto acquireconsiderableinfluence,

becoming, in addition, the owner of several pharmaceutical concerns.

In February 1944 Hitler began to complain of a sudden
deteriorationin the condition of his right eye. He had experienced a stabbing
pain and for about a fortnight afterwards had seen everything as

though through a veil.57 Morell calledin ProfessorWalter L\303\266hlein

the ophthalmic specialist and head of the Berlin University

Clinic.58 L\303\266hlein diagnosed vitreous haemorrhage and sensitivity and
cloudingof the eye, though on examination the fundus proved to be
normal.This indicated that Hitler's high blood pressurewasnot

malignant.59 The specialist recommended ray treatment of the eye and

prescribed Homatropin for the right eye and Veritolfor the left.60 After

long consultations with Morell he advised - somewhat unpractically

having regard to the state of hostilitiesat the time - that Hitler be
sparedundueexcitement.Healso recommended that the patient take

only a limited amount of tranquillizers and that he should do some
light reading before going to sleep at night.61

Although L\303\266hlein prescribed a new pair of glasses, he advised

against any further ophthalmic examinations onpsychologicalgrounds,
but said he would again inspect the right eye in some six to eight
weeks'time.62Thenew spectacles were equipped with bifocal lenses,
then something of a novelty by reason of the different refracting
powersthey possessed. For distant vision (upper half) therewas plain

glass on the left hand side,on the right +1-5 dioptres; for near work

(lower half) left +3 and right +4 dioptres,63 a normal enough

prescription for his age. In order not to have to wear spectacles all

the time, he would use an exceptionally large magnifying glass
which gave him a relatively extensive field of view when studying
maps or documents.

That Hitler was almost blind in the right eye, as David Irving for

one, maintains,64 is untrue. His eyesight remained passable except
during these few weeks early in 1944, and then it was only the right eye
that was affected.

The suddenif temporary disturbance in the vitreous body of the

right eye had a lasting psychological effect.And it was now that Hitler's
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mistrustfulness, always a predominant characteristic, began to
manifestitself in alarming ways. Diplomats attuned to the nicetiesof
protocolwere not the only ones to be shockedby his outrageous and

unfounded accusations; in March 1944on the Obersalzberg he

overwhelmed the Hungarian Regent, Nicholas Horthy, with accusations

and insinuations which culminated in the assertionthat the Hungarian

government was negotiating not only with the Americans and British
but also with the Russians.65 His hysterical criticism went far beyond
what was called for in the circumstances. Though at the time the

attitude of the Hungarian Government and a significant part of its
high command66 was somewhat ambivalent, and though there may
have been doubts about the army's preparedness, neither
circumstance could justify such coarse and to all appearances politically

inept accusations. L\303\266hlein's sensible advice that for' psychological
reasons' the F\303\274hrer should be spared undue excitement was

evidently not superfluous.

Meanwhile anyone who had occasion to seeHitler either standing

or walking was struck by his pronounced stoop.After his declaration

on 12 December 1942 that Stalingrad, once lost, could never be
regained,67hehad begun to feel, if not to know, that time was catching

up on him. As he put it on 31 August 1944:' If my life had come to an
end on 20 July 1944 ... it would have meant, to mepersonally...no

more than my liberation from cares, sleeplessnights and a grave
nervous disorder.'68

Life had indeedbecomea torment to him. His illness, severe

suffering and the effects of medication were compoundedby the

oppressiveness of his prolonged sojourn in the bunker, the monotony of his

vegetarian diet and the newsof defeats at the front and of air raids at

home. Not only was he under constant mental and physical strain but

towards the endhewas getting no more than two to three hourssleep
a night, a regime which poisoned his mind and took steadyand visible

toll of his physique.
The Crimeafell on 14 May 1944. Two dayslater Hitlerorderedthat

missile attacks on England were to beginin the middleofJune.69His
physical exhaustion now became increasingly apparent and he was

tortured by stomach pain. Since the early part of the year the tremor

in his left hand had becomeworse than it had ever been before.Morell
continued to administer injections of Testoviron (sex hormone
preparation), Tonophosphan and glucose, and to prescribe not only heart
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and liver extracts and Vitamultin tablets containing Pervitin and

caffeine, but alsoDr Roster'sAntigas Pills. In addition he made Hitler
breathe pure oxygen two or three times a day and, basing himself

perhaps on the opinion expressed by L\303\266hlein in early March that the

patient's high bloodpressurewas not malignant, he allowed him the
unlimited useofCardiazol,a drug acting on the circulatory centre in

the brain, the respiratorycentresand the vascular nerves.

On i January Hitler,now a sick and tired man, declared:c The year

1944 will make severe and heavy demands on all Germans. During the

course of this year this momentous war will approach its climax.'70

On the night of 20 July, immediately after Stauffenberg'sunsuccessful
attempt on his life, he issued his much quotedorderof the day: 'A

small clique of unscrupulous saboteurshave attempted to assassinate

myself and the OperationsStaff of the Wehrmacht in order to seize
power.Providencehas defeated their criminal intentions.'71 Hitler
had not emergedunscathed, however. His skin was riddled with

wooden splinters, more than a hundred beingremoved from his legs
alone. His face had been slightly cut. There was an abrasion on his
forehead and bruising of the right elbow and left hand. His right
hand was sprained and the hair on the backofhisheadsinged.Injury

to the eardrums had caused haemorrhage in the auditory canals,

temporary deafness in the right ear and diminishedhearingin the left.He
complained of a taste of blood in his mouth, ofsevereearacheand later

insomnia, but he was surprised to find that, as if by a 'miracle', the
shock had virtually banished his 'nervous complaint', namely the
tremor in his left leg.72 This improvement was only temporary. Quite
soonthe tremorreturned,affecting not only his left hand and leg,but

the whole of his left side. He draggedhis feet as he walked, his actions

being performedas it were in slow motion. During a shortstroll he was

seen to lurch suddenly to oneside- the first indication that his sense of
balancewas seriously disturbed. The injuries to Hitler's ears were
being treated by Dr Giesing. Without anaesthetic (at Hitler's own

request)he cauterized the edges of the tympani which he then
massaged, discovering at the same time that the patient'snosewas not quite

normal. The organ was anatomically constricted, the middle left

concha being unusually large and deformed; the septum, which
deviated in several places,was much thickened on the left near the
root.73

Apart from frequent colds and congestionof the nasalpassages,
the condition of Hitler's nose had never bothered him, although he
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always gave a wideberth to anyone suffering from a cold. Trevor-

Roper is not entirely correct in maintaining that 'the events of 20th
July 1944... though they represent a military, political, and
psychological crisis, had little physical significance in the life of Hitler \\74

By September he had still not beencuredof the pains in the head

(and more especiallythe forehead) which had been continuously

plaguing him since August and were being combated by Dr Giesing
with cocaine. Then he succumbed to jaundice, his skin becoming

discoloured, the whites of his eyesyellow, and his urine dark brown
with traces of bile pigments.75 He complainedof pain in the regionof
the gall-bladder and was treated by Morell with Gallestol.76 He never

left the bunker and senseddanger everywhere. The headaches and

jaundice had a debilitating effect such as he had never experienced
before,hisheart was troubling him and he was suffering from
toothache. And on top of all this the war situation was giving him cause for

serious concern. On 15August the Allies had landed on the Riviera;
ten days later GeneraldeGaulle'sforces marched into Paris, and by
the end of the month Toulon and Marseilles had been lost. On 17
September,at the time of the Arnhem and Nijmegenlandings, Hitler

suffered a heart attack and was confined to bed. After 1945 his dentist,
Blaschke,77wasto recall:cWhen I arrived he was in bed.... Hespoke
in a low voice, saying no more than was absolutelynecessary.I washed

out the socket daily [Blaschke had previouslyextracteda tooth].A few

days later I found him sitting in a chair and shortly after that he was

up and about.'78
At about this time three X-ray photographs weretaken of Hitler's

head79 and an electrocardiogram, reproducedbelow,was made on
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24 September. This latter document, found among Morell's papers
after the War, was evaluated in October 1970 at the author's requestby

the Heidelberg University Clinic. The ECG confirms that, besides

sclerosis of the coronaryvessels,therewas also disturbance of

conductionand hypertrophy with damage to the left ventricle. Whether the

above-mentioned collapse was attributable to myocardial infarction

cannot be deduced with any certainty from the tracings of electric
currentsfrom the heart. But it seems a plausibleexplanation.

Morellpassedthe electrocardiogramfor analysis to Professor Karl

Weber, head of the Bad Nauheim Heart Research Institute. After

studying Weber's conclusions the Fiihrer'spersonalphysician could

find no better advice to give his evidently listless patient than to avoid

physicalexertioneven more carefully than hitherto.

The X-ray photographsreveal an inflammation of the left maxillary
antrum and of the ethmoidal cells which form part of the paranasal
sinus system. Hitler was treated by Professor von Eicken who, as in
October1935,again removed polyps from his vocal cords. The patient

now seemed very weak. His voice was feebleand he remained lying

apathetically on his camp bed,no longer,it seemed,having any will to

live. A common cold gave rise to inflammation of the frontal sinuses,
in addition to which he was suffering from attacks of dizziness and
outbreaks of coldsweat. Barely able to eat anything, constantly thirsty

and tormented by stomach cramps, he lost six pounds in weight

between 28 and 30 September.
By this time the British and Americanswerealready on the borders

of the Reich. On 1Octobershortly after 5 p.m. Dr Giesing examined
Hitlerand found that his pulse was rapid and faint. Indeed, he actually
lost consciousness for a time,a dramatic interlude of which Giesing
wrote the following account in 1945, a few weeks after his patient's

suicide:

Hitler turned down the bed-clothes ... and pulled up his nightshirt for me
to ... examine his abdomen.... [This] was generally somewhat distended
and percussion revealed distinct meteorism [the accumulation of gases in

the intestine, distending the loops of the intestine]. No sensitivity to pressure

was apparent in the abdomen. Neither the right epigastrium nor the region
of the gall-bladdergave pain on pressure.... I then used a... safety pin to

test the abdominal reflexes... which seemed very lively. I next askedHitler
if I might check on his neurological condition.... [He]agreed.I drew down

the nightshirt to cover his abdomenand pulled the bed-clothes right back.
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... The genitals ... showed no abnormalities. The prepucewas drawn

back, the glans ... showed no signs of irritation, or pyramid signs. . . .

Babinski, Fordon, Rossolimo and Oppenheim [reflexes]... negative. As

the patient was in bed, I did not apply the Romberg test... to judge from

previous results, [it would also] probably have been negative. I then asked

Hitler to take off his nightshirt ... which he did, helped by myself and

Linge. Again I noticedthat the ... white skin on his trunk ... was rather

dry, and I could feel no sweat in the axillae. Triceps and brachio-radial
reflexes[arm reflexes] on both sides were very lively, spastic reflexes in the

upper extremities (Leri, Meyer and Wartenberg) ... negative. Adiado-
chokinesiawas ... not present, nor were other cerebellarsymptoms. ...

Tapping anterior to the parotid gland to test the facial reflex ... elicited a

hint of a spasm of the type known as Chvostek's sign; Kernig and Lasegue
were definitely negative, no signs of rigidity in the neck muscles. Head
movements unrestricted. It seemed to me that the muscles of the upper arm

showed a certain rigidity on flexion and extension.... Hitler followed the

neurological examination with great interest and finally remarked:'...

Apart from this nervous overexcitability, there's nothing wrong with my
nervous system and I hope everything will be all right again soon. I had a

motion... yesterday and the day before, after Morell had given me
chamomileenemas, and presently he's going to give me another one.... In the last
three days I've hardly been able to eat anything, so my intestine's practically
empty now ... and hasn't had much to do during that time.' Linge and I

helpedHitler to put on his nightshirt again. ... Then Hitler said: 'If we

go on talking like this we'll forget the treatment. Would you please have

another lookat my nose and put in that cocaine stuff. My larynx is certainly
a bit better, but I still feel hoarse.' I then [treated]... the left nostril with the

io per cent solution of cocaine... with the patient lying down. Afterwards

I examined the... ears again and... the larynx. Some moments later Hitler

said: 'My head is almost clearagain now and I feel nearly well enough to get

up. But I feel... very weak what with all this colic and eating so little.* A few

moments later I noted that Hitler's eyes were closed and that... his face,
previously rather flushed, had turned pale. I took his pulse which was ...
rapid and weak. The pulse rate was about 90 and the quality seemed to be

very much softerthan at other times. I asked Hitler how he felt and received
no reply. He had obviously suffered a slight collapse... and was not
responsive.Linge had gone... to open the doorthat led into Hitler's small sitting-

room, because someone had been knocking on it.... I can only have been

alone with Hitler for a very short time since I was still treating the left
nostril with cocaine when Linge returned.. . Lingestoodat the foot of the
bed and askedhow much longer the treatment would take. His question
startled me. Tve almost finished,' I said. Just then Hitler's face grew even
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paler and for a moment his features twitched convulsively as he drew up his
knees.Seeingthis, Linge murmured: 'The F\303\274hrer's getting colic again.
Better leave him alone. He probably wants to sleep now.' Making as little

noise as possible we packedup my instruments and quickly left the
bedroom.80

After this episode on i October Hitler's physical condition

deteriorated more rapidly than hitherto, although his hearing showed
someimprovement which at least made it easier to communicate with

him. In September Giesing and Brandt had discoveredto MorelPs

mortification that he was prescribing Antigas Pills, a form of

medicationthey regarded as dangerous.81 After a lengthy discussionwith Dr

Giesing about MorelTs treatment, Hitler camedown firmly on the side

of Morell. Dr Brandt (condemnedto death by the F\303\274hrer in April

1945) and his deputy, Dr von Hasselbach, were dismissed while

Giesing was calledin for the last time on 7 October. Hitler had no

desire to be treated by a bunchof wrangling doctors. On being asked

by the F\303\274hrer to suggest a replacement for Brandt and von

Hasselbach, Himmler recommended Ludwig Stumpfegger. A capable doctor
and astute courtier, Stumpfegger was the devoted and subservient

disciple of the SS chief'sown physician, Karl Gebhardt, described

variously by members of Himmler'sinner circleas repulsive,

unscrupulous, egotistical, corrupt and greedy.82 What Himmler had in
mind when, on the advice of his infamous henchman, he sent
Stumpfegger to the F\303\274hrer in East Prussia, can only be surmised. No doubt

he hoped that in Gebhardt's protege he would possess a tool with

which to eliminate Hitler whenever it suited his book. If suchwas his

intention, he had counted his chickensbefore they were hatched.

Stumpfegger, arriving at Hitler's quarters for the first time on 31
October, immediately threw in his lot with the F\303\274hrer who, for his

part, enjoyed taking walks with his new doctor. Indeed on 21 April

1945, when even Morell was permitted to leave for Berchtesgaden,

Hitler kept Stumpfegger with him.

As yet he knew nothing of Himmler'splans;but he was mistrustful

and not even the condition of his health could induce him at this stage
to relinquisha fraction of his personal control. He kept a jealouseye

on the conduct of the war in the different theatres, lest anything should

be done without his knowledge if not actually against his wishes.By

the end of 1944 his decline,whichhad beenmanifest to all, appeared to

have been temporarily arrested. On 20 November he left EastPrussia
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for the last time. For some three weekshisheadquarters were in Berlin,

the city which, from 1933to 1939,had been the scene of his greatest
triumphs. In Decemberhe moved to the Adlerhorst, the F\303\274hrer

headquarters which had been constructed as far back as 1939 at

Ziegenheim in the Taunus. The early successes that followed the

launching of the Ardennesoffensive on 16 December induced in him

the gratified feeling that he was not yet 'a deadman'.When Dr von

Eicken again visited him on 30 Decemberin the Adlerhorst, he was

astonished to find that Hitler's voice sounded normal and that he

seemed both lively and confident.83 But the improvement was more

apparent than real. Though he could stand up straight he neededall

his strength to do so, for the curvature of his spine was irremediable.
His facewas ashengrey. He moved by dragging himself forwardsand
the whole of his left side trembled continuously. When he wanted to

sit down someone had to move up a chair behindhimsincehewas no

longer capable of drawing it up himself. His eyes pained him when he

faced the light. Only his mind seemed fresh and alert, though apt to

tire on occasion. His memory was still remarkable and he could reel
off figures, names and dates at will. But he wasno longerin full control

of his intellect which had lost its flexibility. Moreover the state of his
health was such that major achievements were now beyondhim.cThe
outstanding commander of the early part of the war',asField-Marshal

von Rundstedt once described him, 'had becomea second-rate
architect where military planning was concerned.'84 In the spaceof five

years his appearance had changed so much that visitors who had

known him beforethe war now found him scarcely recognizable. Even
Dr Giesing,seeing him in February 1945 after an interval of only five

months, was surprised at the change.

He seemed to me to have aged [he wrote], and to stoop much more than

before. His face was as paleas ever and he had great bags underneath the

eyes. He spoke clearly but very softly. I was immediately struck by a marked

tremor in his left arm and hand, which invariably increased when his hand

was unsupported, so that he always kept his arm resting on the table, or his
hand on the chair arms I got the feelingthat he was somewhat absent-

minded and no longerable to concentrate. The impression he gave was
of complete exhaustion and abstraction. The skin of his hands wasalsovery

pallid and the finger nails completely bloodless.85

Thenceforward Hitler went rapidly downhill. An elderly staff

officer, who had not seenthe F\303\274hrer for many years, was shocked by
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his appearance when he met him again on 23 March in the Reich

Chancellerybunker.'BeforeI went to the Reich Chancellery for the
first time', he was to relate after 1945,
I was told by a staff officer that I must be prepared to find a man quite
different from the one I had known hitherto, either in the flesh or from

photographs and newsreels, for he was now old and worn out. The reality

exceeded by far what I had been led to expect. I had seen Hitler briefly

twice before. The first time in 1937 at a state ceremony in memory of the

fallen and the second on the occasionof his birthday parade in 1939. The
Hitlerof those days was in no way comparable to the wreck of a man to whom

I reported on 25 March 1945and who wearily stretched out a nerveless,
trembling hand towards me.... It was a ghastly physical image he presented.
The upperpart of his body was bowed and hedraggedhisfeet as he made his

way slowly and laboriously through the bunker from his living room to the

conference room. He had no sense of balance. If anyone happenedto stop

him during this short walk (some fifty or sixty yards), he was forced either

to sit down on one of the seats placedalong the walls for the purpose, or to

catch hold of the person hewas speaking to.... His eyes werebloodshotand,
despitethe fact that certain documents were typed out for him on special

'F\303\274hrer typewriters' with letters three times the normal size, he needed

strong lenses to read them. Often saliva would dribble from the cornersof

his mouth . .. presenting a hideous and pitiful spectacle.... In contrast to
his physical decay, Hitler'smind was still active. And, though he sometimes

showed signs of weariness,his remarkable memory was still much in

evidence ... he could pick out what was essential from the innumerable,
diverse and sometimes conflicting documents submitted to him and he

possesseda keen nose for incipient danger.86

But in fact his remarkable memory had also begun to deteriorate

though this might not have been apparent to the officer, who did not

really know Hitler and had little idea of his former abilities. As earlyas
February Giesing had already been struck by the fact that Hitler

would sometimes repeat a questionto which the doctor had already

given the answer.Thiscould never have occurred even in the autumn

of 1944. Indeed, after February 1945,the F\303\274hrer was little more than a
wreck. In spiteofhisneuroticinflexibility now patent to all, he would
overlook contradictions and objections which he would previously

have tolerated, if at all, only in exceptionalcircumstancesand within

very narrow limits. Thus on 13February 1944, a day or two before his
interview with Giesing, he had an argument with Guderian which

lasted for two hours. Guderian describesit asfollows:
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His fists raised, his cheeks flushed with rage, his whole body trembling, the
man stoodthere in front of me, beside himself with fury and having lost all
self-control. After each outburst of rage, Hitler would stride up and down
the carpet-edge, then suddenly stop immediately before me and hurl his
next accusation in my face. He was almost screaming,hiseyesseemedabout

to pop out of his head and the veins stoodout on his temples.

Guderian, however, continued to uphold his opinion, whereupon

Hitler 'suddenly said with his most charming smile: \"Now please

continue with the conference. Today the General Staff has won a

battle.'\"87 With the war almost over, the General Staff had 'won a
battle'against their ailing Supreme Commander, and he was content
to leave it at that. Heinrich Himmler had never dared to enter the
lists openly against the F\303\274hrer. Now, incensed by the humiliation of
the SS*and aware of the grave condition of Hitler'shealth,he sought

to influence the course of events indirectly.At the beginning of April

Schellenberg had paida visit to his friend Max de Crinis, headof the
psychiatric section of the Charite hospital, who told him that the

F\303\274hrer (whom he had never treated) was clearly suffering from

Parkinson's disease.88 This fitted in very well with Himmler's plan to rid

himself of Hitler at the first opportunity, either by way of enforced

abdication, or by placing him under arrestor even,if necessary, by

assassination. Nevertheless he was reluctant even at this stage to take
such drasticmeasuresthough he agreed when de Crinis offered to
preparesomemedicinetobeadministered to Hitler by Stumpfegger.
But the latter had fallen so much under his patient'sspellthat he failed

to cooperate. Neither conspirators nor disease,neither drugs nor his

mode of life, wereableto kill the F\303\274hrer. He lived for a few days longer
and then died by his own hand.

On 21 April Morell departed from Berlin, leaving behind his
'

Patient A' who was preparing himself for the end. Until then, even

without Morell's dispensary, he would have at his disposal the drugs
he needed to keephim going during the final days. He knew the nature

of those drugs and took what he held to be necessary. No onewho has

read about his behaviour during this time or about his
pronouncementsat the situation conferences on 23, 25 and 27 April 1945, then

* The F\303\274hrerhad ordered the 55 Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler to remove their

distinctive armbands after the failure of their attack in the region of the Upper
Danube.
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still being recorded,89 can fail to recognizewhat it was that made him

conjure up in all good faith such patently hair-brained schemes.The
rapid alternation of depression and euphoria, exhaustion and
artificially induced buoyancy clearly reflect Hitler's dependence on the
stimulants prescribed by Morell. On 22 April Eva Braun wrote to her
friend Herta Ostermayr:\"...he has lost faith', and on the following
daywhen the situation was even more hopeless:' I believethat even he

is able to see moreclearly than he did yesterday what the future holds

in store.'90
A few days later he took his ownlife. Bezymenski'sassertionin 1968

that Hitler poisoned himself cannot be substantiated.91Morelldidnot
long survive the F\303\274hrer. Hitler's threat that his personal physician's
life would' not be worth a brass farthing,92 if anything should happen
to himself, was in a sensefulfilled.

When Dr Paul Karl Schmidt visited Morellin the American POW

hospital at Dachau, he found him lying on a camp-bed, paralysed,
exhausted, depressedand complaining of heart trouble. In tones of

lachrymoseself-pity,and struggling with a speech impediment, he told
his story to his erstwhile patient.93 He died in 1948in a hospital

beside the Tegernsee, after having handed over to the American

military authorities papers which compriseddiagnostic records,

indications, medical reports, his correspondence with colleagues about

Hitler's case, and his own recollectionsofhis famous 'Patient A' with

whose physical and pyschologicalconstellation he was more familiar

than any other man.94

Dr Morell'streatment of Adolf Hitler has been widely censuredand

the remedies he administered have been variously described as
'
quick

drugs',95 'inadequately tested medicines',96'harmful prophylactic

measures',97 the 'disastrous experiments ofa charlatan',98 'quackery'\"

and 'fancy nostrums'100 never preciselyspecifiedand not even

identifiable by Hitler's physicians, Giesing,101 von Hasselbach and Brandt.
Few of theseaccusations can really be substantiated. Between 1936
and 1945Morell prescribedsomethirty different medicaments102

for his patient more than half of which are still in current use. If given

in wrong dosage or for the wrong indication they could, of course, be

dangerous. The dosesprescribedby Morell, however, were not only
correct but often very conservative and this also applies to his
prescriptions for quick-acting drugs. It was only in the caseof Cardiazol
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and Coramine that he had obviously arrived at the wrong indication.

Hitler, who neither drank nor smoked, liked to use pharmaceutical

stimulants. For instance, before a public speechor somedemanding

function he would take pep pills in the form of Kolz-Dallmann tablets,

a preparation containing cola,caffeine and sugar which is still

obtainable today. Dr Giesing once had occasion to paint the insideof his
patient's nosewith cocaine. Discovering that this cleared his head,
Hitler asked for more frequent applications, despite the fact that

cocaine is known to be harmful if extensively used. Again, although
the immoderate consumption of caffeine and Pervitin, both of which
were contained in Morell's product Vitamultin, can damage the

nervous system, it would seem that Hitler absorbed alarming
quantities of these drugs - if, that is, we are to believeProfessorErnst-
G\303\274nther Schenk. Professor Schenk, a specialist in internal diseasesand

at that time adviser to the ReichHealthDepartment,writes:

One day in 1942 or 1943 I received from a reliable quarter some small

'golden' tablets - i.e. wrapped in gold foil. They were about an inch square
and about an eighth of an inch thick. I was told that these 'golden* Vita-

multins were providedexclusively for the F\303\274hrer by Morell. ... I myself

pounded them in a mortar and sent the powderwith a covering note to one
of the institutes of the Academy of Military Medicine... to be analysed for
its alkaloid and drug content. I learnt that the powder contained caffeine
and Pervitin in what seemed to me a truly horrifying concentration.103

Brandt's allegation that Morell prescribed 'secret nostrums' for the
F\303\274hrer, is at most applicable to these 'golden' Vitamultin tablets, the

more so since Morell refusedto divulge either the concentration or the

quantity prescribed.

As Hitler's personal physician, Morell earnedsome60,000marks a

year. His position was not an enviable one, however. Quite often he
would complain how difficult it was to be the F\303\274hrer's doctor since

more often than not it was the patient who laid down the law to his

physician.104This necessitated constant compromise. Morell could

not, for instance,simply declare that Hitler was sick and confine him

to bed or send him away on holiday. And he had to provide him with

stimulants whenever he needed or demanded them. HenceBrandt's

assertion that Morell deliberately gave Hitler too many prophylactic

injections carries little weight.105
As we have seen, de Crinis of the Charite Hospitalhad declared his

conviction that Hitler was suffering from Parkinson's disease, a diag-
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nosis based solely on the F\303\274hrer's appearance in newsreels. Brandt's

successor, Dr Stumpfegger,who had attended Hitler since October

1944,did not sharethis opinion.106 Nor, after 1945, would either Dr
Brandt or Dr Hasselbach make any definite commentonthe subject.107
ThoughMorellhad hinted at the possibility of psychosomaticdisease,
hehad never been prepared to commit himself.108c

It would be useful

to know,' Schrammwrote,cwhether Morell used antispasmodics and,
if so, whether it was becausehe suspected Parkinson's disease.'109

This question is nowsettled.While Morell prescribed antispasmodics in

the form ofEukodaland Eupaverin, he did so not becausehesuspected
Parkinson'sdisease,but in order to alleviate Hitler's stomach cramps.
Belladonna 606, which was then used for the treatment of Parkinson's

disease, was never prescribed. Morell'sanalysis of the activity of the
central nervous system and the major reflexes revealsno indication of

morbidity,110evidencethat he excluded the possibility of this disease.
The activity of the cerebrum he described as normal, and discounted
any suggestion of' euphoria' and'personality change'. As regards the
motor sphere, he alleges that the patient was free of'spasms' and

convulsions, and that there was no evidenceof' paralysis of the vocal

musculature'. Morell's diagnosisalsoshows the cerebellum and spinal
cord to befreeofdisease.1x x

He expressly emphasized that he had never

had cause to revise the results of his reflex tests.112 Moreover Hitler

himself had described histremoras a serious nervous complaint.113

During the last three years of his life, there were certain indications
that might have denoted Parkinson's disease: his shuffling gait and

short steps, the increasing jerkinessof his movements, his stooping

posture, masklike features, his difficulty in speaking, the evident

rigidity both of habitus and of thought processes and the degeneration
evinced by his handwriting. The tremor in his left arm and legmight

be regarded as evidence, although as a symptom it is far from

conclusive in view of the fact that Parkinson's diseaseseldomaffects one

side of the body only. Nor, likeHitler'stremor,does it lapse only to

recur a number of years later. Thereare two possible causes of the

disease - severeinfluenzal encephalitis and cerebral sclerosis - and
Hitleris known to have suffered from the former in 1942.

An evaluation of Morell's neurological findings, however, disposes
oncefor all of the allegation that Hitler suffered from Parkinson's

disease.

The first instance oftremor in Hitler'sleft arm and leg occurred after
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the failure of his putsch, when his life seemedabout to take a negative
turn. In due coursethe tremordisappeared completely and it was not

until twenty years later, that the same reflexeswereagain triggered by

the extreme tension engendered at a situation conference in

December1942 when Hitler ominously remarked: 'In no circumstances
must we surrender Stalingrad. We would neverbeabletoretakeit.'114
This tremor, which ceased for a time after the traumatic occurrence of

20 July 1944,was quite clearly a symptom of the nervous palsy
resultingfrom the condition known, during the First World War, as war

neurosis, a psychosomatic illnessfrom which frontline soldiers

frequently suffered and which was diagnosed as an extremeand primitive

reaction on the part of the instinct of self-preservation.115And just

as this neurosis would disappear assoonasa soldierfelt himself to be

out of danger, sothe tremorwhich affected Hitler after the events of

1923disappeared when his existence no longer seemed under threat.
Itsrecurrenceat the end of 1942 was closelyconnectedwith the

changingfortunes of war and their probable consequencesto himself.



CHAPTER EIGHT

The Politician*

MeinKampfcontains a descriptionofthedeepand widespread feelings

of disappointment and uncertainty that prevailed during the latter part
of 1918,shortly before the revolution. It was then that Hitlerc decided

to go into politics',1 a decisionwhich came as no surprise to his
wartime associates.2 For despite his avowed opinion of politiciansasmen
whose only 'real conviction is lack of conviction V he was known to
have considered entering politics once he had been demobilized.4

Such a course meant relinquishing his long cherished dream of

becoming a famous architect - a dreamwhich in any case, given the
circumstances,now appeared' ridiculous \\5 His decision to embarkon
a political career followed logically from the view he early adopted of

himself as a genius, above all a political genius, and of other peopleas
merely a means to an end.6 In 1918it was evident to others besides

Hitler that all statesmen and politiciansof world standing were

similarly actuated - or' programmed',tousean expression frequently

on his lips in later years.Thinking as he did so largely in historicaland

always in messianic terms, his Weltanschauung - conventional enough

at the time - no lessthan his as yet unrecognized talents and proclivities,
necessarily constituted a source of danger. He couldnot have foreseen

that his basic politicalconcept,formed in the course of his self-tuition,
would remain unchanged or that, carried to extremes,it would
precipitatethe final disaster.

From the start of his political career Hitler was firmly convinced
that he was a choseninstrument of the 'Providence' he so constantly
invoked and that, holding as he did the keyto history, the rolehewould

come to play in it would not be that of an ordinary politician. He never
onceconsideredthe possibility of tailoring his political actions and
knowhow to 'the practical reality of the moment' in return for that

transitory fame which, in Mein Kampf,hedescribesasthe politicians'

lot.7

* For a chronologicaltable ofHitler'spolitical career see Appendix A.
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As his power grew, so his health deteriorated; he was haunted by
premonitions of death,which induced in him a feverish impatienceto
get resultsbeforeit was too late. Goals which in similar circumstances
would have seemed unattainable to other politicians, he regardedas
well within his reach. Thus even in 1924when underarrest,with his

party in ruins and himself relegatedto the political sidelines, he

interpreted Bismarck's famous description of politics as 'the art of the

possible' in such a way as to make it fit his own concept of a policybased
almost exclusively on force. In Mein Kampf Bismarck'ssuccessorsare
castigated for the aimlessness of their domestic and foreign policy and

their limited aspirations, while the Bismarckianview of politics is

described as 'somewhat modest'8-
by comparison, doubtless, with

Hitler's own, whichhewished to be regarded as the epitomeofwisdom.
' ForBismarck', he wrote,' only wanted to say that for the achievement

of a definitepoliticalgoal all possibilities should be utilized or, in other
words,that all possibiUties should be taken into account.'9 In Hitler's
view politics, rightly understood, assumed the form of a ruthless,
ideologically orientated contest for power within the framework of the
naked struggle for existence prescribed by natural law. Behind his
political negotiations there was always the threat of force, for at no

time was he intent on gaining alliesin the conventional sense of the

term. In order to attain secondary goals that were no more than

incidentalto his ultimate ideological aim he waspreparedto stake everything

he - or indeed others- had already gained. For instance in 1936 he
abrogatedthe Treaty of Locarno - regarded by Stresemann a decade
previously as an important step towards Germany's reinstatement asa
greatpower.InMarch of the same year he occupiedthe Rhineland and

restored the military sovereignty of the Reich,despitethe fact that

France could have crushed him singlehanded and at little cost to
herself. In March 1938 he occupied Austria and, in the following October,

the Sudetenland. A year after the Anschlusshe invaded

Czechoslovakia and annexed Memel. Six months later, having gained the

support of the overwhelmingmajority of Germans by the unexpected
magnitude of hissuccesses,helaunched an attack on Poland, knowing
the Wehrmacht to be equipped only for a short Blitzkrieg.Anything

that differed from his own brand of politicsheascribedtoa false

reading of history, to the personal failings of politiciansor to the fact of

their being the tools, witting or unwitting, of international Jewry' for
the executionof its fell designs.10
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His scantregardfor international pacts and treaties is illustrated by
his cynicism in concluding a non-aggression pact with Poland in 1934

and by his assurances that his intentions towards that country were
entirely peaceful.Indeedhehad already made it clear in Mein Kampf
that' an alliance whose aim does not embrace a plan for war is senseless

and worthless. Alliances are concludedonly for struggle.'11 Such a

policy, if successful,inevitably begets grave injustice. For it cannot
succeed unlessits exponents eliminate all security risks, gain a

complete ideological hold over their own people, conquer other nations

and thereafter maintain them in total subjection.The foregoing is in no

way invalidated by the fact that Hitler's downfall was so long delayed.
On the contrary, this simply proves his ability to pursue, over an

unbelievably long period, a policy that by rights should not even have
beenviable (let alone enduring) and to pursue it for the most part with

alarming success.
His first taste of failure in 1923 was of crucial importanceto his

careerasapolitician.12Instead of reverting to obscurity, as had been
generally anticipated, he was able to make a comeback.And when he

did so, he wasneither chastenednorhumbled but instead disputed the

right of his critics to pass judgement on him. Indeedit is clearfrom

Mein Kampf, composed during his period of eclipse,that he held

himself to be that rare historical phenomenon- a politican and

theoretician rolled into one or, to use his own words, a 'pole star of

seeking humanity'.13The theoretician as such, he explains, is

inevitably misunderstood, because he works for the future. And whereas

it is he who lays down the aims of a movement, it is the politician who

brings them to fruition. The one must think in terms of eternal truths

while the other concentrates on present reality. 'The greatnessof the
one,'hewrote,'lies in the absolute abstract soundness ofhisidea,that

of the other in his correct attitude towards the given facts and their
advantageous application; and in this the theoretician's aim must

serve as his guiding star.'14 Hence, in his capacity as theoretician,

Hitler regarded the end asmoreimportant than the means. To him it
was self-evident that the theoretician must take account neither of

'utility' nor of 'reality'.Heheld that the stature of a theoretician,
unlike that of a politician, could not be judgedby tangible successes

since the attainment of his ultimate goal must inevitably be frustrated

by human limitations. Indeed, 'the more abstractly correct and
hence powerful the idea ... the more impossible ... its complete
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fulfilment '. Hence, in the final analysis, the theoretician could never be

properlyassessedby his contemporaries.15 Hitler claimed to be a past
master in both capacities and ultimately he wasto fail in each of them.

Nevertheless there can beno disputing his influence, for the mark that

he has left on history is unique.He translated into reality the most

inhuman ideas,presenteda radical challenge to conventional modes of

thought and action and set the stagefor a drastic realignment of powers.
All that remains of the German Reich and of Hitler's dream of a

world power without precedent in history is a country dividedinto

two parts, neither of which enjoys major status. This elimination of

Germany from the group of powers capable of shaping European

politics has diminishedthe status of Great Britain and led to the
predominanceoftheUnitedStatesand Soviet Russia. Neither Britain
- wooedby Hitler for nearly two decades with a view to establishing
German world hegemony - nor Germany can now be numbered

among the great powers.Hitler,the professed Anglophile and German

'European', put an end, most probablya definitive end, to European
world domination, and eliminated Germany as an autonomous force

in the field of major diplomacy. And had it not been for him, the

colonial and *
semicolonial' peoples he despised might not so soonor

so confidently have put forward their demands for emancipation,nor
the Third World have become a political force which even the United

States and the SovietUnion cannot afford to ignore.
To some extent Hitler'sideaswould appear to be endorsed by what

has happened since 1945. For example his view of politics as power

politics pure and simplestill remains valid, as does the maxim that

power politics can best be implemented by war. His thoughts on

morality in relation to international affairs have not in practice been

superseded. Whenever and wherever, since the time of the Nuremberg
trials, an opportunity has arisen to infringe international law, that

opportunity has been taken. This alone is enoughto make Hitler's

political ideas seem a little lessout of the ordinary than some historians
would have us suppose. For instance, one of his major aims, namely

world hegemony for the Reich,belongsto a Germantradition, which

can count among its protagonists some of the great figures of the

country's past.
The history of the Reich from its creation by Bismarck in 1871 until

its destruction in 1945 covers a spanofsomeeighty years. Throughout

that period there runs a distinct and continuous thread linking the
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Bismarckian and Wilhelmine eras, the Weimar Republic and the
Third Reich,all of which have important characteristics in common.
Since1945the older school of German historians has choseneitherto
disregardthis aspect or to dismiss it as historicallyincorrect,a state of

affairs which, where Hitler is concerned,has led to gross distortion if

nothing worse. Nor is our argument in any way weakened by the
consideration that Hitler's Weltanschauung not only determined everyone
of his aims in the field of foreign policy, but alsoprovided the

prerequisites, the impetus and the justification for eachsuccessivephase
of the National Socialist policy of aggression after 1939.16Jacobsen
has suggested that the National Socialist line before1933,Germany's

diplomatic moves up till 1939, and her aims in the field of foreign

policy prior to 1943werethe logicaloutcomeofthe National Socialist

outlook, so that German foreign policyafter 1933 would better be

described as 'National Socialist foreign policy'.17 This view is

untenable, though it must be concededthat never, before Hitler, had

German policy comprisedsuch activities as the deliberate corruption
of men's minds, the systematic extirpation of opponents, and the
endeavour to subjectEuropeto a radical New Order based on racial-

ideologicalconcepts.Again, in stating that the year 1933, 'and the
subsequent course of German history up to the endofthe war should

be seen, not so much as a continuous process, but rather in the light
of a revolutionary upheaval', Jacobsen has allowed himself to be
unduly swayed by the evident consequences of Hitler's policy which,

he holds, hasc encumbered Germany for all time with an onerous
historical mortgage'.18

While still a schoolboy Hitler had learnt from textbooks, Pan-

German manifestos and other sourcesthat the most cherished desire

of the Germanpeoplewas to see their country become a mighty

empire. Even before the 1914 war he ardently supported the

expansionist views of Admiral Tirpitz,19 Secretary of Statefor the Imperial

Navy from 1897 to 1916.Theadmiral'sapproach to foreign policy and

his reactionary attitude to social reform at home derived from the then

oirrent vulgar Darwinism that wasalsoat the root of certain aspects of
Hitler'spolitical thinking. Tirpitz wished to see the Reich becomenot

merely a great European power, but a world powerequal in status to

the British Empire. Even in 1924hecontinued to adhere to these ideas,
if in a form somewhat modified by Germany's defeat six years
previously.20
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On 20 June 1915,not long beforeTirpitz'sresignation, a 'strictly

confidential' memorandum signed by more than a thousand eminent

professional men waslaidbeforetheChancellor,Bethmann Hollweg.2
*

Part of the text runs:

We seek full and universal recognition commensuratewith our cultural and

economic greatness and military strength. It may not be feasible,in view of

the preponderance of our enemies,to attain at one blow all the goalsrequired
to safeguard the nation. But the military victories achieved at such great
sacrificemust be exploited to the very utmost limits.

For centuries we have been under threat from France and in the periods
from 1815 to 1870 and 1871 to 1915our ears have been assailed by an

unceasing clamour for revenge. We wish to put an end to this danger once

and for all. But not by means of inappropriate attempts at conciliation to

which France has always responded with unbridled fanaticism. At this point

we would stress most emphatically the need to beware of self-delusion.Our

very existence depends on our ruthlessly undermining that country, both

politically and economically.

Along our eastern borders, bastion and basis for the protection of our

nation's growth, lies territory which must be ceded to us by Russia. It must

be a region of agricultural settlements which will provide us with a healthy

peasantry, that fountainhead of national and political strength.
Should we ever find ourselves in the position to exact reparationsfrom

Britain - a country ever parsimonious in the sacrifice of her blood - no sum

would be too high. Britain has seen fit to use her wealth to stir up the world

against us. The most vulnerable part of this nation of shopkeepers liesin its

purse and, when we have the powerto do so, it is this same purse that must
be ruthlessly attacked.22

In the Imperial Chancellery, in the ForeignOffice and within the

General Staff the Europeanstatus of the German-Austro-Hungarian
bloc was debated exhaustively and with more than academic interest;
the conclusionsreacheddiffered from those of Tirpitz only in degree.
On the onehand the Chancellor, Bethmann Hollweg, inclined to the
traditional view that the status of the bloc should be safeguarded; by
this he meant completefreedom of action in the field of foreign affairs

and the conservation of military superiority in relation to the other

Europeanpowers.Onthe other,the schoolof thought represented by

Ludendorff and the 3rd SupremeArmy Command saw as their goal
a self-containedterritory of continental magnitude governed so far as
possibleby direct rule. In other words they envisagedthe creation after

the war of an enlarged Reich that would incorporate some of Russia's
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moreeconomically important regions. So far as possiblethis newReich
wouldbe self-supporting, immune to blockade, and capable ofholding
its own not only against Great Britain but,ifneedsbe,against the

combined sea-power of Britain and the United States.Thus it would form

a strong base when the time came for the expected confrontation with

the other great powers. To what extent Hitler's expansionist and

hegemonic ideas derivedfrom the 3rd Supreme Army Command and
from LudendorfTs two-phase programme would seem relatively
unimportant but, like Ludendorff, he advocated continentalexpansion
followed by the acquisition of colonies. Moreover there is a directand

significant link between Hitler's own brand of powerpolitics and the

shortlived 'eastern solution' imposed by Ludendorff at Brest-

Litovskini9i8.

The emergence of Germany asagreatpower continued to be

adumbrated by the leaders of the Weimar Republic no less than by Hitler

who, we learn from Mein Kampf, had been convinced since the
outbreak of the Great War, if not earlier,that what he was experiencing
was a turning-point of history.23 Thus, from the beginning of his

political career he had been in no doubt that the small maritime

nations, dependent on their navies, their overseasbasesand the wealth

of their colonies, had all but had their day. It was this conviction that

moved him in the same context to describethe demand for the

restoration of the 1914 border and the return of Germancoloniesasmere
'

wheedling and begging' and as inadequate, anachronistic and

politically pointless.24 Hence, only a few years after the war, when engaged in

writing Mein Kampf, he was already dreaming, likethe military, of a

new kind of world power- his own kind - controlling a vast

self-contained territory. The very fact that he could envisage such a power

arising out of the rubble of defeat testifies to the strength of his
convictions. He did not believe, however, either that the Weimar Republic
could be its matrix or that Marxism could provide its dynamic.Nordid
the restoration of the monarchy seem to hold out any prospect of

steering future events to Germany'sbest advantage. Though himself

an ultra-conservative he rejected monarchy as over-conservative and

regarded it as an institution better qualified to maintain than to carve
out an empire.This,he thought, could only be achieved by

ideologicallybased revolutions of world historical significance.He lookedon
himselfas a man who not only understood history but wasalsocapable
of'making'it.
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On 20 December 1918 the German military leaders met in the

General Staffbuildingin Berlinto take part in the first conference on

policyto be held since the armistice. The subject of discussionwas

General von Seeckt's plan which envisaged Germany's early re-

emergence as a great powerand henceasadesirableally. Because of the

Republic's impotence both at home and abroad, however, the
conference proved fruitless and von Seeckt's proposalto overthrow Poland

with the help of Russia,thus freeing Germany'shands for an attack on

France, alsocame to nothing. It was not in any case a proposal Hitler
would have endorsed. From 1920 onwards his own expansionist
ideaswere zealously, if quite unwittingly, nourished by a number of
the leadingsoldiersand politicians of the Weimar Republic, who

appear to have been in no way deterred by the real state of affairs.

As we have seen, Hitler had publiclydemanded more than the mere

revision of the VersaillesTreaty and no sooner had he become
Chancellor, than he made known, in the inflated language of propaganda, the

Reich's determination to assertitselfasagreatpower and to insist on a
fair say in Europeanaffairs. For he believed the prerequisites for any

viable policy to be the restoration of Germany's sovereignty, the

integrity of her frontiers and opportunitiesfor economic expansion to

ensure the prosperity of the Germanpeople.Nevertheless his attitude

was rather more conciliatory than that adopted by some of the
Chancellors of the Weimar Republic. For instance he stated officially that

he would not seekto exertany influence, whether ideological or

otherwise, on foreign countries. In November 1933 he assuredJoseph
Lipski,the Polish Ambassador, that he would never considergoingto
war* over minor frontier disputes,25 and in the following month he

even went so far asto hail Poland as a bastion against BolshevistRussia.
Later,according to Jacobsen, he

reprobated any mention of the 'traditional enmity' betweenGermany and

Poland. The conclusion of the German-PolishNon-Aggression Pact in

1934 with its mutual renunciation of the use of forceappearedproof enough

that Hitler intended to approach the frontier problem in a far more flexible
manner than that of the foreign ministers of the Weimar period, who had

persistently refused to concludewith Poland a frontier agreement similar to
that reached with the Western Powers at Locarno in 1925.... In view of
the Reich's precarious position, Hitler's method up till 1937 was one \302\260f

* In April 1933 he told the French Ambassador, Francois Poncet, that the
Reich couldnot indefinitely tolerate the existing eastern frontier.
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peaceful change, which necessarily entailed the revision of the Versailles

Treaty. With matchless virtuosity and admirable perseverance he

proclaimed his desire for peace, continually harping not only on the German

people'slonging for peace and quiet but also on his experiences as a
frontlinesoldier in the First World War, whose toll of blood he was thus especially

well qualified to judge. These catchwords - greedily lapped up by all too

many people - he would trot out on every possible occasion,whether in

major speeches in the Reichstag or during interviews and conversations with

foreigners. Sofar asGerman national interests were concerned the
preservationof peace seemed to have assumedprideof place.26

Foreign affairs had always been accorded prideofplaceby German

governments. But shortly before Hitler becameChancellor,the

situation had caused General Schleicher to diverge from this policy and to

implement a long-standingplan,onewhich he himself had been

perfecting ever since the end of the war.Ultimately expansionist in

intention, its initial aim was the restorationoforderwithin the Reich followed

by the revival of the country'seconomy. Having accomplished this he

would, he hoped,be ableto voice German demands in unequivocal
terms and to concentrate on restoringthe Reichto the status of a

major power. One of his predecessors,Stresemann, the leader of the

German People's Party, had already taken a major step in the same

direction after temporarily solving the problem of reparations and
boostingthe country's economy. Indeed, this statesman, who was
much influenced by Pan-German ideas, has gone downin history, not

only as a conciliator, but also as a protagonist of economic
expansionism.27 It is hardly surprising that a man ofhispolitical complexion

should have regarded the conclusion of the Treaty of Locarnoin
December1925as the first stage in the revisionofthe VersaillesTreaty.

His policy has been aptly described by Hillgruber as combining'
traditional secret diplomacy... overt activity on the stageof the League
of Nations',and, finally, the

' maintenance of a balancebetween the

country's economic potential and the demandsofthe military'.28

Each phase of this policy marked a stepin the directionofNational

Socialism, for Hitler laid much the samestresson military power as

the determining factor in foreign affairs. Until September 1933,

however, he showed such circumspection with regard to his military and

political programme that he incurred the criticism of the Foreign
Minister,von Neurath, and the Minister for War, von Blomberg,both
of whom were advocates of overt rearmament. He was not the first to
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infringe the rearmament clausesof the Versailles Treaty. Ever since

1929 the Reichswehr commanders,led by Streicher, had been taking

advantage of the other powers' almost total preoccupation with the

world economic crisisto free Germany from the military restrictions

imposed upon her after the armistice. Again, during the final phase of

Miiller's Social Democratic government, JuliusCurtius,the Foreign
Minister, and some of his high-ranking officialsincludingthe
Secretary of State, von B\303\274low, had expressed their aims in terms suggestive
of an extreme^chauvinism.29 Like the great majority of the German
people,Hitlerdemanded the repudiation of the reparations clause as
well as equal military rights for Germany. Briining'sown sympathies

lay in the same direction but, in view of the political situation, his
Centre Party cabinet (1930 to 1931) could never have ventured to

emulate Hitler's outspokenness.30 On the other hand the rearmament

programme, begun as a clandestine operation after the disbandment of

the Allied Control Commissionin 1927,was now being carried out

with an increasing disregard for concealment on the part of the
Reichswehrcommanders.Briining was overthrown as the result of the
machinations of Schleicher, aided and abetted by the National

Socialists. With the arrival of von Papen and his 'cabinetof barons'31
Germany embarked on the course which had seemedtoo risky to

Briining, namely an accelerated and overt rearmament programme.

On acceding to power in January 1933 Hitler, whose foreign policy
was dominated by the traditional methods of diplomacy and force of
arms,at first displayed rather more reticence on the subjectof
rearmament than his immediate predecessors.32 His reserve gave those who

were unfamiliar with the man and his outlook some reasonto believe
that the new Chancellor would not fulfil the hopes he had aroused.
On 17May 1933 he made a speech before the Reichstagwhich largely

concealed his true intentions, though it presaged Germany's
withdrawal from the League of Nations and touchedon economicand

military problems as well as the Reich'sposition vis-\303\244-vis other

countries. His opening words echoed those of severalearlierChancellors:33
Forlong centuries the countries of Europe and the demarcationof their

frontiers arose out of views which belonged solely to the realm ofexclusively

national thinking. With the victorious emergenceof the nationalist idea and
the nationality principle in the course of the last century, states that owed

their origins to other circumstances failed to take thesenew ideas and ideals

into consideration, thus sowing the seeds of innumerable conflicts.After the
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end of the Great War a peace conference, once having clearly recognized

this fact, could have set itself no loftier task than the reconstruction and

reorderingof the countries of Europe along lines that would do justice to

every possibleaspectof this principle.... A territorial reshaping ofEurope
that took the true national frontiers into account would have provided a
historical solution which, at some time in the future, might have made the
sacrificesof the Great War seem not altogether vain either to the victors or
to the vanquished. ... A fresh conflict in Europe could bring about no

improvement in the unsatisfactory state of affairs that prevails today.
On the contrary, the use of force in Europe could in no circumstances

producea situation that was either politically or economically more

favourablethan that of today. Even if the useof force resulted in a decisive victory

the outcome could only be a further disturbance of the European balance of
power, and thus the seeds of fresh contradictions would be sown. ...
Further wars, further insecurity and further economic distress would follow.
If suchunbridled madness were to erupt it would mean the collapse of social
and political order as we know it today. A Europe foundering in communist

chaos would precipitate a crisisof unimaginable dimensions and incalculable
duration. ... Germany has disarmed. All the terms imposedupon her by

the treaty have been fulfilled, and fulfilled far beyond the call of justice,if

not beyond the call of reason.... Shouldall nations agree to a universal and
international control of armaments, Germany would always be prepared to

submit to inspection ... in order that the whole world might have

irrefutableproof of her wholly unmilitary character. ... These demands do not

imply rearmament but rather our desire that other countries should disarm.
... The only nation having good reason to fear invasion is the German

nation which has not only been denied offensive weapons but whose

entitlement to weapons of defencehas actually been curtailed, while the

construction of frontier defences has been forbidden her. . . . Germany is

concerned not with aggression but with security.34

For the first nine months Hitlertrod warily, representing himself as

a man ofpeace.To all appearances he had departed from the doctrines
dictated by his Weltanschauung which was centred on the, to him,
indivisible and causally related concepts of struggle, war, racial-
ideologicalantisemitism and the extermination of 'inferior beings'.
But this was no morethan a cloak assumed for tactical reasons. Five
years later, having lost some of his reticence, he admitted asmuch in a
secretspeechbeforean audience of newspaper editors and other Press
representatives:
For decades [he told them], circumstances have compelledme to talk

almost exclusively in terms of peace. Only by constantly stressing Germany's
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desire for peace was I able little by little to restore freedom to the German
peopleand provide them with the armaments which were the necessary

prerequisite for each successive step forward. Obviously... peacepropaganda

of this kind has its undesirable side; for it can all too easilyhappenthat a lot

of people get it firmly fixed in their heads that the present regime is
synonymouswith the determination and the desire to maintain peace at any price.
... It was only under compulsion that for so many years my talk has been

wholly of peace.35

A study of Hitler's military and political decisions and actions from
the late 1930sonwards reveals how crucially they were affectedby his
deteriorating health. He had once summed up his politicalcredoin the
following terms:' Every being strives for expansion and every nation

for world dominion. Only he who keeps his eyes fixed on this latter
goalwill take the right path.'36 Convinced that he alone was capable of

attaining that goal, and that he had little time left to live, he felt

impelled to put into effect as many of his ideas and projectsas possible

before it was too late. Duringhisearly years in office, however, no such

compulsionhad existed, for his health had been reasonablygood.At

that time there was an undeniable similarity between his professed

aims and those (little changedsinceBismarck'sday) of the traditional

ruling class, which in both casesplainly reflected the foreign policy
advocated by the militant right-wing opposition during the Wilhelmine
and Weimar periods. The concept of power politics which had taken
root in Germany in the nineteenth century envisaged a strong central

European power under German leadership,an expansionist

programme in the East, an overseas empire and the inevitability of military

confrontations with other major powers.With Hitler's assumption of

office these ideas had receivedconsiderableimpetus.It has been

wrongly supposed by a number of historians that there was something

fundamentally new about the scopeof Hitler'saims and his means of

achieving them. But the actions with which he encumbered German

politics were modelledonthe inhuman antisemitic measures he knew

to be a fact of his country's history, and which with presumptuous

messianism and morbid hate he translated into the present. No aspect
of his racial-ideologicalpolicy

- neither warfare nor the extermination

of the Jews, neither the aspiration to transform the entire German

people by eugenic methods, nor the proposalto extendthe dominion

of his new ruling caste outside the boundsofEurope- was altogether

foreign to German or Austrian history.
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As can be shown from Mein Kampf and certain of Hitler'searlier
assertions, he was convinced even then that the conquestof the
Lebensraum he claimed as so essential would be fruitless unless the

Jews were simultaneously and systematically exterminated, not only

within the Reich but throughout the conquered territories. In

accordance with the policies he had laid down as F\303\274hrer and Chancellor,

extermination orders went hand in hand with the crucial attacks on

Poland in 1939and Russiain 1941.37In Mein Kampf he had declared

how much better it would have been if'twelve or fifteen thousand of
theseHebrewcorruptersof the peoplehad been held under poison

gas'.38 Again, on 30 January 1939, seven months before his invasion
of Poland,he uttered the following threat: 'If international Jewish
finance inside Europe and elsewhere succeeds in precipitating the
nations into another world war, the result will not be victory for Jewry,
but the destructionof the Jewishracein Europe.'39 Simultaneously

with the attack on Poland he unleashed,with one stroke of his pen, a

campaign for the extermination of human beings still officially under
the protectionofthe law he represented. For instance, under the aegis
of the victorious German armies, thirty million Jews and Slavs were
to be killed off, thereby making territory available for Germans.40
Again, on 1 September 1939 he ordered ReichsleiterBouhlerand Dr

Karl Brandt, one of his physicians,'to extend the powers of specified
doctors so that invalids who, so far as can humanly be judged, are

incurably ill may be accordeda merciful death subject to a critical
assessmentof their condition'.41In this way more than fifty thousand

human beings died between September 1939and the summer of 1941,

including not only invalids, mental cases, Jews, half Jews, 'persons
with Jewish blood', and foreigners (mostly Poles and Russians),but

also German nationals incapable of work and even German

servicemenseverely wounded in both world wars. These 'mercykillings'

took place between September 1939 and the summer of 1941at

Hadamar, Brandenburg, Grafeneck, Hartheim, Sonnenstein and
Bornburg.42 Medical certificates and notifications to next-of-kin were
unscrupulously forged and produced by the thousand in accordancewith

set formulas.43 Few of Hitler's oldest comrades-in-armshad dared

believe that he would ever put this politicalconceptinto practice and,

when he came to doso,hesucceededin drawing such a veil of secrecy
over the operation that it went almost unnoticed.44 Neither party

officials nor such high-ranking soldiers asKeitellearnt very much more
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than was already suspectedby the inhabitants of the locaHties where
euthanasia was daily practised. But despite all precautions rumours

proliferated, to the harassment of party functionaries, public

prosecutors and doctors who found themselves unable to shedany light on

the subject.45 Letters were receivedat the Ministry of Justice

requestingthat a stop be put to the illegalpracticeofeuthanasia.46 The head of

Rudolf Hess's staff was maderesponsiblefor dealing with these

protests47 which,c on instructions from Berlin', were to be treatedastop
secretand were not to be answered.48 Moreover, publicprosecutors
wereforbidden to pursue such cases.49 On 19 December1940
Himmler told Walter Buch, the Chief Justice of the NSDAP: 'If there's
been a leak, it means someone's slipped up.'50

Thoughwe cannot know how often Hitler asked for reports on the

progress of the undertaking initiated by him on 1 September 1939,
there is no doubt that he was fully alive to all its impUcations- the
moreso,perhaps because he was pressed by his ministers to put these
'mercykillings'on a legal footing. This he refused to do. Thesame
reluctance to consider such problems in the light of traditional legality
was to manifest itselfyet again in the spring of 1942when
interdepartmentalstrife broke out between the Head of the ReichChancery, the

Minister of Justice and the Minister of the Interioron questions

relating, for instance, to the sterilization and killing of Jews, and the
dissolutionof marriages between half-Jews and Germans. By now
Hitler was under extreme mental and physical strain and believed
himself to be mortally ill. Hence, though himself the highestjudicial
authority, he felt unable to do more than promise his ministers to

resolve their differenceswhen the war was over.

There is no foundation for the thesis recently put forward51 to the
effect that he also intended to postpone the extermination of the Jews

until that time.52 Not only had he ceased by then to believein a
victorious outcome to the war,53 but he was concernedif anything to

accelerate the process of genocide. On 15August of that year, while

inspecting various lethal devices in a Polish extermination campunder
the expert guidance of Himmler and S S-Gruppenfuhrer Odilo

Globocnik, he remarked irritably that the killings were proceeding too

slowlyand thatc the whole operation must be speededup, considerably

speeded up'. When another member of the party suggested that for

reasons of concealmentit might be betterc to burn the corpsesinstead
of burying them'54 Globocnik, who shared Himmler's visionsof racial
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hygiene' practised on a vast scale,55 replied that later generations
could hardly be 'sofeeble and cowardly' as not to appreciate'such
good and necessary work'. He went on to suggestthat they should

also bury 'bronze plaques recording that it was us that had the
courage to complete this gigantic task'. To this Hitler replied
approvingly: 'Yes, my good Globocnik ... I think you're perfectly

right.'56

During this summer his health deteriorated still further as the result
of a severeattack of influenzal encephalitis, and for the first time he

complained of lapses ofmemory.Fearingthat he had only a short time
left to live, he became increasingly stubborn and fanatical. On 20

August, at his headquarters in Vinnitsa, he dictated a new decree

conferring special powers on the Minister of Justice.It ran:

A strong judicial system is necessary for the fulfilment of the tasks facing the
Greater GermanReich.I therefore charge and empower the Reich Minister
of Justice and Head of the Reich Chancery and the Director of the Party

Chancery to institute a National Socialist judicial system conforming with

my principles and directives and to take all stepsnecessaryto that end. In

doing so he may depart from the law as it stands.57

On 19 March 1934 Hitler declared:'The victory of a party means
a change of government, and the victory of a Weltanschauung means a

revolution which effects an intrinsic and radicalchangein the
condition of a people.'58 From the very beginning he had adopted an

unequivocally belligerent stance. The ruthlessness,for instance, with

which he and his eight hundredSA men had smashed popular
oppositionin the streets of Coburg59 in 1922had seemedto presagean equal

ruthlessness in the pursuit of the aims and ambitions soblatantly

proclaimed two years later in Mein Kampf. Henceany apparent deviation

from his declared courseor any failure to declare his intentions sowed
confusion not only among his adherents, but also among his critics

who, whether out of righteous indignation, ignoranceor intellectual

arrogance, have always tended to denigrate his statesmanlike qualities.

Thus Jacobsen writes:

In so far as there is any question of firm principles, we can only cite those
of expediency,continental power politics, self-righteousness and
ideologicalevangelism. For in his day-to-day policy Hitler relied very largely

on improvization, experimentation and the inspiration of the moment,
but opportunism also played its part. At the same time his ruthlessness,
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determination and drive werealways in evidence, more especially where his

personal interestswere involved.60

In a later chapter Jacobsen goeson to say:

When it came to stabilizing and extending their power, the National

Socialistsrefused, more or less on principle, to select any one method. For

everything depended on what course was open to them in a given situation

or in a given set of circumstances. This was not without consequences for
those National Socialist leaders who were concerned with foreign policy...
and here a fundamental question imposes itself: Was the National Socialist

'system' of foreign policy plannedor haphazard, intentional or

unintentional? In all likelihood a combination of both; there seems every indication

that, despite his revolutionary elan and his indisputable achievements, the
organization of foreign policy was something Hitler had failed to master
either in breadth or in depth. Moreover his attitude was often one of laissez-
faire ... even though at home he might promote the principle of struggle:
namely that, in the long run, it is the stronger who always prevails.61

Certainly there is much in Hitler's careerthat may appear

conflicting, obscure or fortuitous. When in 1923, at the height of the
inflation, French and Belgian troops occupied the Ruhr, his attitude

bemused even his staunchest supporters in the NSDAP. Forwhereas

the militant Right and the extreme Left suddenlyfound themselves

prepared to make common cause by turning the passive resistance

invoked by the Cuno government into active resistance, Hitler held
aloof together with his party whose SA formations, some 6000men
strong, constituted the most powerful striking force at that time.62

To the astonishment of his supportershe announced that any party
member taking part in activeresistanceto the occupying forces would

be expelled. Hardly anyone understoodhis intention or suspected the

reason behind these tactics.Two years later he was to write in Mein
Kampf:

Just as in 1918 we paid with our blood for the fact that in 1914 and 1915 we
did not proceed to trample the head of the Marxist serpentonceand for all,

we would have to pay most catastrophically if in the spring of 1923 we did

not avail ourselves of the opportunity to halt the activity of the Marxist

traitors and murderers of the nation for good. ... No more than a hyena
abandons carrion does a Marxist abandon treason.63

In 1923 it was not in Hitler'sinterestto seeall militant movements

united in support of the government. His attitude led both Left and

Right to conclude that he was in the pay of the French.64Even at this
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early stagehewas putting personal success and the imposition of his
own views before the welfare of the country. This decisionbelongs to

the same category as his remark,much quoted after 1945, that if the
German people failed to fight as he thought fit, they deserved to

disappear from history.65The difference is merely one of degree.
When convinced that his goal was unattainable by direct means,

Hitler was prepared not only to compromise but sometimes to act in
a manner that seemed wholly out of keeping with his Weltanschauung,

a particularly glaring example being his shortlived agreement with

the Soviet Union.66 Now, when wieldedby a man who despises the
broad massesand public opinion,* dictatorial powers can be
exceptionally dangerous. Hitler demanded of the people, with whose history

he constantly and publicly identified himself, that they should believe

what he said and trust him to do what was best for them and for the
Reich,in accordancewith his better knowledge and his mission.Until
theendofhis life he was able to use the powerofwords to persuade his

supporters that he was acting correctly, even though there was much
that might seem to them wrong or obscure.He would point to his

extraordinarily long rim ofgoodluckasproofthat he had been singled
out by Providence. Again, speakingof the staggeringnerve which had

enabled him to carry off the occupation of the Rhineland in 1936,he
said:' I go the way that Providence dictates with the assurance of a

sleepwalker.'67 He made skilful use of speeches and interviews as
instruments of foreign policy and throughout his political career
preferred the spoken to the written word.68 The former came to be almost

an 'authoritative pointer and major act of diplomacy; above all it

served,both at home and abroad, as a paradigm and dialecticalmethod

for the initiation of exchanges with other countries'.69 The fact that

many of theseutteranceswereincompatible with Mein Kampf was of
small concernto Hitler,who consistently refused to rewrite passages
which were thought by many to have become anachronistic. For
instance,upon being asked by Bertrand de Jouvenel in February1936
why, in the new editions of Mein Kampf, he did not amend the anti-
French sentiments expressed in the book so as to conform with his

present views, he replied: 'Are you suggesting that I should correct

my book like an author who is bringingout a revised edition of his

work? I'm a politician,not a writer.My corrections are made in my
*As The Times of 25 March 1939aptly put it, his comments on the masses

showedhim to be as cynical as any writer of advertising copy.
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foreign policy which is directed towards an understandingwith

France. .. . My corrections are made in the great bookof history.'70

It was, of course, unwise to set down in Mein Kampf, at the age of
thirty-five and without diplomatic experience, what a seasoned

politician would rather have chosen to conceal.71Oncehe had become a

statesman he was no longer always prepared to make his plans and

aspirations publiclyknown, lest he might have cause to regret his
frankness. But it was not till the tide had turned against him that he

came to believe that a politician'should learn to speak without saying
anything'.72

After his rise to power there was obviously much that was still

outside his control. For instance he could hardly have changed overnight
the existing diplomaticmachinery,gearedas it was to the Weimar
Constitution and to the Republic's responsibilities at home and abroad.
Hence,beforehe could become sole arbiter and impose his racial

ideologicalideasin the spheresboth of domestic and of foreign policy,
there was bound to be a period of tactical compromise which in turn

might have seemedto imply a lack of purpose. On questions of foreign

policy, for instance, the final say still rested with the President, the
Chancellor,and the Foreign Minister, who for their part had to take
into account the views of the Reichstag,the ForeignAffairs Committee,

the political parties and the public. Even after Hindenburg's death

Hitler, though now F\303\274hrer and Chancellor, could not afford to ignore
certaininfluential groups within the old ruling caste and elsewhere.
Thisinevitably gave an appearance of discontinuity to his policy, the

more so since he had failed to fulfil many of the pledges given before

1933. Hence the accusation by numerous old party members that he

had betrayed the National Socialist idea. Nor were they alone in

believing that Hitler might allow himself to be deflectedfrom his own

aims.

Indeed Hitler himself cannot be absolved from contributing to the
confusion.'Thegoal was broadly defined,' Jacobsen writes of National

Socialist foreign policy, wrongly inferring that the individuals or

groups responsible for its implementation were at pains to 'give
concrete shape to what they severally believed to be the \"F\303\274hrer's\"

intentions.'

Admittedly [he continues] they did not know how, when and in what

circumstances the goal,oncedefined, could be attained, but within... their
various spheres of activity they each made their ... partial contribution.
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Embroiled in hierarchical squabbles, limited by compromises born of

expediency and by the tactical considerations governing day-to-day politics,
they engaged in unremitting activity. Not knowing what their neighbour
was doing ... or the exact nature of the goal the 'F\303\274hrer* was presently

pursuing, they did their individual best... as it were, to steal a march on

history by anticipating the 'F\303\274hrerV intentions and to gain by their

actions the dictator's trust and favour which in turn were necessaryif they

were to consolidate and extend their own power internally. This gaveriseto

the building of many a castle in Spain and to not a little wishful

thinking.. .. But Hitler remained wholly unimpressed; all that counted in his

eyes was success and the fact of having everyone under his control.... It
would have been easy enough to put an end to the confusion by uttering

a word ex cathedra, by making decisions that were less equivocaland

by delimiting spheres of influence. But he took care not to do so.73

Oneofthe first historians to recognize Hitler's singleness ofpurpose
in putting his ideology into practice was H. R. Trevor-Roperwho has

said:*

This consistency, this purpose has often been denied. It was deniedat the

time by those, in Germany and abroad, who wished to disbelieveit:whether,

like some Western statesmen, they feared to contemplate this hideous new
power,or, like some German statesmen, they hoped to harnessit to their own

more limited aims; and it has been denied since by historians who are so
revolted by Hitler's personal character, by the vulgarity and cruelty of his

mind, that they refuse to allow him such virtues as mental power and

consistency. But in fact I believe that all these denials are wrong. The statesmen

were proved wrong by events. The historians, in my opinion (though they
include somedistinguished names among my own compatriots - SirLewis

Namier, Alan Bullock, A. J. P. Taylor), err by confusing moral with

intellectual judgements. That Hitler's mind was vulgar and cruel I readily
agree; but vulgarity and cruelty are not incompatible with power and

consistency.74

Though a continuous thread composedof several different strands

runs through Hitler's political career,contradictions and obscurities

are not lacking. The very inception ofthat career was hardly typical of
a politicaldebutfor,ashehimself said, he first entered politics against
hiswill.FromMein Kampf wt learn that as a soldierduringthe war he

felt no desire toc politicize' and that hisc first purely political activity'7
5

was the resultof expressordersfrom his military superiors.76 This,

*ProfessorTrevor-Roper very kindly supplied the English version of the

text. (Trans)
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added to the fact that, despite his not altogether flattering view of the

DAP,77 he passively acceptedhis co-optioninto the party* in

September 1919,78 might suggest an inclination to leave important

decisions affecting himself to others whoseauthority he would then

exploit with unprincipled opportunism. But this impression is
deceptive: Hitler never entered into any commitment unless 'Providence'
pointed the way, or a given' task' correspondedto hisideasand aims.

Only those unfamiliar with the course of his life could maintain that

it was a completely new man who emerged on to the politicalscenein
the autumn of 1919. No sooner had he been thus removed from the

anonymity of field-grey into the sphere of politics than he began to
strive for goals he had long held to be both right and feasible, although
others might deprecate his means as untimely and his endsas

impracticable. Having once set foot on the politicalstageat the instance of his

military superiors he never turned back. For though he repeatedly
declaredthat his one ambition was to becomean artist and architect, it

is clear that he was pre-eminently fitted to undertake the taskentrusted

to him. He became an adept at his trade and as well versedin intrigue
as any party official, ruthlessly exploiting the weaknessesofhis fellow-

members and playing off the leaders eachagainst the other in the best
Machiavelliantradition. Hider'sexceptionalpolitical gifts were already

manifest in the earliest days of his commitment to the party which,
under his impetus,emergedfrom its Arcadian existence to become a
political force in its own right. Having carefully laid his plans he
believed himself strong enoughby July 1921 to confront the party
with two alternatives: either they accepted him as undisputed dictator

or they dispensed with his services - which in the circumstancesthey

obviously could not afford to do.79 By 1921,with the backing of

influential associates, he had already acquired the title of'F\303\274hrer' and

during the next two years he wasto lay the foundations of the' F\303\274hrer

legend'.

While detained in Landsberg he found time to do more than simply
prepare his political ideas for public consumption. After his early
release,when seeking to pick up the threads of the first four years of

his political activity, he decidedtoeschewthe risk of a violent coup and
declared that he would seek to achieve power by 'legal' means.For
the time being he made full use of the liberties guaranteed by the con-

*As member no. 555; the party comprised only fifty-four other members,
for the numbering started at 500.
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stitution, in order systematically to destroy them, setting the letter of
the law against its spirit. Despite all that he had previously said and
written about the National Socialist movement, he put up candidates
for the Land parliaments and the Reichstag -

contemptuously

described by him asc yapping shops \\ Few people, it would seem, realized
that this move was designed solely for the purposeofacceleratinghis

rise to power, although he and Goebbelsamong others had never made

any secret of it. For instance on 30 April 1928 Goebbels wrote in his
newspaper Der Angriff:

We enter the Reichstag, that arsenal of democracy, so as to helpourselves to

its own weapons. We becomeReichstag deputies in order to cripple the
Weimar mentality with its own crutches. If democracy is stupid enough to

provide us with free travel and attendance allowances in return for this work
of demolition, that's its own affair So long as it's legal we don't mind what
means weuseto revolutionize the present state of affairs.If in these elections

we succeed in planting some sixty or seventy agitators from our party in the
various parliaments, our fighting machine will thereafter be state-equipped
and state-subsidized.... No one should imagine that parliamentarianism
will tame us.... We come asenemies!As a wolf irrupts into a flock of sheep,
sotoo will we. Now ye have strangers in your midst!

The threat did not go wholly unnoticed. As early as the spring of

1922Bavarian politicians and Social Democrat Reichstag deputies
weredemanding that Hitler, then still an Austrian citizen, should be

expelled from the country as an undesirable alien. But in March 1922
Erhard Auer, a Bavarian Social Democrat to whom Hitler was simply
a 'comic figure', insistedso strongly on the democratic principle of
freedom that the expulsion order was never issued.80Six years later

Hitler was again theatened with prosecution and expulsion, first by
the Prussian Ministerofthe Interior,Albert Grzesinski, and then by
his successor, Carl Severing.The political section in Berlin Police

Headquarters receivedordersto investigate the extent to which Hitler
and his subordinates in the NSDAP had contravened the law. The
investigation was conducted by three jurists belonging to the police
department of the Prussian Ministry of the Interior, Drs Schoch,

Stumm and R. M. W. Kempner. In their report,a copy of which was

sent to the Ministryof Justice,they concluded that Hitler and some
of his subordinates had been guilty of indictable offences and that

proceedings should be instituted against them. However,no action

was taken either then or later, despiteKempner'sattempts to recall
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Karl Werner, the Attorney General, to his duty by means of a

pseudonymousarticlein a legalperiodical.81In the same year, at the

so-called Ulm Reichswehrtrial,Hitlerwas even able to get away with

perjury when he testified on oath to the legality of the NSDAP.

The Attorney General finally closed the files against the National
Socialistson 7 August 1932, two weeks after von Papen's couphad
brought down the Prussian Social Democratic government and thus

virtually ensured Hitler's rise to power.82
Indeed in Februaryofthat year a major obstacle had already been

removed from his path. Since his renunciation of Austrian citizenship

in 1925 he had been statelessand as such ineligible for high political
office.The first attempt, early in 1932, by influential party members to

provide Hitler with an official post that would obviate this difficulty

was unsuccessful; his lack of schoolingprecludedhis appointment as

professor extraordinary ofc organic political and socialstudies'at the

Technische Hochschule in Brunswick. Moreover it was feared that

there might be repercussions among the students.83Finally, on 25

February 1932 he was appointedattache to the Brunswick legation

thereby automaticallyacquiring Germancitizenship.84

Unlike most politicians, to whom reality is a yardstick, Hitler was

largely concerned with bringing reality into line with his own

Weltanschauung. He despised and never ceased to combat the Marxistview of

history, according to which the economicbasedeterminesthe
ideological superstructure, a theory he was at pains to prove untenable
by endeavouring to mould the world in accordance with his own

grossly unrealistic pattern - an endeavour in which he was not wholly

unsuccessful. Since this could be done only with the help of carefully
trained, antidemocraticcadres,hesetabout from the very start creating
the apparatus with which he hoped to be able to attain his ends. He

disciplined his party-as hewas later to discipline the state - likeaclass
in a Prussian school in the days of the SoldierKing.Every member

owed instant obedience to his superior'scommands.Therewas no

show of hands, no consultationand no contradiction.Theorganization

of the party along military lines had begunin July 1921 when its

committee had replied to Hitler's ultimatum with the words:c In

recognitionof your vast knowledge, of your rare gift of oratory and of the
services you have rendered with rare self-sacrifice and in a purely
honorary capacity for the advancement of the movement, this com-
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mittee hereby accordsyou dictatorial powers.'85 Thereafter

committees served a purely ornamental purpose,86 and thereweretobeno

more alliances or coalitions with partners who demanded equal
rights.

The postwar periodhad seen the emergence of innumerable small
factions whose attitude tended to be parochial and self-important.
With these Hitler would have nothing to do, nor did hewelcome the

advances of larger groups and political parties.It was a policy from

which he was never materially to depart. As early asMarch1921,when

not even leader of the party, and in oppositionto the wishes of its first

chairman Anton Drexler, he thwarted its union with the German
Socialist Party, founded the previous year in Hanover. Basicallyanti-
semiticlikethe NSDAP, this party was, in other respects, relatively
democratic.UnliketheNSDAP it took part in the Reichstagelections
of May 1920 and, again unlike the NSDAP whose activities were

confined to Munich, it had localbranchesin Leipzig,Berlin,Bielefeld,
Duisburg, Kiel, Wanne-Eickel, Munich, Nuremberg, D\303\274sseldorf and

elsewhere. It also collaborated with National Socialists in Austria and
the Sudetenland.At the Salzburg Interstate Rally, at which National
Socialistsfrom all the German-speaking areas foregathered in August

1920, it was decided that the River Main should form the boundary
betweenthe two parties' spheres of influence.87

From his first days as a politician Hitler resolutely repudiatednot
only the entire Left and Centre but alsothe wholeofthe Right,

includingeven such parties and factions as werepreparedto fall into step

with him. Both on principleand for tactical reasons he was againstthe

incorporation of the NSDAP into the generalframework of the

extreme Right, which included groupssuchassecretsocieties, lodges

and paramilitary organizations. No one knew better than he that the

NSDAP could never becomea mass movement unless his aims and
methods gainedfull acceptance. Once he had become leader of the

party he dictated unconditional terms for membership. He alsoput a

stop to the assimilation of other organizations and, unlike his

predecessors,refused to collaborate with the deutschv\303\266lkish movement.

Later he was to apply the sameprinciplesto Germany and Europe.

As Buchheim has aptly put it:

Just as the party had once been an instrument completely at his disposal, so
now the German Reich; just as his aim had then been revolution and his

tactics legality and terrorism, so now he aimedat the domination of Europe
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and sought to corrupt his adversaries with assurances of peace mingled with

the threat of force. Just as he had ruthessly used the common weal as a

weaponagainst the Weimar Republic, so now he ruthlessly speculated on

the common interests of the European comity of peoples and on the
weaknesses and particular interests of individual nations; he felt no scruple about

poisoning international relations by means of gross dishonesty, nor did he
hesitate to keep Europe perpetually on the brink of war.

In this way, though he was able within a short space of time to achieve
brilliant successes such as no democratic politician could have hoped to

attain, he impeded the incipient stabilization of Europe and made all the
world his foe. He had always fought shy of coalitions lest they restrict his

freedom of action; in the field of foreign affairs this anxiety manifested

itself in an avoidance of multilateral alliances, pacts and institutions which

would oblige him to treat with several partners at once, and where every
agreementreachedwould be guaranteed by a plurality of powers.Instead
he preferred to deal with one partner at a time and to concludebilateral

treaties so that in their observation he would have only one contracting
party to contend with.88

When measured against traditional power structures and modes of

leadership, whether of nation or party, Hitler's methods evinced
certain lacunae. In order to make good these deficiencies,hehad been

accustomed from the start to play on the ambitions of others,their
guilty secrets or penchant for intrigue, and to exploitthe inordinate

craving for approval of his subordinates many of whom had been

forcibly ejected from their 'petit bourgeois rut' in 1918.Forinstance he

would be intentionally vague in defining the powershe delegated to

others, taking care to share them out among men who were at odds
with one another and who, for preference, had compromised
themselves in the past. From the outset he proved adept at using blackmail

as an instrument of leadership. History had taught him that men

divided by rivalry and burdened, perhaps,with a guilty conscience -

whether civil servants, party officials, generals or ministers - would

never combine against their 'liege lord'. Rather, wholly at the mercy
of his unlimited powers,they would hang upon his every word and
obeyhis slightest whim. In much the same spirit Goringtold his
counselin Nuremberg:

Wicked men, with a skeleton in their cupboards, are accommodating people,
on the qui-vive for threats, for they know how it's done. You can demand

anything of them because you know they'll stand for anything.... And you
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can hang 'em, if they step out of line. Let there be cunning rogues about me -

always provided I have power of life and death overthem.89

At the same time Hitler was invariably at pains to keep at his side men
who had proved their worth, being of the opinion that unless he did

so he would not be able to plan ahead. The political fruits of that

policy- as apparent in his relations with, for instance,Goring,
Rosenberg, Goebbels and Speer

- showbeyonddoubt that he knew his men
and usually found the right ones. Throughout this period and at least

until 1939, though he might occasionally be balked by force majeure,
he was always able to adhere to his basicaims.Sinceevents over the

years had, if anything, endorsed his Weltanschauung, it is smallwonder
that he believed all political issues to be dependentin the final

analysison his will alone. For he had early formed the opinion that his
accessionto powerwould immediately place in his hands the reinsof
foreign no less than of domestic policy. That opinion was not without

consequence since, as we have already seen, the question of the

primacy of foreign over home affairs was debated in Germany with

more than academic interest. But in Hitler's view the recognition

of the primacy of foreign policy as a determining factor in policy
generally was never more than a passing phase of history. In 1938
he turned his back on it.

All his measures, whether the shooting of R\303\266hm and a number of

other SA leaders on 30 June 1934, the amalgamation of the offices of

President and Chancelloron 2 August 1934, or the execution of the
men and women of the Resistance,were invariably presented by

National Socialist propaganda in a positive light as great historical

deeds, a task madeeasierby the fact that the official version couldbe
neither openly criticized nor in any way contested. In the earliest days
ofhis association with the N S D AP Hitlerhad shown himself to be an

agitator and propagandistofthe first water and it was not for his beaux

yeux alone that the party made itself his instrument and creature. Its

unquestioning obedience helped to bring about many of the

manifestations of National Socialist Germany;* the presentation, for

instance, of propagandist cliches as incontrovertible facts, or the

transmogrification of government agencies into the convinced and
compliant tools of murderers and' deceivers of the people'.

*Before the outbreak of war Hitler forbade the use of the term *
Third

Reich'. Cf. R. Bollmus,DasAmt Rosenberg und seine Gegner, Stuttgart 1970,

p. 326.
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Never before had there been in Germany a ruling politician and
statesman so dependenton propaganda as was Hitler from 1933 to
1945.But nor had any been confronted with the task of transforming
themselves overnight (after years of unbridled agitation as a party

leader ruthlessly and violently opposed to the status quo) into a

statesman pledged to put into immediate effect earlierundertakings which

by their very nature could be fulfilled only with difficulty if, indeed, at
all. In the circumstances,rather than give himself the lie, Hitler was

compelledto trim his policy to the needs ofpropaganda.It was a

practice that was to have disastrous consequencesduring the SecondWorld

War in the fields of diplomacyand strategy alike.
Nevertheless his ability not only to win over the majority of the

German people,but to lead them so completely astray, has no
precedent in history. His confession at his trial that it was not out of modesty
he had originally chosen to be 'a drummer',* than which there was

'nothing finer',90 has been generally misconstrued. From the outset

it was not only the masses that rallied to his banner. In her essay

'Hitler as Ideologist', Edith Eucken-Erdsieck writes:

Thereisno doubt that... educated people cooperated with little enthusiasm

if not with profound reluctance. ... Nevertheless,the fact remains that

intellectuals did cooperate.... The ideology of National Socialism did not

merely fill beer halls and public arenas with its thunder but studies with its

fog. It gave birth to a hesitant enthusiasm of the kind that transports people
across the threshold of a new era. Here the fascination permeating the
Hitlerian ideology is clearly in evidence.91

Hitler knew *
his' people and thec masses' he sodetested.Morethan

that, he despised them and said so openly and without circumspection
- and still they applauded him. But obviously he couldnot restcontent
with applause, for his intention had alwaysbeennotmerely to dominate

the people but completely to refashion and, indeed,recreatetheir

minds anew along racial-ideological lines. This is ofsomesignificance

in the context of the question whether his rule was totalitarian or

authoritarian, a question which still remains opendespitevoluminous

research on the subject of Fascism and the wealth of authenticated

data on Hitler, his Weltanschauung and the National Socialist regime
generally. For instanceit has recently been put forward that the Nazi

regime was an authoritarian systembecauseHitler'saim had not been

* In the senseofone who drums for recruits or partisans.
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'revolution in the sense of a radical change in the socialstructure'.92
Thetheory of Fascism advanced immediately after 1945in the
Western countries followed the official pattern in using the term as a
generaldescription of the systems of government obtaining in those
countrieswhich had fought against the democracies during the war,
namely Germany, Italy and Japan. After the Nuremberg trials and the
onsetofthe ColdWar, Stalinism was also subsumed under this

heading while Italian Fascism and the Horthy and Francoregimeswere

redesignated authoritarian, as distinct from fascist and hence
totalitarian. With the appearance of a thaw in i960, Italian Fascism came
to be regardedas fully fledged totalitarianism having nationalism as
one of its variants. In 1959 Martin Lipset interpreted Fascism in
termsofclass,describing it as the extremism of the middleclassesand

an inevitable manifestation of Western society, while in the countries
oftheEastern bloc it had already been identified with imperialism. Not

until after i960 did the proponentsof linguistic analysis gradually

make their voices heard, and it was through them that Fascism came to
be acceptedas a field of study in its own right.93

Hitler, an orator of genius,always able to present abstractions in

readily assimilableif oversimplified form, owed his political career in

large measureto the power of propaganda. Indeed propaganda was
one of the mainspringsof his policy from 1919 onwards. It was not
without reason that Goebbels said in 1935:' What would have become

of this movement without propaganda? And what would become of
this state wereit not for the truly creative propaganda which today
still providesit with an intellectual face?'94 The importance Hitler
attached to propagandais already discernible in certain statements in

which hypothesis and fact are treated as one. For instance in Mein
Kampf'he professes the conviction that Germany only lost the war of

1918 because of the failure of Germanpropaganda. And again, though

Germany's military defeathad beenpublicly conceded by Hindenburg
and Ludendorff, two of the most popular commanders of the First

World War, Hitler simply choseto ignoreit and to present his own

version couchedin propagandistterms.Heknew that if, as a politician,
he was to succeedin putting across his own view of life hemust,ashe
himself expressed it, 'encroach ... on man'sfreedom of will',95 the

more so since the war had been lost. His statement that propaganda is
c

a means and must be judged with regard to its end'96 provides a clue
to his beliefthat with its aid he would be ableto stand facts on their
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head and achieve the virtually unattainable. Such aims naturally

precluded 'the scientific training of the individual', he wrote in Mein

Kampf. Rather, its function lay 'in calling the masses' attention to

certain facts, processes, necessities, etc., whosesignificance is thus for

the first time placed within their field of vision'.97 He believed that

political propaganda left no room for either aestheticor humane

considerations since its function was 'not to make an objective study of

the truth. . . and then set it before the masseswith academic fairness,'

but to concentrate on the task in hand.98 Hence in his view it was

'absolutely wrong' to discuss'war guilt' as though Germany alone

were 'responsible for the outbreak of the catastrophe';99on the
contrary

'
it would have been correct to load every bit of blame on the

shoulders of the enemy'.100Fundamentally it was immaterial to him
whether or not his pronouncements accorded with the facts. He
wished to eliminate from political propaganda all qualified statements
and prevarications since these give rise to doubt and the drawing of
undesirablecomparisons.He was firmly convinced that he must
address and treat the masses in accordance with the lessons he had

learnt from Le Bon, namely that a crowd feels neither doubt nor
uncertainty, nor any real concern about truth; it reacts in extreme
ways and is not receptive to logicalargument.1\302\260l

Hence in Hitler's view

propaganda comprised only 'a positive and a negative; love or hate,

right or wrong, truth or lie, never half one thing and half the other \\102

Variations on a theme must not be madea pretextfor differentiation,

but 'in the end must alwayssay the samething.Forinstance, a slogan

must be presented from different angles, but the end of all remarks
must always and immutably be the slogan itself.'103

Both Le Bonand McDougall agree that political propaganda must
be simple.Hitler accordingly assigned it the task of 'always and
exclusively'addressing itself to the masses whom he believedto be
fundamentally incapable of discerning

' where foreign injusticeends
and our own begins'.104 Le Bon held firstly, that intellectual

performance, unlike affectivity, is inhibited by the collectiveand, secondly,

that an individual becomes an automaton as soonas heis absorbed

into the crowd, an instinctual being without personal values, imbued

with primitive feelingsofheroismand easily incited to action. Given an

eloquent political leader whose personality commands the masses,
suchan individual can be hypnotized to the extent ofbelievinghimself
invincible.105He becomesa barbarian thinking only in images, easily
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swayed by example and receptive to simple repetitionand hyperbole.

At the same time he has no objectivesenseof justiceor any feelings of

responsibility.106 All this is reflected in MeinKampf. Where Le Bon

states that in the masses there is very little conscious intellectual life

by comparison with unconscious emotional life,107 Hitler, in slightly

different form, declares:' The receptivity of the great massesis very

limited, their intelligence is small, but their power of forgetting is

enormous.'108 Again drawing on Le Bonheconcludes that in practical

politics
' all effectivepropagandamust be limited to a very few points

and must harp on these' until every one of those present has absorbed
themessage.Any departure from this principle or attempt at

diversificationwill so impair the effect that the crowdwill neither digest nor

retain what has been presented to it and thus' the resultis . . . entirely

cancelled out'.109 As for 'the intelligentsia,' he writes sarcastically,
' - or those who today unfortunately often go by that name - what they
need is not propagandabut scientific instruction. The content of

propaganda is not scienceany more than the object represented in a
posterisart.'110

Sinceit was Hitler's aim to unleash a political massmovement he

recognized that propaganda must be popularand its intellectual level
'
adjusted to the most limited intelligence among those it is addressed

to'.111But the larger the crowd - and hencethe moreimportant the

goal
- the lower the purely intellectual level of the propaganda must

be, for its effect depends on its being addressed almost exclusivelyto
the emotions of the crowd.112And this all the more since 'the people
in their overwhelming majority are so feminine by nature and attitude

that sober reasoning determines their thoughts and actions far less

than emotion and feeling'.113 It wasin accordancewith this view that

Hitler surrounded his publicappearances with paraphernalia

specifically calculated to play on the emotions: banners, drum rolls,

ingenious lighting effects, the walk to the rostrum through expectant

crowds, the anthem.

As the fundamental principle of propaganda he lays down that 'it

must confine itself to a few points and repeat them over and over.
Here,assooften in the world, persistence is the first and most

important requirement of success.'114 Hitler was convinced of the
significance of history and it is tempting to attribute to this the impatience
sometimes so disturbingly manifest in his speeches. But that would
be wrong;for the driving force behind his increasinglyhecticpolitical
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activity after 1937 was not the fear that he had missed his cue, but
rather the conviction that he would not live long enough to complete
the task set him by history and his Weltanschauung, For some twenty

years he had shownhis ability to bide his time if tacticalconsiderations
demanded it - in 1919, for instance,under Soviet rule in Munich, in

1921 when preparingtoassumeleadershipoftheN SDAP, in August

1932 when offered the position of Vice-Chancellor,and in the weeks

preceding the R\303\266hm putsch in 1934. But once he had cometo believe
himself a sick man, that ability left him. The senseof urgency thus

induced caused him to draw up his political testament in November

1937, and his private testament some six months later. Thereafter,
to the concernofhisdoctorand immediate entourage, his impatience
became ever moremarked.It first obtruded on foreign affairs during
the Sudeten crisis when Chamberlain and Mussolini successfully

prevented him from marching against Czechoslovakia, and was to

manifest itself in even more alarming form at the height of the Polish
crisisin 1939when he expressed anxiety lest' some fellowcomealong'
and prevent him embarking on his first Blitzkrieg. From that time on
his senseofurgency was exacerbated not only by his steadily
deterioratinghealth but by the knowledge that the means at his disposal were
not adequateto the fulfilment of his aims. True, he had occupied
France,but Britain, under a premier determined to continue the war

against Nazi Germany, still held out, Franco resistedhis attempts to

involve Spain in the war, Japan remainedoutside his sphereof
influence and Russia showed no inclination to complywith the request

made to Molotov in November 1940that she should stir up trouble
for the Britishin southernAsia. Hitler's change of personality was
coincident with the progressof the Russian campaign launched in

June 1941 under the codenameBarbarossa, a campaign that proved to
be anything but the Blitzkrieg he had anticipated. Thus the peaceof
mind for which he had hoped, and continued to hopeuntil 1942, was

denied him by the course of events.
Having passed the zenith of his career and knowing that he would

not emerge victorious from the conflict, Hitler voiced the opinion that

politicians should be judged by their positive attributes and
achievements alone,115 and should show as much couragein their own sphere

as a soldier in the face of the enemy,116while the pessimists among
them should be eliminiated.117Thoughhe constantly harped on his

wide political experience,hedidnotconsidersuch experience essential
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to a statesman118nor,despitehis own constant preoccupation with

history, did he think a politician should meditate on, or endeavour to

fulfil retrospectively, the decisions of the past,119or allow himself to

be unduly influenced by historicalprecedents.And yet he prided
himself on his historical knowledge and the presciencegainedtherefrom

which, he believed, entitled him to plan his policy on a grand scale.

Thus on 9 April 1942 he declared:c If... the battle on the Catalaunian

plains had not ended in the Romans' victory over the Huns, the

floweringof western culture would never have happened,and the civilized

world of the time would have suffered the fate held in store for us
today by the Soviet Union.'120 He clearlyhad himself in mind when
he maintained that the ideal politician must be hard,bold,optimistic

and tough.121 The same does not apply to his remark that statesmen

should not be overendowedeither with experience122 or knowledge.123
He considered that, at moments of crisis,too closean acquaintance

with unfortunate precedents might inhibit a politician'spower of

decision so that he would be far more likely to go to pieces than one

who was less well informed.124Hencehewas unwilling to confer high

political officeon men whoseoutstanding intellect would induce a

critical attitude towardspublicaffairs, for he believed that they would
be too cautious and meticulous to fulfil their function adequately.125
After 1942 he was accustomedto describeas '

wrongly programmed'

those politicians who gave such undue weight to the little word 'if'
that it paralysed their powersof decision.126Yet, as a strategist and

military leader, his own decisions were not infrequently swayed by
this same little word - so much so,indeedthat a number of his generals
later heldit responsiblefor at least some of their country's setbacksand

defeats. But this was not the leastofHitler'sinconsistencies. In Mein

Kampf for instance, he had declaredthat a 'decent' politician must

give up his political career, should he ever feel impelled to c
depart

from the platform of his generalphilosophy...becauseherecognizes

it to be false'.127 Once he had acquiredunlimited powers of life and

death overhispeople,there would have been little chance of survival for

anyone who had dared to invoke those words. Again in Mein Kampf
hewrote:'In an hour when a national body is visibly collapsing and to

all appearances is exposed to the gravest oppression, thanks to the

activity of a few scoundrels, obedience and fulfilment of duty towards

them amount to doctrinaire formalism, in fact pure insanity.'128 On

20 July 1944a few men took action in the spirit of the foregoingpassage
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and of the promises Hitler had uttered in 1933.Theirattempt on his

life failed. That night he described them as' a smallcliqueofambitious,

unscrupulous and criminally stupid officers . . .\\129
In the same way as before his accessionto power,Hitler identified

himself with the Reich - or rather the Reich with himself- whenever
he spokeof Germany',soafter that date he disregarded the will of the

people despite the solemn pledgeshe had made. Thus on 10 February
1933he had declared:' People of Germany.... In officeI shall follow

the same path by which I enteredit.'130Two weeks later he informed

the German people that they 'must weigh, decide and judge and,
should they conclude that I have failed in my duty, they are perfectly
at liberty to crucify me'.131 And, speaking at the Sportpalast the
following November, he announced:' If ever I go astray, or if ever the

people believe they cannot endorse my actions, then they may execute
me: I will face the music.'132 Yet not once during the periodof his
resoundingdiplomatic and military setbacks did he ever consider
honouring his promise. It would be otiose to speculatewhether he

might have done so had he notbeenasickman whose personality had

been severely warped by his physical condition. Whatever complexion
his propagandists might try to put upon the country's plight they

were powerless to alter the facts. By 1942it had become difficult to

believe in a Germanvictory and, after 1944, impossible. Early in that

year the Russians crossed what had once been Poland's eastern frontier.
In April they reached the Romanian border. In June the German
armedforcesbrokebeforetheirmassedattacks. In July Vilna, Minsk,

Pinsk, Grodno, Bialystokand Dvinskfell to the Red Army. German
divisionsstationedin the Baltic states were in danger of being cut off

as the Russians advanced towards the EastPrussian border. German

cities, villages, roads and railways were under almost constant air
attack. In March 1944the Americans carried out their first daylight
raid on Berlin.In May the German troops in Italy were compelledto
retreat.On 4 June the Allies entered Rome. Two days later the Allied

landings in Normandy set the sealon Germany's fate.

Others besides Buchheim have held that, even after he had come to
power,Hitler'soutlook remained essentially 'Bohemian' and that he
' detestedthedisciplineofday-to-day government business', doing his

best to 'dodge his shareof administrative chores'.133 That this view

is unfounded is evident from his regimen between 1939 and 1945,
when he imposed upon himself a rigorous and exhausting discipline,
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often under conditions of considerablediscomfort. It was neither
' inveterate bohemianism' nor self-indulgencethat made him

reluctant to tackle essential administrative questions and ledhimto adopt

so cavalier an attitude towards certain aspectsof political business.

Rather it was the belief- for which he advanced a variety of reasons-
that a statesman of his calibre wasnot really concerned with mastering
the minutiae of routine political problems.But since he exercised

jurisdiction over virtually every aspect of political life, his neglectof,

for example, administrative and financial matters, was apt to have

unfortunate repercussions, especially during the war when he was

wholly preoccupied with the conduct ofhostilities.Indeedsoglaringly

evident did this become that in 1943 Goebbelswrote in hisdiary:'We

are concerned too much with the conduct of the war and too little with

politics. In the present situation, when our military successes have not

been exactly thick on the ground,it might be a good thing if we tried
to make better use of politics as an instrument.'134Nowmilitary

historians from Polybius onwards have always emphasized the
importance of politics in war. But Hitler choseto ignorethis vital factor on

ideological grounds for, unlike Bismarck,he did not regard war as a
continuation of politicsby other means, but rather as a necessaryand

historically vital step towards the realization of his Weltanschauung.

Typical of this shift of emphasis is the remark he made on 4 May 1942
that Germany's war debts would present no real problemin view of

the additional territory she would be acquiring,135- and this despite

the alarming rise in the national debt since 1933.136 Hitler stood

reality on its head,insisting that the time was not ripe for a political

solution. He argued, realisticallyenough from his own point of view,
that the long series of military reverses precluded his paying any
attention to politics.

Trueto his forecast in Mein Kampf, Hitler never abandonedhis
Weltanschauung or those categories of political thought with which he

had identified as a solitary and eccentric youth. Now, a politician
cannot be censured for seeking power which is, after all, the inevitable

corollary of politics.And power once achieved cannot be retainedunless
it producesresults.Toachieve that end Hitler pursued a policy both
at home and abroad that was based on the threat of force. Blind to the
claimsof humanity, he systematically abused the power he had gained,
extendingit beyond the limits of legality in order not only to impose
his ideology, but also to obtain the tactical freedom that would enable
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him to repudiate obligations he would otherwise have had to honour.

Moreover his appetite for power, morbidly stimulated by disease,
became so insatiable that he finally concentrated into his own hands
moreofit than he was able to consolidate. An inevitable and disastrous

result ofthat policywashis inability to place on a relatively stable and
enduringfooting either what he had inherited or what he subsequently

achieved. Thus in the final analysis his political and military victories

inevitably proved illusory and hence destructive of the very substance

that had made them possible- aprocessaggravated by his unremitting

attempts to find objectivesfor the propaganda machine upon which he
placedsuchunduereliance.



CHAPTER NINE

The Strategist and Warlord

On3 February 1933, four days after he had beenappointed Chancellor,

Hitler told the Reichswehr commanders:cThe mostdangerousperiod
will be during the reconstruction of the armedforces.Then we shall see

whether or not Francepossessesany statesmen; if she does she'll give
usnotimeand fall on us instead.'1 Unlike Konstantin von Neurath and

Werner von Blomberg,2 who were advocatesof overt rearmament, he

remained unforthcoming on this subject up till September 1933,

though on principle already preparedto assumethe roleof strategist

and military commander. For his political successprior to 1933,̂ e
power this had brought him, and his beliefnot only in the rightness of

his programme but in his own talents, knowledge and intuition had led
him to envisagethe possibilityofoneday trying his hand in the military

field also. When war broke out in September 1939,he was by no

means unprepared, a fact which right up to the end he continued to

invoke as proof of his resourcefulnesswhen in a tight corner. Hence
he felt both entitled and empowered to make demands and to

implement them if necessary by force.
Within a period of six years and six months he had passed the

Enabling Act, the first of the measures that were to make life a hell on

earth for Jews living in the territories of the Reich (24March 1933),3

abolished the trade unions (2 May 1933),forcedthe 'voluntary'

dissolution of the political parties (June/July 1933),concluded the

Concordat between the Reich and the Holy See(22July 1933), Pro\"

mulgated the law 'concerning the reconstructionof the Reich'
(30 January 1934), settled, in the Reichswehr's favour, the claims
madeagainst it by the S A leadership (30 June 1934),appointed

himself F\303\274hrer and Reich Chancellor (2 August 1934), and requiredthe
armedforcesto swear an oath of allegiance to' AdolfHitler,the leader
of the German peopleand the German Reich'.4 At the Saarland
referendum of 13January 1935 he had won for himself and the Reich
91percent of the votes, having already secured 90 per centofthe poll
at the plebiscite held on 19 August of the previous year (he counted
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among his battle honours the decision of the LeagueofNations

Councilto return the Saarland to Germany). On 16March 1935 he had

introduced compulsory military service and on 7 March 1936estab-
ishedfull military sovereignty by occupying the demilitarizedzone of
the Rhineland.Between March and October 1938 he had brought
Austria and the Sudetenlandc back into the fold', and in Marchofthe
following year had occupied Bohemia and Moravia and established
the ReichProtectorate.

In the early years after his assumption of powerhe had constantly

declared his desire for peace and, even in 1939, was regarded by his

troops solely as a great statesman and politician possessedof a magic
touch, never as a strategist or military commander - titles to which,

indeed, he had as yet laid no public claim. The German soldierswho

fought in the Polish campaign did soin fact with little enthusiasm, yet
by far the greater majority took it for granted that anything which

furthered Adolf Hitler's interests must be defendedwith life and limb.

Jodl's words were no morethan partially true when he told the
International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg that in 1939 the military
leaders, and with them the whole of the Wehrmacht, had been
confronted with an insoluble problem,' namely how to conducta war they

did not want under a SupremeCommander whose trust they did not

enjoy and whom they themselves trusted only to a limited extent'.5
Sixyears and six months prior to September 1939therehad been

no autobahns, no marriage grants or childallowances, no tours

sponsored by Kraft durch Freude, no really favourable opportunities for

aspiring farmers. There had beennoAdolf Hitler schools, or National-

Political Education Centres,or pre-military training for the young, no
Arbeitsdienst or 'reconciliation of the social classes'. Nor had there

been a Greater German Reich, a (pervertedly) proud national

consciousness among the people, nor yet food and work for everyone. To

many all this spelt' National Socialism',the achievement of one man

alone, Adolf Hitler. The troops
- and the vast majority of their

generals- believed Hitler6 when on 1 September 1939he declared:
'ThePolish state has rejected the peaceful settlement of neighbourly
relations for which I have been striving. Instead it hashad recourse to

arms.'7 Not once did they learn from him personally how matters

really stood,for as military commander and strategist no lessthan as

politician Hitler remained an opportunist where propagandawas

concerned. As early as 1938 advocates of the 'liberal-imperialist'course8
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and those who adhered to the conventional policy of a singleGerman
centreofpower in the heart of Europe, had been removed from

positions of responsibility, the opinions of eminent experts in foreign

policy and military matters had been disregardedand German foreign

policy had been purged of its dualism.Nor did he tell them in so

many words -
though he had proclaimed it plainly enough both in

MeinKampf and in innumerable public pronouncements - that his

intention was the gradual expansion of German territory in Europe,

initially by peaceful 'political' measuresand, when no more such

opportunities existed, by localized Blitzkriegsagainst one opponent

at a time. Furthermore they could not have known that, contrary to
his intention expressed in Mein Kampf of acquiring coloniesin Africa,

he was proposing to place the Germaneconomy on a war footing in

preparation for a second'worldwar' whereby the Reich would be

forcibly transformed into a world power along racial-ideological
lines.9 In morethan twenty years of experience he had learnt on

occasion to disregard sober reality in favour of ideologicallyslanted

dissimulation, and he would either lie or remain silent when

circumstances demanded the outspoken truth. Thus during the courseofthe
war he himself had started (earlier than planned and not entirely in

accordance with his 'programme') he assignedthe blame for it to

others, to the Poles, the Jews,the Italians,theBritish,and the 1914-18

generation of Germans.10 On 19September1939,three weeks after he

had assured Sir Nevile Henderson,the British Ambassador, that the

British offer to mediateinthe dispute between the Poles and the Reich
was acceptableand that he would be prepared to receivea Polish
plenipotentiary in Berlin on 30 August, he declared:' In what frame

of mind the Polish government rejectedtheseproposals,I do not

know. . . . Poland's reply was . . . mobilization. Simultaneously a

savage reign of terror began. My request that the Polish Foreign
Minister visit me in Berlin to re-examine these questionswas refused.

He travelled not to Berlin but to London!'11What Hitler did not

divulge, however, was the fact that his conclusion of an agreement
with Russia on 23 August 1939 - regardedby the Japanese as a

violation of the Anti-Comintern Pact - had precededby two days the

conclusion of the Anglo-Polish Mutal Assistance Pact.12 On 21March

1943 shortly after the catastrophic defeat at Stalingrad, he said: 'We

were forced into a pitiless and merciless war by wandering Jewry.'13
And on 29 April 1945, he wrote in his political testament: 'The war
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waswilledand instigated exclusively by those international statesmen
who wereeitherof Jewishoriginor working for Jewish interests.'14

On 18 December 1940,someeight weeks after the occupation of
Romania and four months after the conclusion of the TripartitePact
with Italy and Japan which he himself had initiated, he chargedItaly

with responsibility for the war on the groundsthat she had remained

neutral in 1939 and therebyweakened his position between 1939 and

1940in termsof the balanceof power in Europe. 'Had Italy declared
her solidarity with Germany [in 1939]', he surmised in 1940, 'war
would never have broken out, for the Britishwould have done nothing
and the French would have done nothing.'15 In February 1945,
however, he was to confess that 'the alliance with Italy has clearly been of

greater useto the enemy than to ourselves'.16

Up till the late autumn of 1941 the course taken by the war in

Europe17 had exceededeveryone's wildest expectations with the result
that Hitler, along with a number of eminent officers, became
convinced that he was a warlord and strategistof rare and outstanding

ability. Field-Marshal von Rundstedt regarded him as such,at least

during the initial phase of the war, as did General Jodl and Admiral

D\303\266nitz18 who may even have continued to hold this view after the

events in Stalingrad, Tripoli and North Africa. Both Field-Marshal

von Kluge19 and Field-Marshal Keitelhailed him as a military genius.
In 1946Keiteldeclaredthat the F\303\274hrer had been 'so well-informed

concerning organization, armament, leadership and equipment of all
armies and ... all navies of the globe, that it was impossible to prove
any error on his part... even in the simple,everyday questions

concerning organization and equipment of the Wehrmacht. ... I must

admit openly that I was the pupiland notthe master.'20 Major-General

Walter Scherff, who liked to describehimselfas the '
F\303\274hrer's

historian', saw Hitler as 'the greatest military commander and head of

state of all time', a view which instilled in him the desireto
immortalize the F\303\274hrer in the war diary as a 'leader of armies,a strategist

and a man to inspire unshakeable confidence'.21
But in view of the course taken by the war, its final outcome and the

inevitable commitment of the chroniclers and 'assessors', these

opinions cannot really be recognizedas possessinguniversal validity,

the more so since the conceptof strategy as defined by Clausewitz,
that is, the 'use of the battle to further the war,22 has undergone a
fundamental change. In terms of the war wagedby Hitler this inter-
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pretation was already outmoded. Nor is the later definition of the

words - a definition of Anglo-Saxon parentage
- comprehensive

enough to describea spherein which, as Andreas Hillgruber has so
neatly put it, politics and warfare overlap.23In 1946,when discussing

Hitler's concepts, Alfred Jodl, chief of the OperationsStaff of the

Wehrmacht, said:c Strategy is the supremeleadershipactivity in

warfare. It comprehends foreign and domestic policy, military operations

and economic mobilization, propaganda and popularleadership,and

must harmonize these vital aspects of the war effort in terms of the

purposes and the political goal of the war.'24In such a context it is

obvious that the terms military commander and strategist can no

longer be synonymous, for it was not the field marshalsand generals

of the Second World War who were the strategists, but rather the
supremeheadsofstate,the dictators wielding absolute power

- Hitler
in Germany,and Stalin in the Soviet Union. The military did no

more than conduct operations in accordancewith the directives of

these men. Not only was Hitler statutory head of state and Supreme
Commander of the Wehrmacht; after 1941 he was alsoin direct
command of the army and, to all intents and purposes,soleleaderof
Germany's co-belligerents. His command of the Wehrmacht and his
conduct of the war, whose every aspect, economic, military and

political, he had himselfminutely planned, were wholly consistent

with his talents, personality and intellect - which is not to say,
of course, that he possessed the prerequisites essential to a strategist
and warlord.

During the Second World War the majority of senior officers in

Germany never succeeded in reconciling themselves to the radical

changethat had come about in their profession,nor have they done so

since, as is evident from a number of the books they have written on

the subject in the postwar years.Even so eminent a soldier as Field
Marshal von Manstein, in his expressively titled Lost Victories,

declares not without bitterness:

In my opinion everything depended ... on persuading Hitler ... to leave
the conduct of military operations in all theatres of war to one responsible
Chief-of-StafFandto appoint a special Commander-in-Chief for the Eastern
theatre.Theseattempts of mine . .. unfortunately proved unavailing. ...
Hitler knew full well that I was the very man many people in the army
would like to see in the position of a proper Chief-of-StafForasCommander-

in-Chief in the East.25
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There is a gooddeal of truth in Bezymenski's thesis that 'postwar
writings have a strong tendency to attribute every defeat ... to the
F\303\274hrer's decisions and every victory to the OKW or the O KH.'26 The

ideologicalbias inherent in the works of Russian soldiers and

historians in no way invalidates their view that' a sorry figure was cut'

by the German generals who, after serving Hitler for twelve years,
inveighed against him after his death, decried his military decisions as

fundamentally those of a dilettante, blamedhim for the defeats, and

maintained that the war would probably have ended quite

differently had they and not he been responsiblefor its prosecution. The

fact that Hitler's achievements in the fields of strategy and operations
were very real provides further justification for the Russians'
view.

In Germany historical research into the Second World War27 is

not, as in Anglo-Saxon countries,28
generally acknowledged by scholars

to be a field of study in its own right and most historiansof noteare
reluctant to turn their attention to military history. Hence the gaps in

this field are so large(not leastbecauseof lack of agreement on the
definition of terms)that it would be presumptuous, in the space of a
single chapter, to hope to give anything more than a disjointed
account of Hitler'swartime role. This part of the book can only aim at

presenting what, to a biographer,is an aspect of the utmost

significance, namely the fact that during the War Hitler underwent a

profound change as a resultofillness,and that from 1942 onwards he
came lessand less to resemble the man who had orderedthe attack on

Poland in 1939. It is an aspectneglectedby a number of historians

whose view of the F\303\274hrer in their studies of Hitler and the Second
World War tends to be influenced by preconceivedideas.29

At the outbreak of war he was no longerin particularly good shape

either mentally or physically. He had already passed his prime when
he realizedthat he was still not adequately equipped, either from a

military or an economic standpoint, toundertakeeven a localized minor

campaign. It has frequently been argued that he intended to go to war

in 1938 and that this was the solereasonwhy he drew up his private
testament on 2 May of that year and put his papers in order for

posterity. The argument has no factual basis. In 1938no one knew better

than he that it would be a long time beforethe Wehrmacht became a

truly consummate instrument of battle, nor did he yet intend to

embark on the next stageof his hitherto successfulc world power pro-
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gramme'. As one whose prognostication(on5 November 1937)30 \302\260f

developments in Europe between 1938 and 1941turnedouttobemore
accurate than that of any other European statesman, Stalin not

excepted,31 he was still of the opinionin 1939that such a step would

be premature. When his Blitzkrieg in September 1939 sparked off the

European conflict, he was convincedthat the war had been thrust upon
him. He arguedfirstly that he had not yet begun to think in terms of

war with France and, secondly, that he had no intention whatsoever of

waging war against Great Britain whosepolicy since the seizure of

Prague had led him to hope that he would be permitted to subdue
Poland32 with impunity by means of a localizedcampaign.Hitlerdrew

up his testament in 1938, not becausehe intended to go to war, but

because he believedhis health to be in a very much poorerstate than

did his personal physician.
There can be little doubt that even as early as 1939 a great many

Germans would have hesitated to dedicate themselvesto the Fiihrer's
causehad they known about the state of his health,his personality

or structure and the general lines along which his characterwas

developing.

Now, according to Clausewitz, military genius demands outstanding

qualities, of which the first is courage both in meeting personal danger
and in accepting responsibility, whether imposed by an external
agency or by the dictatesof conscience.It further requires the

cultivation of mental as well as physical powersof endurance,which in

turn presuppose a strong constitution. Finally Clausewitz postulates

strength of mind balanced by judgement,inexhaustibleenergy,

perseverance, tenacity and firmness of character as attributes
indispensablein a distinguished military commander33 who,however,neednot
attain equal excellence in every one ofthem.34Hitlerwas fond of citing
these dicta and, from 1940 onwards, expected his generals, for whom

he had scant respect, to regard him as a military genius.35 Indeed,

despite certain failings, he morethan fulfilled a number of Clausewitz's
criteria. Intellectually hehadnoneedtodeferto the field marshals and

generals of the SecondWorld War. And his powers of judgement no
less than his courage, tenacity, energy and perseverancewere
exceptional. As he himself put it on 20 May 1943,he had a 'good nose' in

strategic matters so that he could usually
*

smell things out in

advance'.36 Moreover, being possessed of a keen intuition he could, as

often as not, immediately detect an adversary's weaknesses and in
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most cases he knew far better than the soldierswhen and where to

exploit a situation.37
For years past he had been imposing his will on his subordinates in

the party and on the ministersin his government, and he now adopted
the same authoritarian approach towards the tradition-conscious

military. The relatively ill-informed soldiers were no more capable of

standingup to him than were the leading members of the civihan

aristocracy and the middle classes. Jodl threw somelight on this aspect
at Nuremberg: 'Hitler was a leader to an exceptionaldegree.His
knowledge and intellect, his rhetoric and his will-powertriumphed in

the end in every spiritual conflict over everyone.'38 So powerful was
his charisma,even in the final stages of the war, that disillusioned

generals, having at last made up their minds to renounce their

allegiance, found themselves unable to break with him. Eberhard von

Breitenbuch, Field-Marshal Busch's aide-de-camp,tells us that in

March 1945 the angry and exhausted field-marshal had travelled to

Berlin, still in his battle-stained uniform, in order finally 'to speak his
mind' to the F\303\274hrer. When at last he emerged from the interview he

seemed transformed and confident of final victory.39 This highly

experienced soldier, fresh from the front, who an hour beforehad been
ableto seethe situation in its true light, was now utterly convinced of

the 'Tightness' of Hitler's arguments and actions though by that time

these were little morethan manifestations of grossly unrealistic wishful

thinking.

In many important respects, however, the Fiihrer's characterfell

markedly short of the criteria set by Clausewitzfor 'military genius',

particularly as regards an 'harmoniousbalanceof characteristics'.
Thus Hitler, whose contempt for human existence was rootedin his
Weltanschauung, could fascinate his adherents to an almost incredible
degreeyet shun all human relationships, and this so thoroughly that

by 1945 there was no onewho could claim to be his friend.
His grasp of technology was remarkable, as Jodl testified in the

following passage from his statement dictated in Nuremberg prison:

Hitler ... created the Ministry for Weapons and Munitions under Todt,
leaving only the building of airplanes and shipswith the air force and navy.
From then on Hitler determined the monthly quota as well as the direction
and scopeof all production of weapons and munitions down to the last detail.
All the Operations Staff [of the High Command of the Wehrmacht] had to
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during the previous month. But beyond this, Hitler's astounding technical

and tactical vision led him also to become the creator of modern weaponry

for the army. It was due to him personally that the 75-mm anti-tank gun

replaced the 37-mm and 50-mm guns in time, and that the short guns

mounted on the tanks were replacedwith the long 75-mm and 88-mm guns.
The Panther, the Tiger, and the K\303\266nigstiger [i.e. Tiger II] were developed as
modern tanks at Hitler's own initiative.40

But though he combined the ability to procurethebestweapons at the

right time with a particular interest in innovations provided thesedid
not conflict with his ideas, he closed his mind to other innovations that

were both useful and comparativelyeasyto assimilate.Again, he would

champion ideas which, if one considershis remarkable intellectual

powers, can only appear unbelievably crude.And, while his tenacity
could be unwavering in trivial matters, he would sometimes vacillate

incomprehensiblywhereimportant issues were concerned. It can now
be conclusively shown that his intransigence and obstinacy werethe
after-effects of disease, as were his intolerance, mistrust and persistent
refusal to listen to advice - attitudes which overshadowed and, to some

extent, neutralized his outstanding qualities as a military leader.

According to Hitlerit was his vegetarian regime that enabled him,
despite his seriousailments, to achieve his astounding wartime feats of
mental and physical endurance and to act as the driving force of the

gigantic military machine41 (although it might be added that his

success in this respect was qualified by a tendency to interfere

unnecessarily). Dr Giesing, however, disagrees with the F\303\274hrer's contention.

He writes:

The facts do not really bearthis out. Before his assumption ofpowerhemust

have been ... more efficient. According to the information supplied by

Schaub and Linge Hitler particularly enjoyed (up to 1932) fatty pork ...

and even took animal protein for breakfast. ... If, despite his vegetarian

regime ..., he remained tolerably efficient both physically and mentally, it

can only be regarded as an exception,a phenomenon in fact.42

Some idea of the F\303\274hrer's diet in 1944 (aside from fruit, vegetables
and Morell's innumerable drugs; see Appendixes C and D) can be
gainedfrom a top secret communication sent by Himmler to Bormann

some two weeks before Stauffenberg's attempt. It contains a requisition
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calculated on the F\303\274hrer's 'estimated' requirements for one month,
namely 20 packets of Kn\303\244ckebrot, 20 packets of Knusperbrot (two
varieties of crispbread),3 packets of wheat flakes, 3 packets of oat

flakes, 3 packets of Keimdi\303\244t (wheat germ), 15 packets of B-Tropon
glucose,2tubesofvitamin A and R, 1 jar of Philozy thin (yeast extract),
2 packets of Endokrines Vollsalz, 2 packets of dried rosehipsor seedless
rosehips,4 packets of Basica (containing mineral cations to balance
excessacidin foods), 1 kilo of linseed, camomiletea and 2 packetsof
Titrosalz (biologically balanced salt used instead of table salt).43

For the greater part of the war Hitler lived belowground
underneath a thick slab of concrete at his headquartersin East Prussia, a

place described by Jodl at Nuremberg asa combination of monastery
and concentration camp. There he withdrew from reality to the extent
that he shrank from confronting it even indirectly. His physician, Dr
Giesing,writing in November 1945, points out that although Hitler was

decidedlya realist and an exceptionally strong-willed man he was no longer
able to faceup to the exigencies and horrors of the time as exemplified by
the miseries of the fighting soldiers and the civilian population. He was not
concerned for his own safety ... on 15September1944, for example, while

on his way to an X-ray examination with only a light escort, he walked

through a large, unmarshalled crowd ofbystanders.As they clustered round

him he allowedthem to take repeated snapshots. His flights to the front and

his tours of factorieshad ceased as early as 1943.For a long time now he had
been confined to his bunker where he kept himself informed of failure or

success exclusively through the medium of radio and telephone, never by
firsthand experience or by personal observation on the spot.44

Giesing's medicalreport dated 1945 is a revealing document since it
dealswith Hitler's behaviour in the period following 20 July 1944.
c

Rarely,' he says,c could one argue with the F\303\274hrer.' Even in medical

matters, 'when the facts plainly spoke against him', it was virtually

impossible to do so.

His constitutional psychopathy induced the firm conviction that he was

more capable and knowledgeable than anyone else, which in turn gave rise
to severe neuropathy. His perpetual harping on his digestive and excretory
functions was .. . only one symptom, others being his habit of frequently
taking his pulse ... and his obsession about dying before his time. In the
autumn of 1944 he announced repeatedly that he had only two or threemore

years to live. ... Of relevance, too, were his persistent insomnia, which

hardly responded at all to medication, as well as his way of life which, by
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turning night into day and day into night, conflicted with every

physiological law. . . . Despite the two-hour tea period that followed the night
situation conference.. .andhisextreme lassitude, he suffered from insomnia

[which] ... he combated energetically ... by taking fairly long walks in

order to induce a physiological need for sleep.45
Evidenceofthe correlationbetween Hitler's physical disorders and

the situation on the various fronts can be seen in his ever-increasing
tendencyto extolthe fanatical will and (from 1942 onwards) to rate
inflexiblestubbornessand dogged pertinacity more highly than

brilliant strategic ideas and the acceptance of operational risks.True,his

mind retained its incisive clarity and graspup to the end of his life

but after 1942 it rapidly lost much of its elasticity.Even more

ominously than hitherto, preconceived 'programmes' and opinions took

precedenceover reality and the demands that reality imposed, so that

finally the only situations and events he would consider and accept
were those that fitted in smoothly with his preconceivedideas.Thepass

to which he had come is revealed by the minutes of his situation

conferences of 23,25 and 27 April 1945 which quotehim as saying:c The

man who makes headway is the onewho summons up all his strength
and then immediately starts charging forward like a lunatic!'46 The
remark testifies alarmingly to the changes wrought by illness. Only
sevendays or sobeforethe RedArmy finally broke through,47 hoisted

the Soviet flag over the Reichstag building and began their searchfor

Hitler's body, the F\303\274hrer had been invoking Clausewitz,48 speculating
on strainedrelations among the Allies in the hope that these might

prove militarily advantageous to what was in effect a no longer extant

Reich, directing the operations of imaginary armies, worrying about

Austrian oil production, issuing trivial orders and planning strategic
moves which, in view of the situation, could have been devised
equally well by the inmates of a lunatic asylum.

Warlimont's assertion that as a leaderHitler suffered no loss of

efficiency when the tide of war turned against him is no more valid

than Schramm's attribution of the F\303\274hrer's
'

increased stubbornness

and intransigence - or as he himself would have said - \"
fanaticism

\" '49

to the change wrought in him by the crisis on the Eastern Front in the
winter of 1941-42, the catastrophe at Stalingrad, the evacuation of

North Africa, and other wartime setbacks.50It was not these that

wrought the change in Hitler; rather it was his deteriorating health
that affected the course of the war, a fact of which he was aware. This
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explains his constant worry over Mussolini's 'physical constitution'
which he regarded asc crucial '51 to the latter'sviews on future

developmentsin Italy (and hence on the military alliance with Germany). At no
time beforethe end of 1944was the military situation really reflected
in his demeanour.Thus he was sometimes noticeably weary, cast

down, and oppressedby premonitions of death when he might have

had occasion to be elated - as,for example, at the beginning of August

1941 after the capture of Smolensk. On the other hand he was not so

hard hit by the serious reverses at Gondar in Abyssinia,or at Tobruk,

Benghazi, Bardia and Solium, asto suffer any physical effects. And by
the time his afflictions returned in earnest early in 1942, Rommelhad
already won somemajor victories and was heading for Bir Hachim,
which fell to the Germans on n June. A severe attack of influenzal

encephalitis at Vinnitsa shortly afterwards marked a major turning-
point. His inspiration in strategical matters deserted him for good,
nor from then on was there any consistent military planning.

When defeats and setbacks temporarily deprivedhim of the power
to act, the condition was never more than superficial. Save in the case
of Geli'ssuicidehe remained relatively unscathed by the major blows
of life - his mother's death, his rejectionby the Academy of Fine Arts,
his disillusionmentin 1918,the unsuccessful putsch of 1923, the
electoral defeats under the Weimar Republic and, during the Second
World War, a succession of serious military reverses. Though he was

extensively injured by Stauffenberg'sbomb, the shock brought a

temporary alleviation of other symptoms, and he was able to shake the

whole thing off as easily as Keitel had brushedthe dust off his uniform

after the explosion. When he received the Duce shortly after the

attempt, the latter's interpreter heard him remark that if there was one

thing he regretted it was the lossof anewpair of trousers.52Five weeks

later the effects of 20 July 1944had ceased to affect him in any way.53

By 1942 it had become evident to the more observant among his
immediate followers that Hitler was no longer the man he had been
when he created the N S DAP or when,having gained power in 1933,
he proceeded energeticallyto extendit; nor was he the man who had
unleashed the war and then conducted it for two years or more with

undreamed of success. Some of them including, surprisingly,Heinrich
Himmler,reached the conclusion that since Hitler was now in effect a

totally changed man who could no longer properly be described as

normal, the time had cometo deprive him of office or even to do away
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with him. In the summer of 1942 membersof the resistancebegan
theirsearchfor an explosive best suited to the purposeofremoving the

now incurably' degenerate' F\303\274hrer.54 Himmler, meanwhile, enquired

of his personal physician,FelixKersten,whether it was correct to say
that Hitler was 'mentallyill'.55Obviously the latter was not aware of
this when on 25July 1942the SSchief,with a profession of loyalty and

devotion, reportedthat by his own efforts 4500 Dutchmen, 200 Swiss

and 250 Swedes had been recruited for the Waffen-S S. Indeed barely
three weekslater,on 18August, the F\303\274hrer issued his Directive No.

46 in whichhemadeHimmlerresponsiblefor the collection and

evaluationof information in the Reich Commissioner's territories,and also

for the' intensification of operations against bandits' .56 Even as Hitler
wasdictating this orderHimmler,at his field headquarters at Vinnitsa

in the Ukraine, was hatching a plot with Schellenberg, his head of

espionage,57to remove Ribbentrop, supplant Hitler and initiate peace
negotiations with the West. It was not till the eleventh hour that the
F\303\274hrer discovered the disloyalty of the man he had once trustingly

described as 'faithful Heinrich'.

On the morning of 28 April 1945, two days before he committed
suicide,he learned from an intercepted despatch filed by Reuter's

correspondentin SanFranciscothat the Reichsf\303\274hrer-S S had offered
surrender termsto the Western Allies. In Hanna Reitsch's words (as
quotedby Trevor-Roper)' he raged like a madman' and later dictated
the following proclamation:

Before I die I herebyexpelHeinrich Himmler, the former Reichsf\303\274hrer

and Minister of the Interior, from the Party and from all his Offices of
State.... Goring and Himmler, by their secret negotiations with the enemy
which were conducted without my knowledge and contrary to my wishes,
as also by their illegal attempts to seize power in the State, have done
incalculable mischiefto the country and to the whole of our people,and this

quite apart from their disloyalty to my own person.58

Hitler ordered Field-MarshalRitter von Greim, whom he had

appointed in G\303\266ring's stead, to leave Berlin immediately by air and
arresthispredecessor,amission that was frustrated by circumstances.
Himmler survived until 23 May 1945 when he died by his own hand.

Hitler was not 'mentallyill' asHimmlerhad supposed, though his

reasoning, his conduct and his decisions,particularly after 1943, may
sometimes have given grounds for such suspicion. For disease had

destroyed his flexibility of mind and had in certain respects consider-
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ably speeded up the process of ageing. Thus he overrated the power

of his will which, though it had produced some outstanding successes
during the war, inevitably became a source of defeat when pitted
against the enemy without regard for the circumstances.An

illuminatingexample is provided by his remarks at a conference with Keitel,
Rommel, Warlimont, Hewel, Schmundt, Scherff and others on 20
May 1943. When the question of the transfer of the Hermann Goring
Division from Sicily came up for discussion, Hitler categorically
declared thatc it's not the ferriesthat are the decisive factor; the
decisive factor is willpower'.59 At crucial moments he failed to take into

account the enemy's strength and probableintentions.And there is

no truth whatever in the contention that as a military leader his
decisionswere without exception quickly arrived at and as quickly
executed.Theintrepid and adventurous gambling spirit which, before
1939,had inspired his actions and decisions as a politician (suchasthe
occupation of the Rhineland and Austria), seemsto have deserted him

as a military commander, if oneexceptsthe Norwegian campaign. Far

from 'charging forward like a lunatic',he was both hesitant and

cautious. He seldom madea military decision if he thought that too

many risks were involved. And when the situation made a decision

imperative, he would procrastinatefor as long as possible, so that the
enemy often had a chance to bring up reinforcements or make other

preparations.Any proposal to evacuate an untenable positionmet with

stubborn refusal. When he did reluctantly give way to the urgent

representations of hisgenerals,it was usually too late. One example of
the extent to which his failing health determined his military decisions
was his attitude from the beginning of 1944 towards Manstein,des-
scribedby Liddell Hart as the Allies' most dangerousopponent.Man-
stein'sdismissal occurred in conjunction with an eye complaint from

which, in addition to his chronic ailments,Hitlerwas suffering at the

time. Under the influence of his deteriorating health and his First
World War experiences he refused to permit even the temporary

evacuation of conquered territory or to weaken secondaryfronts and

theatres in favour of sectors wherea positive decision might possibly

have been achieved.The army's proposal to estabUsh strong points and
defensivepositionsin the rearwas rejected. The areas behind the lines
werewithout defences (at least until the autumn of 1944, by which time
it was too late),a blunder that was already having disastrous

consequences in 1943. The exhausted troops, compelled to evacuate their
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positions,found they had nothing to fall back on and that no

arrangements had been made for their reception, with the result that the

withdrawal, which Hider opposedwith all the means at his disposal,
gatheredeven greater momentum. Refusing to take any share of the
blame,hepersistedin the view deriving from his experiences of the
First World War that the generals' one idea was to give ground.

From 1941 onwards his wrong decisionsin the field of technology
-

decisions affecting the air force and the armoured formations, for

example
- led to the exclusionofprogrammes which had hitherto been

successfully incorporated in his planning as factors of decisive
operational importance. Thus he declined to support the development of
jet-propelledaircraft, on which work had begun in 1941at the Heinkel

factory in Rostock,60 becausehe believed that he could subdue Russia
with another Blitzkrieg. Indeed so certain was he of this that on the

very eve of OperationBarbarossa he ordered a reduction in the output
ofarmaments.6*

But what prompted him in September 1943t0demand
that preparations for the large-scale production of the jet-propelled
Me 262be suspended62 was his increasing obstinacy and a hitherto

uncharacteristic mistrust of innovation, both attributable to the steady
deterioration in his health since the middle of the previous year.

Sixmonths before, when he returned to East Prussiafrom Vinnitsa,

he was already an old man. A slight curvature of the thoracic spine
induceda stooping posture, somewhat aggravated by minor scoliosis

(lateral curvature of the spine). He was suffering from a tremor of the
left arm and leg, and his eyes were protuberant and staring.Hewould

fly into alarming rages when presented with proposals that failed to

please him or agree with his own ideas, and would stubbornlyuphold

his own programme. Twice daily he took Intelan (aproductcontaining

vitamins A and D and glucose)to stimulate hisappetite,combat

tiredness and increase bodily resistance; to stimulate the smooth muscles
and supplement his phosphorus intake he was given Tonophosphan.

For a short period he alsotook Dr Roster's Antigas Pills and Mutaflor,
the last-namedbeinglaterreplacedby die preparation, Trocken-Coli-

Hamma. On top of thesehewas receiving Euflat to promote digestion
and, on alternate days, two ampoules of Prostacrinum, an extract of
seminal vesiclesand prostate glands, to avert fits of depression. Also,
and in combination with other drugs he was given Vitamultin-Calcium
on alternate days.*

* For a full list of drugs taken by Hitler see Appendix D.
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Striking confirmation of his doctors' diagnosis is provided by
Hitler'sbehaviour at the beginning of 1944 when he abruptly reversed

his decision of September 1943(sabotaged,incidentally, by Speer who

was responsible for armaments) and suddenly began to press urgently
for the productionof the maximum possible number of jet-engined
Me 262sin the shortestpossibletime.63Norwas that all. Many experts
believed that as a bomber the Me 262 was wholly unsuitable. But

despite their strong recommendationthat the aircraft be employed in
a fighter role, Hitler obstinately insisted that it should enter serviceas
an unarmed bomber.64 He hedged when German fighter pilots
suggested to him that the aircraft should be used against the American

bomber formations and from then on refusedto approve any such

experiment. Clinging obstinately to his decisionhe maintained that

with its greater speed the Me 262would be at a disadvantage when

engagingthe enemy'sslower but more manoeuvrable fighters. And in

the autumn of 1944, after the Luftwaffe generals and the GeneralStaff

had failed in yet another circuitous attempt to point out to him the
error of his ways, he forbade any further discussion of the matter.65

The Me 262 was a twin-engined aircraft with a top speed of over 500
m.p.h. and its rate of climb was then unequalled.According to Speer

it could have been put into large-scale production in 1944, as could a

ground-to-airrocketand a new type of naval torpedo. The ground-to-
airrocketwas even faster than the Me 262 and homedon enemy

aircraft with the aid of a heat sensor.Thetorpedowas guided by a sound-

locating device and was capableof finding its target, regardless of the
evasivemanoeuvres of the vessel under attack.66 But Hitler put a stop
to both these projects and thereby further weakened Germany's
position.cTo this day', Speer writes,

I think that this rocket, in conjunction with the jet fighters, would have
beatenbackthe Western Allies' air offensive against our industry from the

Spring of 1944on. Instead [from July 1943 on], gigantic effort and expense

went into developing and manufacturing long-range (V-2) rockets which

proved to be, when they were at last ready for use in the autumn of 1944, *&
almost total failure.67

Whereas Hitler's 'world power programme' was planned on a
relatively long-term basis his strategy was tailored exclusivelyto the
demandsof the Blitzkrieg, a mode of warfare which between 1939to
1941had been a source of wonder to the entireworld.As Bullock puts

it:
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With a shrewder judgement than many of his military critics, Hitler realized
that Germany, with limited resources of her own and subject to a blockade,
was always going to be at a disadvantage in a long-drawn-out general war.
The sort of war she could win was a series of short campaigns in which

surprise and the overwhelming force of the initial blow would settle the issue
beforethe victim had time to mobilize his full resources or the other Powers
to intervene.68

The campaigns up till 1941 endorsed Hitler's theories. The operations

against Poland and Norway lasted four weeksand eight weeks

respectively; Holland was overrun in five days, Belgiumin seventeen.He
conquered France in six weeks, Yugoslavia in eleven days,Greecein
three weeks. Prior to Operation Barbarossa,the formula had produced

the results he had expectedofit.But in Russia, a country he had hoped
to subduewith yet another Blitzkrieg, it failed to work.And by the

time Hitler discovered that the formula was bound to fail and that the
war wasin fact lost, it was too late.69

As a military leader and strategist he tended to be even less

forthcoming than he was at other times and keptthe GeneralStaff70 largely

in the dark, telling them only what he thought fit. Thus, even in

August 1939, they still believed that the F\303\274hrer, despite his use of

military pressure, was aiming at a political solution of the Polish
question, similar to the agreement reached on Czechoslovakiain Munich
in the previous year.7

x A further illustration of this attitude is provided

by his remarks on 28 December 1944inconnectionwith the Ardennes

offensive. 'Anyone who does not have to know about this operation',
he toldhis commanders,cshould not know about it. Anyone who has

got to know something about it, shouldknow only what he needs to
know. Anyone who has got to know something about it should not be

told sooner than is necessary. That is vital. And no one who knows

about it must be allowedup forward in case he goes into the bag. That
is vital.'72 He trusted no one more than was strictly necessary.Before
the start of Barbarossa even Eva Braun did not know what was in the

offing. Shortly before the attack he told her that he had to go to Berlin
for a few days. In fact he went to East Prussia to supervise the final

preparations for the launching of the easterncampaign.73 Before the

attack on Poland not oneofthe commanders,apart from Goring, had

been aware of the exact position.The following passage is from a

memorandum dictated in Nurembergprison by General Jodl, the

former Chief of the Wehrmacht Operations Staff:
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No soldiercould know whether the attack would take place, whether it would
be provokedor unprovoked, a war of aggression or defence.... When the

propaganda machine began to run and mobilization on the Polish border
was ordered, all the leading soldiers were indeed quite clear about the

operational questions confronting them, but the political, the strategic
remainedfor them a veiled secret. ... Was the mobilization backed by a

serious determination to attack Poland, or was it only a means of exerting

pressure for negotiation, as had been the casein 1938 with Czechoslovakia?

Was this hope not confirmed when, on 26 August 1939, the ordered attack
was halted? The details of the struggle of the Great Powersto preserve the

peace were unknown to the Commanders-in-Chief and their staffs, with the

exception of Goring.74

Duringthe operations in Poland Hitler left military decisionsto the
GeneralStaff, although he had intimated how he wished the German
forcesto be deployed in East Prussia before the attack.75 With the

unexpectedly rapid conclusion76 of the campaign and the Allies'
failure to intervene - interpreted by Hitler asan admission of weakness

- he informed the OKH on27September1939(without first

consultingthe Army's Commander-in-Chief) that he wasplanning an autumn

offensive in the West, however inadvisable it might appear to the

military.77
c

The Commander-in-Chief of the Army (General Walther
von Brauchitsch) didnot want to do it,' Jodl recalled.

To remain on the defensive on the border and alongthe Westwall, letting the

war to go sleep,was his desire .. . which he sought to cloak behind military

reasons, particularly the inadequate preparation of the army for so gigantic
a task.... The generals all objected, there was not a single one who did not
warn against it. But it did them no goodat all.78

Underlying his Directive of 9 October1939is a plan which, though

incomplete, was both ambitious and strategically astute:

Any further delay will not only entail the end of Belgian and perhaps of

Dutch neutrality, it will increasingly strengthen the military power of the

enemy, reduce the confidenceof neutral nations in Germany's final victory,

and make it more difficult to bring Italy into the war on our side as a full ally.

... I therefore issuethe following orders for the further conduct of military

operations :
(a) An offensive will be planned on the northern flank of the Western

Front, through Luxemburg, Belgium and Holland. This offensivemust be

launched at the earliest possible moment and in the greatest possible
strength.
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(b) The purpose of this offensive will be to defeat as much as possible of

the French Army and of the forces of the alliesfighting on their side, and at
the same time to win as much territory as possible in Holland, Belgium and
Northern France, to serve as a base for the successfulprosecution of the air

and sea war against England and as a wide protective areafor the

economicallyvital Ruhr.79

The O K H, whoseCommander-in-Chiefhad by now been effectively

relegated from military adviser to nominal C-in-C bound in obedience
to the F\303\274hrer, resigned themselves to Hitler's decision and set about

drawing up orders for the operation. A number of senior members of
the OKH, however, doubted whether the offensive would succeed.80
Theyhad in mind a paper, prepared towards the endofthePolish
campaign by General Heinrich St\303\274lpnagel on behalf of the OKH, dealing
with the future conduct of hostilities in the West. Such was their

professional bias that they attached more importance to the general's
paperthan they did to the strategic and tactical theories of the F\303\274hrer.

In their view St\303\274lpnagel's conclusion that the Maginot Line could not
be breachedbefore194281was irrefutable. Thus they were all the
more surprisedat Hitler's intention to bypass the Maginot Line by

advancing through Belgium and Holland. Had it not been for the

weather, this plan would almost certainly have been put into operation
as early as 1939. As Jodl commented:

Only the weather godwas harder than Hitler, denying us the needed period
of clear, freezing weather. It was necessary to wait until the dry spring.
10 May 1940was correctly chosen. Hitler staged his breakthrough via

Maubeuge toward Abbeville. He had overruledthe General Staff's idea of

effecting a broad encirclementthrough Belgium by initially careful but then

increasingly tenacious and unhesitating intervention in the operational
leadership.82

Hitler's plan,basedon that of Manstein, departed from the traditional
ideasofthe GeneralStaff, who wanted to break through on the right

wing. He decided to violate the neutrality of Holland, Belgium and

Luxemburg - despitehisrecentpledgetorespectit- and to launch the

attack at the centre in the direction of Sedan-Abbeville. On 13

February 1940 Jodl wrote in hisdiary:'I would draw attention to the

fact that in thrusting towards Sedan we may well fall into a trap of our
own making.'83

At that time neither the general public nor the Allied intelligence
services84 were aware of the deplorable state ofthe Germanarmaments
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industry. Despite Hitler's demand madein 1936that the armed forces

and the economy shouldbe ready for war by 1940,85 the armaments

programme,in terms of Germany's industrial potential, had as yet

barely got off the ground.86 Before September 1939 there was little or

no sign in any sector of the economy that production was being placed
on a war footing.87 Even in May 1940, when armaments still

represented less than 15 per cent of total industrial production,88 fewer than

forty tanks a month were being produced (ascomparedwith over 2000

a month in 1944). In 1939aircraft production (including trainers and

civil and transport aircraft) had not yet reached a thousand units a
month, whereasin 1944,after years of heavy and destructive air raids,
the monthly output of fighters alone was more than 4000. Thus when

Hitler boasted on 1September1939that he had laid out 90,000 million
marks for armaments,89 this can only have been intended to impress
the uninformed. The higher echelons of the army knew that supplies
of raw materials would suffice for twelve weeks of war at the most and
that, of the country's total requirements, 95percentnickel,50percent

lead, 60 per cent mineral oil, 70 per centcopper,80per cent rubber,

90 per cent tin, 25 per cent zinc and 99 per cent bauxite had to be
imported.90Hitler knew this too, of course, but he also knew that, in

terms of strategy and the economy,theconclusionofthe
Non-AggressionPact with Russia on 23 August 1939 had materially altered the

position of the Reich.91Russian neutrality, once Poland had been

defeated, would enablehim to concentrate all his forces in the West

without fear of attack from the rear.Moreover he could count both on
economicsupportfrom Russia and on supplies of raw materials from

south-east Europe and Scandinavia, while increasing the production
of synthetic rubber92 and synthetic fuels at home.93

Nevertheless, immediately after the Polish campaign, Hitler found
himselfin an awkward position. Both he and the GeneralStaff knew

from the cost of their Blitzkriegjust how long they would be able to go
on fighting. Although about three months' supply of raw materials still

remained, they could calculate that the war would be over in some
fourteen days should the French and British attack in the West.94 Yet

to continue an offensive war was a hazardous undertaking, for the

Westwall was woefully undermanned and ammunition supplies had

been gravely depleted by the campaign in Poland.But it was a risk

Hitler waswilling to take. He knew that time was not on his sideexcept
in so far as his armaments programme was concerned. Whether he
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overestimated his own power and underestimated that of his enemies
canonly be surmised. The General Staff were sceptical,having learnt

from the history of the NSDAP as well as from recent military

experience that Hitler was a gambler who believedhe was bound to win.

By x939 his declaredrequirementof3,200,000soldiersin case of war

had still not been met.95Only four age-groups
- those born between

1914and 1917
- had been trained. But Hitler,betterinformed in many

respects than his generals, surprised them96 by declaring that his

offensive, far from raising additional problems,would result in a rapid
victory over France,and that Britain would be forced to call a halt to

the war once her foremost ally on the continent had been crushed in a

Blitzkrieg.
After his successful handling of the Sudeten crisisHitlerhad grown

more than ever convinced that the people of the ' Greater German
Reich'would follow him through thick and thin. It was this conviction

that led him to declareon8 November 1938:' If there is one man who

is responsible for the German people,it is I.'97Sincethen even the

more touchy generals had chosento forget how, at the time of that

crisis,he had riddenroughshodover the opinions of the O KH,
pointingout to their Commander-in-Chief that the situation demanded not

military, but political, decisionswhich he alone was qualified to
take.98

On 12December1939Admiral Raeder drew the F\303\274hrer's attention

to the dangers by which the Reich and its war economy would be

threatened if the Britishwereto occupy Norway, as Winston Churchill,
First Lord of the Admiralty, had recommended in his memorandum of
19 September1939.\"Tothe horror of the generals, Hitler

immediately relieved the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and the Chief

of the General Staff and Operations Section of their responsibility for

the control and deployment of the land forces.100Thenceforward, like

Napoleon, and to the intense irritation of the military - even Goring
felt insulted and angry101

- Hitler proceededto surround himself

exclusively with men who were little more than minions, the executive

instruments of his will.The generals were in fact in favour of a
centralized command, if not in the form laid down by the F\303\274hrer. Nor

would they have objected to a unified O K W, particularly for an

enterprise such as the Norwegian campaign involving all three Services,

always provided one of their numberwereput at its head. But this was
not Hitler'sidea at all, as is evident from the openingsentenceofhis
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order dated 27 January 1940to the effect that the study of operations
in the North would thenceforward be carried out under his own
immediate supervision and with close reference to the overall prosecution

of the war. This decisionwas passedonto the Commanders-in-Chief
ofthe three services by Keitel, who had been orderedto take charge of

the preliminary studies. 'To this end/ the communication reads, 'a

working staff will be set up within the OKW and will form the

nucleus of the future Operations Staff.'102
Hitlerwas convinced that he himself must be responsiblefor every

aspect of the campaign and lost no time in orderingthat 'the

Norwegian operation be kept in our own hands'.103 An absolute dictator

who knew his history, he was determined to avoid the tensions that
arise when military necessity comes into conflict with the demands of

diplomacy as had happened,for example, in the controversy between
Bismarck and Moltke during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71
over the questionofwhether or not Paris should be bombarded. Since
Hitlerwas effectively in control of foreign affairs and his Foreign
Minister a mere puppet, he was alreadyin a distinctly favourable

position. But the concentration of power in the handsof oneman only,

despite its obvious advantages, was ultimately to prove a stumbling-
block. For as time went on, Hitler's strategy came increasingly to be
determinedby the demands of prestige so that in certain cases his

decisions were madewithout due regard for military considerations.

Confidentlyhe took over the function of the OKH and,relying only

on the cooperation of the Wehrmacht staff and other organizations

expressly set up at the end of February 1940 within the framework of

the OKW, proceeded to put his own interpretation on Raeder's ideas,

originally purely defensivein character.Having then, after some

hesitation, adopted the admiral's viewpoint, Hitler went on to reorientate
it in an aggressive and expansionist sense. At the same time he became
convinced that decision-making must rest with him alone, assupreme
headofstate, and not with the military. Ever since January 1940 he

had been obsessed by the fear that the Allies might occupy Scandinavia,
gain control of the Baltic,blockthe only reliable passage from the
North Sea into the Atalantic and stop the shipments of the Swedish
ironoresovital to Germany.104 A further cause of worry at that time

was the thought that ill-health might prevent him from ever bringing
his plans to fruition. On 9, 11 and 15 January 1940he underwent a

thorough medical examination. The result seemedto justify his fears,
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for his blood pressure was found to be far too high. But instead of

following his doctor's advice that he should leada lesstaxing existence,

Hitler threw himself into ceaseless preparations for his next Blitzkrieg,

a campaign which, from the time of its conception, the generalshad

regarded as overbold105 if not thoroughly irresponsible. Once the
F\303\274hrer had made up his mind, however, there wasno restraining him,
the more so sincehe feared that political decisions by other powers
might get in the way of his campaign.The view advanced by his

military advisers that the conclusionof peacebetween Finland and

Russia on 12 March 1940,had obviated the need to occupy the
Scandinavian countries, since neither Germany nor Britain now had any

cause to intervene, was asunacceptableto Hitlerasthe opinion of the

naval chiefs that the best policy would be to upholdNorway's

neutrality. Jodl's diary entry for 28 May 1940in which he declares that' a

number of naval officers lack enthusiasm for Exercise Weserand could
do with a shot in the arm',106 undoubtedly reflected Hitler's own

views, as did his further contention that the British would land in
Narvik if the Germans occupiedBelgium, Holland and

Luxemburg.107 The F\303\274hrer was, indeed, in no doubt about his aim and he

knew what he wasdoing.Thecampaign was to have the appearance of
a' peaceful occupation' intended to' protect by force of arms the
neutrality of the Northern countries'. At the same time he ordered that

'any resistance which is . . . offered will be broken by all means
available\\108 In this way he hoped to makesureofhisironoresupplies

from Sweden and to extend his naval and air bases, thus increasing his
maritime power for the further prosecution of the war against Britain.

Meanwhile the Allies had been making preparations for a similar

operation and on 7 April 1940 they began embarking troops for the
occupationof Norway.109 In this they were anticipated by Hitler,
literally at the eleventh hour.

On 9 April the Wehrmacht began its offensive both on land and sea.
The occupation of Denmark, which forthwith placed herself under
Germanprotection,was followed by landings at Kristiansand, Stavan-
ger,Bergenand Trondheim. After some hard and costlyengagements*
in the courseofwhich the coastal artillery was neutralized, landings
werealsomadein the OsloFjord.Further heavy losses were sustained

when the flotilla of ten destroyers, which had transported Colonel
*

Involving the loss of the heavy cruiser, Bl\303\274cher, and the light cruisers,
Karlsruhe and K\303\266nigsberg.
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Eduard Dietl and his mountain infantry regiment to Narvik, was

destroyed by the British Navy on 10and 13April. So ominous did all this
seem to Hitler that for a time he advocated both the evacuation of

Narvik, the key point of the whole operation,and a total withdrawal

from Norway. 110Hehad perforceto admit not only that his experience
in the First World War was now virtually useless to him and that as a

military commander he still had much to learn, but also that the

F\303\274hrer mystique he had so carefully nurtured over the years was

seriously at risk, and this in the very milieu which, for the furtherance
of his future plans, he was particularly anxious to impress- that of the

military. After what is described by Warlimont as ' a lamentable

display of weakness lasting eight days or more', during which Hitler had

appeared distraught and at his wits' end, he finally managed to pull
himself together.111 Although the entry in Jodl's diary for 17 April

reads:
' The F\303\274hrer is again talking as animatedly as ever', relations

were still at times extremely strained and the situation at headquarters

was often chaotic, largely as a resultof Hitler'sconstant intervention

both in matters of detail and in military decisions. Warlimont, whose

Second World War experiences never extended to command in the
field,talksof Hitler'sfailure to maintain the exemplary confidence and
imperturbability shown by Moltke on the battlefields of France and

Bohemia.112 The remark is largely irrelevant. Sofar as the Norwegian

campaign was concerned,Hitlerwas not the only one to lackexperience
in the conductof operations involving the combined use of air, land
and naval forces. His conviction that Norway might still have to be

reckoned with as a theatre of war, even after an attack had been

launched against France,Belgium,the Netherlands and Luxemburg,

proved correct. The British did not finally evacuate Norway until 8

June, the day beforethe Wehrmacht reached the Seine and the lower
Marne.Equally correct was his decision not to beginoperations in the

West until 10 May a decisionwhich was put into effect despite Jodl's
objectionthat a considerable proportion of the Luftwaffewasstill tied
up in Norway.

On 14 May, four days after the offensive had begun in the West -

belatedly, owing to the Norwegian campaign and to unfavourable

weather conditions - Hitler issued his War Directive No. 11 in which
he laid down instructionsfor the future conduct of operations, thus

clearly intimating to the OKH that henceforward he would keepthe
reinsin his own hands. From now on he intended to abandon indirect
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in favour of directcommand,and required no more of the Operations
Staff than that they should proffer adviceand translate into orders the

decisions which he himself, as SupremeCommander of the

Wehrmacht, had made. Although not personally responsible for the victory

in Norway but only for its bold and brilliant conception he now saw
himself as supreme warlord and the professional soldiers as mere
humble advisers.Therewas no longer any trace of the reticencehe had

so wisely observed in military matters during the Polishcampaign.
Sometwenty-five years later Warlimont was to criticize him for

planning and initiating the offensive in the West without the usual

preparatorystaffwork, a stricture which the successof the campaign doesnot
endorse.113Onceagain Hitler's decision proved correct, as did his
surmisethat the French would not fight as doggedly as they had done
between 1914and 1918.114

'
Contrary to the expectations of the

GermanHigh Command,'GeneralGuderian was to write in 1953,
'the attack in the West led to rapid and total victory.'115 And at

Nuremberg Jodl said: 'Once more Hitler'swill triumphed and his

faith proved victorious. First the front collapsed; then Holland,

Belgium and France collapsed. The soldiers were confronted with a

miracle. They were . . . amazed.'116
It now transpired, however, that Hitler had made no further

strategic plans. Misled by his conviction that England, faced with the

rapid surrender of France,would be prepared to break off hostilities,
he had cometoregardvictory in the West as the virtual end of the war.

Britain's failure to react asexpected,despitethe fact that he had spared
her expeditionaryforceat Dunkirk, led him to consider the possibility
of launching an attack against her. In DirectiveNo. 16of16July 1940

he declared:

Since England, in spite of her hopeless military situation, shows no signs of
beingready to come to an understanding, I have decided to prepare a landing

operation against England and, if necessary, to carry it out. The aim of this

operation will be to eliminate the English homeland as a base for the
prosecution of the war against Germany and, if necessary,to occupy it

completely.117

Since Britain was not merely an island adjacent to the coastof
occupiedFranceand possessed of a Home Fleet, but also a strong
maritime and world power with fighting forces in Canada, New

Zealand, Australia, Egypt, India and South Africa, it would have been

politic for Hitler, after the fall of France, either to implement his
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Directive No. 16 without delay or to put into effect Raeder's plan to

bring her to her kneesby indirect attack. However, he now evinced a
sudden disinclination to take the risk which an offensive against

Britain would necessarily entail. He vacillated and was apparently

incapable of paying attention when addressed.Henceeven the doubts

expressed by the naval chiefs- lessassuredthan their military

counterpartsof a victorious outcome to this venture - seemedscarcely to get

through to him. Sometimes his eyes would glitter in a way they had

never done before and his habitual peremptoriness began to border on

aggression.
He was no longer the man he had been four years earlier, and this

applied not only to his external appearance. He himself, ever alive to

his own physical condition, was aware of the change and redoubled
his callsupon his personal physician. And when, three days after the

armistice, he visited Paris, the impressionhe gave was not that of a man
elated by victory

-
except perhaps to strangers. From the memoirsof

Speer,Gieseler(an architect) and Breker (an architect and sculptor)
who had been flown by special aircraft to join him in Parisfor his tour

of the capital, we learn that, while his entourage seemed drunk with

victory, Hitler stood aloof and that there weretearsin his eyes when

the trumpet call, Das Ganze halt, was sounded.118Thosetearswere

attributed by Speer119 to the intense'contradictions in his nature',
and by Breker and Gieseler to his love of architecture and his desire for
peace.They were wrong. Hitler's emotion was due, not to the thought

of death and destruction, but rather to the conviction that, as a very
sick man - then almost constantly under medication - he would never

live to see the accomplishment of hisaims.
Strategically, however, his prospects were bright indeed. France

had beendefeated,and Italy had entered the war on the Germanside,
which meant that Britain could neither count on the supportof the
Frenchfleet nor maintain her control of the central Mediterranean.
Germany's U-boat and air bases now stretched all the way from

North Cape to Bordeaux, enabling her to inflict telling blows on

Britain herself, on Gibraltar and on Egypt. And Egypt meant the
Suez Canal,oneof the life lines of the British Empire, now more

vulnerable than ever to attack becauseof Italy's entry into the war.

Moreover operations in that region had been advocated severally by
Admiral Raeder, General Kurt Student and General Rommel. But
Hitlerhesitated to accept the hazards involved. Indeed it wasnow that
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he showedthe first signs of a general inflexibility and reluctance to

take risks, although his staff was as yet unaware of any basic change of

attitude.

It would beotiosefor a historian today to debate whether or not an

attack on England would have succeeded, even allowing for the

assumption that there would have been little incentive for America to
abandon her neutrality in favour of Britain either then, or in response
to Churchill'swarning to President Roosevelt that the German
victories in North Africa and Crete might well entail the loss of the whole
of the MiddleEast,with potentially adverse repercussions in Spain,
Vichy France, Turkey and perhaps even Japan.120

Hitler seemedto have lost his impetus and to have exhaustedhis
strategicinspiration, seeking refuge instead in an Ersatz strategy.Thus,
on 12November 1940 in his Directive No. 18 he orderedan

investigation into the possibility of occupying Madeira and the Azores and
declaredthat his policy for France was' to cooperatewith that country

in the most effectivemanner possible for the future conduct of the war

against England'. He considered intervening in the Iberian
Peninsula so as to seize Gibraltar, and drive Britain out of the western
Mediterranean. But thesewerenomorethan sand table exercises. His

own particular war, the' Germanmarchonthe East',which had been

the nub of his thinking ever since the end of the First World War, had

constantly haunted his dreams about the future. In the middleof this

respite, just 446 days after the conclusionof the pact with the Soviet

Union, he decided' that all preparations for the East for which verbal

orders have already been given will be continued', and that further

orders would follow with regard to the ' manner of executionand the

timing of individual operations'.121 This ran counter to the advice of

Raeder, Rommel, Student and K\303\266rten for whom the prime objective
wasto drive Britain out of the Mediterranean and the NearEast and to

attack the Suez Canal and the PersianGulf.Hitler'sdecisionto
disregard that advice and to march against Russia was determined

ideologically by his Weltanschauung and strategically by the ideashe
had evolved during the First World War on the battlefields of France,
where he had first begun to think in continental terms. His attack on

the Soviet Union in June 1941madea mockery of his public
asseverationsover the past two years and markeda definitive return to his

former doctrines. It shockednot only a section of the public but also
someof the generalswhose forebodings were due to other factors
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besidesthe ominous precedent set by the campaignsofNapoleonI and

Charles XII, even though the Red Army, to judge by its performance
in Finland, didnot appear to be a very formidable foe.

On4 May, a week before Rudolf Hess, the Fiihrer'sdeputy, climbed

into an Me no and flew from Augsburg to Britain, Hitler had madea
speechbeforethe Reichstag in which among other things he recalled
his victorious campaigns, enumerated his 'peace offers', castigated
Churchillas a warmonger, a fool, a liar and a criminal, and declared
that the Third Reich was the only alternative to the '

Jewish demo-

racies' and their political systemsresultingfrom the
'

Jewish-capitalisticobsession with class and status'.122 His speech, however, was

notably free of the customary virulent vilification of Bolshevism.

Irritated though they might be, the generalscouldnot but admit that

Hitler succeeded in all he undertook and that, unlike themselves, he

had hitherto very seldombeenmistaken.Nevertheless they found him

evasive and unpredictable, as Guderian clearly implied when he

wrote: 'The [military] advisers' assessmentofthe enemy was by now

no less muddled than their estimation of their Supreme Commander's
strategicabilities.'123

As regards the conduct of the Russian campaign,the Fiihrer'sideas
diverged from those of the O K H who suggested that the main German
effortshouldbedirectedagainst Moscow, so as to strike at the enemy's
heartland and the seat of his power. Hitler's thoughts on strategy were

determined primarily by economic and political considerations.He
wanted to force a decision on the wings;in the north the objective was

to be Leningrad, whencecontact could be made with the pro-German
Finns and control established over the Baltic, thus enabling
reinforcements to be brought up for the left flank of the army in the east.
In the south his objectives were the Ukraine and its raw materials, the

Donets basin and its armament industriesand,finally, the Caucasus and

its oil. Only when all this had been accomplished was Moscow to
becomean objective, and one of far greater importance than at the time

of the Swedish or Napoleoniccampaigns.In his Directive No. 21 of

18 December 1940,Hitlerdeclared:'The capture of this city would

represent a decisivepolitical and economic success, and would also

bringabout the capture of the most important railway junctions.'

With the rapid advance of the Wehrmacht and the collapse of the
Russian centre,the high command and the generals in the fieldurged
Hitlerto take Moscow before Leningrad and not after it as laid down
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in the Barbarossaplan.But for six weeks Hitler vacillated between his
original scheme of first taking Leningrad and the alternative of

continuing the thrust towards the capital.Hehesitated in spite of the

knowledge124 that the RedArmy had lost large numbers of its generals,
officers and commissars in a 'purge'* hehimselfhad helped to engineer,
so that the Germans were now infinitely superior to their Russian

opposite numbersat staff and command level.125

On 21 August 1941, after the Wehrmacht had crossed the Beresina
at Borisov and taken Smolensk, Hitler declared 'to the horrorof all

the officers concerned'126 that strategically speakingthe most
important task before the onset of winter was not to capture Moscow,as
they had advocated, but to safeguard the supplyof Romanian oil, seize

the Crimea and the industrial and coaKproducingareain the Donets
basin,cut off Russian oil supplies from the Caucasus, encircle
Leningrad and effect contact with the Finns.127Abandoning the drive for

Moscow, Hitler despatched elementsof Army Group Centre

southwards and even south-westwards, and ordered the seizure of the
Ukraine.Hedisregarded the advice of the General Staffand contested
theirjudgementnot only in political and economic, but also in military

matters. Heinz Guderian was ordered to march south and capture
Kiev in concert with von Rundstedt, an operationwhich,to the surprise
of most of the generals,not only succeeded but brought about the
capture of 665,000enemy troops and the destruction of the main body

of the Russian forces in the south.
Hithertothegodofwar had smiled on Hitler, despite the temerity of

his campaign in the west which had not, asJodlsomuch feared, called

*It would seem probablethat in late 1936 Hitler and Himmler hatched a
plan to cripple the Red Army, which was well equipped, technically efficient

and numerically superior to the German army. On Heydrich's orders the SS
Security Serviceforged thirty-two documents, purporting to be an exchange

of letters between officers in the German army and Marshal Tukhachevsky,

the Soviet Chief-of-Staff and Deputy War Minister (1931-37).The signatures

of the German officers and those ofBankchek and Tukhachevsky were copied
from documents obtained during the period of cooperation between the
Reichswehrand the RedArmy. A letter allegedly written by Tukhachevsky

gave the impression that he was spying for Germany. OnHitler'sinstructions

the material was leaked to the NKVD who in turn placed it before Stalin in

the middle of May, thus providing him with an excuse to placeon trial and

ultimately liquidate such Red Army generals as he disliked. The arrestsand

shootings began as early as May 1937 (cf.Robert Conquest in Der Spiegel,
vol.7,8 Feb.1971).
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down that deity's wrath. But now this happy state of affairs had almost

run its course. After his great victory at Kiev, the F\303\274hrer began to

make mistakes which, beforevery long, were to prove disastrous. Some
twenty-five years later Adolf Heusinger, chief of the Operations
Sectionofthe Army General Staff from 1940 to 1944,was to criticize

his former Supreme Commander in the following terms:' As early as

August, the fatal turning-point had been reached.Hitlerhad

abandoned all idea of immediately resuming the thrust towards Moscow,
and thus our last chance was gone.'128MarshalGrigoriZhukov, Chief

of the General Staff at the outbreak of war and commander of the

Soviet forces in Leningraduntil October 1941, did not share the
Germangenerals'low opinion of Hitler's decision:

In August [he wrote] the German forces were in no position to march on
Moscow and capturethe city, as planned by certain German generals.Had
they embarked on an offensive, their position would have been even more
seriousthan it was outside Moscow in November and December 1941.. ..
Henceall attempts by German generals and historians to ascribe the blame
for the defeat to Hitler ... are unavailing.129

Even Marshal Konstantin Rokossovsky averred that, militarily

speaking,Hitler was right in opposing the GeneralStaff:

The position of the Soviet forceswas highly involved... [he says]. Yet I am

of the opinion . . . that there would have been no real opportunity for the

German forces to continue a large-scale offensive against Moscow. What

they needed aboveall was a breathing-space, and in August they got it.130

Marshal Vassily Sokolovskywho was Chief of Staff on the Soviet
westernfront in the autumn of 1941, also arguesagainst the German

generals and in favour of Hitler'sdecisionwhich, he believes, was the

best solution from the German point of view.131 Though these
chroniclershave undoubtedly been influenced by a desireto emphasize
the Soviet Union's 'invincibility', there is considerable substance in
their argument.

Whether or not Hitler decided rightly in August 1941 can never

really be proved.The mistakes he undoubtedly committed stemmed

from the belief(sharedby many of the experts in the OK W) that the

Red Army was on the verge of collapse and that only one more effort

was needed to send it toppling. Upon that misapprehension he based

his military policy. At the beginning of September132 he ordered an

attack on Moscow, the seizure of the Caucasianoilfields and the en-
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circlement and siege of Leningrad.However on 17 September he

himself frustrated the plansfor the capture ofthat city by withdrawing

from the North both Hoepner's Panzer Group and the bomber units.

Nevertheless, Hitler seemed once again to have been right. On 7
October 1941,by which time Army Group Centre had already been

vigorously pressing its offensive againstMoscowfor almost a week and

had reached the Orel-Briansk-Viazmaline,Hitlerorderedthe

immediate pursuit of the enemy with all available forces, notwithstanding
the warnings of expertson Russia who pointed out that the muddy
seasonwas at hand, and that this had already proved an almost

insurmountable obstacle both to Charles XII of Swedenand to Napoleon.

Directive No. 37 of 10October1941reads:
After the defeat or destruction of the main Russian forces in the principal
theatre of operations,there will be no compelling reason to tie down Russian

forces in Finland by continued attacks. The strength and offensivepower
of the available German formations are inadequate,in view of the lateness
of the season,to capture Murmansk or the Fisherman's Peninsula or to cut

the Murmansk railway in Central Finland before the onset of winter. The

most important task, therefore, is to hold what we have gained, to protect the
Petsamonickel fields from attack... and to make allpreparations,beginning

while it is still winter, for the final capture of Murmansk, the Fisherman's

Peninsula, and the Murmansk railway next year.133

Hitler had no real knowledgeof Russian weather conditions. On 24

September 1941,when Field-Marshalvon Bock drew his attention to
the difficulties inherent in an attack on Moscow at this season and

suggested that the winter be spent in fortified positions,the F\303\274hrer

declared:

Before I became Reich Chancellor,I used to think that the General Staff
was like a mastiff which required a firm hand on its collar to prevent it from

attacking everyone within reach. Since becomingReich Chancellor I have

realized that the German General Staff is not in the least like a mastiff. The
GeneralStaff has always sought to prevent me from doing what I considered

necessary. The General Staff opposed rearmament, the occupation of the

Rhineland, the invasion of Austria, the occupation of Czechoslovakia and,

finally, even the war on Poland. ... It is I who have always had to stir up

this mastiff.134

Thus, in the conviction that it would be possible to reach Moscow
before the onset of winter and confident in the belief that he could

destroy Russia by means of a Blitzkriegwithout having to stake his all,
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he orderedthe attack to continue while denying the army and air

force any appreciable reinforcements. The fact that the Wehrmacht had

already lost much of its impetuswas ignored. As in the past he
continued to count on good, well-surfaced highways,keen, fresh troops,

and weapons and machines that functioned without a hitch. The mud

and dust of the Russianroads,which seriously impaired the efficiency
of weapons if it did not renderthem entirely unserviceable, played as
little part in his strategicand tactical calculations as did disease, lice,
inadequateclothingor the stubborn fighting spirit of the Red Army.

During the planning stage he had alreadyunderestimatedthe transport

problem which, because of the vast distances to be coveredand the

unbelievably poor state of the roads, representeda factor of vital

importance to the conduct of the operation.Moreover the gauge of the
Russian railways was different from that of the German system and
had to bealtered.The locomotives were wood-fired and the primitive
railway plant was totally inadequate for the rapid movement of troops,
weapons and other war material so essentialto the numerically inferior

Wehrmacht. On top of all this the Luftwaffe was incapable of fulfilling
the role demanded of it; for not only had it suffered severe lossesin
Creteand the Battle of Britain, but it also had commitments in the

Atlantic area, southern Italy and North Africa.

As far as the campaign in the East was concerned, Hitler grossly

overestimated the technological factor. This is evident, if only from

the view he expressedin March 1941 that technological weapons,

especially aircraft and armoured fighting vehicles, would enable him,

despite the partial demobilization of the land forces,135 to achieve in

Russia the objective which had eluded both Charles of Sweden and

Napoleon. This fatal misconception is in itself sufficient proof that, in

spite of his exceptionalknowledge of technological and military
matters, he was not a true military leader. After 1941 his assumptions were
only partially based on the real circumstances, even though he was

more familiar with those circumstances than most of his advisers.The
fact that he would weigh up a situation soberlyonly when it suited his

book and that, as time went on, he would actually fabricate a 'show'

situation with a view to impressing certain ofhis visitors cannot be

considered normal in the strictest sense of the word and was,moreover,
likely to have the most serious repercussions.As early as the autumn of

1940 and more especially when, in the spring of 1941, his medical
adviser first began prescribing Coramine, Cardiazol, Pervitin and
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caffeine, it became clear that certain of his decisions and declarations
werenotsubjectto rational control. Under the influence of these drugs
he would sometimes make fantastically exaggerated assertions which,
when restoredto a soberframe of mind, he would regret and perhaps
amend.Again, he might issue directives of a horrifying nature - for the
'

final solution of the Jewish question', for instance,or the
implementationof the 'Commissar Order'.136 Because such measureswere
sometimesincludedin memoranda that were otherwise

unimpeachable,farsighted and sensible, his entourage, and more especiallythe
military, remained almost wholly imaware that their author was not

always composmentis. Field-Marshal Erhard Milch, who had observed
Hitler at very close quarters, stated in 1946:

The abnormality was not such that one could say 'this man is out of his
senses' or 'this man is insane'; it would not have to reach that stage. It

often happens that abnormalities are such that they escape both the public
and the nearest associates.I believe that a doctor would be betterableto give

information on that subject.137

On 18December1941Hitler assumed the additional role of
Commander-in-Chief of the Army, a move later describedas '

successful

usurpation' by certain of the military whose vanity had been wounded.
That samewinter his lamentably ill-clothed Ostheer came to a halt in

every sector, and he was faced with the urgent question of how, as an

aggressor balked for the first time, he proposed to carry on the conflict

during the coming year. He himselfhad beenresponsiblefor the course

the war had taken sinceit was he who had initiated a wrongheaded
ideologicalstruggle,had declared the Russians to be outside the law

and had drawn the USA into the conflict, thus unleashing in

December1941 what he had not planned to takeplaceuntil the very end of his

graduated programme,namely the Second World War. By now he had
ceasedto believe in victory. According to Jodl, who spent many hours

with him each day, he declared that 'when the catastrophe of the
winter 1941-2 occurred'it becamecleartohim that 'victory could no

longer be achieved'.138He was further convinced that he had been

gravely mistaken in turning the conflict into a global war after the

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour.When told ofthat attack by Heinz

Lorenz, deputy presschiefat F\303\274hrer headquarters, on 8 December

1941, he is said to have remarked:' Now the British will lose Singapore.

That was never my intention. We are fighting the wrong people.We

ought to have the Anglo-American powers for our allies. But force of
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circumstanceshas compelled us to make a world-historical error.'139
Everything he did thereafter was in effect directed towards

prolongingthe war and his own life. But his immediate strategic deliberations

were concerned with the Wehrmacht's operations in the comingspring.
Were he to remain on the defensive, this would suggestto world

opinion
- for his strategy had comeincreasingly to be dictated by the

demands of propaganda- his own privily held idea that Operation

Barbarossa had spelled defeat, the first defeat of the war. On 5 April

1942, when a muddy spell again precludedoffensive operations, he

issued his Directive No. 41 in which he stated that, since the winter
battle was nearing its end, 'we must seize the initiative again and,
through the superiority of German leadership and the German

soldier, force our will upon the enemy. Our aim is to wipeout the
entiredefencepotential remaining to the Soviets and to cut them off

as far as possible from their most important centres of war industry.'140
At this stage of the war it became evident that, contrary to his own

asseverations of 30 March1940,and unlike the Russians, Hitler was

overestimating the combat potential of Germany's co-belligerents
whose strength, at that particular juncture, amounted to thirty-five
divisions. In deployingunseasonedalliedtroops by the Donets and the

Don, he was virtually inviting attack by the Red Army. Hence the

disaster which began on 19November 1942 when the Russians broke

through the Third Romanian Army north-west of Stalingrad, and the
Fourth Romanian Army south of that city. This proves beyond all

doubt that the F\303\274hrer was no military commander in the accepted
senseof the term.Fromthe sum total of his victories there emerges
ever more clearly the figure of the blatantly aggressive power politician,

depending wholly on force and his new tool, the' Blitzkrieg', in order
to implement his programme.Theimmense length of the front called
for prolongedperiodsof defensive warfare - described, it is true, by
Clausewitz as intrinsically the strongestform of strategy

- but it was
a form in keeping neither with Hitler's programme nor with his

temperament. Hence in 1942 he again went over to the offensive in

accordance with plans which he alone had thought out. The events of the
summer wereto prove him right again, although by all the canons of
military orthodoxy his was a misguided conception.

In accordancewith his orders, Army Group South launched its
offensive in June 1942. The initial thrust was made from the Kursk

area on 28 June by the 4th Panzer Army and the 2nd Germany Army.
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After the opening stagesof the attack Army Group South was split into
two new Army Groups

- A and B. The objective of Army Group A was

the lower Don, while Army Group B was to advance to the Volga,

forming a broad front on either sideof Stalingrad.Beforelong,
however, the left wing came up against strong Soviet resistanceand failed

to cross the Don save at the bridgeheads. The Russians, intent on

maintaining an unbroken front, gave ground in order not to be
encircled as had happened in 1941. Though the Germansinflicted heavy

casualties on them, it was not a crushingdefeat.SinceHitlerwas now

demanding that Army Group A continue its advance towards the
Caucasian oilfieldsand that Army Group B press on to Stalingradso
as to cripple its industries and disrupt communications along the
Volga, the two Army Groups opened out thus overextendingtheir front

which finally stretched from Tuapse to Stalingradand Voronezh. The

result was that, out of a total eastern front of some 2000 miles, these
Army Groups occupied a frontage 1500 miles long and an operational

area 500 miles in depth. Having reachedStalingrad, the spearhead of

General Paulus's Sixth Army formed a narrow wedge with

inadequately protected flanks in the Russian defensive positions. In
August 1941 Hitler had feared that a Russian flank attack might
impede his seizure of the Crimea, an undertaking he had orderedagainst

the wishes of the generals. Now he again flouted their opinion, although
on this occasion they were to prove the better judges of the enemy's
potential and intentions. Obstinately adhering to his belief in hisluck,
Hitlerrefused to pull out the formations which had sofar failed to take

Stalingrad, a city soon to becomesucha symbol of prestige that there

could be no questionof turning back. The disaster began on 19
November 1942.The Russians broke through the sector held by the
Third and Fourth Romanian Armies (in action since October)and

eventually the two prongs of the attack met behind the Sixth Army in

the Don bend west of Stalingrad. On 22 November the city was

surrounded. When Paulus requested that his forces be permitted to

break out, Hitler refused. G\303\266ring's promise to fly in 500 tons of
supplies a day could not be kept, and Manstein'sattempt to relieve the

city also failed, not leastbecauseof the mounting losses of the

Luftwaffe. The F\303\274hrer, who in mid-December had made the impassioned
pleathat' oncelostStalingrad could never be regained', now began to
realizethe full implications of a prestige-orientated strategy. But it was

too late. On 20 January 1943,ten years to a day after Hitler's seizureof
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power, the Sixth Army surrendered. Out of 265,000men,100,000had

been killed, 34,000 wounded and 90,000taken prisoner.
Talking to Dr Giesing, his ear, nose and throat specialist, in the

autumn of 1944,Hitlersaid :

It wasn't due to lack of information about the size of Russian troop
concentrations on the left bank of the Volga, or to a surprise attack by the enemy,

or to unfavourable weather conditions. I'd taken everything into account

and it was my intention to fight and to force an issuehere before winter.

When the position began to deterioratein Stalingrad in December 1942, the
Luftwaffe left me in the lurch although Goring had assured me that he

would guarantee supplies for the Sixth Army in Stalingrad for a period of
six to eight weeks, if not longer. ... Inaddition, just when things were at

their most critical, with the Italians giving ground in the north and the
Romanians giving ground in the south, I myself was incommunicado since
I was travelling at the time in my special train. For twenty-four hours I was

unable to direct the operationin person and when I came to hear of the

disaster, it was already too late.141

Quiteapart from the absurdity of trying to camouflage the defeat with

an explanation of this kind, it should have already been plain to Hitler

by the end of 1941that the Luftwaffe could no longer be a decisive
factor in the prosecution of the war, in spiteof its successduring the

battle for the Russian capital in Octoberwhen air raids had reduced

the inhabitants to a state of near-panic.The fact that he trusted

G\303\266ring's assurances and assigned them a place in his calculations

argues against him, even though the airlift, as Field-Marshal
Kesselringwas to point out in 1945, had beenpromised'only for a limited

period and under specified conditions'.142Nevertheless he did not

seek to absolvehimselfofthe responsibilityfor the defeat at Stalingrad,
a defeat which usheredin the defensive phase of the conflict. It is

impossibleto say, however, whether he shared Manstein's view

(expressed twenty years later) that 'Stalingrad was certainly a turning

point to the extent that the wave of Germanoffensives broke on the

Volga.... But grave though the loss of the Sixth Army undoubtedly

was, it still need not have meant that the war in the east - and ipso facto

the war as a whole - was irretrievably lost. It would still have been
conceivableto force a stalemate.'143Whatever place may be assigned
to Stalingrad in the overall picture of the Second World War, there
can be no doubt that it marked a definitive turn for the worse. Now

even true believersamong the National Socialists began covertly to
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express their doubts, asking whether the F\303\274hrer was in fact the

military commander of geniushe had always been held to be.
Hitler's illnesseswereneither transitory nor imaginary; they were

permanent factors which exertedan increasingly negative influence.

At the end of 1942his inspiration in the field of strategy left him, never

to return, nor was there any consistent military planning after this

time.144 Thenceforward he shunned risky undertakings and, in the

conduct ofoperations,would permit no flexibility where long-term
objectives were concerned. He never voluntarily surrendered conquered

territory, as circumstances after 1943 sometimesdemanded, and

he refused to weaken secondary fronts and theatres of war in favour

of more crucial ones. Moreoverhe postponed unpleasant decisions for

as long as possible,even where a rapid decision was called for. And

whereas after 1935 he had pressed feverishly for action, now he had
become an overcautious, obstinate, intransigent old man who, like
Stalin in Moscow in 1941, based his conductof the war on the sole

principle that every inch of soil must be defendedwhatever the cost.145

In 1942, however, Stalin abandonedthesetactics which had so nearly
sealed the fate of the Soviet Union. But Hitler, growing ever more

mistrustful, remained immune to all the lessons of experience. Any

proposal, irrespective of its provenance, he regardednotas an attempt

to help or inform, but rather to outwit him. His all too palpable
mistrust and suspicion, his increasingly frequent outbursts of rage and
his aggressive dogmatism and obstinacy brought about the downfall

of most of his senior officers.Theseincludedevery Commander-in-

Chief his army had possessed - von Hammerstein, von Fritsch and

von Brauchitsch - four successive Chiefs of the Army General Staff-

Beck,who took his own life on the occasionof 20July 1944, Haider

and Zeitzler who were dismissed, and Guderian (the last Chief,

General Krebs, was killed in Berlin); alsoelevenout of eighteen field-

marshals, twenty-one out of thirty-seven colonel-generals and (with
the exception of Sch\303\266rner) each successive Commander-in-Chief of

Army Group North on the EasternFront - von Leeb, von K\303\274chler,

Lindemann and Friedner.

Manstein's contention that Hitler was unwilling to incur risks in
the military sphere is too sweeping and not wholly in accord with the

facts.146 The policywhich inevitably propelled Hitler towards war

was full of hazards, nor did he seekto avoid these during the first half
of the conflict. Indeed Bullock goes so far as to say:' It seemstome far
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more likely that the pattern which is unmistakeable after September

1939, using each victory as the basis for raising the stakes in a still
bolder gamblenext time,is the correct interpretation of his foreign
policy before that date.'147 True, Hitler recoiled from attacking
Britain, yet later on he was prepared to face the risks involved in
OperationBarbarossa.As a strategist he was a gamblerin thought and

action; not so as a commander responsiblefor tactical moves, when

he tended to be hesitant, indeedsometimesover-hesitant and, by

postponing a troublesome decision, would often forfeit the chance of

success. After the beginning of the defensive war, procrastination
becamethe orderof the day. For weeks on end he refusedto listento
thegenerals'pleato abandon positions which, like the Donets basin in
1943and the Dnieper bend in 1944, had becomeuntenable.However

there is no factual basis for Manstein'ssuggestionthat, because of his

lack of a propermilitary training, he feared he might prove unequal to
ventures of this kind. To admit such an idea, even to himself, would
havebeenquite out of keeping with Hitler's character, for he was

convinced that he was a match for any man and that he would be ableto
bend even the enemy to his will. He knew perfectly well what he was

doing and what his orders implied. Thus, commenting on 2 June 1942
on reports in the Soviet Press of the battle south of Kharkov, he

accused the Russiansof camouflaging their defeats which, he said,
proved that they had not the courage 'to abandon an operation which

no longer promised any hope of success'.148
From 1942onwards Hitler avoided taking military risks and even

began to intervene in matters that would moreproperly have been the

concern of a regimental commander,so morbidly mistrustful had he

grown and so despairingof victory. A warlord and statesman of any
moral integrity would, in a similar situation, have brought the conflict

to an end. Hitler failed to do so becausehe himself wanted to go on

living. But given the continuation of hostilities it is a moot point
whether,oncehe had realized the war was lost, he couldor should,as

political leader and strategist, have aimed at achieving a different

result by adopting some other courseof action.Would it not have

been better, for example,to employ in the East the troops, weapons
and ammunition later committed in the Ardennes offensive?Oragain,
should not the last Panzer reserves, sacrificedin the Germanattack in

the Lake Balaton area, have been preserved for the subsequent
defence of the Reich?Suchquestions no longer admit of any answer.
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In April 1943 the Supreme Commander, newly returned from

Vinnitsa, celebrated his fifty-fourth birthday. He had agedconsiderably

and could only be kept on his feet by the use of innumerable drugs.
There was not the slightest prospect of his recovering hishealth,nor
would he ever regain his flexibility, determination and drive. Some
two months earlier he had agreed to the evacuation of the Rhzev

salient, but only with the utmost reluctance, for during the First
World War he had seen how rapidly a plannedwithdrawal could

degenerate into a landslide. Now that the front had been stabilized the
ChiefofGeneralStaff sought to convince him of the needto seizethe

initiative, destroy the Russian's combat potential and eliminate their

westward-facing salient at Kursk. To this Hitlerfinally assented in the

hope that the 'victory at Kursk would shine out to the world likea
beacon'.Nevertheless, he had his reservations which, in the event,

were to prove justified. The operation, code-namedCitadel, was

launched on 5 July with a simultaneous drive from north and south.
While the southern assault force progressed satisfactorily, the attack

from the north failed, with heavy casualties on the German side. In the
circumstancesthe situation proved irrecoverable, especially as troops
had to be diverted to Italy. On 13 July the operation was calledoff.

In 1943 Hitler's position was evenlessfavourable than in 1942 when,
it came to exploiting the captured Eastern territoriesasa strategic base

for defensive operations or to bringing the conflict to a rapid
conclusion by means of a compromise peace, a coursewhich many of the

generals held to be feasible.Thishe knew to be an illusion and was
content that it should be so, having long sincerealizedthat he had lost

the war. But it was his policy to inspire others with confidence in order

that they should be preparedto make the final sacrifice for what they

believed to be a great cause.As late as mid-February 1945, after an air
raidonBerlin,hetriedto persuade his former physician, Dr Giesing,
that the war would culminate in victory.149 His war directives,which
were not intended for general consumption, clearly reveal the

discrepancy between what he knew and what he hoped. His Directive No.

51 of 3 November1943,for instance, reads: 'The hard and costly
struggle against Bolshevism during the last two and a half years,

which has involved the bulk of our military strength in the East, has
demanded extremeexertions....Thedanger in the East remains, but

a greater dangernow appears in the West: an Anglo-Saxon landing.'
Aware that the war would very soon be over unless he succeeded in
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repulsing that invasion, he went on to point out that
'

should the

enemy succeed in breaching our defenceson a wide front here, the

immediate consequences would be unforeseeable'.Warlimont recalls

that, towards the end of 1943,he repeatedly heard Hitler remark that

the war would be lost if the landings were successful.150 The F\303\274hrer

was also sceptical about the possibility of successin the East.
It was now the generals, the men he sometimestreated as though

they were no more than humble privates, who proved to be the better
commanders,at least where tactical and operational matters were
concerned. But they were insufficiently versed in economicsand foreign

policy, both of which Hitler hadtotakeinto consideration when reaching
his decisions. Moreover, they never succeeded in achieving vis-\303\244-vis

their Supreme Commander a status comparableto that of their British

and American counterparts.' My influence on the F\303\274hrer,' Jodl was to

admit before the military tribunal at Nuremberg, 'was unfortunately

not in the least as it might, or perhapseven ought, to have been in view
of the positionI held.'151And Keitel conceded that from as early as
1938onwards none 'of the really important decisions ... had ever

been formulated as a result of joint counsel.... It was the issuing of
an order... but not a conference.'152Even in the years 1943,1944 and

1945,Hitler'spower was still such that the generalshad to act secretly
and with the utmost caution if, in the light of their own knowledge and
for the benefit of their own particular sector, they wished to disregard
any part of his orders, as wasdone,for example, in another field by the
Armaments Minister, Albert Speer, immediately before the door
slammed shut.That Hitlermadeoccasional concessions - to Wilhelm

List, for instance, or Guderian or Manstein - in no way alters the

fact that, ever since the Norwegian campaign,he had repudiated the

advice of military experts. When he did give way it was often doneas

a magisterial gesture and entirely of his own free will.

In April 1944 the Seventeenth Army, which had been encircled in

the Crimea since1November 1943,was forced by Russian pressure to
evacuate the Kerch Peninsula whence it withdrew to Sebastopol and
tookup defensive positions in the trenches and localitiesestablishedby

the Red Army in 1942. Hitler ordered that the town must be held,
adding the comment that strategy must concern itself not only with

military but also with political and economicquestions
- which,

theoretically, was perfectly correct. In view of the actual military
situation, however, and Hitler's privately held resolve to put off his



41.Hitler after being sentenced at the
Hitler-Ludendorff trial, i April 1924.
Since the failure of his putsch in November

1923,he had suffered from a nervous

tremor of the left arm and leg.
Movement of the left forearm was limited

and he had to make an effort to control his
left hand. This is plainly evident from the

way he is convulsively gripping his hat and

holding it pressed against his side.

42. Some nine months later, on 20
December1924,Hitler leaves the fortress

of Landsberg, the remainder ofhissentence
having been remitted. His state of health

remains the same. Here again his left hand

is convulsively pressed against his thigh, as

though he were'clinging'to his hat.



43- Hitler as Chancelloron 30 January

1933. He no longer suffers from a nervous

tremor. He is in the best of health and

fully up to the demands of his position,

both physically and psychologically.His
expressionis expectant, his bearing alert

and controlled.

44. Hitler in 1933 at Gut Neudeck, as the

guest of Hindenburg.

i



45- Hitler on 29 September1938during

the Munich conference. Despite his

new-won political victory, he looks
oppressedand worried. By now he already
believed himself to be seriously ill and to

have been suffering from an alarming
heart-ailment for the past year. By

comparison with his appearance on his

accession to power, his features had

become blurred and puffy. He was for

ever taking his pulse and consulting his

personal physician. As early as 5 November

1937he had drawn up his political
testament, and on 2 May 1938 had put his

private affairs in order.

46. The ailing F\303\274hrer examines a map at

his headquarters. He first began to need

spectacles in 1935. Early in 1944 he
suffered a sudden vitreous haemorrhage,

accompanied by sensitivity and clouding of
the right eye which, however, proved on
examination not to be morbidly impaired.

*\\

\\



47- Within a short space of time, in

the spring of 1943, Hitler became
literally a changed man. His eyes
grew lustreless,protuberant and

staring. Red blotches appeared on
his cheeks.A slight curvature of the
thoracic spineinduced a stooping

posture, somewhat aggravated by

slight scoliosis (lateral curvature of
the spine),but neither defect

caused more than a minimal

distortion of his bodily symmetry.
As in November 1923 after his

putsch he was again suffering from a

tremor of the left arm and leg and
when walking he dragged his left
foot. He became more touchy than

hitherto and reacted violently if

annoyed by some situation or

argument. With dogged tenacity he

clung to his ideas and

inspirations, even though these

might sometimesappearerroneous

or inappropriate to those around
him. When he spoke, his voice was

comparatively toneless.Hewould

repeat himself and, like an old man,

keep harking back to his childhood
and early political career.



48.Hitler, immediately after

Stauffenberg's attempt on his life on
20 July 1944. Though he escaped
with his life he did not remain

unscathed. His skin was riddled

with splinters of wood, more than a

hundred being removed from his

legs alone. His face had been

slightly cut. There was an abrasion
on his forehead and bruising of the

right elbow and left hand. His right

hand was sprained and the hair on

the back of his head singed. Injury
to the eardrums had caused
haemorrhage in the auditory canals,

temporary deafnessin the right ear

and diminished hearing in the left.

He complained of a taste of blood in

his mouth, of severeearache and of

insomnia. Before long his sense of

balance became seriously
disturbed.Hetended increasingly

to drag his feet ashe walked, his

eyes twitched. His actions were
performed as though in slow
motion.
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49. Six weeksbeforehis suicide. Though only fifty-six years old he had long

been no more than a wreck, physically an old man. He appeared distrait, and

totally exhausted. His face was ashen grey, and therewere large bags under

his bloodshot and lustrelesseyes.His lips were dry and cracked and saliva

dribbled from the corners of his mouth. The skin of his hands was pallid, the

fingernails completely bloodless. For months he had suffered from a tremor

not only
- as after 1923 and again 1943 ~ of the left hand and leg, but of the

whole left side of his body. His sense of balance was gravely impaired and he
had to lean forwards in a painful effort to drag himself along.Hewas unable

to move more than twenty or thirty yards at a time without sitting down or

seeking a helping hand.
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50. X-ray photograph of Hitler's head(19September 1944). In the original
(though less so in the above reproduction)the steel pin in the lower right

incisor is plainly evident. The falseteeth in the lower jaw of the corpse,
believedby the Russians to be Hitler's, werenot attached to the lower right

incisor. Similarly the dentition of their corpse differed materially from that of

Hitler, both in the number of the teeth and in the way the bridge was held in

place in the upper jaw.



51. X-ray photograph
ofHitler'shead, taken

from the thorax (19
September1944).

52.X-ray photograph

ofHitler'shead(i9

September 1944).

*
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own end as long aspossible,his every strategic, operational and tactical

move after 1941-42involved him ever more deeply in monstrous
crime.

Withdrawal from the Crimea, at a time when this couldhave been

effected without undue loss, had beenrejectedby the F\303\274hrer on the

grounds that Turkey, whosechromeironoresupplies were vital to the

German war economy, would abandon her neutrality as a result of

Soviet pressure in the BlackSeaareaand throw in her lot with the

Allies. This and other fears were confirmed by what happened after

the retreat. The Romanian oil needed by the Wehrmacht ceasedto be
available.153 Soviet aircraft were brought within effective striking

range of targets in Romania. The Soviet navy regained the base it had
lost in 1941-42so that German and Romanian warships were confined
to the restrictedwaters of the Bulgarian and Romanian littoral.
Moreover the Crimea and the shores of the Caucasuswerenolongerwithin

easy range of the Luftwaffe. Hitler's predictionthat the evacuation of

the Crimea by Germany would restrict Turkey's freedom of action

also proved correct.154But of what avail were such insights, when his
aims weredeterminedsolely by morbid egocentricity?

Hitler was no longerableto evaluate facts soberly unless they

corresponded to his preconceived ideas, and he choseto ignoreitems of

information which any other commander would have been eager to

possess. Thus he brushedasidethe intelligencereportssubmitted by

the Foreign Armies (East) Section, which includednot merely details

concerning the Red Army's morale and fighting spirit but also precise
data on the timing of future Russian attacks. Had he beenin a more
normal frame of mind, he would certainly have made dispositions to

counter undertakings such as the Soviet Orel offensive in July 1943
or the attacks on the German positions in the region of Briansk in

August, or again, the operations against the southern wing of the

GermanEasternFrontinMarchi944.155Yethefuriouslyrejectedthese

predictions and, to his own detriment, refused to make use of them.
He swept aside the generals' proposals for positive action to avert the

dangers and continued to adhereunswervingly to the policy he had
been following ever since the defeat at Stalingrad. He orderedthat the

imperilled Dniester front be held and justified his refusal to allocate
forces for essentiallyhazardous undertakings on the grounds that

an invasion was impending in the West.156His increasedtendency

to believe only what was plainly to be seenled him to equate the
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temporarilyimpairedvision of his right eye with a corresponding loss of

personal power. Howeveron 25 March1944,when the treatment with

Homatropin had clearedhis vision of the film of blood so that he once

again felt more at his ease,he suddenly gave way to Manstein's plea
for reinforcements to enablethe First Panzer Army, which was in

danger of encirclement by the Russians,to break through to the

West.157 Nevertheless, shortly after this deviation from his normal

military practice, he found a diplomatic solution to the problemby

dismissing Manstein - a commanderwho had maderepeateddemands

for operational freedom and the estabUshmentof a clear focal point of

effort.

But it was not solelybecauseofhis physical and psychological
condition that he rejected the generals' proposal to revert to the positive

operational policy of the early part of the war.158 For he was aware

that to do so at this stage of the conflict might involve not only
considerable risks in other theatres and other sectorsofthe front, but also

grave repercussions in the political and economicfields.159
Hitlerwas able to cope with the difficultiesarising out of the Allied

landings at Anzio-Nettuno in January 1944 but not with the

Normandy invasion which began on 6 June. He knew it was useless now

to pretend that defeat was not imminent and avoided private

discussions with his principal generals. Nor was he preparedeitherto make

peace or to abdicate.
The fate of the country and the people was bound up with his own

life which for years had beena wretched one and of which he himself
saidon31August that, had the attempt of 20July succeeded,it would

have liberated him for ever from hiscares,his sickness and his sleepless

nights.160 His thoughts were fixed on his end, yet he still hoped for

another month or two of life. Thereweresufficient supplies of chrome

iron ore to last out until the end of 1945, so that the fighting could if

necessary continue until then. When, on 17 June 1944, Rommel and

Rundstedt finally succeeded in obtaining an interview with the

F\303\274hrer, he reassured them161 with optimistic talk about the V-i and

V-2. Schramm citeshimas remarking on 31 August 1944:

I said right away that the time is not yet ripe for a political decision. That I
am also in a position to achievepoliticalsuccessesI have, I believe, adequately

proved in my life. That I would not let such an opportunity pass, I do not
need to explain to anyone.But to hope, at a time ofseriousmilitary defeats,

for a favourable political moment, is naturally childish and naive. Such
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moments can come when one has successes. ... The time will come when

the tensions betweenthe Allies will become so great that the break will

occur Throughout history coalitions have always gone to pieces sooner
or later. One has only to wait for the moment, no matter how hard the

going. ... My task, especially since the year 1941, has been never to lose

my nerve under any circumstances.162

It has often been said that, until the very end of his life, Hitler
retainedhis faith in victory, but such is not the case.He had known

that the game was up even before the end of March 1945when,
on GeneralJosefKammhuber's remarking that Germany had lost the
war, he grudgingly replied:'I know that myself.'163 Indeed Hitler

sensed and knew ' earlierthan any other person in the world . . . that

the war was lost', and he also knew just when it had been lost.164
While in Nuremberg prison, Jodl wrote that the F\303\274hrer had already

ceased to believe in victory 'when the catastrophe of the winter of

1941-42 occurred \\ And from the same source welearn that by the end

of 1942 he was more than ever convinced that he would not live to see

victory.' When towards the endoftheyear Rommel, defeated before the

gates of Egypt, fell back on Tripoli, as the Allies landedin French
North Africa [i.e. November 1942], it was clear... to Hitlerhimself
that the god of war had now turned from Germany and gone over to
the other camp.'165

Towards the end of December 1944 Hitler's star rose above the

horizon for the last time. Oncemorethe generals seemed to see in him
the warlord they had known between 1940 and 1942- a man whose

daring strategy had time and again astonished, if not alarmed and

horrified, the professionals. When, after an interval of four weeks, Dr von

Eicken visited him on 30 December in his Adlerhorst headquarters
during the Ardennes offensive, he was amazed.Hitlerseemedstronger

and, on the whole, confident. Hewasalsoableto speak normally,in spite

of relaxed vocal cords.166But the improvement was more apparent
than real. Though he had recoveredfrom the effects of Stauffenberg's

attempted assassinationand couldagain stand erect, he needed all his

strength to do so.The curvature of his spine was irremediable, his
complexionan ashen grey. He dragged himself along rather than

walked. Seeing him for the first time in 1944, Dr Giesing wasshocked.
1

Hitler gave the impression of being prematurely aged . . . worn out

and exhausted,' he later declared,'a man who had to husband his

strength. . . . His shoulders sagged, his chest was hollow and his
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breathing superficial', all of which indicated ' a slight admixture of

asthenic leptosome, attributable at least in part to mental and physical

exhaustion'.167 It was not till later that he learnt from members of
Hitler'sentourage168how greatly over the past two years the F\303\274hrer's

appearance had changed by comparison with earlier photographs

taken by Hoffmann.
From the endof 1942Hitlerwas unable to tolerate intense light.169

He worea capwith a strikingly long peak to protect his eyes and, when

travelling by train, would always keep the blinds drawn. His skin was
flaccid and very white170 and he was hypersensitive to certain tastes
and smells, this manifestation being attributed by Giesing in 1945to
the effects of the strychnine contained in Dr Roster's Antigas Pills,

which Hitler had been taking over a long period. His sense of balance
was disturbed.

' I always feel as though I'm falling over to the right,'
he said in July 1944 when he also complainedof feelingeven more

unsteady in the dark.x 7 x
As a man he became still more aloofand lonely,

confiding in no one and abruptly breaking offa conversation when any

distasteful topic was broached.172 Music, in which he had once

delighted, no longer held any charms for him. His hair was now grey
and there werelargebagsunder his eyes

- eyes which had lost their
power to fascinate; his lips were dry and slightly cracked.173 But that

he was still as keenly observant as ever is evident from his remarksto
Giesingon 22 July about the nature of Stauffenberg'sbomb.Hehad

seen
' that infernally brilliant flash very clearly . . . and immediately

thought that the explosive must be BritishsinceGerman explosives

don't give off so harsh and intensely yellow a flame'.174

An attack was now in process of beingmounted which Hitler had

first conceived at the time of the Normandy battles and thereafter

carefully elaborated in strictest secrecy. The Wehrmacht Operations

Staff had not been asked for their opinion, nor had they been given the
opportunity of subjecting the plan to a preliminary study.175 This was

the Ardennes offensive,launched on 16December1944,whose

outcome was to illustrate yet again Hitler's tendency,incertainsituations,

to disregard the facts. Barely a fortnight later he was compelled to
declare that' the offensive no longer holds out any prospect of
success '-176 Not until 14 January 1945,however, the daybeforehis
headquarters returned to Berlin, did he finally concede that the initiative

had passed to the enemy.
He had a hundred and six more days to live. As early as 6 August
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1944,five days before Hitler announced that the time was not yet ripe
for a political solution, Roosevelt had written in a minute to his

Secretaryfor War:' It must be made plain to the Germanpeopleasawhole

that the entire nation has entered into an unlawful conspiracy against
all that is decent in moderncivilization.'A bleak prospect for

everybody, but bleakest of all for Hitler.177
On 21 April 1945 Professor Theodor Morell departed, leaving his

patient, now a total wreck of a man, in the Reich Chancellerybunker.
On the following day, meditating upon the subject of suicide,Hitler
said:'I should already have made this decision, the most important

of my life, in November 1944, and shouldnever have left my

headquarters in East Prussia.'178 He let fall this remark knowing perfectly
well that the only reason he had kept the war going after the end of 1941
was to enablethat decision to be postponed as long aspossible.When

five days later, like a bankrupted gambler,hedecideditwas time to' be

done with the whole beastly mess n 79and to takehisown life, he began
to dramatize and glorify his imminent end before an audience of
faithful followers. 'I should,' he said,'regard it as a thousand times

more cowardly to commit suicide on the Obersalzbergthan to meet

my end here.' *80
And again:' In this city I have had the right to give

orders: now I must obeythe ordersoffate.Even if I could save myself,
I would not do it. The captain too goes down with his ship.'181 On
13April Eva Braun asked Lieutenant General Gerhard Engel,Hitler's
former army adjutant, to advise her on the best method of shooting

herself.182 Despite the pleas of loyal followers, among them Hanna

Reitsch and Hans Baur who wanted to fly him out of Berlin, the
F\303\274hrer remained in the capital where, when all was lost, he took his
own life. Three days previously, having swallowed a strong dose of
stimulants, he had grown

' a little calmer' and had gone to bed ordering
that he should not be disturbed until a Russian tank was actually
outside his bedroom door so that he could then 'take the necessary

steps'.183

What happened next has been describedso circumstantially and

reliably by Trevor-Roper184 in his book The Last Days of Hitler that
there is no needto recountit here.

Sofar as Hitler's physical remains are concerned, the caseis
altogether different. In his book published twenty-three years after the

event,185 Lev Bezymenski clearly fails to take account of the facts

when he states that the body, having been discovered early in May
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1945,was identified by a commission of Russian expertsa few days

later, and 'completely burned' at the end of May, the ashes being
'strewn to the wind'.186The body exhumed by the Russians at the

beginning ofMay1945from the shell hole in which it had been buried
was, to all appearances, quite unidentifiable. According to the
information in File No. 12 of the Russianrecordsconcerning the autopsy,

the remains were burnt beyond recognition.Of the head,nothing

remained but' charred fragments of the occipitalbone,the left temporal

bone, the lower cheekbonesand the upper and lower jaws'. Part of the

parietalbonewas missing and all the facial skin had beenburnt away.187

The body, arms and legs werein little better caseso that the Soviet

Investigation Commission's claim to have identified what was

'presumably the corpse of Hitler'188 rested on the evidenceof the teeth
alone.189The fact that their data concerning bridges, crowns and

fillings correspond to Adolf Hitler's dentition doesnot, in the
circumstances, provide adequate evidence. The teeth illustrated in Bezy-
menski'sbook and adduced by him as proof of Hitler's identity have

nothing in common with those that appear on the X-ray photographs
of Hitler'shead made by Giesing and von Eicken in Septemberand

October 1944. This effectively demolishes Bezymenski'sclaim.From
ProfessorBlaschke'sassistant, K\303\244the Heusermann, the Russians had

obtained the recordcard containing precise details of Hitler's teeth

along with the relevant X-ray photographs, while Fritz Echtmann*

who had made some of Hitler's crownsand bridges, had also provided
them with information.190 From May 1945 onwards they used these
data, not only to hoodwink such members of Hitler'sentourageas they

held captive and whom they repeatedly interrogated on the subjectof
Hitler'sdeath and place of burial191 but also, in 1968,to supporttheir
contention that the body they had found was 'presumably' that of

Hitler,192 and this despite the fact that the corpse's dentition was quite
different from his. For the bridge comprising nine teeth in Hitler's
upperjaw was held in place by pins on the secondleft and second right

incisors, whereas the bridgein the upper jaw of the Russians' corpse
was secured by pinsononesecondand one middle incisor.193

According to information suppliedby members of Hitler's imme-

*Echtmann expresslytold the author on 20 Oct. 1971that he could not

have said for certain that these were Hitler's teeth. But, he went on, there had
been another distinctive

' feature' -
what, he would not (i.e. obviously could

not) say - which indicated that they had belonged to Hitler.
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diate entourage who had either witnessedor beenimmediately

concerned with his cremation and burial on 30 April 1943, Hitler's head

and body went on burning from four in the afternoon until at least

6.30 (there is no definite information about what happened after that

time). The body was buried just before 11p.m.,by which time it was

said to have been almost completely consumed.

Nothing of the face was left and only a gniesomely charred remnant of
the shatteredhead. Under a heavy Soviet barrage, the charred remains of
the body were rolled onto a pieceof tent canvas, which was then lowered
into a shell hole in the big burial ground round about the Chancellery
building. This shell hole was just outside the exit from the bunker. Earth

was then thrown on the body and tamped down with a wooden tamper.

Thus the F\303\274hrer's personal adjutant, Otto Giinsche, who had himself
ignited the corpseat 4 o'clock, half an hour after Hitler'ssuicide.194
Others involved in the cremation have stated that nothing was left of

the head by the time the burial took place- Hitler'sservant Heinz

Linge, for instance, and his chauffeur Erich Kempka who procured
the petrol for the purpose.195 Harry Mengeshausen of the SS Battle

Group Mohnke, one of the men interrogatedby the Russians, who

had been on sentry duty at the time in the New Reich Chancellery
and had watched the cremation from a distanceof someninety yards,

declared that Hitler's body was completely'consumed'before being

buried by members of his suite.196In addition a policeman (as yet

unidentified) belonging to Rattenhuber'ssecurity guard, reported to

Dr Goebbels some time after 10 p.m. (immediately before Hitler's

burial), that the F\303\274hrer's body had been burnt and '
hardly anything

was left of it'.* Certain of the witnesseswho later expressed

reservationsabout the total destruction of the body clearly did so because it

had been put to them that twenty gallons of petrol would hardly have

sufficed to do the job thoroughly. Hitler'spersonalpilot,HansBaur,
was among these latter witnesses, and it washewho had been entrusted

by Hitler with the destruction of his corpse.' If I had known,' he said

later, 'that Kempka wouldn't be able to rustle up more than forty

gallons of petrol to pour over the two bodies - Hitler's and his wife's

- I would have arranged for him to be burnt in one of our big coke
furnaces.'197 In spite of their subsequent reservations, the surviving

witnesses take the view that it would have been impossible after
*LaterRattenhuber tried in vain - ashe told Hans Baur - to find out this

man's name. Information supplied personally by Ekns Baur (10 June 1971).
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exhumation to find in Hitler's mouth' parts of the wall and bottom of a

thin-walled ampoule',198 as is allegedto have been discovered in the

mouth ofthe bodydescribedas'presumably the corpse of Hitler' in the
Soviet Commission'sfile No. 12 of 8 May 1945.This allegation takes

no account whatever of Kempka's depositionin which he declared that

the head had beenshattered by a shot fired into the mouth - a
mutilationwhich caused Linge to wrap the bodyin a blanket before carrying

it out to be burnt.199
Fora periodof twenty-three years Soviet writers, including both

Rosanow200and Bezymenski,201continued to assert that Hitler had
committed suicideby shooting himself. This view was supported, not
only by every eye-witness account, but also by the findings of non-

Russian investigators.202 Then, in 1968, in his book The Death of

Adolf Hitler, Bezymenskisuddenlydeclared:'Ourcommission could

not detect any traces of agunshot [wound] on 8 May 1945.'203 Hitherto

unpublished documentsfrom the archives in Moscow had, he alleged,
refuted the view which he himself had so long 'uncritically'
disseminated,204 namely that Hitler had taken his life by shooting himself

in the head. He also quoted the unequivocal statement made by
Shkaravski,head of the Soviet team of experts in forensic medicine
and a memberof the Identification Commission, that examination of

the corpsehad revealedno traceswhatever of gunshot wounds. Yet in

the same chapter he speculates205about the identity of the person
responsible for shooting Hitler in the head - evidenceenoughof his
lack of faith in the Moscow documents and/ortheirauthors.The
conflicting information presented by these documents with regard to the
'
presumed' identificationofHitler'scorpsein 1945 is in itself evidence

of uncertainty on the part of the Russians, in turn aggravated by a

number of glaring contradictionsin the statements made by witnesses.

For instance on 30 May Rattenhuber, then in Russianhands,stated

that Hitler had ordered someone, presumably Linge,to shoot him after

he had taken poison. But if we are to believe Bezymenski,Soviet

researchers were of the opinion that the person concernedwas

G\303\274nsche.206 The inconsistency of the Sovietassumptionsconcerning
the shooting incident is only matched by the falsity of Bezymenski's

contention that the state of Hitler'shealth would almost certainly have

precluded his shooting himself.Thougha very sick man at the time,
Hitler was perfectly capableof eating without assistance; in other

words, he was ableto spendsometwenty minutes several times a day
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continually raising and lowering a fork or spoon from his plate to his
mouth and back again. Hence it must surely have been a comparatively

easy matter for him to commit suicide by shooting himself in the
mouth. It seemsunlikely, though not altogether out of the question,
that Hitler shot himself in the temple, as stated by Linge207 and by
G\303\274nsche.208 Baur was also told this by Goebbels immediately after

Hitler's suicide.209

Bezymenski's assertion that the Russianshad delayedpublication of

their conclusions on the autopsy performedin 1945becausethey

feared that'someone might try to slip into the role of the \"F\303\274hrer

saved by a miracle\"'210 is nonsense and, moreover,self-defeating.

Indeed in 1970 Bezymenski was still patently worriedlest valid

evidence might have been discovered that would give the lie to Soviet
assumptions.211Neitherhe nor Trevor-Ropernor any other writer

concerned with Hitler's death and the whereabouts of his remains was

aware of the fact that the Russians,consciousofthe frailty of their case,
had not, asallegedby Bezymenski in 1968, burned the corpse in May
1945but kept it. Four months after their examination of the body in

Berlin they were trying to discover what the Americans and Britishin
the CIC knew about Hitler's death and his remains. They asked the

Military Secret Intelligence Unit (MSIU) whether there were any

doctors in the custody of the CIC who might be able to identify
Hitler's head. The Americans were then holding Dr Erwin Giesing,
the ear,noseand throat specialist, who was familiar with Hitler's head

and teeth from the frequent examinations and X-ray photographs he
had madein 1944.212Hiscaptors, naturally anxious to elucidate the

matter, at once agreed to cooperate. When two American colonels
attached to Section 4 of M SIU went to tell Giesing about the Russian
'tests', they found him at work for the CIC, translating entries from

his diary along with certain interpolations which he hoped would
exoneratehim and obtain his early release. On learning, however, that

Dr Giesing was in American custody and that he would at any time be
ready and willing to identify Hitler's head,213 the Russiansbeat a hasty

retreat. Nor did they dare show their corpseto the few German

prisoners who might have beenabletobanish all their doubts, especially
since one of the bodiesthey had laid out for identification asbeingthat

of Hitler had already been disqualified on 3 May by reasonof the
much-darnedsockson its feet.214 Evidently the Russians regarded
their claim to possess Hitler's corpse - a claimnot easy to refute - as a
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valuable asset in the game of external politics,and one which, in view

of the growing tension between the Allies, they were unwilling to

relinquish. The F\303\274hrer's personal pilot, Hans Baur, has stated that

while he was in Russian hands, his captors produced a photograph of

Hitler's teeth, and literally tried to bludgeon him into accepting their
own version. In 1946 he expressed his readinessto have a look

at the body, then still ostensiblyin Berlin,with a view to its possible
identification. That was the last he heard of the matter. While

interrogating Baur, a Soviet German-born doctor had remarked
significantly enough that they

' wanted to know at long last' whether

or not ' the corpsecouldbe destroyed '.215

The statement in the Russian report that the corpse measured

approximately 5 ft 6 in.,216 as compared with Hitler's height of

nearly 5 ft 9 in., does not wholly invalidate the Soviet thesis,sincethe

discrepancy could be attributed to the ravages of the flames. However

the 'findings' of the team of Soviet experts in forensic medicine and
pathology headed by Dr Shkaravski and including Drs Boguslavski,

Krayevski, Marants and Gulkevich, unequivocally refute the
Russians' claim that the corpse in their possessionwas '

presumably' that

of Hitler, for amongst other things the doctors'report declaresthat

the dead man's' left testicle' couldnot befound'either in the scrotum,

or on the spermaticcord insidethe inguinal canal, or in the small

pelvis'.217Bezymenski'sassertion in 1968 that this allegedly inborn
defect had never previously been mentioned in print because 'the
F\303\274hrer had always firmly refused to submit himself to medical
examination'is basedon assumptions which are totally untrue.218
For it can be shown beyond all doubt that between 1934 and 1945
Hitler underwent numerous medical checks and never raised any

objection to an examination of his genitalia. That thesewerehealthy

and in no way abnormal is evident from the testimony of one of the
doctorswho, shortly after Hitler's accession to power, examinedhim
at the Westend Hospital in Berlin and, having heard of his alleged
homosexual tendencies, paid specialattention to his penis and

testicles. More than once Theodor Morell declared that Hitler's sexual

organs, penis and testicles showedno abnormalities. Upon Baur's

expressing surprise at Hitler's tendency to fight shy of women, the

doctor informed him that' so far as his sexual organs were concerned'
the F\303\274hrer was 'completely normal'. In January 1940, when Hitler
already believed himself to be dying, he wishedto discover exactly
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what the specialists thought of his state of health. On 9, 11and 15

January he submitted to a searchingexamination in the course of

which serological tests for syphilis produced negative Wassermann,
Meinicke and Kahn reactions.

When the F\303\274hrer was ill in bed on 1October,DrGiesing, the ear, nose

and throat specialist who treated him between 22 July and 7 October
1944,had no difficulty in obtaining permission to examine all parts of

his body, including the penisand testicles. Immediately afterwards the

doctor wrote in hisdairy:'I... drew the bedclothes right back to
uncover the lower part of his body.... Sofar as I could see, the genitals...
showedno abnormalities. The prepuce was drawn back, the glans
showedno signs of irritation, no pyramid signs. . . . Babinsky,
Gordon,Rossolimo and Oppenheim [reflexes] . . . negative.'219
Giesingexpressly states that Hitler's testicles were normal and

unimpaired.220 But the dead man laid out by the Russiansonthe dissecting
table in the mortuary of No. 96 Army Surgical Hospital in Berlin-Buch

had one testiclemissing.Hitlerhad possessed both testicles, proof of
the fact either that his body was never found, or that it had been

removed by trusty followers before the arrival of the Russians,as

Giinsche allegedly once declared.221

When on 12September1919Adolf Hitler attended a political

meetingin a small Munich public house he was,as he later like to hear
himself called, 'an unknown soldier of the common people', an agent of

the Bavarian army. The occasionwas a gathering of the Deutsche
Arbeiter Partei of which before long he was to become member

number 555,222 and his attendance there was his first tangible step
on the politicalladderwhich eventually led to the position of' F\303\274hrer'.

At this gathering he was heard by forty-six politically committed

people, disillusioned and embittered by the First World War and its

aftermath, who were searching for a leader and redeemer.223 When on

30 April 1945, after a career unparalleled in history, he committed

suicide in the bowels of the earth like a cornered criminal, he was
surroundedby very nearly the same number of men and women,*
war-weary,embittered,and driven to desperation by the world conflict

their F\303\274hrer had unleashed - a group of peopleupon whom it had

dawned for the first time that they had bound themselves to a false

prophet. 'Hider's death released us from a state of mass hypnosis,'

*
Forty-two witnesses were interrogated in connection with Hitler's official

death certificate (1956).
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Traudl Junge,the secretary who remained with him to the end,was to

recall some two decades later. '
Suddenly we rediscovered that we

possessed an irresistible urge to live, to be ourselves, to be human

beings. Hitler was no longer of any interest to us.'224

In 1919 he had beenthirty years old and in his prime, eagerfor action

and impelled by an insatiable need to demonstrateto his immediate

circle and to the world at large that what he himself deemed possible
was indeeda possibility. In 1945, although not more than fifty-six
years of age,hewas a broken wreck of a man who found it a laborious
effort to drag himself a mere forty or fifty yards and who sometimes
had to catch holdofhis interlocutorto steady himself, doing so with

his left hand becausehe no longer had any command over his right.
Till1941he had been able to control his facial muscles and his bearing

generally as would an experienced actor. By 1945 only his mind
remainedkeenand alert though he was not ableto react ashe had done

four years earlier to what was going on around him. Now he
mistrustfullysurveyed his surroundings with tired, bleary, bloodshoteyes,

saliva dribbling from the corners of his mouth. Yet his astonishing

memory continued to function almost unimpaired.Even as the Third

Reich crumbled into dust, the intellect that had created it still remained
more or lessintact.Only Hitler's body, aptly symbolizing the world to
which his mind had given birth, was sickly, distorted, finished and

done with. And it is well that this was so, for had it been otherwisehis
supporters could have claimed that everything might have turned out

differently and that extremism might yet have prevailed.

Hitler, the man oncehailedasablessedsaviour by so many Germans,
and not by Germansalone,left 'his' people in a disastrous position
unprecedentedin their national history. He vanished without trace

from a world which, because of him, would never be the same again
to the lasting detriment not leastofhis own country. Where his ashes

are interred is today a no-man's-land, a place where evennow men are
targets for other men's guns. The spot where his body was drenched

with petrol and burned by his trusties is today part of the frontier
which, through his own fault, has split Germany and the world into

East and West. Only when every German,whether from Cologne or

Rostock, Hamburg or Schwerin,West Berlin or East Berlin, can visit
without risk to life or limb the placewhereheliesburiedwill Germany's

collective trauma - Adolf Hitler- beovercome.
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APPENDIX A

A Chronology of Hitler's life, May 1906- April 194s

May-June 1906 First visit to Vienna.

Sept. 1907 In company with 112 other candidates at the entrance
examination for the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts.

Thirty-three failed the first part of the examination

(composition) which Hitler passed. Along with fifty-one

others he was failed on his 'sampledrawings'. Only

twenty-eight of the original 113 candidates satisfied the
examiners.

Nov. 1907 Hitler returned to Linz (Urfahr) to look after his dying

mother.

21 Dec. 1907 His mother died and was buried (23 Dec.)at Leonding.

Feb. 1908 After dealing with matters concerning her estate he
returned to Vienna where he shared a room with his Linz

friend, August Kubizek, at 29 Stumpergasse.Called on

Professor Roller at the SchoolofHandicrafts. On Roller's

recommendation he began taking drawing and painting
lessons from the sculptorPanholzer.

16 Sept. 1908 Kubizek called up for military service and Hitler left
alone in the Stumpergasse.

Sept. 1908 Again sat the Academy entrance examination, but his

concentration had been so much impaired by his mother's
death and his changed circumstancesthat he failed the

first part and was not admitted to the second(ashe had

been in 1907).
18 Nov. 1908- Lodgedat 22 Felberstrasse. In accordance with Statute

20 Aug. 1909 41 of the Austrian Miliary Service Act of 11April 1889

he was required to report for military service. This he

omitted to do and from now on changed his lodgings at

frequent intervals.
20Aug.-
16Sept. 1909 Occupied a room at 58 SechshauserStrasse.
16Sept.-
Nov. 1909 Subtenant in the Simon-Denk-Gasse.
End of 1909 Spenthis nights at the Meidling dosshouse where he

made the acquaintance of Reinhold Hanisch, a trained
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draughtsman. Since those using the hostel were not

permitted to remain there during the day, he may
sometimes have worked as an unskilled labourer on building

sites.

Dec. 1909 Moved to the men's hostel at 27 Meldemannstrasse

where he drew and painted pictures and posters,designed
buildings and executed mural reliefs to his own designs.

Reinhold Hanisch sold the pictures and took a half share

in the profits.
Aug. 1910 Lodged a complaint against Hanisch, accusinghim of

fraud. This resulted in a week's imprisonment for
Hanisch. From then on Hitler sold his pictures himself.
He worked in the mornings, sometimes turning out a

picture a day which he would deliver in the late
afternoon. These would usually have been commissionedby

the customers, many of whom were Jewish academics,
businessmenand art patrons.

His work brought in so much money (over and above
the income from his inheritance) that between May 1911
and April 1913 he voluntarily made over to his sister
Paula his orphan's allowance of 25 kronen a month.

24 May 1913 Moved from Vienna to Munich where he lodged in the

Schleissheimerstrasse with a tailor called Josef Popp,
remaining there until the outbreak of war.

29 Dec.1913 The Austrian police requested the Munich police to

inform them of Hitler's whereabouts, sincehe was liable

for military service.
10 Jan. 1914 The Munich police inform Linz that Adolf Hitler was

living in the Schleissheimerstrasse in Munich.

19 Jan. 1914 Hitler brought before the Austrian consul by Munich

police officials.

5 Feb. 1914 Travelled to Salzburg to enlist. He was declaredunfit

and exempted from military service.
1 Aug. 1914 Outbreak of First World War.

16 Aug. 1914 Enlisted as a volunteer in 16 (List) Reserve Infantry
Regiment. Joined 6th Recruit Replacement Battalion,
16 (List) Bavarian Infantry Regiment in the Elisabeth-
Schulein Munich.

1 Sept. 1914 Transferred to 1Company, 16 Bavarian Reserve Infantry
Regiment.

21 Oct.1914 Entrained for the front.

29 Oct. 1914 Fought on the Yser.
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30 Oct. -

24 Nov. 1914

1 Nov. 1914

9 Nov. 1914
25 Nov.-

13 Dec. 1914
2 Dec. 1914
14-24Dec.1914
25 Dec. 1914-

9 Mar. 1915
10-14Mar.1915
15Mar.-8 May

1915

9 May-23 July

1915

24 July-24 Sept.
1915
25 Sept.-i3Oct.
1915
7 Oct. 1915

14 Oct. 1915-
29Feb.1916
1Mar.-23June

1916

24 June-7 July

1916

8-18 July 1916

19-20 July 1916
21 July-25Sept.
1916
26Sept.-5Oct.

1916

5 Oct. 1916
9 Oct.-i Dec.
1916
3 Dec. 1916

5 Mar. 1917

Fought at Ypres.

Promoted to Lance-Corporal.
Transferredto Regimental HQ.

Trench warfare in Flanders.

Awarded Iron Cross, 2nd Class.

Fought in December battle in Flanders.

Trench warfare in Flanders.

Fought at Neuve Chapelle.

Trench warfare in Flanders.

Fought at La Basseeand Arras.

Trench warfare in Flanders.

Fought at La Bassee and Arras.
Transferredto 3 Company, 16 Reserve Infantry

Regiment.

Trench warfare in Flanders.

Trench warfare in Flanders (Artois).

6th Army engaged in feint attacks and reconnaissance
preparatory to the Battle of the Somme.

Trench warfare in Flanders.

Fought at Fromelles.

Trench warfare in Flanders.

Fought on the Somme.
Wounded in left thigh at Le Bargur.

Red Crosshospital at Beelitz.

Transferred to 4 Company, ist Replacement Battalion,

16 Bavarian Infantry Regiment in Munich.

At the front with 3 Company, 16 Bavarian Reserve
Infantry Regiment.
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5 Mar.-26 Apr.

1917 Trench warfare in Flanders.

27 Apr.-20 May

1917 Fought at Arras.
21 May-24 June

1917 Trench warfare in Artois.

25 June-21 July

1917 Operations in Flanders, ist phase.
22 July-3 Aug.

1917 Operations in Flanders, 2nd phase.
4 Aug.-ioSept.
1917 Trench warfare in Upper Alsace.

17 Sept. 1917 Awarded Military Service Cross 3rd Class with Swords.

30 Sept.-i7 Oct.

1917 Home leave in Spital.

17 Oct.-2 Nov.

1917 Rearguard actions south of the Ailette.

3 Nov. 1917-
25 Mar. 1918 Trench warfare north of the Ailette.

26 Mar.-6 Apr.

1918 The Great Battle on the Western Front.
7-27 Apr. 1918 Fought on the Avre and near Montdidier.
28 Apr.-26 May

1918 Trench warfare north of the Ailette.

9 May 1918 Received a regimental citation for outstanding gallantry

at Fontaine.

18 May 1918 Awarded Wounded Badge (Category Black).
27 May-13 June

1918 Fought near Soissons and Reims.

14-30June 1918 Trench warfare between the Oise and the Marne.
5-14July 1918 Trench warfare between the Aisne and the Marne.
15-17July 1918 Offensive operations on the Marne and in Champagne.

18-25 July 1918 Defensive operationsbetween Soissons and Reims.

25_29 July 1918 Mobile defensive operations on the Marne.

4 Aug. 1918 Awarded Iron Cross, ist Class.
21-23Aug. 1918 Fought near Monchy-Bapaume.
23-30 Aug. 1918 Leave in Nuremberg.
25 Aug. 1918 Awarded Service Decoration, 3rd Class.
10-27Sept.1918Home leave in Spital.
28 Sept.-i5 Oct.
1918 Defensive operations in Flanders.

13-14 Oct. 1918 Gascasualty (eyes) at La Montagne. Initial treatment

in the Bavarian Field Hospitalat Oudenaarde.
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21 Oct.-i9 Nov.

1918 Prussian Reserve Hospital in Pasewalk.

21 Nov. 1918 Transferred to 7 Company, ist Replacement Battalion,

2 Bavarian Infantry Regiment.
12Sept.1919 Hitler attends a meeting of the German Workers' Party

(DAP) on behalf of No. 4 Reichswehr Group

Headquarters.

Sept. 1919 Without having applied for membership,made member

(no. 555) of the DAP.

13Nov. 1919 Becomes one of the DAP's speakers and its chief

propagandist.
I Jan. 1920 First party headquarters established in the

Sterneckerbr\303\244uin Munich.

24 Feb. 1920 DAP announces its programme in the Hofbr\303\244uhaus.

Soon after this meeting DAP renamedNSDAP.
13-17Mar. 1920 The Kapp Putsch. At the suggestion of Epp, Mayr and

Rohm, Hitler and DietrichEckart travel to Berlin with a
view to possiblecollaborationwith the Putsch organizers.

31 Mar. 1920 Dischargefrom the Reichswehr (41 Rifle Regt).

7-8 Aug. 1920 Speaks in Salzburg at the Inter-State Rally of the

National Socialists of the German-speakingArea.

29Sept.-n Oct.

1920 Speaks at meetings in Austria.

17 Dec. 1920 The NSDAP acquires the V\303\266lkischer Beobachter (up till

9 Aug. 1919 the M\303\274nchener Beobachter).

II July 1921 Hitler resigns so as to put pressure on the party.
Delivers ultimatum to the party leadership.

26 July 1921 Rejoins the NSDAP. Membership number 3680.

29 July 1921 Elected first president of the NSDAP at special party

meeting.
16 Nov. 1921 In a statement in the Munich Court of Registry he

claims to own all the shares of the V\303\266lkischer Beobachter

and the Franz-Eher Publishing House.

12 Jan. 1922 Sentenced to three months imprisonment for breach of
the peace (causing a disturbance at a Bayernbund

meeting).
10 Mar. 1922 The Bavarian government considers deporting Hitler

but decides against it.

24 June 1922 Committed to Stadelheim Prison, Munich.

27 July 1922 Released on remission of sentence.
14-15Oct.1922 Takes part in German Day at Coburg, organizedby the

Duke of Coburg in collaboration with the Patriotic
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Associations. Political opponents terrorized in the

Coburg streets. (This was the first town in which the
NSDAP gained an absolute majority in municipal
elections -

23 June 1929.)
20 Oct. 1922 Julius Streicher joins the NSDAP, bringing with him

his Deutsche Werksgemeinschaft and his newspaper
Deutscher Volkswille.

13 Dec. 1922 The NSDAP holds ten mass demonstrations in

Munich.

27-29 Jan. 1923 The NSDAP's first Reich Party Rally in Munich.

15 Mar. 1923 Rejectionof the appeals against the proscription of the

NSDAP in Prussia, Saxony, Baden, Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, Hamburg and Bremen by No. 1 Court of

the Reich Court of Justice.
I May 1923 Armed S A detachments muster on the Oberwiesenfeld.

Forcedto disperse by state troops.
Aug. 1923 Hitler visits sympathizers and patrons in Switzerland.
1-2 Sept. 1923 German Day ir Nuremberg with General LudendorfF.

Formation ofthe German Kampfbund in association with

other extreme right wing organizations.
25 Sept.1923 Hitler becomes political leader of the Kampfbund.

26 Sept. 1923 End of passiveresistance in the Ruhr. State of

emergency in Bavaria. Gustav Kahr appointed State
Commissioner and given extensive powers (subsequently
killed during R\303\266hmaffair in June 1934).

27 Sept. 1923 Banning of fourteen NSDAP mass demonstrations in

Bavaria.

8-9 Nov. 1923 Differences of opinion with the Bavarian separatists
(among them G. Kahr) and others hostile to the Reich
are followed by Feldherrnhalle putsch which is balked

by force ofarms.NSDAPand the V\303\266lkischer Beobachter

banned.

II Nov. 1923 Hitlerescapesto Uffing on the Staffelsee. Is arrested.
Death of his friend and mentor DietrichEckart.

26 Feb.-i Apr.

1924 Hitler's trial in Munich.
1 Apr. 1924 Convictedof high treason and sentenced to five years'

detention and a fine of 200 gold marks.

7 July 1924 Resigns the leadership of the now banned N S D AP for
the duration of his imprisonment in the fortress of
Landsberg.

20Dec.1924 Sentence remitted.
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4 Jan. 1925 Received in Munich by Held, the Bavarian Prime
Minister.

26Feb.1925 Refoimding of the NSDAP. Its organ, the V\303\266lkischer

Beobachter also revived.

9 Mar. 1925 Hitler forbidden to speak in public by the Bavarian

cabinet under Held becauseof his speech on 27 Feb.
1925.Hewas similarly banned from speaking in Prussia,

Baden, Saxony, Hamburg and Oldenburg, but not in

W\303\274rttemberg, Thuringia, Brunswick and Mecklenburg-
Schwerin.

11Mar.1925 Georg Strasser entrusted with the task of building up

and organizing the NSDAP in Northern Germany.
After Friedrich Ebert's death,Ludendorff put up by the

party for the Reich Presidency but gains only i-o6per
cent of the total votes (as an Austrian Hitler was not

eligible).
26 Apr. 1925 Field-Marshal von Hindenburg chosen Presidentat the

second election.

27 Apr. 1925 Hitler informs the authorities in Linz that he wishes to

renounce Austrian citizenship.

30 Apr. 1925 The Upper Austrian Land government accedes to his

request; he remains stateless until 25 Feb. 1932.
18July 1925 Publication of volume i of Mein Kampf.
10-11Sept.1925 Formation of the party's 'North-West German

Gauleiters'Working Group'.

9 Nov. 1925 Founding of the S S.

28 Feb. 1926 Hitler speaksin Hamburg at the National-Club von

1919-

11 May 1926 Assumes leadershipof Austrian National Socialists.

3-4 July 1926 Second Party Rally at Weimar. Founding of the Hitler
Youth.

1 Nov. 1926 Supreme SA leadership constituted. Goebbels embarks
on the 'conquest ofRedBerlin'.

10Dec.1926 Publication of volume ii of Mein Kampf.
30Jan. 1927 The NSDAP gains two out of fifty-six seats in the

Thuringian Landtag.
1 Feb. 1927 Hitler no longer banned from public speaking in Saxony.

5 Mar. 1927 Again permitted to speak in Bavaria.

9 Mar. 1927 First public reappearance in Munich.

1 May 1927 Speaksat a closed meeting of 5000membersin the Clou

in Berlin.
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19-21Aug. 1927 Third Party Rally in Nuremberg.

9 Oct. 1927 Municipal electionsin Hamburg. The NSDAP gains
1-5 per cent of the recorded votes and two out of 160

seats.

27 Nov. 1927 Landtag elections in Brunswick. N SDA P: 3
\342\200\242
7 per cent,

one out of forty-eight seats.

28 May 1928 NSDAP participation in Reichstag elections, gaining
28 per cent of the votes.

28 Sept. 1928 Hitler no longer banned from speaking in Prussia.

16 Nov. 1928 Speaks for the first time in the Berlin Sportpalast.
12May 1929 Landtag election in Saxony. NSDAP: 495 per cent,

five out of ninety-six seats.

23 June 1929 Landtag election in Mecklenburg-Schwerin. N SDAP:
4 per cent and two out of fifty-one seats.

9 July 1929 Founding of the Reichsanschuss f\303\274rdas deutsche

Volksbegehren.

1-4 Aug. 1929 Fourth party rally in Nuremberg.

27 Oct. 1929 Landtag elections in Baden. NSDAP: 6-98 per cent,
six out of eighty-eight seats.

10 Nov. 1929 Municipal elections in L\303\274beck. NSDAP: 8-i per cent,
six out of eighty seats.

8 Dec. 1929 Landtag elections in Thuringia. NSDAP: 11-31 per
cent,sixout of fifty-three seats.

23 Jan. 1930 Dr Frick becomes first National Socialist minister

(Minister for DomesticAffairs and Popular Education

in Thuringia).
1 Apr. 1930 First issue of the Nationalsozialistische Monatshefte

(editor Alfred Rosenberg).

22 June 1930 Landtag elections in Saxony. NSDAP: 14-4 per cent,
fourteen out of ninety-six seats. The second strongest
party in the Landtag.

14 Sept. 1930 Reichstag elections. NSDAP: 18-2 per cent, 107 out

of 577 seats. Second strongest party in the German

Reichstag.
Landtag elections in Brunswick. NSDAP: 22-2 per
cent, nine out of forty seats. Ruling party. The N SDAP
appoints the Minister for Domestic Affairs.

15 Sept. 1930 Hitler pledges that his party will respect legality when

he appears as witness before the Supreme Court in

Leipzig during the trial of the Reichswehr officers

Scheringer, Ludin and Wendt.

When summing up on 4 October1930the President of
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No. 4 Criminal Court said of Hitler's testimony: 'Adolf
Hitler declared under oath ... in quite unmistakeable

terms that he intended to pursue his aims by strictly
legal means, that it was only under duress that he

adopted the course he did in Munich in November 1923
and that if he had abandoned that course it was because

illegal action was no longer necessaryin view of the

growingsympathy felt in Germany for the v\303\266lkisch liberation

movement; he would he said,attain power in due course

by legal means.'

5 Oct. 1930 Received by Reich Chancellor Briining.

13 Oct. 1930 Opening of the Reichstag. The 107 National Socialist

deputies appeared in brown shirts.
9 Nov. 1930 For the first time National Socialist candidates put up

for the Austrian National Assembly. NSDAP: 54 per
cent.

16Nov. 1930 Volkstag elections in Danzig. NSDAP: 161 percent,
twelve out of seventy-two seats.

30 Nov. 1930 Municipal elections in Bremen. NSDAP: 256 percent,
32 out of 120 seats.

5 Jan. 1931 Ernst R\303\266hmappointed S A Chief of Staff.
I May 1931 Formation in Hamburg of the foreign department of the

NSDAP.

3 May 1931 Landtag elections in Schaumburg-Lippe. NSDAP:

26-9per cent, four out of fifteen seats.

i3Mayi93i Landtag elections in Oldenburg. NSDAP: 37-2 per
cent,nineteen out of forty-eight seats. For the first time

strongest party in the Landtag.
9 Sept.1931 Talks with Hugenberg about possible cooperation with

the Nationalist opposition.

15 Sept. 1931 NSDAP appoints the Minister for Domestic Affairs

and Popular Education in Brunswick (Dietrich Klagges).
10Oct.1931 Hitler received by Hindenburg, the Reich President.
II Oct.1931 Formation of the Harzburger Front.

27 Jan. 1932 Hitlerspeaksat the Industrie-Club, D\303\274sseldorf.

25 Feb. 1932 Appointed to the Brunswick Office of Agriculture and

Land Survey as the attache to the Brunswick Legation

in Berlin responsible for representing the economic
interests of the province. From now on a German

citizen.

13 Mar. 1932 Candidate in first presidential election. Gains 30-23per
cent of the poll.
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io Apr. 1932 In second presidential election gains 36-68per cent of

the poll (13-4 million votes as against Hindenburg's

19-4 million and Th\303\244lmann's 3-7 million).

1 June 1932 Von Papen Reich Chancellor without a Reichstag
majority.

4 June 1932 Dissolution of the Reichstag.
14June 1932 Ban on SA and SS lifted. In return Hitler agrees to

tolerate the government.
15-30July 1932 Hitler speaks in fifty different towns.

31 July 1932 Reichstag elections.NSDAP gains more than 37 per
cent of the votes and becomes the strongest party in the

German Reichstag with 230 out of 608 seats.
13Aug. 1932 Hitler and von Papen visit the Reich President. Having

demanded and been refused the Chancellorship, Hitler

rejects the offer of the Vice-Chancellorship.
6 Nov. 1932 Reichstag elections. The NSDAP still the strongest

party despite loss of votes (down from 37-3 to only 31-1

per cent).
10 Nov. 1932 Hitler renounces the emoluments of his Brunswick

appointment during his period of leave.

4 Jan. 1933 Hitler,Hessand Himmler meet von Papen in the house

of the Colognebanker von Schr\303\266der. They pave the way

for the overthrow of Schleicher, ReichChancellor since

2 December 1932.
15Jan. 1933 Landtag elections in Lippe (4-14.1-33 in sixteen

places). NSDAP: nine out of twenty-one seats.

28 Jan. 1933 Schleicher'sgovernment resigns.

30 Jan. 1933 Hindenburg invites Hitler to be Reich Chancellor.

16 Feb. 1933 Hitler asks the Brunswick government to release him
from his duties.

5 Mar. 1933 Reichstag elections. NSDAP: 43-9percent, 162 out of

422 seats.

17Mar.1933 Formation of the S S-Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler.
21Mar.1933 Celebrates 'Day of Potsdam' with Hindenburg in the

Garrison Church.

24 Mar. 1933 'Law for Relieving the Distress of the People and the
Reich' (Enabling Act).

1 Apr. 1933 Boycott of Jewish shopsbegins.
7 Apr. 1933 The L\303\244nder to be compulsorily coordinated

{Gleichschaltung).

30 Apr. 1933 Reichsstatthalter (regional governors)appointed.

14 July 1933 Law for the Reconstruction of the Political Parties.
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20 July 1933 Conclusion of the Concordat with the Holy See as a
means of winning Catholic support.

31 Aug.-3 Sept.
1933 Fifth Party Rally in Nuremberg.
19 Oct. 1933 Germany leaves the League of Nations.
12Nov. 1933 Reichstag elections. Also referendum enabling the

nation to endorse or otherwisethe policy which led to
withdrawal from the League. Hitler obtains 92 per cent

of the votes. The Reichstag henceforwardmerely a

cipher.

14-15 June 1934 First meeting with Mussolini in Venice.

30 June 1934 'R\303\266hm putsch'. The Reichswehr given priority over the

SA. Large numbers of political opponents eliminated

with the help of the Gestapo. S A reorganized.
20 July 1934 SS becomes an independent organization within the

framework of the NSDAP.
2 Aug. 1934 Death of Hindenburg. Hitler combines officesof

President and Chancellor and nominates himself 'F\303\274hrer

and Reich Chancellor'. The Wehrmacht swearan oath of

allegiance to 'Adolf Hitler, the F\303\274hrer of the Reich

and of the Germanpeople'.
19Aug. 1934 Plebiscite on the law concerning 'the Supreme Head of

the German Reich' ('F\303\274hrer and Reich Chancellor

Adolf Hitler'): 90per cent of the votes (out of a 99per
cent poll) support Hitler.

4-10 Sept. 1934 Sixth Party Rally in Nuremberg.
31 Jan. 1935 Saarplebisciteresults in 91 per cent for the return of the

Saar to Germany.
16Mar.1935 Promulgation of the 'Wehrmacht Law'. Reintroduction

of generalconscription.

21 May 1935 Legislation to regulate military service.

18 June 1935 Naval agreement with Great Britain.

9-16 Sept. 1935 SeventhParty Rally in Nuremberg.' Law for the
Protectionof German Blood and German Honour' (known

as the Nuremberg Laws) of 15September1935.Marriage

with Jews prohibited. Public appointments dependent
on 'Aryan extraction'. 'Reich Flag Law', 'Reich
Citizenship Law', and 'Blood Protection Law'.

7 Mar. 1936 Repudiation of the Treaty of Locarno. Occupationof

the demilitarized zones in the Rhineland. Full military

sovereignty reestablished.

1-16 Aug. 1936 21stOlympic Games in Berlin.
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24 Aug. 1936 Introduction of two year period of compulsory military

service.

8-14 Sept. 1936 Eighth Party Rally in Nuremberg. Marked anti-
Bolshevistemphasis.Announcement of Four Year Plan.

25 Oct. 1936 Rome-Berlin Axis. Anti-Comintern Pact between

Germany and Japan.

30 Jan. 1937 Enabling Act extended for a period of four years.

6-13 Aug. 1937 Ninth Party Rally in Nuremberg.

5 Nov. 1937 Hitler's'political testament* presented in the form of a

discourse on foreign policy and military aims (Hossbach

Minutes).

4 Feb. 1938 Dismissalof the War Minister, von Blomberg, and ofthe

Commander-in-Chief of the Army, ColonelGeneralvon

Fritsch. Hitler assumes the office of ReichWar Minister.

Colonel General von Brauchitsch appointedCommander

in Chief of the Army. Creation of a High Command of

the Armed Forcesunder Wilhelm Keitel (later Field-

Marshal).
Von Ribbentrop replaces Neurath as Foreign Minister,
thus extending the influence of the party to the Foreign
Office.

11 Mar. 1938 German troops enter Austria.

13 Mar. 1938 Austria becomes part of the German Reich.
2 May 1938 Hitler prepares his will.

3-9 May 1938 Meets Mussolini in Rome.

Sept. 1938 Deliberate intensification of the Bohemian-Moravian

crisis.
16 Sept. 1938 Talkswith Chamberlain in Berchtesgaden.

22-24 Sept. 1938 Talkswith Chamberlain in Godesberg.
26 Sept. 1938 Speechin the Berlin Sportpalast. Demands cession of

the Sudetenland to Germany. 'Final demand' for a
revision.

28 Sept. 1938 Acceptance of Mussolini's proposal,made as a result of
British initiatives, for a four power conference in Munich.

29 Sept. 1938 Confers with Mussolini, Daladier and Chamberlain in

Munich (Munich Agreement).
1 Oct. 1938 Germantroops enter the Sudeten German territories.
9 Nov. 1938 Kristallnacht. Antisemitic excesses (destruction of

Jewish dwellings, businesses, synagogues etc.) after the
murder by a Jew of Ernst von Rath, a member of the
German Embassy in Paris.

15 Mar. 1939 German troops enter Czechoslovakia (after the Czech
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President Hacha and Foreign Minister Chvalkovsky had

signed a declaration placing Bohemia and Moravia
under German 'protection').Czech forces disarmed.

16 Mar. 1939 Decree establishing the Protectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia. Theseterritories incorporated into the German
Reich.

23Mar.1939 The Wehrmacht enters Memel.

26 Mar. 1939 Poland rejects the German proposals dated 24 October
1938and 21 March 1939 for the return of Danzig to the

Reich, the concessionof an extra-territorial road and

railway through the Corridor, and the offer of a lasting

guarantee of the German-Polish frontiers.
22 May 1939 'Pact of Steel'. Military alliance between the Reich and

Italy.
July 1939 Trade talks with the Soviet Union.
23 Aug. 1939 Non-aggression Pact with the Soviet Union containing

an additional secret clause.
German-Polish crisis.

I Sept.1939 Germany attacks Poland.

3 Sept. 1939 GreatBritain, Australia, India, New Zealand and France
declarewar on Germany.

28 Sept. 1939 Soviet-GermanFriendship and Frontier Agreement.
6 Oct. 1939 Peaceoffer to the Western Powers. South Africa declares

war on the Reich, followedby Canada on 10 Oct.

1939.
8 Nov. 1939 Speech to the Party veterans in the B\303\274rgerbr\303\244ukeller in

Munich. Failure of Georg Elser's attempt at

assassination.Eight killed, sixty-three injured.
9 Apr. 1940 Commencement of German campaigns in Denmark and

Norway.
10 May 1940 Germany attacks the Netherlands, Luxemburg, Belgium

and France.
22 June 1940 Armistice with France.
6 April 1941 Attack on Yugoslavia and Greece.
10May 1941 Attack on Soviet Union.

7 Dec. 1941 Japan attacks American fleet in Pearl Harbour.
8 Dec.1941 Germany at war with China (Chungking government)

and France(deGaulle government). (This chronology
omits the dates on which diplomatic relations were

broken off.)
II Dec.1941 Germany declares war on the U SA, turning the conflict

into the Second World War. State of hostilities with
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Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala and

Nicaragua.

12 Dec. 1941 Haiti, Honduras and El Salvador declare war on

Germany.

16 Dec. 1941 State of hostilities with Czechoslovakia (Czech
Governmentin Exile).

19 Dec. 1941 Dismissalof Field Marshal von Brauchitsch. Hitler now

Commander-in-Chief of the Army.
20 Jan. 1942 Wannsee talks on the 'final solution of the Jewish

question'.
Germany at war with Panama (13 January 1942),

Luxemburg (Government in Exile) (15 January), Mexico

(28 May), Brazil (28August) and Abyssinia (9 October).
7-8 Nov. 1942 Allied landings in North Africa.
18 Nov. 1942-
2Feb.1943 Battle of Stalingrad.

At war with Iraq (16 January), Bolivia (7 April), Iran

(9 September), the Badoglio Government of Italy (13

October) and Colombia.

13 May 1943 Final surrender in North Africa.
6 June 1944 Allies invade France. At war with Liberia (26 January),

Romania (16 August), Bulgaria (8 September), San
Marino (21September)and Hungary (31 December).

20 July 1944 Stauffenberg's assassination attempt.
25 Sept. 1944 Organization of the Deutscher Volkssturm.
16 Dec. 1944 Opening of Ardennes offensive.

30 Jan. 1945 Last broadcast by Hitler.

At war with Ecuador (2 February), Paraguay (8
February), Peru (12 February), Chile (14 February),
Uruguay (15 February), Venezuela (16 February),
Turkey (23 February), Egypt (24 February), Syria
(26 February), Lebanon(27 February), Saudi Arabia

(1 March), Finland (3 March) and the Argentine (27

March).
25 Apr. 1945 American and Soviet troops link up at Torgau on the

Elbe.
29 Apr. 1945 Hitler marries Eva Braun. Writes private and political

testaments.

30 Apr. 1945 Suicide in the Chancellery bunker.
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Notes for a speech*

Jewish domination and starvation of the nation.
Unrest
Discontent Agitation Mistrust

Intellectual and factual migration.
Catholics becomeextreme socialists -

Communists revert to being bible students.
Everything tends towards

Want - Misery -
Scarcity

- Famine.

Despite efforts to the contrary.

Inadequate means
Whose fault?

1.A government. (Kahr, P\303\266hner, Heim)

in Saxony? Prussia - the Rhineland?

2. The Prussian. And Austria?

3. the capitalist system and in Russia?

Nature?

does not work gradually but by cataclysms
might be parallelized [sic] today in transport etc.

No, it must have more important causes

Kahr - Prussia -
Capitalism etc. not

universal

but
the Jew?

Antiquity.

Egypt
- Rome - Palestine | Middle Ages

- Modern Times

Jewish domination and starvation of the people
Who is invariably to blame for this?

Never the Jew?

* Federal Archives, Coblenz, NS 26/49.Hitler'sarrangement and

punctuation have been retained.
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First an analysis.

A thousand years of

wandering

still a people.

Infinitely 'national'

everywhere'foreigners', -

just like today in fact.

Gives rise to 'urge for world domination'.
The Jewas 'worldfactor = & = power'
Jahveh'sprophecy only the

expression of the obvious end and goal.

Necessary result of Jewish disposition.

Egypt

Palestine

Babylon

Rome

Europe

Complete domination or nothing

hence all Jewish creations are means towards

World domination

How does he conduct the struggle for this,

economically and politically

Purely intellectual preparation.

Compassion as a means,

in big things as in small.

Economically,

I. Devours the economy, the land

Controlof stock exchange
- price fixing.

Monopoly of raw materials

Not ownership of land but control.

(Land tenure) (Book of Esther)
MiddleAges Control of entire production

Land ownership forbidden
Result of the economic struggle is

Scarcity -
Withering away of host race

(creeper)
A people's character the same as a person's.

The Jewis eternally asocial.
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That means materialistic:

Attitude to work

I I

Egotism and dedication

Springboard for Always the same

unearned income (Berlin gardensuburbs)
Bible

Unearned income of individuals only

possible as parasite in the body of thosewho work.

Unearned incomes of peoples only

possible in 'parasite races'.

Jewish domination and starvation of the people.
Jewspoor among themselves.

(Only thrive in foreign bodies)
(Effect then like a creeper)

Throughout the ages a state within the state

Antiquity - MiddleAges
- Modern Times -

Always persecuted.

Always equally hated.
Not because the peopleswere wicked but in self-defence.

Econ. parasitism is the same as

domination

No lasting economic enslavement without

'political domination'

Politicalstruggle

First Guardians of the oppressed
(as in small things)

If aristocracy then democracy
If democracy then dictatorship
If monarchy then republic

If republic then dictatorship
Divide the peopleitself

First divide then conquer.
The Jewas fission fungus

Splits the classes.
Creates snobberyon the one side

and protests on the other.
(Schoppenhauer [sie]

- master of lies)
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The Jew as the destroyer ofa
nation's inner stability.

(Jericho)

Art,
Science,
Press,
Literature,

Theatre,

Cinema,

etc.

Destruction of all stability

Fatherland everywhere

Slogan,

Miscegenation
Racial pollution

= result.

World hotch-potch
World Press

World literature

World stock exchan
World culture

World language

against
i. Character,
2. Decency,

3. Morals

4. Morality (traffic in women)

5. Religion - biblestudents, reason.

6. Value of personality,
7. Beliefin the self

8. Concept of nation

9. National values

10. Commercial morality
- (Christian-Jewish)

11. destroys senseof justice

Jewish rights

Property rights

Human rights (Workers [illegible] -

'Capitalism')

the world state,

needs

-

ge

i.e.the world under one master
One thrust to world-mastery

World revolution
means:

The oppressionof the whole earth

xmder the dictatorship of the world

stock exchange and its

masters,
Judah.
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Presupposes

Elimination of all national

intelligence.
Racialsuicide

for which prerequisite is

Mass insanity

can be fomented,

by mass want - Hunger.

Hunger as a weapon throughout

the ages.

Hunger in the service of the Jews,
destroysphysical strength and health

confuses the mind.

Systematicstarvation of a nation

through shortages,
i. In Germany before the war,
2. During the war.
After the war.

Causes of shortages -
Armistice -

Wasteful economy

Peace treaty

How can it be solved. |

Solution of the Jewish question

Creation of a socialstate.
Our programme

Apostle of a new truth

Struggle against us.

Berlin.

Germany will be free notwithstanding.

Revolution of
the
stockexchange

[illegible]
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Daily routine and menu

ioa.m. Hitler, still in his nightshirt, fetches the morning papers

which, together with low priority signals, memoranda,

reports, etc., have beenplacedon the chair outside his door
by his manservant (1934-39 Karl Wilhelm Krause; 1939-45
Heinz Linge). He returns to bed to peruse all this material,

after which he washes,shaves and dresses. (Later, when illness
madehis hand tremble, he had somebody else shave him.)

About His servant knocks at the locked door and calls out: 'Good

11 a.m. morning, my F\303\274hrer. It's time now!'

Between 11 Hitler rings a bell to summon his breakfast: in the early
and 12 a.m. yearsa glassof milk, an apple and a pieceof crispbread; later

a piece of milk bread, and peppermint, apple or camomiletea

(with a dash of brandy when he had a cold). Sometimesalso
a pieceof cheese (preferably Gervaise). Later still (1944-45),

large portion of cakeand a cup of chocolate, or else a mixture
of porridgeoats, grated apple, nuts, lemon juice and a wheat

germ preparation soaked in milk.
The adjutant brings him the more important memoranda

and together they arrange the times for the day'sconferences.

While in the Chancellery bunker he seldomwent to bed before

8 a.m. (after a breakfast of cakefollowed by a game with his
Alsatian puppy, Wolf). His short rest was usually interrupted

at about eleven o'clock by an air raid alert.
Before the war he would foregather after midday with

colleagues and advisers, or receive membersof the

governmentand other visitors.

Between 2 Lunch: Fruit, soup (never meat broth), beans, carrots and

and 5 p.m. other vegetables, potatoesand, invariably, salad dressed with

lemon juice only. Hitler liked vegetable stew, particularly

when made with butter beans, split peas or lentils.He was

also fond of baked potatoes which he would dip in butter after

peeling them. In ordernot to embarrass his guests when they

were eating steak, Hitler would have a mock steak made
entirely of vegetables. Otherwise his food was much the same

as theirs. After 1941 he would sometimes eat sardinesin oil,
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but continued to refuseall food (except for liver dumplings)
that contained meat. Vegetables had to be dressed with

unsalted butter (when butter became scarcesomeother form

of fat was substituted). At one period he was not averse to

eggsstuffed with genuine caviar but, on learning how

expensivethis was, he no longer allowedit to be served.

Hitler was also fond of fried eggs and bread, the latter
baked without leaven and served with the crust removed.

He was quite prepared to eat bread dumplings several days

running, provided they were cooked in different ways (roast,

baked, boiled, etc.).
Between Supper, in Hitler's case usually boiled eggs, potatoes in

8 p.m. and their jackets, and curd cheese.
12a.m. When supper was over he would take an hour's rest (not

always possible in wartime). After Stalingrad he adopted the

habit of drinking a glass or two of beer,hoping it would make

him sleepy. He gave this up, however, when he realizedthat

he was putting on weight.

Before the war his short rest was followedby a 'fireside

chat', and latterly by a situation conference which, as the

war progressed, would quite often continue until 6 a.m. or
even later. In 1944-45 (particularly in Berlin) he would

sometimes still be in session with his female secretaries,his
adjutant Schaub or his personal physician, Dr Morell, at

8 a.m.
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List of drugs prescribed by Dr Morell, 1936-45

The preparations marked with an asterisk are thoseshown as still in current

use in the Rote Liste 1969: Verzeichnis pharmazeutischer Spezialpr\303\244parate

(Aulendorf 1969).

*Brom-Nervadt (Potassium bromide, sodium barbitone, aminopyrine)

every other month as a tranquillizer and hypnotic: 1-2 tablets.

*Cardiazol (pentamethylenetetrazol) and Coramine (diethylnicotinamide)
for the stimulation of the circulatory centre in the brain, the vascular
nerves and the respiratory centres given at intervals in the form of a
solution from 1941 onwards (when oedema of the legs developed): ten

drops a week.
Chineurin (product containing quinine, influenza remedy) taken orally to

treat colds.

*Cortiron (deoxycortone acetate, product of adrenocortical hormone)
intended to combat muscular weakness and to influence the absorption of
fats and carbohydrate metabolism (alleged by Morell to have been
administered onceonly): intramuscular injection.

Dr Raster's Antigas Pills (extr.nuc. vom. extr. beilad. aa 0.5, extr. Gent.)
to combat flatulence; from 1936-43 (with occasional interruptions),

before each meal.
Eubasin (sulphonamide) injected to combat infection and colibacilli: 5 ccm

intragluteally.

*Euflat (active bile extract: radix angelica, papaverine,aloe, coffea tosta,

pancreatin and fel tauri) to promote digestion and also to inhibit

flatulence; in the form of pills from 1939-44.
*Eukodal (chlorohydrate of dihydroxycodeine, produced from thebaine)

narcotic, analgesic and anti-spasmodic.

*Eupaverin (isoquinoline derivative) for spasms and colic.

*Glucose (5-10per cent in solution added to other injections)to
supplement calories and to enhance the action of strophantine, injected from

1937-40 (except for short interruptions): 10ccmevery two or three days.
Glyconorm (metabolic enzymes, containing cozymase I and II, vitamins

and amino-acids) to promote the digestion of vegetable foods and reduce
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flatulence:administered occasionally (rarely, according to Morell), from

1938-40: 2 ccm intramuscular injections.
*HomairopinPOSeyedrops(homatropine-hydrobromide.o-i g;sod. chlor.

008 g; aqua dest. ad 10ml)for treatment of the right eye.
*Intelan (vitamins A, D3 and B12)to stimulate the appetite, help

convalescence,protect against infection, promote physical resistance and combat
tiredness,given therapeutically from 1942-44 (like Vitamultin): in tablet

form, twice daily before meals.

Camomile for enemas: at patient'srequest.
*Luizym (enzyme preparation; digestive enzyme; cellulose, hemicelluloses

amylase and proteases) against digestive weakness (disturbance of

protein digestion) and flatulence: one tablet after meals.
*

Mutaflor (emulsion of a strain of Escherichia coli)for causal therapy of

symptoms connected with abnormal intestinal flora (e.g. meteorism,
eczemaand migraine, depressive states), given by Morell from 1936-40
for the regulation of intestinal flora in enteric capsules (colibacilli:
normally about 25 thousand million organisms percapsule):on the first day,
one yellow capsule, on the second, third and fourth, one red capsule, and
from the fifth day onwards, two red capsules. (In 1943 Trocken-Coli-
Hamma was given for this purpose.)

*Omnadin (combination of proteins, lipoids from the bileand animal fat) to

inhibit colds in the early stages of infection (sometimes in combination

with Vitamultin-Caldum): intramuscular injection, 2 ccm.
^Optalidon (patent analgesic of barbiturates and amidopyrines: allyl iso-

butylbarbituric acid = 0-05 g, dimethylaminophenazon, pyramidon
=

0-125 g, caffeine = 0025g) for headaches: 1-2 tablets taken orally.
Orchikrin (extract of the seminal vesiclesand prostateof young bulls,

reinforced male sex hormone) to promote potencyand combat exhaustion

and depression (administered once only, according to Morell): 22 cm
intramuscular injection.

Penicillin-Hamma: After the assassination attempt of 20 July 1944, over a
period of eight to ten days in powder form, for treatment of the right
hand.

*
Progynon B-oleosum (benzoic ester of follicular hormone) to improve the

circulation of the gastricmucosa, and to prevent spasms of the stomach
walls and vesicles, by intramuscular injection 1937-38.

Prostacrinum (extract of seminal vesicles and prostate) for the prevention of
depression,given over a short period in 1943 at tw0 day intervals: 2
ampoules,by intramuscular injection.

Prostrophanta (composite injection: 03 mg strophanthin in combination

with glucose and Vitamin-B; nicotinic acid) given like strophanthin.

Septoid, for respiratory infections (Morell believedthat by administering
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this drug he could also slow down the progress of arteriosclerosis):
maximum dose,20ccm,injected.

*Strophanthin (glycoside from Strophanthus gratus) for the treatment of
coronary sclerosis: from 1941-44, in two to three weekcycles,
intravenous injections 02 mg daily.

*Sympatol (p-hydroxyphenyl methylamino ethanol tartrate) to increase the
minute volume of the heart, to promote cardiacactivity and to help
overcome cardiac and vascular insufficiency: from 1942 onwards (with

occasional interruptions), 10 drops daily.
Tonophosphan (sodium salt of dimethylaminomethylphenylphosphinic

acid) non-toxic preparation of phosphorus used both to supplement
phosphorus and to stimulate the smooth muscles. From 1942-44,
injected subcutaneously from time to time.

Trocken-Coli-Hamma:seeunder Mutaflor.

Ultraseptyl (sulphonamide) to combat inflammation of the upper respiratory
tract: 1-2 tablets orally. To prevent concretions (e.g. kidney stones),

taken with fruit juice or water after meals.

*Veritol i(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2-methylamino-propane. In 1 g (20drops):
o-o 1 g, in 1 ml ampoule solution:0-02 g Veritol-sulphate. For the
treatment of the left eye, from March 1944.

Vitamultin-Calcium (A, B complex, C, D, E, K, P) injected in combination

with other drugs from 1938to 1944: every other day 4-4 ccm.
The above list is complete save for Morell's product, the 'golden' Vita-

multin tablets containing Pervitin and caffeine.
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Locations of headquarters,
September 1939 - April194s

Polish campaign

from 3 Sept. 1939

26 Sept.1939
Campaign in the

West (France)

Campaign against

Yugoslavia and

Greece, April 1941
7 July 1940

Campaign against
the Soviet Union

From October1942

20Nov.-ioDec.
1944

Accommodated in the F\303\274hrer's special train (office
and living coach for Hitler, several signals and Press
coaches,and diners and sleepers for the Staff. A flak

truck at either end of the train). Locations: Polzin,

Gross-Born, Illnau bei Oppeln, Goddentow-Lanz.

Also in the Casino Hotel at Zoppot.
Return to Berlin.

'Felsennest' (from 10 May 1940)at Rodert near

M\303\274nstereifel (F\303\274hrerbunker).
'
Wolfsschlucht'

(from 4 June 1940)at Bruly de Peche where Hitler
lived in a hut, his staff in the school house and

presbytery. 'Tannenberg' on the Kniebis in the
Black Forest (from 25 June 1940). According to
Hitler's secretary, Christa Schr\303\266der, 'there were

a few small, damp bunkers in which life was almost

impossible'.
Specialtrain at M\303\266nichkirchen.

Return to Berlin.
1

Wolfsschanze' (from 24 June 1941)at Rastenberg
in East Prussia. Concrete bunkers above-ground
and a few wooden huts. 'Werwolf' at Vinnitsa in

the Ukraine (July to October 1942and February

to March 1943). Two concrete bunkers,
blockhouses and huts in lightly wooded ground.

'Wolfsschanze'. 'Berghof' (Hitler's property since
the twenties and enlarged after 1933 with

contribution from the 'Adolf Hitler Fund'), situated on
the Obersalzbergnear Berchtesgaden. Also Schloss

Klessheim at Salzburg.
Reich Chancellery, Berlin, in the bunker built for

the F\303\274hrer (1943) m the Chancellery garden.
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Dec.1944-Jan.1945

(Ardennes Offensive)

16 Jan. 1945 until

his suicide

HITLER

Hitler's secretary, Christa Schr\303\266der, writes:

'Hitler's room was very cramped and could
accommodate no more than a small desk,a small sofa, a

table and three chairs. The room was cold and

uncomfortable. A door on the left led into his

bathroom and one on the right into his equally small
bedroom.'
'Adlerhorst'on the Ziegenberg estate in the Taunus.
The manor house was enlarged in 1939 to serve asa
headquarters for Hitler.

Reich Chancellery, Berlin (F\303\274hrerbunker in the

Chancellery garden).
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IMT. Recordof proceedings against major war criminals,Nuremberg.
Manheim. Hitler's Mein Kampfy trans. Ralph Manheim, London 1969.
Picker. Picker, Henry, Hitler's Tischgespr\303\244che im F\303\274hrerhauptquartier

1941-1942, Stuttgart 1963.

chapter one. Family and Antecedents

1. Cf. Der Spiegel,31/67,leading article on some of the author's findings in

this field.
2. The entry in the D\303\266llersheim parish register against' Bride and groom'

reads: 'Anna Schicklgruber, resident in her father's house, legitimate

daughter of Johann Schicklgruber of this parish... and the late Theresia,
n\302\243ePfeisinger of Dietreichs' (10 Aug. 1842). The entry recording her
death:' Hiedler,Maria, wife of Hiedler,Georg, resident in Klein-Motten

no. 4, legitimate daughter of Johann Schicklgruber, formerly farmer of
Stronesand of Theresia, n6e Pfeisinger of Dietreichs'(3 Jan. 1847). The
cause of death is given as

'
Consumption resulting from pectoraldropsy'.

3.Cf. Jetzinger, pp. 16 f. Franz Jetzinger is a former Catholic priest with a

provincial background and political ambitions. His book,although in

many ways illuminating, is far from objective.

4. There had been another Maria Anna Schicklgruber in Strones, but by

this time she had left the village. Cf. Document in Lower Austrian

Provincial Archives, Allentsteig Area Court Archives, 8/13, fol.63 f.

5. Handwritten entries in the Orphans' Fund records, Lower Austrian

Provincial Archives, Allentsteig Area Court Archives 8/17, fol. 48.
6. Ibidy fol. 23 on which the name appearsas Schikelgrueber.

7. Record of transactions for 1793of the Lordship of Ottenstein.
8. Waldreich Estate Surety Register, Allentsteig District Court Archives,

fol.43.
9.Allensteig District Court Archives, fol. 138.

10.Waldreich Estate Surety Register, Allentsteig District Court Archives,

fol. 43-
11. Cf. points 5, 6 and 7 of the NSDAP programme; also Maser, Die

Fr\303\274hgeschichte der NSDAP, pp. 468 ff.

12. Manheim, p. 2. Hitler deviated only once from the information given in

Mein Kampf. On 29Nov.1921,in a letter to an unidentified recipient, he
stated that his father had been a '

postal official'. Doc: typescript copy of
26Aug. 1941. The bottom lefthand cornerbearsthe stamp of the NSDAP
Central Archives and the name' Richter' underneath the words' Authen-
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ticatedcopy'. Former NSDAP Central Archives, Federal Archives,
Coblenz,NS 26/ijsl.Doc.eit.Maser, Fr\303\274hgeschichte, pp. 487 ff.

13. Manheim, p. 17.
14.Cf.Maser,Hitlers Mein Kampf, pp. 95 ff.

15. See Picker, p. 268,alsopp.199f. and 232 f. Hitler also refused to let
another of his half-brother's sons, Heinz, becomea professional soldier

on completion of his training at the National-Political Education Centre
in 1938; the very name Hitler, he maintained, would evoke toadyism in
Heinz's comrades, whether officers or men. In the event the young man

was killed in Russia while serving as an NCO with the 23rd Potsdam

Artillery Regiment.
16.Letter from Paula Hitler, 10 Jan. i960.
17.From Probate Certificate, copy in author's possession. Alois Hitler's

deceased stepsister and Angela Hammitsch, nee Hitler, were eachentitled

to one sixth of the inheritance. On 25Oct.i960,under file entry no. VI
108/60,the BerchtesgadenDistrict Court ruled that 'the heirs to Paula
Hitler deceased1June 1960 m Schonau... shall be her sister'schildren.

... Elfriede Hochegger n\302\243eRaubal... Leo Raubal... each to inherit

one half'.

18. From an entry in the Leonding local records. Also told to the author by

the Burgomaster of Leonding, August 1969.

19. Hitler never raised any objection to the documentation of D\303\266llersheim

and its surroundings. On the contrary: in 1942, for example, he authorized

the publication by the Sudetendeutsche Verlags und Drukkerei GmbH

of Eger of a lavish book entitled Die Alte Heimat. Beschreibung des

Waldviertels um D\303\266llersheim (Ancestral Home. Description of the

Waldviertel round D\303\266llersheim). Containing numerous photographs it gives a
detailedaccountof the region and its history, and revolves round Hitler's
forebears, the Schicklgrubersand the Hiedlers.Even at that time it was

impossibleto identify the house in which Alois Hitler was born in 1837.
'Various attempts have been made', we read, 'to find out which house

belonged to the Shicklgrubers.Thisproved exceptionally difficult because
new land registers came into being as a result of the abolition of the
Patrimonial Courts (in 1848) so that the holdings in Strones were given

entirely new designations. No records appearto have been kept of the
former housenumbers.'Die Alte-Heimat, p. 268.

20. Jetzinger, pp. 34 f.

21. Land Register, 21 Mar. 1961,Vienna, pp. 100-2.

22. 1941, Series 20,no.226.
23.Register of parishes of Austria, p. 100.
24.Extract from reports of the German Resettlement Association, 1 Sept.

1944,supplied to Theodor Fabian who was responsible for the purchase
of villages and for compensating those who had to move out.
Reproductionand copies of the reports in possession of the author.

25. Verbal information supplied by Hitler's relations (May 1969).
26.Die Alte Heimat contains a picture of the crosson this memorial; p. 62.
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27. Written information (26 July 1967) supplied by the former Hitler Youth

Hauptjungzugfuhrer Klaus Fabian of 4 Troop, 520 Company, S.E.

Lower Danube, who was ordered by his superiors to visit Maria Anna

Schicklgruber's grave with his troop.
28.Ibid.Klaus Fabian was the son of Th. Fabian (see n. 24 above). Also

the documents relating to Theodor Fabian belonging to the German
Resettlement Association, Klagenfurt office, including those dated 9
Nov. 1943,1Sept.1944 and 30 Sept. 1945.

29. Letter to the author from Frau Elfriede Binder, Theodor Fabian's

secretary.

30. Cf. Maser, Fr\303\274hgeschichte, pp. 270 fF.

31. Ibid, p. 271.
32. KonradHeiden'spopular biography of Hitler, in which it is suggested

that he might be of Jewish origin, was published in Z\303\274rich. The book has
had a decisive influence on a whole generation of historians and

biographers.

33. Death certificate no. 5653issuedby the Bucharest municipality.
34. Daily Mirror, 14Oct.1933.
35.Forward, 21 Jan. 1966, in which extracts from old newspapers are quoted.
36. Cf. Simon WiesenthaTs account in Der Spiegel,no. 33/67, p. 5; also ibid,

p. 6, an extract from a French periodical of Sept.1933.
37.Typescript under NSDAP letterhead. Federal Archives, Coblenz,

NS 26/14.
38.Typewritten notes by S S leadersconcerninginvestigations into Hitler's

antecedents. Federal Archives, Coblenz, NS 26/17a.Appended to one

document dated 4 Aug. 1942 is a handwritten message: 'Please send
here,Reichsfuhrer wishes to retain.'

39. From unpublished entries in the diary of the German ambassadorin
Madrid. Document in the possession of the Bechtle Verlag. Cf. also

references to this subject in Der Spiegel, 31/67, p. 42;also Bezymenski,

The Death of Adolf Hitler, p. 17.
40. Frank, Im Angesicht des Galgens, p. 330.
41. Ibid, p. 19.
42.Ibid, pp. 330 fF.

43. Ibid.

44. Information supplied personally by Leo Raubal in the course of several

conversations from May 1969 onwards.

45. Cf. Kessler,* Familiennamen der Juden in Deutschland', thesis,
Leipzig,1935.

46. The name of Frankenberger does not appear in the records of the

Jewish Community in Graz (1864-1938),in those of other religious
communities between 1838 and 1900, or again in the records kept up till 1837.

Nor does the name occurin the parish registers of the territory annexed

in 1938, in the householders' registerof the Greater Graz area, in the 1936

registration card indexesor in the census records for the years 1880,1890
and 1910.
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47. Cf. Pirchegger, Geschichte der Steiermark,vol.ii,pp. 281-9and pp. 318 ff.

48. Lower Austrian Provincial Archives, Allentsteig Area Court Archives

8/17, fols 48 ff.

49. Ibid.

50. This point was established by the Austrian historian Nikolaus von Pre-
radovich who communicated it to the author in March 1957.

51. Cf. Jetzinger, p. 32.
52.Vol. ii, p. 156, sixth entry.

53. Cf. Frank, p. 431;alsoIMT, vol. xii. Before the tribunal Frank declared:
'Not even the passage of a thousand years will lift the burden of guilt

from Germany.'

54. Letters from Alois Hitler to Frau Veit, 6 and 13Sept.1876.Library of

Congress. Material not in HA 17, A, R 1.
55.Vol. xiii, 1852-91.

56. Vol. xix.
57.Library of Congress. Material HA 17, A, R 1.

58. Bracher, Die deutsche Diktatur, p. 61.

59. For text of regulations see Dollersheim register ofbirths (now in

RastenfeldPresbytery).

60. File ref. 30704/4274(handwritten), Lower Austrian Provincial Archives.
61. Ibid.
62.Ibid, file ref. 7845; 35784 and 30704.
63.Ibid,file ref. 35784/4956 and 30704.
64. Ibid, file ref. 37381/5184 and 30704.
65. G\303\266rlitz, p. 14.
66. Koppensteiner, Die Ahnentafel des F\303\274hrers.

67. Manheim, p. 4. The term 'poor cottager' has led unsuspecting National

Socialist biographers to describe Alois Hitler as the son of a Spital
peasant.But Georg Hiedler was never in fact a cottager. As a journeyman

miller he moved about from place to place,lodging in other people's
houses, among them the farmhouse in Strones where Maria Anna

Schicklgruber was then living with her parents.
68.Because of the close inbreeding in his family, Hitler is known to have

been afraid of becoming a father, being tormented by the thought that

any child he engendered might be at risk. Yet he so far followed the

family pattern as to enter into an incestuous relationship with his niece,
GeliRaubal, who was reputedly pregnant by him when she committed
suicide in 1931. Cf. Paris-Soir, 5 Sept. 1939.

69.Information supplied by descendants, Aug. 1969.
70.Adolf and his mother had a number of features in common, e.g. eyes,

eyebrows, mouth and ears. He may have been alluding to this on 24 June
1942when he said: 'A mother's characteristics are usually to be found
in her son' (Picker,p.413).

71.Cf. also J. Arthur May, The Habsburg Monarchy, 1867-1914, Cambridge,

Mass., 1951, pp. 173-4,and Geoffrey Drage, Austria-Hungary, 1909,
p. 58.
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72. Deeds shown to the author by the owner of the inn, Aug. 1969.

73. 'Records of housepurchases in Spital and Schwarzenbach, 1796-1845',
Weitra District Court, fol. 70.

74. Cf.LeoWeber's account of 12 Oct. 1938and HA17,R 1. The date is not
absolutely certain. Smith (Adolf Hitler, p. 31)gives 16 March 1889 as the
date on which Alois Hitler paid the purchase price, but this does not
alter the case.

75.Cf. also Jetzinger, p. 122.

76. After retirement Alois paid 20 kronen a year; cf. also Jetzinger, p. 123.
77. Handwritten invoice dated December 1907. The costof Franziska Hitler's

funeral and those of her three children would probably have been less
than that incurred by Adolf in 1907 when, as eighteen-year-old head of
the family, he paid 369-64 kronen (including no kronen for a metal-
bound coffin) for the conveyance of Klara Hitler's body from Linz to

Leonding and its interment there. Handwritten account, Dec. 1907:
FederalArchives, Coblenz, N S 26/65.

78. Cf. Smith, p. 46.

79. Cf. alsoMaser,Fr\303\274hgeschichte, p. 60 and doc. in Federal Archives,

Coblenz, NS 26/65.

chapter TWO. Childhood and Youth

1. Gustav Hitler died of diphtheria on 8 Dec. 1887, his sister Ida twenty-five
days later. Otto,born 1887, lived only a few days.

2. Information supplied by Hitler's cousin in Spital, Anton Schmidt,

August 1969.Klara often took Adolf to stay at this cousin's house.
3.Manheim, p. 3.

4. Cf. entry relating to Alois Hitler's departure, reproducedin HA 17, 1.

Original probably among the Arlington material.

5. Cf. Central Archive papers, HA 17, R 1 (W\303\266rnharts).

6. Photograph by F. Rammer in Der Spiegel 33/67, p. 8 and reader's letter
from Harry Schulze-Wilde (author of Die Reichskanzlei, 4th edition,

D\303\274sseldorf, i960).

7. Rosalia Hoerl's account, HA, 17, R 1.
8. Cf. Kubizek, p. 54.
9.Cf. also Smith, p. 55.

10.Cf.Maser,Fr\303\274hgeschichte, p. 503.
n. Munich policefilesfor 1924,HA, 1760,R 25 A. Cf. also HA, 65,R 13 A.

12. Cf. Manheim, pp. 6 ff.

13. Ibid, p. 4.
14.Ibid, p. 5.
15.Information supplied by Mgr Haudum (August 1969). See also letter of

10Nov. 1923 written to Hitler by his boyhood friend Fritz Seidl(ClassI,
Linz Secondary School), Federal Archives, Coblenz, NS 26/14.

16.Cf. Kubizek, p. 66.
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17.Information supplied by Mgr Haudum, August 1969, who relates that
she savedthe life of an Austrian engineer who had been condemned to
death.

18.Cf.Kubizek, pp. 31 and 114.
19.Cf.Patrick Hitler's article in Paris-Soir, 5 Aug. 1939.

20. Cf. also Smith, p. 60.
21.Cf. HA, 17, R 1 A.
22. Manheim, p. 6.

23. Kubizek, p. in. Cf.also Maser, Fr\303\274hgeschichte, pp. 514 f.

24. Orr, Revue, no. 40,4 Oct.1952,p.35.
25.Information supplied by the Leonding schoolmaster Alois Harrer and

the former Leonding priest Mgr Haudum (August 1969). They both
knew Winter personally and had sometimes talked to him about Hitler's
childhood.

26.Original typescript. Former NSDAP Central Archives, Federal
Archives, Coblenz, N S 26/i7a.

27. Manheim, p. 5.

28. Letter from Fritz Seidlto Adolf Hitler, 10 Nov. 1923, typescript, Federal
Archives, Coblenz, NS 26/14.

29. Manheim, p. 5.
30.Entry in the Hitler House visitors' book,p.2.
31.Cf. Kubizek, p. 37.

32. From copy (in author's possession), authenticated by Heim, of the
original M S of Heim's record, 8/9 Jan. 1942.Kubizek wrongly avers

that Sixtl was headmaster of Leonding Primary School.
33.Kubizek, p. 67.

34. Manheim, pp. 9 and 10.

35. Ibid, pp. 7 f.
36.Ibid.

37. Ibid.

38. Ibid, p. 9.
39.Kubizek, p. 64.

40. Manheim, p. 17.
41.Kubizek, p. 63.

42. Cf. ibid, pp. 61 passim.

43. Letter from Dr Huemer, 28 April 1935.N A. T-84, List no. 4, 3.
44.Kubizek, pp. 69 f.

45. Cf. M\303\274nchner Post, 27 Nov. 1923 and BayerischerKurier, 30Nov. 1923.

Hitler repudiated these allegations both publicly and privately, cf.
BayerischerKurier, 5 Dec.1923.

46.Handwritten report by Professor Gregor Goldbacher, 29 Jan 1941.

Orig. in former NSDAP Central Archives, Federal Archives, Coblenz,
NS 26/17 a.

47.Heim's record, 8 and 9 Jan. 1942(author's own copy).

48. Report of 11Feb.1905.Published in Der Spiegel, 34/66, p. 46, along

with pre-publication extracts from Maser, Hitlers Mein Kampf.
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49.Picker, p. 191.

50. Heim's report, 1942.
51.Hitler's school report, 16 Sept. 1905.
52.Morell'sdeposition. Information also supplied by Dr Giesing who

attended Hitler from July to October 1944.
53.Handwritten account by his teacher, Goldbacher, 29Jan. 1941.
54.Kubizek, p. 20.

55. Manheim, p. 17.
56.Information supplied by Hitler's cousin, Anton Schmidt (1969).

57. Ibid.
58. Ibid.
59.Cf.Kubizek, p. 72.
60. Cf. ibid, p. 145.
61. Ibidy pp. 146 f.

62. Cf. also Manheim, p. 18.

63. Kubizek, p. 75.
64.Record of a statement by Prewatzky-Wendt, former NSDAP Central

Archives, Federal Archives, Coblenz, N S 26/65.
65.Cf. Kubizek, p. 97.
66. Handwritten deposition by the surgeon, Dr Urban, 16 Nov. 1938.

Federal Archives, Coblenz, N S26/17a.Theentry concerning the

operationreads:' Sarcoma musculi pectoralis minoris', ibidy N S 26/65.

67. Remarkmade by Klara Hitler to Kubizek in the autumn of 1907.
Kubizek,p. 158.

68. Ibid.

chapter three. Artist and Architect

1. Manheim, p. 18.Unlike many of his biographers, Hitler does not dwell

in Mein Kampf on the subject of this examination. Cf. Josef Greiner,

pp. 36 ff, who claims to have sat the examination shortly before the

subject of his book. Konrad Heiden (1901-66),a German journalist who

emigrated in 1933 and regarded writing about Hitler and National

Socialism as his life'swork (see bibliography), continued until his death
to influence all other writers on these subjects.Hiswritings, by his own
admission polemical, were adopted uncritically (though not always
acknowledged) by the majority of authors. His accessto documents was

limited, nor could he easily checkthe truth of the statements made by

the witnesses on whom he relied for much of his material. His chief
'informant' about Hitler's youth was the tramp Reinhold Hanisch, on

whose distinctly fantastic stories Heiden continued throughout his life to

base his writings. It is to Greiner we must attribute the story recounted

by Heiden and others that in his youth Hitler had been a lazy good-for-

nothing, living rough or in hostels, and given over to an aimlesshand-
to-mouth existence. On the subject of Heiden see also Maser,

Fruhgeschichtey p. 512 and Maser, NeueDeutscheBiographie, viii, 246 f.
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2. Information concerning the 1907 examination candidates at the Vienna

Academy of Fine Arts in the' Classification List of the GeneralSchoolof

Painting 1905-1911 \\ Letter from the head of the Chancellor's office of
the AcademyofFine Arts (Dr Alfred Sammer), 6 Sept.1969.

3.Ibid.

4. Ibid. Cf. also documents in the Federal Archives, Coblenz, NS 26/36.
5.Picker, p. 324. Cf. also entry in the Classification List for 1905-11which

reads: 'Adolf Hitler, born Braunau/Inn, Upper Austria on 20 April

1889. .. . Catholic, Father: civil servant. Sampledrawings, inadequate,

few heads.' Also letter from the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts, 24 Feb.
i97i,fileno.397/70/11.

6.Manheim, p. 19.

7. Ibid, p. 18.Cf.also Kubizek, pp. 159 f.
8. Manheim, p. 19.

9. Article in Revue no. 43, 25 Oct. 1952,by Thomas Orr (pseudonym of a
historian formerly employed in the NSDAP CentralArchives).

10. Handwritten account by Dr Bloch, 7 Nov. 1938.Original in former

NSDAP Central Archives, Federal Archives, Coblenz, NS 26/65.
11. Ibid.
12.Text offaire-part cit. from original in possession of one of Hitler's cousins

in Spital.

13. Manheim, p. 17.
14.Ibid,p. 18.
15.Ibid, p. 20.

16. Ibid, p. 114.
17.More especially authors of 'revelations', like Greiner, and of 'memoirs'

relating to a period of friendship with Hitler, like Kubizek. Kubizek's
memoirs are a medley of truth and fiction in which the latter predominates.

As documentary evidence they have value only where Kubizek
illustrates his book with facsimiles. I have quoted only such passages as are
verifiable. Greiner's account is not worthy of serious attention and his
claimto have met Hitler is highly implausible. He is cited here only when

his information relates to well-documented circumstancesor details.
There is some mention of a publication by Greiner in the correspondence
files of the former Central Archives of the NSDAP (30 Aug. 1938),

Federal Archives, Coblenz, N S 26/36.
18.Kubizek, p. 315. For information about Kubizek, see Maser,

Fr\303\274hgeschichte,pp. 514 f.

19. Cf. Manheim, p. 17.
20.Sale contract, 21 June 1905. Documents in Federal Archives, Coblenz,

NS 26/65.
21.Handwritten document, Linz Area Court (V), 4 April 1903, assessing

Adolf and Paula Hitler's portion of the inheritance at 652 kronen each.

22. Cf. Maser, Fr\303\274hgeschichte, pp. 65 ff.

23. The amount is not ascertainable. Johanna P\303\266lzl(died 1911), one of the
three legatees,left 3800 kronen. Cf. Maser, Fr\303\274hgeschichte, pp. 80 f. and
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482 f. Documents in the Linz DistrictCourt File no. PV 49/3-24 of 4
May 1911. The amount inherited by Klara would probably have been
much the same.

24. This will is in the possession of the grandchildren of Walburga Hitler's
heirs who loaned it to the author for examination in August 1969.Copy
of the original in possession of the author.

25.Letter from Dr Hans Dittrich (27Jan.1966).In 1913/14Dittrich was an

assistant master in a Vienna secondary school.
26. Cf. Kirkpatrick, p. 38.

27. Photocopy of a letter in the author's possession. Mistakes corrected by

the author.

28. Ibid. Cf. alsoPicker,p.323.On 10 May 1942 Hitler remarked, in

connection with the Vienna Academy and its entrance examination, that he

would not have dared approachsogreat a man on his own initiative.

29. Photocopy of a letter in the author's possession. Correctly written save

for the punctuation, amended by the author. Either from excitement or
carelessness,Hitler wrote the date wrongly (10Feb.1909for 10 Feb. 1908).

30. Manheim, p. 19.
31.Cf. note 27; as reported by the correspondent to her mother.
32.Remark made by Hitler to Siewert, the stage designer, and repeated to

the author in 1970 by Heim who was present at the conversation.
33.Recorded by Heim, 24 Feb. 1942,cit.Picker,p. 182.
34.Letter from the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts, 6 Sept. 1969.

35. Cf. Maser,Fr\303\274hgeschichte, p. 77.

36. Ibid, pp. 74 ff.

37. Ibid, plate 2, p. 65.
38.Handwritten account by Karl Honisch. Former CentralArchives of the

NSDAP, Federal Archives, Coblenz,NS 26/17a.
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